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Abstract 

This thesis explores the effect of concept-based pragmatic instruction (CBPI) in developing Iraqi 

Arabic-speaking EFL university students’ conceptual knowledge and performance abilities in English 

requests. Requests have been one of the most investigated features in interventional pragmatic studies. 

However, the majority of the interventional studies take forms as the point of departure in their 

treatment and focus less on meaning. In contrast, this study takes meaning as the focus and the point 

of departure in its treatment by utilising CBPI. Drawing from Vygotsky’s sociocultural theory, CBPI 

is based on three main principals: concepts as the minimal units of instruction, materialisation of 

concepts through didactic models (e.g., diagrams), and verbalisation to internalise the concepts. The 

main aim of the study was to examine the learners’ sociopragmatic and pragmalinguistic conceptual 

development. A secondary aim was to examine how learners of different proficiency levels would 

respond to CBPI.  

The learners were 9 high intermediate (HIL) learners and 8 elementary (EL) learners. The 

intervention involved a 5-session course, in addition to one pre-test session and one post-test session. 

The intervention was designed around the principles of concepts, materialisation, and verbalisation. 

The principles formed the basis of CBPI cards (adapted from van Compernolle, 2012), which oriented 

learners and helped them materialise and verbalise the concepts. Learners engaged in video-based 

language analysis tasks, scenario performances, and contextualized request analyses. Development 

was assessed through pre- and post-interviews, scenarios, and appropriateness judgement 

questionnaires (AJQs), as well as scenarios within the intervention course that allowed development 

to be assessed as it happened. Data were analysed qualitatively by comparing pre- and post-test data 

and conducting a microgenetic analysis of scenarios.  

Results showed 1) marked development in the learners’ conceptual understanding of the 

sociopragmatic and pragmalinguistic resources, 2) some notable development in the learners’ 

performance abilities, although not as much as in their conceptual understanding, and 3) no major 

differences between the two proficiency groups in the interview data.  
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Most learners showed development, but the AJQ and scenario data showed a clear advantage of HIL 

learners over EL learners, suggesting that higher proficiency learners benefit more from CBPI. This 

difference could be attributed to several factors including the linguistic and cultural distance between 

English and Arabic and the fact that each learner has his/her unique ZPD and development trajectory. 

The study contributes to the literature by expanding the applicability of CBPI in pragmatics to 

teaching requests to Arabic-speaking learners of English. Finally, this thesis calls for future research 

to explore how other learners whose L1 is distant from their L2 respond to CBPI, especially for other 

speech acts. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
 

1.1. Introduction to the Research Project 

When I first went to the US to pursue my MA study, I encountered a lot of cultural challenges when 

communicating with people. I particularly had challenges in make appropriate requests. Not being 

aware of the cultural differences in making requests I used my L1 (Arabic) cultural norms to make 

requests in American English, which made my requests seem unclear, rude, or overly polite. Such 

awkward situations motivated me to study requests more thoroughly and more importantly to find an 

effective approach to teach requests and develop learners' capacity in understanding the cultural 

differences in requests and hence in producing appropriate requests. Thus, in my MA thesis I explored 

how Arab learners view different forms of requests in American English and in this PhD thesis I am 

exploring the influence of concept-based pragmatic instruction (CBPI) in teaching the speech act of 

request to Arab learners of English.  

Requests are instrumental to L2 learners as they are needed in daily use in a variety of contexts. Yet, 

they are arduous to learners as they involve several factors (e.g., social status of/social distance 

between the interlocutors, size of the request, age, the urgency of request, legitimacy of the request, 

etc.). More importantly, they need an understanding of the L2 cultural values/norms governing 

requests (e.g., politeness, directness, briefness, clarity, freedom of choice, honesty, formality, 

expectation of (non-)compliance, etc.) and how these values are different or similar to those of the L1 

of learners. Failing to deliver a successful request may result in non-compliance from the hearer’s side 

and in not achieving the desired purpose of the request. Importantly, it may lead to a conflict between 

the hearer and the speaker, if the hearer interprets the request as a threat to his/her face. This is 

especially true for Arab learners of English, given the linguistic and cultural distance between Arabic 

and English (Al-Jumah, 2012). Iraqi Arab-speaking EFL learners are even more disadvantaged since 

they have very limited communication with native speakers of American English due to the lack of 

security in many Iraqi cities. Also, very few learners have the opportunity and the capability to travel 

the US. The current study participants reported that they had very limited interaction with native 
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speakers of English. However, despite the integral importance of requests to Iraqi Arab-speaking EFL 

learners, very limited research has examined the influence of instruction on Arab L2 learners’ 

requests.  

On the other hand, there has been considerable research (both descriptive and interventional) on L2 

learners’ requests of different L2 background. However, despite being extensively researched (e.g., 

Cunningham, 2014, 2016a; Eslami-Rasekh, Eslami-Rasekh, & Fatahi, 2004; Halenko & Jones, 2011, 

2017; Johnson & deHaan, 2013; McGuthrie, 2015; Soler & Jordà, 2007; Sykes, 2009; S. Takahashi, 

2005; Takimoto, 2006; Tan & Farashaiyan, 2012; Tateyama, 2007), the majority of interventional 

request studies focused mainly on forms (e.g., “can you” vs. “could you”) and the factors influencing 

requests (e.g., social power and social distance), rather than on the meaning (i.e., concepts) and the 

cultural values governing those factors. More importantly, even those studies that included concepts 

like cultural values (mostly politeness and directness) in their instructional models did not start with 

those values (i.e., meanings); rather, they started with the forms and then mapped them onto the 

meanings. Nonetheless, a few studies (e.g., Ishihara, 2009; Nicholas, 2015, 2016) focused on the 

meaning or the cultural values in their instructional materials. For example, being grounded in SCT, 

Ishihara’s (2009) study—although its focus was on exploring the effectiveness of teacher-based 

assessment in assessing learners’ pragmatic competence—prompted learners to consider cultural 

values like politeness, formality, directness, and tone and to compare L1 and L2 requests in terms of 

these values when evaluating and discussing requests.   

Unlike the majority of interventional request studies mentioned above, the current study adopts 

concept-based pragmatic instruction (CBPI) (see the following section) and starts with and focuses on 

meanings and then maps them onto forms. This is a critical point as starting with meaning (i.e., 

concepts) enables learners to form a holistic view of the target culture and its values that is not bound 

to a particular context and to understand the underlying, dynamic meanings of the forms, rather than 

the static view of form-based instruction. For example, CBPI encourages learners to decide when to 

be brief and when to be more expressive by taking into consideration the social factors involved and 
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the appropriate forms that deliver the intended meanings with the intended level of politeness. Thus, 

for all the reasons stated above, CBPI is adopted in this study to explore its influence on the 

development of learners’ knowledge and performance abilities in requests.   

Also, the current study compares the responses of two proficiency levels, low level and high 

intermediate level, to examine whether a proficiency level influences the development of learners’ 

sociopragmatic and pragmalinguistic knowledge, on the one hand, and performance abilities, on the 

other hand. Although CPBI studies have examined learners’ responses to instruction at different 

proficiency levels, very few studies (Kuepper, 2018) examined the responses of learners with 

different proficiency levels to the same CBPI. Taguchi (2011) suggested that proficiency level is an 

integral factor influencing the learnability of learners. She added that this direction of research will 

“advance our understanding of the relationship between pragmatic learnability and instructional 

intervention” (p. 296). S. Takahashi (2010a, 2010b) suggested that learners whose linguistic 

competence is still under development may not be able to fully benefit from instruction. Thus, she 

suggested that future research should explore learners’ responses with different proficiency levels to 

the same intervention. Kuepper’s (2018) study found a positive correlation between learners’ 

proficiency level and their performance skills. However, she suggested conducting additional research 

with more participants to further understand influence of proficiency level in CBPI. Thus, the current 

study explores whether learners of different proficiency levels would respond differently to CBPI. 

Research question three (see section 1.3, p. 5) is set to examine this point.  

Finally, it is worth mentioning that my understanding of CBPI and its applicability to the Iraqi setting 

has developed alongside the designing and the implementation of this project. Thus, I had to make 

some modifications to make the CBPI program more applicable for the Iraqi setting. For example, my 

original plan was to instruct learners to verbalise and explain to themselves the concepts in the CBPI 

cards (see section 3.7 on page 56), but when I noticed that learners did not verbalise despite repeated 

attempts to push them to do so, I paired them and asked them to explain to their partners (for more 

details see section 3.5.1 on page 53). Also, since the teaching methods in the Iraqi system of 
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education were form-oriented and the defocused meaning and concepts, learners found it challenging 

to think in concepts from the very beginning. So, although concepts were the first and main focus, 

forms were then introduced to make it easier for learners to better understand these new abstract 

concepts by relating them familiar everyday language forms which they understood.  

1.2. Overview of the Theoretical Framework 

Sociocultural theory (SCT) of mind, developed by the Russian psychologist Lev Vygotsky, serves as 

the general framework for this study. Although SCT is a theory of human mind development, it has 

been effectively applied in L2 research (Lantolf, 2011). SCT sought to understand the developmental 

processes of the human mind, and more importantly, to develop a framework for praxis-based 

research, which involves establishing conditions for development (Lantolf, Thorne, & Poehner, 2015). 

The primary premise of SCT is that human consciousness is mediated by social and cultural 

interactions with others (Lantolf, Poehner, & Swain, 2018). Through mediation, the child gradually 

internalises social and cultural meanings and moves towards self-regulation. More importantly, 

through systematic mediation (i.e., systematic formal education), learners develop scientific concepts.  

The concepts of mediation and self-regulation have been the focus of the early L2 studies adopting 

SCT framework (Lantolf, 2011), which started with the publications of Lantolf and Frawley (1984), 

Frawley and Lantolf (1985), and John-Steiner (1985), marking the first phase of SCT-L2 research. 

However, following Negueruela’s (2003) study, SCT-L2 research began focusing more on 

establishing a praxis-based pedagogy (Lantolf, 2011), marking the beginning of the second phase. In 

other words, Negueruela’s (2003) study represents the true beginning of using theory not just to 

explain the developmental processes but to promote them through instruction. Following the 

systematic theoretical instruction (STI) of Gal'perin, a follower of Vygotsky, Negueruela (2003) 

designed what has become known as concept-based instruction (CBI). In this thesis the terms 

concept-based language instruction (CBLI) and concept-based pragmatic instruction (CBPI) will be 

used to distinguish them from content-based instruction, as noted by Lantolf, Xi, and Minakova 

(2020).  
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CBLI is based on the premise that development can be accelerated through the internalisation of 

concepts (or the formation of mental actions) that function as tools for learners to orient to, monitor, 

and control future actions (Negueruela, 2003). Gal'perin proposed six stages for internalisation to 

occur: 1) the motivational stage, 2) the orienting stage, 3) the materialised stage, 4) the stage of overt 

speech, 5) the stage of covert speech, and 6) the mental stage. Negueruela (2003) abbreviated the six 

stages into three main stages: 1) finding a minimal unit of instruction, 2) materialisation, and 3) 

verbalisation. Negueruela proposed concepts as the minimal units of analysis, didactic models (e.g., 

charts and diagrams) as materialisation tools, and involving learners in activities to verbalize. 

Negueruela (2003) used the CBLI model to teach L2 grammar. Following him, researchers utilised 

the model to teach a range of language features, including pragmatics. Van Compernolle and 

colleagues adopted CBLI or concept-based pragmatic instruction (CBPI) in teaching L2 pragmatics. 

Van Compernolle’s (2012) PhD thesis is one of the first large-scale pragmatic studies informed by 

CBPI.  

The current study, following Negueruela (2003) and van Compernolle (2012), adopts CBPI in 

teaching requests. Requests are viewed in the current study as functions, which entail sociopragmatics 

(i.e., concepts) and pragmalinguistics (i.e., forms). Concepts (e.g., social power, social distance, self-

presentation, briefness, clarity, etc.) serve as the minimal units of instruction. Also, for the essential 

importance of orientation, CBPI cards are designed (adapted from van Compernolle, 2012) to provide 

appropriate orientation for the learners. The instructor’s role is to intervene whenever a learner seems 

to be struggling by providing the appropriate level of support and orientation. The cards also include 

diagrams that serve as materialisation tools. The learners are also asked to verbalise and explain the 

concepts in the cards to their peers. In addition, the learners are engaged in tasks and activities 

(including performing scenarios and watching videos and engaging in a language analysis tasks about 

the videos) to afford them the opportunity to use their conceptual knowledge, since CBLI is not about 

mere memorisation of concepts, but instead stresses the use of concepts as tools in problem-solving 

activities (Negueruela, 2003). This point is critical because full internalisation of the concept does not 

occur unless learners use the concepts in relevant contexts. Also, Vygotsky’s differentiation between 
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scientific concepts and everyday concepts is central to CBPI and the current study. While traditional 

methods of teaching pragmatics set rules-of-thumb that are like everyday concepts in that they are 

often erratic, unsystematic, and/or bound to a particular context, this study adopts scientific concepts 

in instruction, which are systematic, and not bound to a particular context (i.e., generalisable). Finally, 

culture and language are viewed in the study as intertwined and dialectic, and not as two separate 

entities simply influencing each other.   

1.3. Research Goal and Research Questions 

The overarching goal of the thesis is to explore the effect of CBPI on Iraqi Arab EFL learners' 

understanding and performance abilities of request speech acts in American English in terms of the 

sociopragmatic and pragmalinguistic variations. As mentioned above, it also examines the influence 

of proficiency level on the development of conceptual knowledge and performance abilities. More 

specifically, the thesis seeks to answer the following research questions: 

1.  Does CBPI influence the development of learners’ sociopragmatic and pragmalinguistic 

conceptual understanding of request speech acts in American English? 

2. Does CBPI influence the development of learners' performance of request speech acts in 

American English? 

3. Do high intermediate learners respond to CBPI differently from elementary learners? 

The first research question is addressed through analysing data of interviews and AJQs in the pre- and 

post-sessions (chapters 4 and 5). The second research question is addressed through microgenetic 

analysis of scenarios produced throughout the program and through analysing scenarios in the pre- 

and post-session (chapter 6). The third research question is addressed comparing the two groups data 

in interviews, AJQs, and scenarios.  
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1.4. Structure of the Thesis 

This thesis comprises seven chapters. This introductory chapter affords a brief overview of the 

background, the theoretical basis, the purpose, and the aim of the study. Chapter 2 presents a review 

of the relevant literature including an introduction to pragmatics, politeness theories, speech act 

theory, teaching pragmatics, and request studies. Besides, the chapter entails the theoretical 

framework adopted in the design of the study. Chapter 3 outlines the study design and methodology. 

First, it describes the instruments used in the study. Next, it presents a piloting course, a detailed 

description of the intervention and the tools used. Finally, it details data coding and analysis and the 

measures undertaken to ensure the reliability and of the coding and analysis.  

Chapters 4, 5, and 6 offers data analysis of the three main instruments in the study, interviews, 

appropriateness judgement questionnaires (AJQs), and scenarios, respectively. Chapter 4 deals with 

the declarative knowledge data; chapter 5 presents a mix of declarative and procedural knowledge 

data; and chapter 6 offers the procedural knowledge (performance ability) data. Chapters 4 and 5 

analysed learners’ data in the pre- and post-sessions only, while chapter 6 (scenarios) analysed the 

data in the pre- and post- sessions as well as the during the intervention program, since learners 

engaged in scenarios throughout the program.  

Chapter 4 provides an analysis of the interview data, which was divided into two main sections: 

sociopragmatic awareness and pragmalinguistic awareness analysis. For each section, data was 

analysed aggregately and qualitatively (i.e., on an individual learner basis). Chapter 5 offers an 

analysis of AJQ data. The analysis was also divided into aggregate data analysis and qualitative data 

analysis. Chapter 6 presents an analysis of scenarios, which is divided into two main sections: pre- 

and post-scenarios (only aggregately) and qualitative data analysis. Qualitative data analysis of 

scenarios is conducted using microgenetic analysis to explore learners’ developmental processes 

throughout the intervention and not simply comparing the pre- and post-sessions.  
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The final chapter, chapter 7, presents the discussion and the conclusion. The discussion is arranged 

according to the three research questions. Following the discussion, implications for L2 research and 

pedagogy, limitations of the study and directions for future research, and a conclusion are offered.  
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Chapter 2: Literature Review 
 

This chapter will review the literature on pragmatics, politeness theories and models, speech acts, and 

requests. It will also present the theoretical framework within which the present study operates.  

2.1. Pragmatics 

2.1.1. Pragmatics definition. 

Pragmatics has been broadly defined as the study of language in use. Pragmatics is concerned with 

how speakers use or manipulate the conventions of a language to achieve personal goals (H. K. Kim, 

2007). Different definitions of pragmatics have been proposed, however, the most well-known 

definition is that of Crystal (1985, p240, as cited in (Barron, 2003) who defined pragmatics as “the 

study of LANGUAGE from the point of view of the users, especially of the choices they make, the 

CONSTRAINTS they encounter in using language in social interaction, and the effects their use of 

language has on the other participants in an act of communication” (original emphasis). This 

definition has been widely adopted because it takes speakers’ viewpoint as the centre of analysis, 

outlines that each individual has his/her own view of the social conventions and of how language 

should be used in different contexts and how the choices they make affect others. Related to this is the 

notion of pragmatic competence. 

2.1.2. Pragmatic competence. 

Pragmatic competence is defined by Huang (2012) as “a system of knowledge that a language user 

has in order to be able to use linguistics means (such as a sentence) for attaining linguistic ends (such 

as performing a speech act)” (p. 231). Pragmatic competence is related to the more comprehensive 

concept of communicative competence first proposed by Hymes (1972). Hymes criticized Chomsky 

(1965) notion of linguistic competence for focusing on grammatical ability and neglecting other 

language competencies. Hymes asserts that language speakers need to acquire sociocultural 

knowledge to determine what language forms to use in what context.  He called such knowledge 

communicative competence, which was further developed by Canale and Swain (1980), Canale 
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(1983), and Bachman (1990). Canale and Swain (1980) divided communicative competence into three 

components: grammatical competence, sociolinguistic competence and strategic competence. Later, 

Canale (1983) added discourse competence (which was included under the sociolinguistic 

competence) as a fourth component. Although pragmatic knowledge was referred to within the 

sociolinguistic competence, it was not explicitly stated. Bachman’s (1990) model, on the other hand, 

referred to pragmatic competence in his classification of communicative competence which he 

divided into three components: language competence, strategic competence, and psychophysiological 

mechanisms. He further divided language competence into two subcomponents: organizational 

competence and pragmatic competence. Organizational competence entails grammatical competence 

and textual competence, whereas pragmatic competence entails illocutionary competence and 

sociolinguistic competence. Illocutionary competence is “the knowledge of the pragmatic conventions 

for performing acceptable language functions”, whereas sociolinguistic competence is “knowledge of 

the sociolinguistic conventions for performing language functions appropriately in a given context” 

(Bachman, 1990, p. 90).  

Bachman’s classification of pragmatic competence also echoes Leech (1983) and Thomas (1983) 

classification of pragmatics into pragmalinguistics and sociopragmatics. Pragmalinguistics is the 

linguistic resources available for the speaker to use in order to convey a communicative act (or social 

action) and to convey his/her message. The linguistics resources include all the pragmatic strategies 

and conventions of forms that are utilized to mitigate or intensify communicate acts (Rose & Kasper, 

2001). Sociopragmatics, on the other hand, refers to the knowledge of the social variables governing 

linguistic resources. Language users don’t use language conventions of forms randomly. Instead, their 

knowledge of sociopragmatics enables them to use which form, for which situation, and with whom. 

In other words, sociopragmatics is what determines appropriate and inappropriate usage of language 

conventions. The most commonly investigated social variables include social power, social distance, 

and degree of imposition. Therefore, to be able to communicate successfully, language users need to 

have both the pragmalinguistic knowledge and the sociopragmatic knowledge.  

Moreover, van Compernolle (2014, p. 4) elaborated the relationship between pragmalinguistic 

knowledge and sociopragmatic knowledge in the diagram shown in Figure 2.1. 
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Figure 2. 1.  

Interwoven nature of social action, pragmalinguistics, and sociopragmatics 

 

This diagram shows that to perform a social action (i.e. a communicative act) language users need to 

have a pragmalinguistic knowledge and that the pragmalinguistic knowledge is controlled by the 

sociopragmatic knowledge.  

2.1.3. Interactional competence. 

Barraja-Rohan (2011) implied that pragmatic competence alone is not enough to communicate 

successfully.  Language users need to have interactional competence, which includes pragmatic 

competence and conversational syntax. The concept of interactional competence was developed by 

Oksaar (1983, 1990, 1999) and Kramsch (1986). Oksaar (1990) defined interactional competence as 

the ability of the interlocutors to successfully carry out, as speakers, and to interpret, as hearers, the 

verbal and non-verbal communicative acts according to the social and cultural norms of the 

community. Furthermore, Barraja-Rohan (2011) explained interactional competence as the ability to 

1. engage in various interactional events to co-construct talk with various participants and 

display pragmatic knowledge through the use of conversational syntax, including 

paralinguistics, kinesics, facial expressions, gaze, and proxemics for social/institutional 

purposes; and 

2. jointly manage the turn-taking system with co-participants adopting appropriate 

interactional roles. This entails an understanding and demonstration of how turns are 

designed and responding to turns in a coherent and sequential manner, displaying common 

understanding and repairing any threat to or breakdown in communication, showing 

in turn mediated by speakers’ knowledge of sociocultural schemas, concepts 
and social relations (sociopragmatics).

In sum, mediation lies at the center of a sociocultural conceptualization 
of pragmatics. Social actions, pragmalinguistics and sociopragmatics are 
interwoven facets of goal-directed activity. As language users, we employ 
linguistic resources with an objective in mind, and we use our knowledge of 
sociocultural schemas to choose the resources that can be used to achieve 
our goals the way we want to achieve them. While this view certainly 
includes conventional patterns of meaning and language use, the emphasis 
on agentive language use leaves open the possibility that the way in which 
we want to accomplish a given goal may break social conventions. In other 
words, we can choose to conform to or reject conventions of appropriate 
social behavior because we know what the consequences of doing one thing 
or another may be given present circumstances. It is this information – 
clear, systematic sociocultural schemas – that is often missing from L2 prag-
matics instruction.

Teaching pragmatics
Research inspired by Kasper’s (1997) call for investigations into the 

teachability and learnability of L2 pragmalinguistics and sociopragmatics 
has suggested that classroom learners do indeed benefit from some form of 
instruction. (Thorough reviews are provided in Alcón Soler & Martínez-
Flor, 2008; Ishihara, 2010; Kasper, 2001; Kasper & Roever, 2005; Kasper & 
Rose, 2002; Martínez-Flor & Usó-Juan, 2010; Rose, 2005; Rose & Kasper, 
2001; Taguchi, 2011; Takahashi, 2010.) Yet this research has yielded mixed 
findings regarding the efficacy of implicit versus explicit approaches to 
teaching. In some cases, implicit conditions – which involve the provision 
of positive evidence of pragmatic forms and corrective feedback on infelici-
tous learner language – appear to be as beneficial as explicit instruction in 
developing pragmalinguistic knowledge. However, the literature suggests 
that explicit instruction in which metapragmatic information is provided is 

4 Sociocultural Theory and L2 Instruct ional Pragmat ics

 Social Action Pragmalinguistics Sociopragmatics 

Figure 1.1 Interwoven nature of social action, pragmalinguistics, and sociopragmatics

van, Compernolle, Rémi A.. Sociocultural Theory and L2 Instructional Pragmatics, Channel View Publications, 2014.
         ProQuest Ebook Central, http://ebookcentral.proquest.com/lib/otago/detail.action?docID=1605225.
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engagement and empathy when relevant or intended, as well as accomplishing social actions 

befitting the interactional context and social/institutional goals. (p. 482) 

Thus, interlocutors need to have conversational skills such as turn-taking, adjacency pairs, speech 

acts, and repairs. Turn-taking involves knowing when and how to take the floor (take your turn) in a 

conversation. Adjacency pairs involve the construct of preferred and dispreferred responses. For 

example, a typical preferred response for a greeting like ‘hi’ would be ‘hi’, ‘hello’ or something 

similar. But, not responding to such greeting, or saying ‘I am busy’ would be considered a 

dispreferred response. Speech acts are those acts or contributions to conversation that do something, 

such as requesting, and inviting, which will be elaborated in the following section. Repairs include 

attempts to solve problems in speaking, hearing, and understanding (Kasper, 2006).  

Native speakers usually master conversational skills and features easily, but L2 learners often face 

difficulties with such features if they were different from their L1. To help L2 learners acquire such 

features and skills, conversation analysis is suggested (Barraja-Rohan, 2011, Nicholas, 2015).  

2.1.4. Interlanguage pragmatics. 

Pragmatic competence and interactional competence are particularly relevant to interlanguage 

pragmatics. Interlanguage pragmatics has been defined by several researchers. Kasper and Blum-

Kulka’s (1993) definition is: “the study of nonnative speakers’ use and acquisition of linguistic action 

patterns in a second language” (p. 3); Kasper (1998) defined it as “the study of nonnative speaker’s 

comprehension, production, and acquisition of linguistic action in L2” (p. 184); Ellis (1994) defined it 

as “the performance and acquisition of speech acts by L2 learners” (Ellis, p. 159). However, these 

definitions are not comprehensive of all areas of interlanguage pragmatics. Therefore, the current 

study adopts a definition that amalgamates all these definitions. Interlanguage pragmatics is defined 

here as the study of nonnative speakers’ use, comprehension, and development of L2 pragmatic 

knowledge.  

Research indicates that lacking the appropriate pragmatic knowledge in L2 may lead to 

misunderstanding or failure in communication (Bardovi-Harlig & Hartford, 2005; Blum-Kulka, 

House, & Kasper, 1989a; da Silva, 2012; Han, 2005; Kasper & Blum-Kulka, 1993; Nelson, Carson, 
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Batal, & Bakary, 2002; G. Schauer, 2009). Because pragmatic competence is closely tied to the 

cultural norms of the language, communicating in a second language can be arduous for L2 learners, 

especially if the cultural norms of L1 and L2 diverge (Al-Jumah, 2014). Therefore, L2 learners may 

transfer L1 cultural norms to L2 without being aware of the cultural differences, resulting in an 

inappropriate communication. For example, a university professor in a New Zealand university 

mentioned that a Middle Eastern student (who was under his supervision) refused to call him with his 

first name without a title because she considered it to be impolite. In fact, in Middle Eastern culture, a 

student calling a supervisor with his first name without a title like ‘Dr.’ or Mr.’ would be considered 

disrespectful. Instead of using the title “Dr.” with his last name, she used it with his first name, which 

is how titles are used in Middle Eastern culture. However, the current study does not adopt the view 

of conforming to L2 culture at the expense of learners’ L1 cultural values and beliefs. Rather, it 

adopts the view that learners should have the freedom to conform or not conform to L2 culture, but 

they should be aware of how native speakers understand the different meanings of the choices they 

make in the L2 culture (see further details in section 2.2.4 page 17).  

2.2. Politeness  

2.2.1. Politeness theories. 

One of the central tenets of pragmatics is the construct of politeness. Several theories and models 

have been proposed to explain politeness. Robin Lakoff (1973) was one of the earliest to introduce 

modern politeness theory. She defined politeness as “a system of interpersonal relations designed to 

facilitate interaction by minimizing the potential for conflict and confrontation inherent in all human 

interchange” (Lakoff, 1990, p. 34). Lakoff (1973) introduced three politeness rules: 1) “don’t 

impose,” 2) “give options,” 3) “make A feel good, be friendly” (p. 278). Although these rules can be 

found to some extent in most interactions, the weight of these rules varies across cultures (Eelen, 

2001). Thus, these rules fail to catch the cross-cultural difference of politeness.   

 One of the most pervasive models in conceptualizing politeness phenomenon is Brown and 

Levinson’s (1978, 1987) politeness theory. The central concepts of their politeness theory are face, 

face-threatening acts (FTAs), and politeness strategies. Brown and Levinson built their theory on 

Grice’s (1975) work of cooperative principle and on the notion of face adopted from Goffman’s 
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(1967) work and also from English folk term ‘losing face’. They suggested that face represents a 

public self-image. Individuals try to maintain their face in society and they cooperate to show 

consideration to each other face. Thus, saving one’s own face depends on saving other people’s faces 

(Brown & Levinson, 1987). Brown and Levinson distinguished between two kinds of face: negative 

face and positive face. Negative face concerns the individual’s desire to be free of imposition, while 

positive face concerns the individual’s desire to be liked and accepted by others. Consequently, they 

introduced the notions of negative politeness and positive politeness. The former refers to showing 

awareness of others’ negative face, whereas the latter is related to showing awareness of others’ 

positive face.  

Brown and Levinson proposed that some speech acts, such as requesting and advising, are by nature 

face-threatening acts (FTAs) because they restrict the freedom of the hearer. Therefore, language 

users need to be aware of such speech acts and use politeness strategies, if they want to minimize the 

threat or the force of such speech acts. They suggested that when performing an FTA speakers ought 

to take into consideration at least “three wants: (a) the want to communicate the content of the FTA, 

(b) the want to be efficient and urgent, (c) and the want to maintain H’s [hearer’s] face to any degree” 

(Brown and Levinson, 1987, p. 316). Speakers need to minimize the threat of the act unless the 

urgency or the efficiency of the act is more important than saving hearer’s face.   

To reduce the threat of the act, language users choose among a variety of politeness strategies. Brown 

and Levinson divided the strategies for doing FTAs into two main categories: off record and on record 

strategies.  In off record strategies (which echoes Searle’s non-conventional speech acts), which are 

namely hints, the FTA performed can take more than one interpretation, so there is no overt FTA and 

the speaker cannot be held accountable for what he said, which means there will be no threat to his 

face. Speakers tend to use this strategy when they want to be safe from any rejection or face-

threatening act by the hearer. On record strategies, on the other hand, are divided into strategies with 

redressive action (which resembles Searle’s conventionally indirect speech acts) and strategies 

without redressive action (which is similar to Searle’s direct speech acts). Redressive actions are those 

actions that ‘give face’ to the addressee.  
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Brown and Levinson claimed that evaluating the seriousness of an FTA depends on three social 

factors: 1) the social distance (D) between the speaker and the hearer, 2) the relative power (P) of the 

speaker and the hearer, 3) and the absolute ranking (R) of the impositions in a specific culture.  

Consequently, these three social factors are the most widely investigated in speech act related 

research.  

2.2.2. Criticisms of Brown and Levinson’s politeness theory. 

Though Brown and Levinson’s (1978, 1987) politeness theory has had much influence on pragmatics 

research, it has also been the object of considerable criticism. Here, only the most commonly cited 

and relevant criticisms will be presented (for more thorough criticisms see: Eelen, 2001; Holmes, 

2006; Meier, 1995, 1997; Watts, 2003). The first criticism concerns the universality of their concepts. 

Politeness theory claims universality in the principles governing the production of indirect speech 

acts, and a linear relationship between indirectness and politeness. Drawing on this, whole cultures 

have been labelled as less or more direct and thus more or less polite (Meier, 1997). However, 

research has shown that the relationship between indirectness and politeness varies across cultures 

(Blum-Kulka et al., 1989a; House & Kasper, 1981; Tannen, 1981; Wierzbicka, 2003). Additionally, 

Kasper (1981) suggested that the degree of indirectness can be viewed differently from one culture to 

another, i.e., an indirect speech act in one culture may be direct in another culture. In a similar vein, 

Blum-Kulka (1987) found in her study of Israeli participants that even though non-conventionally 

indirect strategies were ranked by the subjects as more indirect than conventionally direct strategies, 

the former were ranked as less polite than the latter. Thus, the relationship between directness and 

politeness are better conceived of as culture-specific rather than universal.  

Another criticism of Brown and Levinson’s theory concerns the notion of “Model Person.” The 

concept of model person represents an ideal and individualistic agent. This notion, which they 

claimed to be universal, has been criticized by several researchers (e.g., Eelen, 2001; Holmes, 2006; 

Watts, 2003). Brown and Levinson (1999) argued that “any rational agent will tend to choose the 

same genus of strategy under the same conditions” (p. 318). This claim ignores individual differences, 

let alone cultural differences. Not necessary all individuals in certain culture will use the same type of 

strategies (e.g., on record or off record) in the same circumstances. People may view and evaluate the 
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involving factors and strategies to be used differently depending on their personal preferences and 

nature. The same logic underlies the cultural differences. For example, when performing certain 

speech act, one culture may prefer using on record strategies in certain circumstances, while another 

culture may prefer off record strategies in the same circumstances. 

In addition, Werkhofer (1992) and Watts (2003) criticized the static view of those three social 

variables. They argued that power and social distance are rather constructed and reconstructed 

through interaction. Watts (2003) added that the degree of imposition depends on power and social 

distance. He stated that requesting a cigarette from someone who has much higher power than oneself 

or someone who is a total stranger would be considered a more imposing action than asking a close 

friend. Indeed, social factors influence each other, and they should be conceived of as dynamic, rather 

than static variables that are situation dependent, which is the view adopted by the current study.  

Along similar lines, politeness theory has been criticized for focusing on only three social factors–

social power (P), social distance (D), and ranking of imposition (R)–and ignoring other social factors 

that might play an important role in certain circumstances. Holmes (2006) indicated that the P, D, and 

R of Brown and Levinson are important, but other factors such the level of formality, presence of an 

audience, and the degree of liking between the interlocutors, among others, may greatly influence the 

seriousness of the FTA. On the one hand, Brown and Levinson (1987) pointed out that their P, D, and 

R factors are not the only factors used by language users to assess the seriousness of FTAs; rather, 

they “can be seen to subsume” other factors such as “(status, authority, occupation, ethnicity, identity, 

friendship, situational factors, etc.) that have a principled effect on such assessments” (p. 81). On the 

other hand, Brown and Levinson recognized that P, D and R cannot capture all the relevant social 

factors such as liking, and the presence of audience, and formality. But they justified their selection of 

the P, D, and R for being “composite categories which are compounded of culturally specific factors” 

as adequate indicators for predicting politeness assessment in cross-cultural comparisons (Brown & 

Levinson, 1987, p.17). In other words, Brown and Levinson indicated that although these three factors 

do not encompass all influencing factors, they can predict to a large extent the degree of politeness 

level.  
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This justification is seen as too plausible to ignore because of its putative claims of politeness weight. 

Thus, those three social factors will be the focus of the treatment in the current study. However, the 

current study will adopt a dynamic view of those factors, as suggested by Werkhofer (1992), rather 

than the static view presented by Brown and Levinson.    

2.2.3. The notion of face. 

Brown and Levinson’s face notion has not escaped criticism. Matsumoto (1988) argued that Brown 

and Levinson over-stressed the role of negative face and neglected that of the social aspect. This is 

especially true in requests, which Brown and Levinson classified as FTAs that primarily threaten 

negative face (Brown and Levinson, 1987, p. 65-66). Following this premise, the majority of request 

studies focused only on the negative face notion of requests, neglecting an important aspect of face, 

social face, that influences request strategies. Therefore, this view fails to explain why request 

strategies vary depending on the change in the social power and social distance factors. If the speaker 

only addresses negative face when making requests, then request strategies used, for example, with a 

hearer of higher power than the speaker should not be different from the ones used with a hearer of 

lower power, but this is not the case. Likewise, positive face cannot address the problem because it is 

used, as Brown and Levinson suggest, with other types of speech acts, including criticisms and 

accusations. To address this issue, the current study adopts the notion of social identity face (SIF) 

proposed by Spencer-Oatey (2002). Spencer-Oatey (2002) indicated that  

we have a fundamental desire for people to acknowledge and uphold our social identities or roles, 

e.g., as group leader, valued customer, close friend. Social identity face is concerned with the 

value that we effectively claim for ourselves in terms of social or group roles and is closely 

associated with our sense of public worth. (p. 540)  

Therefore, according to Spencer-Oatey, awareness of the social identity face motivates the requester 

to acknowledge social identities or roles of the hearer—including the social power and the social 

distance—in request strategies, resulting in changes in request strategies to articulate those identities 

of the hearer compared to the speaker. However, this acknowledgment of the social identity face is 

not limited to how the speaker views the hearer. More importantly, it is about how the speaker views 

himself/herself; this view is not static, rather it is situationally contingent. The social identity face is 
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manifested in self-presentation. This means that the requester may want to present himself/herself as 

having higher, equal, or lower power than the requestee, and as socially close or distant to the 

requestee in different request situations. This is in line with Werkhofer (1992) and Watts (2003); 

Werkhofer (1992) suggestion of the dynamic view of the social factors. The same goes for the degree 

of imposition, a requester may want to make his/her request imposing or not.  

2.2.4. Appropriateness. 

The term appropriateness was first introduced by Hymes (1972) in his model of communicative 

competence. Hymes posited that appropriateness depends on both linguistic knowledge and 

sociocultural knowledge. Crystal (1997) defined appropriate language as “any use of language 

considered to be compatible with a given social situation” (p. 421). Meier (1997) proposed 

appropriateness to be an alternative to politeness concept for second language pedagogy. She argued 

that polite forms such as “please, would you be so kind as to” and mitigating devices and apologies 

can be used appropriately and inappropriately (p. 24). Therefore, she suggested that L2 learners 

should be educated 1) on the cross-cultural differences of what constitute an appropriate behavior and 

2) on the “contextual factors and their possible values in the target language” (p. 24) so that learners 

can make informed choices when communicating in L2.  Meier also stressed that she was not 

advocating a static view of culture role, but rather a dynamic view. Such dynamic view raises 

learners’ awareness of the underlying meanings of various linguistic forms and thus enables them to 

choose the linguistic forms that express their intended meaning(s). This perspective of 

appropriateness is in line with the core of CBLI, which argues for educating learners to make their 

own informed choices of language. It does not instruct learners to conform to L2 cultural norms but 

rather educate them about possible meanings of the linguistic choices considering all the 

sociopragmatic factors involved. Therefore, the current study adopts this view of appropriateness.   

2.3. Speech Acts 

Speech acts are one of the most investigated areas in L2 pragmatics research. Speech act theory was 

first proposed by Austin (1962) and further developed by Searle (1969, 1975). Austin suggested that 

in saying something we are actually doing something. Therefore, as Searle indicated, the key concept 

of speech act theory is that “the minimum unit of communication is not a sentence or other 
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expression, but rather the performance of certain kinds of acts, such as making statements, asking 

questions, giving orders, describing, etc. Speech acts also include requesting, complimenting, 

refusing, inviting, and apologizing, among others. Austin (1962) illustrated that a speech act has three 

dimensions: locutionary act, illocutionary act, and perlocutionary act. The locutionary act is the act of 

uttering and also refers to the propositional meaning of the utterance. For example, when someone 

says: ‘it is hot in here’, he/she has performed the locutionary act of uttering this sentence, and the 

locutionary meaning is that the speaker is expressing a belief about the temperature. The illocutionary 

act refers to the underlying meaning of the utterance or the real intention of the speaker. The 

illocutionary meaning of the example above can be that it is merely a statement of the temperature, or 

it may mean that he/she wants the hearer to open the window or turn on the air-conditioner. The 

perlocutionary act is the intended effect on the hearer by the illocutionary act. In our example, it 

would be, for instance, to make the hearer open the window, or turn on the air-conditioner. 

Another relevant concept of speech act theory is the notion of directness proposed by Searle (1969, 

1975). Searle proposed that any speech act can be performed directly or indirectly. A direct speech act 

is an utterance in which the surface structure or form matches the function, whereas an indirect speech 

act is an utterance in which the surface structure and the function do not coincide. For example, the 

surface structure of an interrogative utterance such as “When will the bus arrive?” is consistent with 

its function, which is asking a genuine question about the time of arrival. On the other hand, the 

surface structure of an interrogative utterance such as “Can you open the window?”–which is 

inquiring about the hearer ability to open the door–is incommensurable with its function-–which is a 

request to open the door. Therefore, such an utterance is considered an indirect request. Searle (1975) 

noted that the ability to recognize indirect speech acts depends on the shared background knowledge 

between the speaker and the hearer and on the hearer’s ability to infer the meaning of the indirect 

speech act.    

Searle further classified indirect speech acts into conventional and non-conventional. Some indirect 

speech acts forms are conventionalized in language; thus, they are immediately recognized. For 

instance, requests made in the form of interrogative or suggestion, such as saying “Could you open 

the door?” or “why don’t you open the door?” are immediately recognized as requests. On the other 
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hand, non-conventional speech acts, which include all types of hints, may not be recognized 

immediately by hearers. Speakers may make strong hints that can be easily recognized or they may 

make mild hints that can have more than one meaning and thus are not easily recognized. If someone 

wants his flatmate to give him a ride to the airport the next day, he may make a strong hint such as 

“tomorrow I have a flight at 9:00 am and I haven’t found a lift to the airport so far,” or he may make a 

mild hint such as “tomorrow I need to wake up early so I don’t miss my flight.” In both cases, it is up 

to the hearer to decide if this is a request or not and to decide if he/she wants to comply with the 

speaker’s hint or not. There is no overt request made, so the imposition of the request is low on the 

speaker and the hearer. However, hints, especially the mild ones, can be confusing or may cause 

misunderstanding if the speaker and the hearer are from different cultural backgrounds. Consider the 

following example of a hint provided by Gao and Ting-Toomey (1998):  

Note: Sentences in parenthesis are the inner speech or the speakers speaking to themselves.    

Chinese: We're going to New Orleans this weekend. 

American: How fun! We wish we were going with you. How long are you going to be 

there?  

Chinese: Three days. (I hope she'll offer me a ride to the airport.)  

American: (If she wants a ride, she will ask me.) Have a great time.  

Chinese: (If she wanted to give me a ride, she would have offered. I' d better ask 

somebody else.) Thanks. I'll see you when I get back. (p. 7) 

As it can be seen, because the requester and the requestee were from different cultural backgrounds 

and because the L2 learner (Chinese) used her L1 cultural norms, she could not make a successful 

request, and the requestee (American) didn’t understand that hint as a request. 

2.4. The Speech Act of Requesting 

Requests are so ubiquitous in our daily interactions. Requests can be arduous to L2 learners for the 

variety of forms and variables involved, in addition to the high social stake they impose Li (2000). 

Cultural differences between the L1 and L2 in interpreting different request strategies complicate the 

situation even more. An inappropriate request may lead to misunderstanding and/or failure to achieve 

the purpose of the request (Al-Jumah, 2014). Requests are especially sensitive speech acts because 
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they are usually performed for the benefit of the speaker and at the cost to the hearer (Park, 2012; 

Trosborg, 1995). In Brown and Levinson’s (1978) words, requests are face-threatening acts (FTAs) 

because they pose threat to the hearer’s negative face and to his/her freedom of imposition. Requests 

also threaten the speaker’s positive face because he/she may lose face in case of noncompliance from 

the hearer. For their significant importance, requests have received considerable attention in the field 

of L2 pragmatics (Bardovi-Harlig, 1996; Blum-Kulka, House, & Kasper, 1989b; Blum-Kulka & 

Olshtain, 1984; L. R. Brown, 2015; Economidou-Kogetsidis, 2008; Faerch & Kasper, 1989; Han, 

2005; Hassall, 2001; Krulatz, 2012). Request studies mainly focus on two aspects of requesting: 1) 

strategies for realizing the speech act of requesting, 2) the social variables influencing requests’ 

realization. In the following section, each aspect is explained briefly.  

2.4.1. Strategies for requests’ realization. 

A number of studies have tried to classify request strategies (e.g., Blum-Kulka et al., 1989a; Ervin-

Tripp, 1976; Searle, 1975; Trosborg, 1995). However, the cross-cultural speech act realization project 

(CCSARP), developed in the 1980s by Blum-Kulka and her colleagues, has been the most extensive 

as well as the most adopted scheme in L2 request studies (Blum-Kulka, House, & Kasper, 1989, 

Blum-Kulka & Olshtain, 1984). The CCSARP identified the following aspects of requests: I) level of 

directness of the head act, II) perspective, III) internal and external modifications. 

2.4.1.1. Level of directness/indirectness of the head act. 

Head act is the core of the request that can function to realize the act independently of other elements 

(Blum-Kulka, House, & Kasper, 1989).  The CCSARP scheme categorizes head acts on a scale of 

directness into: 1) direct requests, 2) conventionally indirect requests, 3) and non-conventionally 

indirect requests. Furthermore, each category is divided into subcategories. Table 2.1. below 

summarizes the strategies.   
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Table 2.1. Request Strategies and Directness Scale  
Degree of 
directness 

 Request strategies Examples  

Direct 

D
ire

ct
 1. Mood derivable 

Utterances in which the grammatical mood 
of the verb signals illocutionary force  

Leave me alone; Clean 
up that mess 

 2. Explicit performatives 
Utterances in which the illocutionary force is 
explicitly named  

I am asking you to 
clean up the mess 

 3. Hedged performatives 
Utterances in which the naming of the 
illocutionary force is modified by hedging 
expressions 

I would like to ask you 
to give your 
presentation a week 
earlier than scheduled  

 4. Obligation statements  
Utterances which state the obligation of the 
hearer to carry out the act 

You’ll have to move 
that car 

 5. Want statements 
Utterances which state the speaker’s desire 
that the hearer carries out the act 

I really wish you’d 
stop bothering me 

Conventionally 
indirect 

 6. Suggestory formulae 
Utterances which contain a suggestion to do 
x 

How about cleaning 
up? 

 7. Query preparatory 
Utterances containing reference to 
preparatory conditions (e.g., ability, 
willingness) as conventionalized in any 
specific language  

Could you clean up 
the kitchen, please? 
Would you mind 
moving your car? 

Non-
conventionally 

indirect 

 8. Strong hints 
Utterances containing partial reference to 
object or element needed for the 
implementation of the act 

You have left the 
kitchen in a right mess 

In
di

re
ct

 9. Mild hints 
Utterances that make no reference to the 
request proper (or any of its elements) but 
are interpretable as requests by context 

(Intent: getting hearer 
to clean the kitchen) 
You’ve been busy, 
haven’t you? 

Note. Summary of Blum-Kulka, House, & Kasper (1989, p. 18). 
 

2.4.1.2. Perspective. 

CCSARP scheme also distinguished head acts into speaker-oriented and hearer-oriented. Speaker-

oriented requests emphasize the role of the speaker in the action (e.g., Can I borrow your book?), 

whereas hearer-oriented requests emphasize the role of the hearer (e.g., Can you lend me your book?). 

Additionally, requests can be inclusive, by including the speaker and the hearer (e.g., Can we clean up 

the kitchen?), or impersonal (e.g., It needs to be cleaned; Blum-Kulka, House, & Kasper, 1989; Blum-

Kulka & Olshtain, 1984).  
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2.4.1.3. Internal and external modifications. 

In addition to the different degrees of directness and the perspective strategies, the CCSARP 

framework identifies external modifications (also called supportive moves) and internal modifications 

that function to mitigate the force of requests. Contrary to the head act, internal and external 

modifications are not essential parts of the request. The framework further divides internal and 

external modifications into downgraders (softeners) and upgraders (intensifiers), but since requests 

generally don’t involve upgraders, only downgraders are discussed here. Internal modifications are 

devices used within the head act, which are of two types: syntactic modifications (downgraders) and 

lexical/phrasal modifications (downgraders). Syntactic modifications include interrogative structures 

(e.g., “Could I borrow your notes?”), conditional structures (e.g., “I was wondering if I could borrow 

your notes?”), negation (e.g., “You couldn’t give me a lift, could you?”), tense (e.g., “I wanted to ask 

you to present your paper a week earlier”), and aspect marking (e.g., “I’m wondering if I could get a 

lift home with you”). Lexical/Phrasal modifications include politeness markers (e.g., “please” and 

“kindly”), consultative devices (e.g., “Do you think you could…”), understaters (e.g., “a little bit, a 

few,” etc.), hedges (e.g., “just, possibly, maybe,” etc.), subjectivizers (e.g., “I’m afraid, I think, I 

wonder,” etc.), cajolers (e.g., “you know”), and appealers (e.g., “Clean up the kitchen, will 

you?/okay?”; Blum-Kulka, House & Kasper, 1989, p. 281-285).  

External modifications, on the other hand, come before and/or after the head act. They include 

preparators (e.g., “I would like to ask you something …,” “May I ask you a question”), getting a 

precommitment (e.g., “Could you do me a favor?”), grounders (e.g., “I missed class yesterday. Could 

I borrow you notes?”), disarmers (e.g., “I know you don’t like lending out your notes, but could you 

make an exception this time?”), promises of reward (e.g., “Could you give me a lift home? I will pitch 

in on some gas”), and imposition minimizers (e.g., “Would you give me a lift, but only if you’re 

going my way”) (Blum-Kulka et al., 1989a, pp. 287-288). 

2.4.2. Social variables in the current study. 

As indicated in section 2.2.2. many variables may influence the request strategies to be chosen. 

However, as Brown and Levinson (1978, 1987) pointed out, politeness strategies are, namely, swayed 

by three social factors: social power (P), social distance (D), and the ranking of imposition (R)—
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which is the view adopted in the current study. For the purpose of the present study, the size of the 

request (S) and the ranking of imposition (R) will be used interchangeably since in requests the 

imposition is mainly manifested in the size of the request. In addition, the current research adds self-

presentation factor to P, D, and R, which is believed to feature prominently in influencing the other 

three factors, thus, affecting request strategies’ choices.  Self-presentation influences how the 

requester sees the relationship between him/her and the requestee in terms of social power and social 

distance. In addition, self-presentation even influences how the requester wants to present his/her 

request–imposing or not. That said, the influence is not one-direction. Social power, social distance, 

and degree of imposition, also, affects self-presentation and affect each other as well. 

2.5. Request Studies  

Requests have been extensively investigated in interlanguage pragmatics studies. Interlanguage 

studies investigate L2 learners’ interlanguage, which is usually compared to native speakers’ 

language. The term interlanguage, which was coined by Selinker (1972), refers to L2 learners’ 

language as a system of its own (Trosborg, 2010). As they develop, L2 learners continuously 

reconstruct their interlanguage, substituting L1 rules with those of L2 (Trosborg, 2010). Interlanguage 

request studies can be further divided into descriptive studies and interventional studies. Descriptive 

studies examine and describe learners’ levels at certain developmental stage(s) or over a period of 

time (longitudinal studies), while interventional studies explore the influence of instruction on 

learners’ pragmatic competence. It is important to note that interlanguage interventional studies differ 

from SCT studies in that interlanguage studies view language as “output” that results from the 

interlanguage system, while SCT studies view language as “audible or visible cognitive processing, 

comprising L2 development in process” (Ohta, 2017, p. 63). SCT studies view development as 

“socially mediated process” rather than an acquisitional phenomenon (Rine & van Compernolle, 

2013). In other words, it is the process of development, which is visible to examine, that is of ultimate 

importance to SCT, rather than the view of language as a final product of invisible processes. 

However, both streams of studies focus on the change in learners’ pragmatic competence, which make 
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them comparable. The following sections review both descriptive and interventional studies of 

requests.  

2.5.1. Descriptive studies. 

A large number of studies explored the requesting behaviour of L2 learners of various backgrounds, 

proficiency levels, setting of learning (EFL vs. ESL), age, etc. (e.g., Achiba, 2003; Al-Jumah, 2014; 

Al-Momani, 2009; Barron, 2003; Blum-Kulka et al., 1989a; Ellis, 1992; Faerch & Kasper, 1989; Hill, 

1997; House & Kasper, 1981, 1987; Scarcella, 1979; G. A. Schauer, 2006; S. Takahashi, 1996; 

Trosborg, 1995). This section presents a few studies exploring the request behaviour of learners of 

different L1 backgrounds.  

Trosborg (1995) conducted a comprehensive study of Danish EFL learners’ pragmatic competence. 

The study included three groups of learners differing in age, proficiency level, and aims of study: 

secondary/commercial school students, high/commercial school students, and university students. 

Results showed that although advanced learners were more consistent in their requests, they produced 

less requests than native speakers of English did. All groups showed preference of the query 

preparatory strategies (e.g., can you, would you, etc.), which was on a par with English native 

speakers. However, the frequencies of the use of other head act strategies diverged from native 

speakers. As regards internal modifications, learners diverged from native speakers of English. They 

underused downtoners (e.g., probably) and the politeness marker “please,” and overused hesitators 

(e.g., er, em, etc.). The author attributed this divergence to the differences between L1 and L2 and 

other factors like the overuse of newly learned routinized formula. The learners also underused 

external modifications compared to the native speakers of English, a result different from other 

studies like House and Kasper (1987) and Faerch and Kasper (1989). Trosborg ascribed such 

difference mainly to difference in the nature of data collection methods (oral vs. written). She 

indicated that in oral production—like the role-plays employed in her study— speakers are often 

under the pressure of time, and affective factors, and the like, which lead them to produce shorter 

requests than in written format like DCT employed in the previous studies.  
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Hill (1997) examined the pragmatic competence of three levels of Japanese EFL learners at the 

university level using written DCT. Learners generally underused internal and external modifications 

compared to the native speakers of English. The results showed that lower level learners overused 

direct requests and as the proficiency level increased learners used fewer direct strategies, although 

more than native speakers of English. Results also showed that the learners use of hints was 

significantly lower than that of the native speaker of English. With regard to the internal and external 

modifications, findings showed that all learners underused them, compared to the native speakers, 

although as learners’ level increased, they approached the native speakers by increasing the uses of 

modifications. Hill ascribed the divergence from the native speakers to the lack of linguistic means—

which he attributed to effect of instructions in Japanese schools—and the influence of the first 

language.  

Also, several studies investigated request behaviour of Arab learners of English, who are examined in 

the present study. The longitudinal study of Scarcella (1979) was one of the early interlanguage 

studies in requests. She explored the development of two groups of Arab ESL learners (beginners and 

advanced learners) in requests. Her findings showed that some features such as “excuse me” and “sir” 

were acquired at early stages of the learning process, while other features like the use of the inclusive 

“we” or ellipsis only appeared in later stages. Her findings further revealed that advanced learners 

outperformed the beginners notably. However, both groups of learners used a limited range of request 

strategies.  

Also, Al-Momani (2009) examined requesting behaviour of advanced Jordanian Arab EFL learners in 

comparison to native speakers of American English and Jordanian Arabic. Findings indicated that 

although learners’ requests displayed development towards nativelike requests, they were still 

significantly influenced by their first language norms. Their requests were more direct, their external 

modifications (EMs) were more verbose, and their internal modifications were limited, compared to 

the native speakers of English.   
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As the studies above showed, learners from different L1 backgrounds faced challenges in making 

requests in English. Even high proficiency learners, although approaching native speakers’ norms, 

continued to struggle in making appropriate requests. This indicates that even high proficiency 

learners may not be able to achieve mastery in comprehending and producing appropriate requests 

unless they receive an appropriate instruction focusing on requests. The following section presents 

interventional studies that explored the influence of instruction on the development of learners’ level 

in requests. 

2.5.2. Interventional studies. 

The main question that interventional studies in pragmatics seek to answer, whether directly or 

indirectly, is the effectiveness of instruction in teaching pragmatics. The majority of those studies 

reported positive effects of instruction over non-instructional contexts (Taguchi, 2015). Requests, one 

of the most frequently investigated pragmatic features, received particular attention. Numerous 

studies have investigated the influence of instruction on the development of requests in L2 learners 

(Cunningham, 2014, 2016b; El Shazly, 2017; Eslami-Rasekh et al., 2004; Eslamirasekh, 1993; 

Halenko & Jones, 2011, 2017; Ishihara, 2009; Johnson & deHaan, 2013; Jordà, 2004; Martínez-Flor, 

2008; McGuthrie, 2015; Nicholas, 2015, 2016; Soler, 2002, 2005, 2007; Soler & Flor, 2008; Soler & 

Jordà, 2007; Soler & Pitarch, 2010; Sykes, 2009; Takimoto, 2006; Tan & Farashaiyan, 2012; 

Tateyama, 2007). Those studies had different foci, investigated the influence of different instructional 

methods, investigated L2 learners of different backgrounds, proficiency levels, etc., used different 

assessment tools, and used different analysis methods. In the following, the instructional methods will 

be discussed for their great importance. 

 The majority of studies adopted explicit instructional methods, implicit instructional methods, or 

compared between the two methods. Explicit instruction has been the focus of a large number of 

request studies. For example, Taguchi, Naganuma, and Budding (2015) examined the effectiveness of 

explicit instruction on learning requests. The study was based on Taguchi (2012), which revealed that 

Japanese EFL learners did not realise certain request forms even after one year of studying at an 
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English-medium university. Thus, Taguchi et al. (2015) targeted those challenging forms for Japanese 

learners. The intervention included watching and analysing videos of request situations, practicing 

exercises, explicit explanation of the targeted forms, and role plays. Results showed that learners’ 

production of the targeted forms increased by (40-90%) in the post-test, which was largely maintained 

in the delayed post-test.  

Tan and Farashaiyan (2012) also explored the influence of focus-on-form explicit instruction on a 

group of Malaysian students (which was compared to a control group) using pre- and post- DCT, 

listening tests, and acceptability judgement tests. Results showed that the treatment group 

outperformed the control group in the post-tests, suggesting a positive influence of the intervention on 

the treatment group. El Shazly (2017) investigated EFL Egyptian Arab learners’ development in 

requests after receiving a mix of explicit and implicit instruction. The intervention included 

metapragmatic explanation with meaningful practice and input enhancement. Results showed 

significant gains in the production as well as perception of request strategies after the treatment. 

However, some strategies were used inappropriately.  

On the other hand, several studies explored the influence of implicit instruction on learners. For 

example, Fukuya and Zhang (2002) examined the influence of recasts (i.e., implicit treatment) on EFL 

learners’ requesting behaviour. The study also included a control group that received no recast. The 

treatment group received a recast (corrective feedback) from their instructor while engaging in a role-

play of a request situation. Similar to Tan and Farashaiyan’s (2012) findings, the recast group showed 

marked improvements over the control group. Fukuya and Zhang’s study lend support to the 

effectiveness of implicit intervention in teaching requests.  

A smaller number of studies made a direct comparison between explicit and implicit methods of 

instruction, which should conflicting findings. S. Takahashi (2001) found that explicit instruction was 

more effective than implicit instruction in teaching requests to Japanese EFL learners. The study 

utilised four different types of input enhancement treatments: explicit teaching, which involved 
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metapragmatic explanation; form-comparison, which involved comparing native speakers forms to 

their own request forms; form-search, which involved identifying the target forms in transcripts, and 

meaning-focused, which involved listening and reading request situations and then responding to 

comprehension questions. Results from DCT showed that the explicit treatment group outperformed 

all the three implicit treatment groups, suggesting superiority of explicit instruction over implicit 

instruction.  

In contrast to S. Takahashi (2001), Takimoto (2006) found that both explicit and implicit instructions 

were effective in teaching requests. Takimoto explored the effectiveness of structured input 

instruction (i.e., implicit) versus structured input instruction with explicit feedback (i.e., explicit). 

Three groups involved in the study, the implicit instruction group, the explicit instruction group, and a 

control group. Learners performance was assessed using pre- and post- DCT, role-plays, listening 

judgement test, and an acceptability judgement test. Findings showed that both treatment groups 

outperformed the control group and that although there was no marked difference between the 

treatment groups, the explicit instruction group did slightly better than the implicit instruction group.  

It is worth noting that the majority of interventional request studies, as shown above, focused on the 

form of request strategies, whereas meaning served to illustrate how forms are used. Thus, meaning 

was not the starting point nor the focus of the treatment. Only three studies (Ishihara, 2009; Nicholas, 

2015, 2016) were found to focus on meaning, and they are all framed within sociocultural theory 

(SCT). For example, Ishihara (2009) administrated assessment tools dynamically in teaching speech 

acts (request was the main speech act investigated). In other words, she developed authentic 

assessment tools to both develop learners’ level and assess their development. The assessment tools 

included reflective writing, rubrics, role-plays, and self/peer-assessment. Findings showed that most 

learners displayed development in their pragmatic competence. However, one learner did not show 

marked development, which she attributed to the lack of motive and interest in the value of the 

course.  
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In summary, interventional studies showed that instruction has a positive impact on the learnability of 

requests. Although some studies showed superiority of explicit instruction over implicit instruction in 

teaching requests (e.g., S. Takahashi, 2001), other studies (e.g., Takimoto, 2010) showed that implicit 

instruction can be as effective as explicit instruction, if it involves activities “that draw learners’ 

attention to focal pragmatic forms and form-function-context mappings” (Taguchi, 2015, p. 11). On 

the other hand, despite the large number of interventional request studies, the majority of the studies 

gave priority to forms over meaning, which signals the need for more studies examining the 

advantage of meaning-centred instruction for requests in developing learners conceptual 

understanding (see section 2.6.1.3., page 31).  

2.6. Theoretical Framework  

2.6.1. Vygotsky’s sociocultural theory of mind (SCT). 

Unsatisfied by the psychological perspectives of his time, Vygotsky embarked on establishing a 

unified theory of human mental functioning, which has become known as the sociocultural theory of 

mind. The basic premise of the sociocultural theory (SCT) is that human higher mental functioning is 

mediated by cultural artifacts including language, literacy, and numeracy (Lantolf & S. Thorne, 

2006). Thus, mediation is a central concept for SCT. Beside mediation, some other important 

constructs in SCT include scientific and everyday concepts, internalization, regulation, zone of 

proximal development (ZPD), and private and inner speech.  The following sections delve into detail 

about each of those constructs.  

2.6.1.1. Mediation.  

Vygotsky (1978) distinguished between two types of mental processes: elementary and higher mental 

processes. Elementary mental processes, which include involuntary memory and attention and reflex 

reactions to stimuli, are shared between young children and animals. Higher mental processes, on the 

other hand, which include voluntary memory and attention and logical thinking, are specific to 

humans. Vygotsky underscored that through utilizing cultural artifacts (e.g., language, literacy, and 

numeracy)—that act as  mediating tools between the child and the society—children develop their 
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higher mental processes (Lantolf et al., 2015). Vygotsky (1978) concluded that when speech—which 

is a mediating tool—and elementary mental processes converge, higher forms of mental processes 

come into exist. This implies that mediating tools are essential to cognitive development and learning 

(Kozulin, 1998). Kozulin (2003) made a distinction between human mediation and symbolic 

mediation. Vygotsky (1978) referred to human mediation in his postulation that psychological 

functions appear twice in the process of development; first, on the social level—in the form of 

interaction between the individual and the society—and, second, on the individual level—as an 

internalized form. That is to say, through human mediation, functions are transformed from the 

interpersonal to the intrapersonal plane. Human mediation, also known as other-regulation (Lantolf & 

S. Thorne, 2006), is crucial to internalize functions. Human mediation can be explicit or implicit and 

can include varying levels of assistance, guidance, and help by more advanced persons such as peers, 

parents, and instructors (Lantolf & S. Thorne, 2006).  

Symbolic mediation, on the other hand, includes “different signs, symbols, writing, formulae,… 

graphic organizers” and the like (Kozulin, 2003, p. 23). Vygotsky (1978) asserted that internalizing 

symbolic tools is essential to develop higher mental processes. Kozulin (2018) posited that mediation 

process can be divided into two main stages. The first is the acquisition of symbolic artifacts (e.g., a 

table with columns and rows for presenting data). When a child acquires a symbolic artifact, it 

becomes an external symbolic tool. Upon acquiring the table, the child becomes capable of using the 

table to achieve certain purposes and to perform certain tasks such as arranging or categorizing 

information. However, the acquisition of symbolic artifacts is often achieved through human 

mediation. The second stage is the internalization of external symbolic tools to become inner 

psychological tools. At this stage, the internalization of symbolic tools into inner psychological tools 

is unattainable without human mediation. However, when the child internalizes the symbolic tools, he 

becomes able to use them as inner psychological tools to regulate himself independently of the human 

mediator and to perform more abstract tasks such as thinking about data in a tabular form (Kozulin, 

2018). 
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In the present study, CBPI cards (especially diagrams) are used as symbolic mediators. With the help 

of the instructor and peers (i.e., human mediator), learners are expected to first acquire the concepts in 

the cards and be able to use them to orient themselves in problem-solving tasks (e.g., scenarios and 

AJQs), and then at a later stage, they are expected to internalize the concepts and be able to use them 

without the need to refer back to the cards.  

2.6.1.2. Educational praxis.  

Vygotsky (2004) argued for a dialectical unity of theory and practice, which has become known as 

praxis. Vygotsky indicated that practice should not be merely the application of theory, rather, it 

should be informed by theory but at the same time should test its ecological validity and be “the 

supreme judge of theory”. Importantly, practice should dictate “how to construct the concepts and 

how to formulate the laws” (p. 304). However, the challenge for educational praxis was to adopt a 

psychology that advances developmental processes rather than simply explains and observes them 

(Lantolf, 2011). To solve this problem, Vygotsky (1987) argued that “instruction is only useful when 

it moves ahead of development” (p. 212). To this end, two Vygotsky’s concepts are of critical 

importance, the zone of proximal development (ZPD) and scientific concepts (Lantolf, 2008). 

Mediation in the ZPD and mediation through scientific concepts are essential components of 

educational praxis (Lantolf, 2011). These two concepts are discussed in detail in the following 

sections.  

2.6.1.3. Scientific and everyday concepts.   

According to Vygotsky (1978, 1986), the type of interaction with adults (i.e., the way new 

concepts/objects are presented by adults) determines the type of concept development in the child. 

Presenting cultural artifacts and objects in an unsystematic way leads to the development of everyday 

concepts, whereas presenting them in a systematic way leads to the development of scientific 

concepts (Vygotsky, 1986).  
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Everyday concepts are the results of generalizations of daily interactions with objects and people in 

the absence of systematic instructions. There are two types of everyday concepts: procedural everyday 

concepts and declarative everyday concepts (Lantolf, 2011;  van Compernolle, 2014b). Procedural 

everyday concepts, like L1 grammar, are usually inaccessible to consciousness. Declarative everyday 

concepts, on the other hand, are accessible to conscious inspection, but they are often inaccurate 

generalizations, wrong, or incomplete (Lantolf, 2011). It is the declarative everyday concepts1 that are 

often compared to scientific concepts.  

Scientific concepts, on the other hand, “represent the generalizations of the experience of humankind 

that is fixed in science, understood in the broadest sense of the term to include both natural and social 

science as well as the humanities” (Karpov, 2003, p. 66). Scientific concepts are about learning the 

essential features of the object of study (Karpov, 2003). They are presented to students explicitly in a 

systematic instruction. First, learners are introduced to the verbal definitions of the concepts then 

through applying them, students gradually acquire them. Both components are essential to internalize 

scientific concepts. The abstractness of scientific concepts can be problematic for children. This may 

lead to mere verbalism of scientific concepts without conceptual understanding. Leontiev (1959, as 

cited in Karpov, 2018, p. 104) suggested that “the mastery of a tool does not simply mean the 

possession of the tool, but it means the mastery of the procedure for the use of this tool.” This implies 

that just being able to repeat the verbal definition of a scientific concept does not mean that the child 

has internalized the concept. He also needs to be able to apply this concept to solve relevant problems 

to fully internalize it (Karpov, 2018).   

The internalization of scientific concepts leads to the development of higher mental thinking 

(Vygotksy, 1986). Once internalized, learners can use them as cognitive tools to orient themselves in 

problem-solving tasks. Scientific concepts transform learners’ everyday concepts. They “restructure 

 
1 Since procedural everyday concepts are out of the scope of the present study, the term “everyday concepts” 
will be used in the present study to refer to “declarative everyday concepts”. 
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and raise spontaneous concepts to a higher level” (Vygotsky, 1987, p. 220). The internalization of the 

scientific concepts creates the ZPD for the development of everyday concepts (Karpov, 2003).  

On the other hand, despite their unsystematic nature, everyday concepts are prerequisites for the 

development of scientific concepts in children (Vygotsky, 1987). Vygotsky stressed that “the child 

must reach a threshold in the development of spontaneous concepts” (p. 219) to be able to learn 

scientific concepts. For instance, learning about different species by school children requires basic 

understanding of animals and knowing some types of animals. This indicates that in adult L2 learning 

too, everyday concepts may play a positive role in the development of the scientific concepts. 

However, this issue has not received enough attention from SCT-L2 research so far. Vygotsky (1987) 

posited that in the process of development, everyday and scientific concepts are “internally and 

profoundly connected with one another [italics in original]” (p. 219), thus they continuously influence 

each other. He added that the two concepts develop under entirely different conditions. He indicated 

that “the child spontaneous concepts develop from below to above, from the more elementary and 

lower characteristics to the higher, while his scientific concepts develop from above to below, from 

the more complex and higher characteristics to the more elementary” (1987, p. 219). In other words, 

with everyday concepts, development begins from the object and moves to the concept, while with 

scientific concepts, development begins from the concept and moves to the object.  

Vygotsky noted some weaknesses and strengths of everyday and scientific concepts. He stated that 

the strong aspect of one is the weak aspect of the other, and vice versa. Vygotsky (1987) indicated, 

“[t]he strength of the scientific concept lies in the higher characteristics of concepts, in conscious 

awareness and volition” (p. 220). This suggests that scientific concepts, in contrast to everyday 

concepts, leads to the development and maturation of higher mental functions (Vygotsky, 1978). 

Conversely, everyday concepts are “spontaneous, situationally meaningful”, and “concrete” (p. 

220)—as opposed to the scientific concepts that are nonspontaneous and abstract—meaning that the 

child can use everyday concepts spontaneously to solve relevant problems.   
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Despite acknowledging the importance of everyday concepts, Vygotsky stressed that scientific 

concepts play the most crucial role in the child mental development (1987). Karpov (2018) articulated 

three stages of scientific concepts development according to Vygotsky. First, scientific concepts 

reconstruct and raise everyday concepts to a higher level. Children begin to “rethink” their everyday 

concepts from a different angle. Second, children start to use scientific concepts as tools to solve 

relevant problems. For example, they start using what they learn at school (i.e. scientific concepts) 

about what makes a fish a fish. They start to correct some of the wrong generalizations of everyday 

concepts. Third, and most importantly, children start to develop their conscious awareness through 

scientific concepts; “as a result, students’ thinking becomes much more independent of their personal 

experience, they become “theorists” rather than “practitioners”” (Karpov, 2018, p. 103). They move 

from object-bound thinking to abstract thinking.  

In relation to language, scientific conceptual knowledge of language means understanding the 

essential features of language ( van Compernolle, 2014b). They promote abstract and deep conceptual 

understanding of language features that allow learners to use language features successfully in 

different contexts. Van Compernolle posited that such knowledge is “semantic rather than structural” 

(p. 17). In other words, in language learning, it is the meaning that is the central element rather than 

the form. While the traditional methods of teaching give priority to and start with the form and then 

connects it to meaning at a later stage, CBPI reverses this process and considers the meaning to be 

central and starts with it, then maps it into form. In the present study, concepts like social power and 

social distance, and cultural concepts like briefness, directness, and politeness, were used to teach the 

speech act of request. Then these concepts were connected to forms to show how these concepts are 

enacted in communication. This approach to CBPI may differ from van Compernolle’s (2018) 

recommendation of the relationship between requests and CBPI. He suggested that requests should be 

used to teach concepts like self-presentation, social distance, and power rather than the other way 

around. The present study adopts a view that is different from van Compernolle’s view in that 

requests are viewed as functions (which are expressed through different forms), which consist of 1) 

concepts like social distance, social power, and cultural concepts like briefness, directness, and 
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politeness (i.e., sociopragmatics) and 2) forms like “can you” vs. “could you” (i.e., 

pragmalinguistics). However, the present study converges with van Compernolle view in that CBPI 

focuses on “how to teach sociopragmatics (i.e., categories of meaning) in relation to 

pragmalinguistics” (2018, p. 224).    

2.6.1.4. Zone of proximal development (ZPD). 

The zone of proximal development (ZPD) is one of the central concepts in Vygotsky’s SCT. It is 

defined as “the distance between the actual developmental level as determined by independent 

problem solving and the level of potential development as determined through problem solving under 

adult guidance or in collaboration with more capable peers” (Vygotsky, 1978, p. 86). ZPD stresses 

that an adequate level of help should be provided to help the learner to develop from his/her current 

level to the level of potential development (Kozulin, 2003).  

As indicated in section 2.6.1.1., Vygotsky argued that psychological functions appear twice, first in 

the social plane and second in the individual plane. The transformation from the social to the 

individual plane occurs through human mediation within the ZPD (DiCamilla & Anton, 1997). 

Vygotsky (1978) argued that only through interaction with others (adults and peers), the child’s (and 

other learners) internal developmental processes are activated and the ZPD is created. He added that 

once these processes are internalized, learners achieve self-regulation. In other words, the 

internalization of mediation leads to development ( van Compernolle & Williams, 2012a) and 

autonomous performances. However, such autonomous performance is not a permanent level of 

development. Rather, it is relative to specific tasks in culturally organized activities (DiCamilla & 

Anton, 1997). Another important issue is related to the human mediator. While the ZPD is commonly 

perceived as expert-novice interaction, it should be rather perceived as a collaborative construction 

(between expert and novice or between peers) to develop learners’ mental capacities (Lantolf, 2000).  
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2.6.2. Gal'perin’s classification of instructions. 

Concept-based language instruction (CBLI) is grounded in the sociocultural theory (SCT) of 

Vygotsky and the works of Gal’perin. Following SCT concepts such as mediation, internalization, 

concept formation, and zone of proximal development (ZPD), Gal'perin (1974, 1989a, 1992) 

developed what he called systematic theoretical instruction (STI), which was further developed into 

what has become to be known concept-based language instruction (CBLI) within the field of second 

language learning by Negueruela (2003, 2008a, 2008b) and others.  

Gal’perin distinguished between three types of instruction: traditional, systematic-empirical, and 

systematic-theoretical (Arievitch & Stetsenko, 2000; Gal’perin,1985, as cited in Arievitch & 

Stetsenko, 2000; Negueruela, 2003). Traditional instruction is used to refer to the types of instruction 

adopted in most educational systems. Gal’perin indicated that traditional instruction is based on a) the 

teacher’s presentation and explanation of the task, b) the presentation of general rules of problem-

solving, c) the explanation of these rules using a typical example, d) the learner’s memorization of 

those rules, and finally e) practice in solving typical problems (Arievitch & Stetsenko 2000, p. 74).  

Galperin asserted that most educational systems fail to provide students with the necessary tools that 

enable them to orient themselves and successfully solve the problem at hand. Even when instructors 

try their best using this type of instruction to teach students, they miss implicit rules and regularities 

that experts use automatically to perform a specific action (Arievitch & Stetsenko, 2000). By lacking 

the implicit and nuanced rules and regularities, learners’ performance stays poor. Learners’ actions 

“often remain unstable, poorly generalized, limited to familiar tasks with no or little transfer, and 

dependent on incidental variations in the instructional situation” (Arievitch & Stetsenko, 2000, p. 75).  

The second type of instruction is referred to as the systematic-empirical instruction. The 

characteristics of this type includes “(a) designing a sufficient orientation basis for the child to 

efficiently solve a given class of problems; (b) ensuring and guiding the child’s reflective 

performance, and (c) guiding transformation of the child’s action relevant to the task from its material 
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form into an internalized mental form” (Arievitch & Stetsenko, 2000, p. 75).  Empirical-based studies 

showed that a lot of the traditional requirements for teaching and learning are unnecessary. For 

example, systematic empirical studies showed that introducing the topic step by step is needless. 

Instead, the topic should be introduced as a whole. Also, the studies suggested that it is not necessary 

to start with easy tasks and then move to a more difficult once. Since learners are provided with the 

adequate tools at the orientation stage they can engage in tasks at any difficulty level.  Another 

stressed point is that there is no need for the memorization of rules. Students will master the rules 

while they engage in applying those rules in the tasks using the orientation schemas provided to 

students. That said, the ‘inner logic’ of a particular topic remains unknown to learners, since the 

systematic empirical instruction is based on empirical concepts.  

2.6.2.1. Systematic-theoretical instruction. 

Therefore, Gal’perin suggests a systematic-theoretical instruction (STI) to enhance learning and 

development in students through uncovering the theoretical concepts of a given topic. In systematic-

theoretical instruction, learners will be able to use the theoretical concepts to orient themselves 

through the tasks. Learners engage in a theoretical analysis of the studied object or feature under the 

guidance of the teacher. Through such analysis students are expected to be able to (a) differentiate 

among different features of the object or phenomenon, (b) outline the basic unit of analysis of a given 

feature, and (c) unveil the general rules of how those units form the whole object or phenomenon 

(Arievitch & Stetsenko, 2000). This way learners develop a conceptual understanding of the domain 

of focus, which will function as a tool to perform related tasks.   

Also, relevant here is Gal’perin’s classification of actions intro three abstract levels: material, verbal, 

and mental. At the material level, actions are performed with the assist of concrete objects or their 

material representations (e.g., diagrams and charts). At the verbal level, actions are performed 

utilizing “speaking aloud” (communicative thinking) or “speech minus sound” (dialogical thinking; 

Arievitch & Haenen 2005, p. 159). At the mental level, actions are performed internally (in the mind).   
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The central issue for Gal’perin is the ‘formation of mental actions,’ which is essential for orienting, 

monitoring, and controlling future actions. This formation can be referred to as the process of 

internalization. Gal’perin proposed the stage-by-stage formation of mental actions theory which 

consists of six stages: 1) the motivational stage, 2) the orienting stage, 3) the materialized stage, 4) the 

stage of overt speech, 5) the stage of covert speech, and 6) the mental stage.  

1. The motivational stage: Gal’perin posited that for a successful teaching-learning to occur 

students should go through the motivational stage first. This stage involves the introduction of 

the action and the stimulation of learning motive in learners. Students must first understand 

and accept the “affective, motivational, and cognitive value of the knowledge” to be 

presented to them before involving in actual orientations and tasks (Haenen, 2000, p 95). 

However, according to Gal'perin, motivation is not viewed as static. It is seen as the 

significance of instruction for learners, which changes over the course of instruction, rather 

than as a determining cause that is connected to the successful outcome (Negueruela, 2003). 

In other words, learners start to realize that they don’t know something that they feel they 

need to know (Duensing, 2000). In addition, Gal'perin presumed that in a properly organized 

instruction, there will be no significant motivational problems (Haenen, 1996). 

2. The orienting stage: At the orienting stage students receive the information and guidance 

necessary to perform successfully through subsequent stages. This stage is instrumental since 

it establishes how learners perform in tasks. Gal'perin distinguishes between two notions at 

this stage: orienting basis of an action (OBA) and scheme of complete orienting basis of an 

action (SCOBA). OBA is the previous knowledge that students have about the topic. In other 

words, it is what the learner has ‘at his disposal’ (Haenen, 1996, p. 134). The SCOBA, on the 

other hand, represents the complete set of orienting elements that should be considered. It is 

the “desired and intended orienting basis” designed to lead to a successful performance 

(Haenen, 2001, p. 162).  
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A SCOBA serves as a guidance for learners or a cognitive map. Therefore, it is to include the 

“intended output, the pattern or model, the means, the objects, a general plan of action and the 

orienting chart” (Gal’perin, 1989). Incorporating the other components in such a way that 

make it easy for learners to solve given tasks, the orienting chart is considered the central 

element of the SCOBA (Lee, 2012). The goal of the orienting chart is to be used as a 

‘psychological tool’ or a ‘cheat-sheet’ that aids learners perform successfully in a particular 

task (Haenen, 2001). Talyzina (1981) proposed two possible versions of SCOBA; a complete 

(consisting of all components) or incomplete. The incomplete version is employed when 

teaching something complex such as a language where it is not possible to cover everything. 

Furthermore, the SCOBA can be ready-made and presented to the students or it can be guided 

construction by the students under the supervision of the teacher depending on different 

factors such as students’ level and age.  

3. The materialized stage: Gal'perin classified concrete forms of actions into three abstract 

levels: the material, verbal and mental levels. Gal'perin asserted that for any new action to be 

acquired, it must first appear at the material level then moves to the mental level through the 

verbal level. The materialization process has a radical effect on learning, since it facilitates 

and expedites the transformation of material objects into intellectual concepts (Lee, 2012).  

According to Gal'perin, the SCOBA is utilized as a tool of materialization. At the material 

level, the action is performed with the aid of physical objects or their visual representations 

(didactic models) such as diagrams, schemes, pictures, and charts (Arievitch & Haenen, 

2005). From the SCT perspective, such instructional aids mediate learning through object-

regulation. For children, the object of study is represented (materialized) by real objects that 

are manipulated to teach them the targeted feature such as using apples to teach children 

counting, addition, and subtraction. For adults, on the other hand, using real objects might not 

be possible especially if the object of study is complex, in which case using didactic models 

would be more advantageous (Negueruela, 2003).   
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4. The stage of overt speech: At this stage, students perform actions verbally without material 

aids. As explained above, for Gal'perin, there are three abstract levels of actions. The verbal 

level is considered the second level which comes after the material level and before the 

mental level. Influenced by Vygotsky, Gal'perin contends that overt-speech or verbalization 

enhances internalization and leads to learners’ independency of material representations 

(Negueruela & Lantolf, 2006). When verbalizing, learners need to make their speech 

understandable not only to themselves but to others as well (Haenen, 2000). This process 

propels students to try harder to analyze and synthesize the concepts at hand leading to 

internalization and concept formation. Gal'perin points out that overt speech leads to the 

formation ‘an audible image of words.’ Such audible image is sturdier than a ‘perceptual 

image,’ which develops as a consequence of materialized actions without overt speech 

(Haenen, 2001). 

5. The stage of covert speech: During this stage, overt speech is transformed into ‘speech minus 

sound.’ Learners are pushed to speak to themselves covertly and to whisper to themselves. 

This way the audible image becomes more robust. The action becomes gradually abbreviated 

and at last automatic. 

6. The mental stage: Here, the action is executed completely in the learner’s mind. At this stage, 

images and concepts replace words, and actions become inaccessible to observers (Lee, 

2012). Now a learner can orient himself to produce the intended action.  

All these stages are crucial for development and internalization to occur. The orienting stage is of 

special importance since it represents the basis for all subsequent stages. Without a properly 

organized orientation all other stages will be meaningless.  
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2.6.3. Concept-based language instruction (CBLI). 

Concept-based language instruction abbreviates the six stages of STI into three main ones: concepts 

are the minimal units of instruction, materialization, and verbalization. Negueruela (2003) proposed a 

pedagogical model to bring CBLI to L2 classroom. He proposed concepts as the minimal units of 

instruction, didactic models (e.g., charts and diagrams) as materialization tools, and involving learners 

in activities to verbalize. The second and third principles of CBLI—materialization and 

verbalization— have already been laid out above, so only the first principle—concepts are the 

minimal units of instruction—will be fleshed out here.  

2.6.3.1. Concepts are the minimal units of instruction. 

Finding a pedagogical unit of instruction is central to STI. Curriculum design should find a minimal 

unit of instruction that incorporates the properties of the whole subject matter while at the same time 

focuses on the feature in focus (Negueruela, 2003). CBLI model calls for concepts as the minimal 

units of instructions. Concepts are “systematic representations of objects of study” that can be used by 

learners to orient their mental actions in problem-solving tasks ( van Compernolle, 2012, p. 43).  

Concepts are the content of thought, and, more importantly, they shape our thinking so we think 

through them ( van Compernolle, 2014b). Relevant here is Newman and Holzman’s (1993) distinction 

between tools-for-results and tools-and-results. Tools-for-results are tools that are complete (fully 

manufactured) and are created for a certain end. A saw is a tool created for cutting wood or other hard 

materials with the ultimate goal of building or fixing a house or the like. The saw is not part of the 

house; it is just a tool that is used to build the house and can be used for many other purposes. Tools-

and-results are tools that are created for specific activities and are part of the results. Toolmakers’ 

tools are specifically designed to create other tools (e.g., saws) and they are identified according to 

that process. They are part of the activity and of the results achieved by their use. Concepts, for 

example, are the content and the tool of thinking (Negueruela, 2008b). We think through concepts, 

and at the same time we develop conceptual understanding, which means that concepts are both the 

tools and the results respectively. In other words, our conceptual understanding develops as we think 
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in concepts. As Negueruela and Lantolf (2006) posit, CBLI is not just about the internalization of 

concepts, in the mere sense of memorization, but also about enabling learners to use these concepts as 

a cognitive tool that allows them to solve relevant problems more confidently. Concepts as a cognitive 

tool allow learners to work independently and to move in the zone of proximal development (ZPD) 

from other-regulation (e.g., instructor or tutor) to self-regulation. Empowering learners to use 

concepts as tools-and-results to move to a higher level in the  ZPD can be counted as a practical 

application of Vygotsky argument that “instruction is only useful when it moves ahead of 

development” (1987, p. 212).  

To trigger concept development, students are provided with an extensive phase of orientation. 

Orientation is a crucial stage for concept development and internalization. The absence of appropriate 

orientation results in limited progress, and poor and unstable performance (Arievitch & Stetsenko, 

2000). The orientation that Gal'perin argues for provides students with means to orient themselves 

while solving problems in a given subject domain. Also, CBLI advocates an explicit approach of 

instruction to draw learners’ attention to the given features. Concepts cannot be systematically 

developed through an implicit approach (Negueruela, 2008b). That is to say, forms cannot be 

implicitly connected to meaning. Additionally, according to Gal’perin’s model, the knowledge to be 

learned should not be presented in an isolation, but as a meaningful whole next to other language 

features naturally occurring together, with a focus on the focal features (Haenen, 2000). By doing so, 

learners can see the full picture and can catch a glimpse of other language features as “tomorrow 

knowledge”.  

2.6.4. Interventional studies within CBLI model.  

The study reported in Negueruela’s (2003) doctoral dissertation was the true beginning of CBLI in L2 

teaching and learning (Lantolf, 2011). Following Negueruela, increasing body of research 

investigated the application of CBLI in L2 classrooms in different areas including grammar (Beus, 

2013; Garcia, 2012; Infante, 2016; Lee, 2012), pragmatics (Henery, 2014; J. Kim, 2013; Kuepper, 

2018; Nicholas, 2015, 2016;  van Compernolle, 2011, 2012; van Compernolle, Gomez–Laich, & 
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Weber, 2016;  van Compernolle & Henery, 2014;  van Compernolle & Williams, 2012a, 2012c;  van 

Compernolle, Williams, Abraham, & Negueruela-Azarola, 2013), writing (Ferreira, 2005; Gary G 

Fogal, 2015; Wall, 2015), and literature (Yanez-Prieto, 2008). In the following, a few studies will be 

presented in detail for the reasons mentioned. First, Negueruela (2003) study will be discussed, 

considering that it was the basis of the following studies. Then a few of van Compernolle and 

colleagues’ studies will be discussed, considering that they laid the ground for concept-based 

pragmatic instruction (CBPI). Then, two Nicholas studies will be discussed since they are one of the 

very few studies that investigated CBPI on requests.  

As noted in CBLI section, Negueruela (2003) abbreviated the six stages of STI model into three main 

stages— concepts are the minimum units of instruction, materialization, and verbalisation—and 

designed his sixteen-week course (full semester) to investigate intermediate learners’ development in 

a Spanish composition and grammar class in an American university. Learners were introduced to 

didactic models (i.e., charts) of the concepts of mood, aspect and tense, engaged in audio-recorded 

verbalization activities at home, in which they had to explain the concepts to themselves, and engaged 

in spontaneous oral scenarios. Results confirmed that learners shifted from depending on rules of 

thumb to developing conceptual understanding of the grammatical features. Learners internalized 

more sophisticated semantic understandings of grammatical meanings therefore were able to 

successfully use the grammatical features in written and oral tasks. Negueruela noted that learners 

were able to use concepts as tools to orient their understandings. On the other hand, some learners’ 

performance continued to falter at times, which Negueruela explained that it is to be expected 

considering that conceptual knowledge normally develops before the performance abilities.     

Van Compernolle and colleagues extended CBLI to L2 pragmatics (CBPI). Van Compernolle’s 

(2012) doctoral dissertation formed the basis for other studies in CBPI. Van Compernolle (2012) 

investigated the effect of CBPI on the development of sociopragmatic capacity in intermediate-level 

learners of French in a US university. In contrast to Negueruela (2003), the implementation of CBPI 

in van Compernolle study involved one-on-one tutorials with a tutor. Van Compernolle used 
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verbalization tasks, appropriateness judgement questionnaires, and oral strategic interaction scenarios 

to examine the development of learners. Students were presented with CBPI cards that represented the 

SCOBA to orient them. The cards included explanations of concepts that the students were asked to 

explain to themselves (i.e., verbalize) and diagrams. Students were also asked to perform strategic 

scenarios with the tutor. The results indicated that the learners gained sociopragmatic and 

pragmalinguistic knowledge, which enabled them to orient their choices in the appropriateness 

judgement questionnaires and the strategic interaction scenarios. Van Compernolle indicated that the 

learners internalized scientific concepts (indexicality, social distance, and power), which oriented 

their performance in the strategic interaction scenarios and their choices in the AJQs. He highlighted 

the role of the tutor-learner cooperative interaction in the development.  

Van Compernolle’s (2012) study was replicated by  van Compernolle and Henery (2014) on French 

second-person addressing system, van Compernolle et al. (2016) on Spanish second-person pronoun, 

and Kuepper (2018) on the German singular pronouns. Van Compernolle and Henery (2014) 

indicated that the aim of their study was to examine the integration of the original study design into an 

intact full semester class. Also, one of the assessment tools (strategic scenarios), was computer 

mediated, unlike the original study. The findings confirmed those of van Compernolle (2012) in that 

the learners developed a conceptual understanding of the target feature and were able to use this 

knowledge to plan and produce tu and vous more systematically. Van Compernolle et al. (2016) 

replicated van Compernolle and Henery (2014) on teaching Spanish second-person pronoun to 

beginner-level Spanish class in a US university. However, their study differed from the van 

Compernolle and Henery study in one assessment tool; instead of using the computer-mediated 

strategic scenarios, they used written discourse completed tasks. They also implemented the 

instruction on an intact class for a full semester. Results corroborated the previous studies in that 

learners developed conceptual sociopragmatic knowledge and were able to use this knowledge when 

making pragmalinguistic choices. However, unlike the previous studies, morphosyntactic accuracy in 

learners’ performance seemed to lag behind their conceptual knowledge. The authors explained that 

the apparent increase in inaccurate use of second person forms was related to the increasing diversity 
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of verbs and tenses, which made it more challenging for learners. The authors suggested that 

incorporating additional form-focused tasks and analysing authentic texts would be beneficial to 

learners.  

Kuepper (2018) replicated the last two studies on teaching the German singular pronouns. However, 

her study differed from the two studies in three main ways. First, she included two levels of learners, 

beginners and intermediates, while the previous ones included only one level of proficiency. Second, 

she compared the learners’ performance to a control group, learners studying German in traditional 

language classrooms at New Zealand universities. Third, the implementation of the CBPI was one-on-

one tutorials, which resembles van Compernolle (2012) doctoral design. The findings corroborated 

previous studies in that CBPI helped learners develop conceptual sociopragmatic knowledge, which 

enabled them to use the target features more systematically and successfully. The findings further 

revealed that minor but important differences existed between the two proficiency levels. 

Intermediates showed more consistent development in comparison to beginners. She explained that 

through the lengthier exposure to language intermediates were in a better place to develop a holistic 

and abstract understanding of the target feature. The results also showed that the understanding of the 

control group remained limited throughout the program.  

Nicholas’ (2016) and Nicholas (2015) are among the very few studies that addressed the teaching and 

development of requests within the CBPI model. In Nicholas (2016), the instruments were 

dynamically administrated, namely strategic interaction role-plays. The focus in his study was on the 

development of interactional competence in light of conversation analysis approach, unlike the 

present study which adopted the commonly used typologies (Blum-Kulka et al., 1989a; Trosborg, 

1995) for the analysis of requests strategies into HAs, IMs, and EMs. Thus, the intervention design of 

Nicholas’ study focused on three main stages of requests—openings, requesting, and closings—and 

on concepts like turn-taking, adjacency pairs, organization of talk, and role of context. The central 

element of intervention was the instructor’s mediation during the dynamic strategic interactions (a 

factor which was highlighted by van Compernolle (2012) too), in addition to the enrichment program. 
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Also, the mediation included paralinguistic aspects of interaction like gestures, facial expressions, 

gazing, and body language. Overall, results suggested that learners developed their performance 

abilities consistently towards the end of the program. Learners were also more frequently able to 

verbally explain their language choices in terms of social factors. However, and similar to other 

studies, some learners showed less improvements than others, which he attributed to the individual 

trajectories and unique ZPD for each participant.  

In conclusion, all CBLI studies showed that CBLI is indeed an effective model in developing 

learners’ conceptual knowledge and performance abilities. Although the findings showed that 

learners’ performance faltered at times, it was to be expected given that development is a 

revolutionary process, rather than a linear one, and that knowledge normally develops ahead of 

performance (Negueruela, 2003).  
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Chapter 3: Methodology 

3.1 Introduction  

Recent research has shown that CBLI can have a positive developmental influence on L2 competence 

(Negueruela, 2003, 2008a; Negueruela & Lantolf, 2006;  van Compernolle, 2012;  van Compernolle 

et al., 2013). Such research investigated features such as the French tu/vous and on/nous distinction 

(van Compernolle, 2012), Spanish aspect, mood, and tense (Negueruela, 2003), Spanish modality 

(Garcia Frazier, 2013), and voice in English writing of Japanese learner (Gary G. Fogal, 2015). In 

contrast, the current study focusses on developing Arab learners’ understanding and performance of 

requesting in English. Drawing on Galperin’s STI model, Negueruela’s (2003), and van 

Compernolle’s (2012), I designed a CBPI program of seven sessions to teaching requesting.  

The nature of SCT and CBLI research—which focuses on development and values individual 

differences—positions it within the qualitative inquiry. Hence, the present study adopts a qualitative 

approach to analyse data. 

3.2 Research Design 

This study investigates the influence of CBPI approach—which is rooted in Vygotsky’s SCT—in 

teaching requests on EFL Iraqi Arab learners’ sociopragmatic and pragmalinguistic conceptual 

knowledge and performance abilities. Data collection instruments included interviews, appropriate 

judgement questionnaires (AJQs), and strategic interaction scenarios (SISs). The intervention program 

included 5 sessions in addition to the pre- and post-sessions. In the intervention sessions, the 

participants were introduced to CBPI cards that were designed to develop their conceptual 

understanding of requests in English and how they were different from Arabic, and the connection 

between meaning and form. The learners engaged in a variety of activities and tasks including 

verbalisation, scenarios, analysing videos, and analysing request situations. Further information about 

the implementation of the project is detailed in the procedures/intervention section (3.8). 
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3.3 Participants 

A total number of 17 students participated in the current study divided into two groups, the high-

intermediate-level (HIL) group (n=8) and the elementary-level (EL) group (n=9). All participants are 

undergraduate Iraqi Arab students enrolled in an English department at an Iraqi university. The HIL 

group encompasses third-year students, while the EL group includes first-year students. The level 

classification of the groups was based on the year of study in the department. The first year is 

considered as a low level, the second year as a low-intermediate level, the third year as a high-

intermediate level, and the fourth year as an advanced level. This classification is justified below. 

Despite learning English from the fifth grade of the primary school, the English proficiency level of 

students finishing their high school in Iraqi public schools is generally low. This is due to several 

reasons. First, teachers are not qualified enough and are not trained to teach English following the 

contemporary methods of teaching.  In a study on students (student teachers) of two English 

departments of college of education at two Iraqi universities, Abbas (2015) found that the learners 

lack motivation toward their profession and that they don’t have enough TEFL knowledge. 

Consequently, instead of teaching the four skills of the language, teachers focus only on grammatical 

rules (Saeed & Jafar, 2016), which are easy to teach and easy to test. Second, the medium of speaking 

in the classroom is Arabic, which means that the exposure to English is very limited (Saeed & Jafar, 

2016). Furthermore, the nature of the annual exit exams for each grade in Iraq makes it very difficult 

to test skills like listening and speaking, so they are simply skipped. Thus, the public-school system 

doesn’t achieve significant improvements in students’ levels when graduating from high school.   

On the other hand, the curriculum of English departments in Iraqi universities is designed to build up 

students’ proficiency level to an advanced level. Also, the minimum requirement of those departments 

is usually an average mark of 70% and higher. Thus, graduates of those departments with 70% and 

above are expected to have a good command of English. Therefore, the four-level classification of the 

English department students above is believed to be justifiable.  
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Students with average marks around 70% in their communicative English class were chosen to 

participate in the study for both treatment groups. Students with very high marks and very low marks 

were excluded to avoid any outliers. Also, mixed-gender groups were chosen to limit gender-related 

effects. All participants were between the ages of 19 and 24. The HIL group consists of 5 males and 3 

females and the EL group consists of 3 males and 6 females. First-year and third-year students were 

chosen to examine how proficiency level influences students’ intake and performance. All 

participants have never been in an English-speaking country and have no to very little interaction with 

native speakers of English as the background questionnaires showed.  

3.4 Data Collection Instruments  

3.4.1.  Background questionnaire. 

The background questionnaire for this study was adapted from Al-Jumah (2014) and Kuchuk (2012). 

It included information about learners’ experience in learning English and previous interaction with 

native speakers of English and exposure to English outside of the class. For example, it included 

questions about how much the learners interacted with native speakers, general exposure to English, 

and other information about their language learning background (see Appendix A). The purpose of 

the background questionnaire is to help explain whether individuals behaviours are typical of the 

group of participants or whether it is related to their individual experience (McKay, 2009).  

3.4.2.  Open-ended interview. 

Participants were interviewed at the first and last sessions (pre- and post-intervention sessions). The 

design of the interview was semi-structured where open-ended questions were asked. Questions were 

about learners understanding of how requests are made, factors influencing request making, how 

requests in English and Arabic are different and similar, what language variations in request making 

can betray about the requester, and so on (see appendix B). The design of the questions was partially 

based on Kinginger (2008) and Al-Jumah (2014).  
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The purpose of interviews is to elicit learners’ understanding and awareness of the sociolinguistic and 

pragmalinguistic variations in making requests. Kinginger (2008) maintained that the meaning behind 

any stylistic uses of language is intrinsically vague and that to understand what subjects mean by their 

language usage preferences we have to ask them. To this end, interviews are seen as a valuable tool 

for the current study.  

3.4.3.  Appropriateness judgment questionnaires (AJQs). 

Appropriateness judgment questionnaires (AJQs) were administered at the pre- and post-intervention 

sessions. The AJQ consisted of six request situations. The six situations were adopted from four 

studies and an educational website: Al-Momani (2009), Taguchi (2006), Barraja-Rohan (1997),  

Schegloff (2007) and McCarthy (2013). Each situation included a description of a situation and a 

relationship between two interlocutors followed by a conversation within which a request was made. 

In addition, below each request conversation, a 5-point rating scale was provided for rating—

following Kasper’s (2008) recommendation—with the scale ranging from value 1 being not 

appropriate at all to value 5 being very appropriate. Participants were also asked to write down an 

explanation of their rating of the appropriateness of the request for each request situation. The design 

of the questionnaire entailed three more appropriate request situations and three less appropriate 

request situations, as judged by a sample of 3 native speakers of English prior to conducting the study 

(see section 3.6.1.). The appropriate and inappropriate situations were mixed to avoid forming a 

pattern that might affect participants choices. Also, the situations varied in social power, social 

distance, and the degree of imposition to balance the variations of those three social factors.  

AJQs were selected to elicit participants’ understanding of the appropriateness of different requests 

strategies in different request situations. AJQs (also called rating assessment tests or scaled-response 

questionnaires) are the most commonly used tools for obtaining participants’ perceptions and 

understanding in terms of appropriateness and politeness (Kasper & Rose, 2002). AJQs are used to 

elicit two types of assessment data: pragmalinguistic and sociopragmatic. Pragmalinguistic data is 

related to how participants evaluate the appropriateness or politeness of the linguistic forms. 
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Sociopragmatic data is related to how participants assess the contextual or social factors that may 

influence the realization of the linguistic form. AJQs were deployed in the current study to elicit both 

types of data. Participants were asked to rate the appropriateness of the request made and to explain 

the reason(s) for their rating.  

3.4.4.  Strategic interaction scenarios (SIS). 

The purpose of the strategic interaction scenarios (SISs) in the current study is twofold: first, to elicit 

data of participants’ realization of the speech act of requesting, and second, to develop learners’ 

performance abilities. This integration of assessment and learning in one method is known as dynamic 

assessment (Negueruela, 2003). The design of the scenarios was adapted from that of van 

Compernolle (2012, 2014) and Di Pietro (1987) by dividing the scenarios into two stages: rehearsal 

and performance. These two stages enable learners to put conceptual knowledge into practice and 

consequently internalizing them. The rehearsal stage allows learners to think carefully about and to 

plan the most fitting request strategies and anticipated answers. It also gives learners the opportunity 

to ask questions and clarify anything not clear about the scenarios (van Compernolle, 2014). Learners 

were also asked at the rehearsal stage to consider the kind of relationship with the interlocutor, how 

they want to present themselves, and how language can be employed to achieve their goals (van 

Compernolle, 2014). Importantly, the rehearsal stage provides potentially valuable insights into the 

reasons behind learners’ choices and whether their performance would differ from their plans or not. 

Finally, the performance stage permits students to put the plan into practice and to test its 

effectiveness. It also demonstrates learners’ ability to render their plans into action.  

Each scenario consisted of descriptions of the roles of the interlocutors (requester and requestee) and 

the kind of relationship they have. The scenarios were carefully devised to clarify the social power 

and the social distance of the interlocutors and the degree of imposition of the request. Scenarios 

varied in the social power of the requester (high, equal, and low), the social distance between the 

interlocutors (close, acquaintance, and strange), and the degree of imposition (ranging from low to 
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high). It is worth noting that very specific details were not mentioned in the description intentionally 

to give participants some flexibility to create and act out their scenarios. 

Participants in pairs were encouraged to ask questions about the situations and their roles and to plan 

their speech at the rehearsal stage. However, inspired by Di Pietro’s (1987) strategic interaction 

model, learners were asked not to share what they were planning to say with their partners in the 

scenarios to create a near-to-real-life context, in which the requestee usually would not know what the 

requester is going to say and the requester does not know how the requestee is going to response. The 

requestees were asked to respond the way they thought was appropriate in the particular context 

considering the request made.  

The dynamic assessment of SIS, as noted above, resonates with SCT perspective on development 

(Matthew E Poehner, 2008). Vygotsky’s zone of proximal development (ZPD) emphasizes that for 

development to occur learners should receive various types of support from more competent peers or 

teachers as they struggle with tasks (Matthew E Poehner, 2008). This was manifested in the SISs; 

during the rehearsal stage, when learners were not sure of something or had a question, the instructor 

intervened and helped (van Compernolle, 2012). For all the reasons mentioned above, SISs are seen 

as a justifiable tool to simultaneously assess and develop learners’ level. 

3.5 Instructional Instruments  

Instructional instruments are used for the purpose of developing learners’ knowledge and 

performance. They include three instruments, verbalised reflections, videos, and contextualized 

request analysis (CRA).  

3.5.1.  Verbalized reflections.     

Key to CBPI is the concept of verbalization, which derives from SCT’s notions of mediation and 

internalization. Vygotsky (1994) argues that development is mediated by tools and signs. 

Verbalization is one of the necessary tools suggested to enhance development (Gal’perin, 1989b). 
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Verbalization or self-explanation refers to “using concepts as tools for understanding” (Negueruela, 

2003, p. 34). Swain (2000, 2006) posits that the activation of cognitive activities stemming from 

languaging or verbalization raises learners’ awareness of their L2 language by “externalizing internal 

thinking processes” ( van Compernolle, 2014b, p. 97), which in return would lead to development. 

When inner thoughts become available for conscious thinking, they become ready to be internalized 

and appropriated (Swain et al., 2009). Negueruela (2008a) and Negueruela and Lantolf (2006) argue 

that verbalization assists learners internalize concepts, thus aiding them to gain self-regulation. 

Verbalization can also be a useful tool to offer insight into learners’ perceptions of the concepts in 

focus. For all the reasons mentioned above, verbalization or verbalized reflections (van Compernolle, 

2014) are employed in the current study as a tool to assist learners to develop their understanding of 

the concepts in focus.  

Originally, verbalized reflections were planned in the current study to be used dynamically—to 

develop and assess learners’ conceptual knowledge during cards’ reading. However, due to the fact 

that the program was implemented in a whole class setting and that there was one recording device to 

record the whole class discussion, verbalisation records were not clear, so they could not be used as 

an assessment tool.  

Following van Compernolle (2014), participants were asked to verbalize the concepts of the cards in 

two ways. First, while reading the CBPI cards, participants were asked to verbally explain the 

concepts to themselves–monologic verbalized reflection–and they were assisted by prompts at the end 

of each card. Second, participants were asked to explain the concepts to their partners–dialogic 

verbalized reflection–after finishing reading the cards. However, I observed that learners struggled to 

verbalise to themselves, as they were not used to doing so. So, when they were asked to verbalise to 

themselves, they were mostly reading silently. I, as their instructor, tried to push them to verbalise by 

explaining to them the advantage of verbalisation and pushed them to verbalise and explain the 

concepts to themselves, but they still were mostly silent. So, I asked them to explain to their partners 

and they became more engaged.  
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3.5.2.  Videos.  

The treatment also included watching two videos of request situations by native speakers of American 

English. The videos were available on YouTube and were about 1) office mates making different 

requests, 2) a woman requesting a big favour from her female friend. The learners were handed over 

transcriptions of the videos for analysis. The learners were asked to pay attention to and identify the 

size of the request, the kind of the relationship between the interlocutors, and how the request was 

made in terms of the head act and any modifications used.  

The presentation of authentic and rich materials is considered to be instrumental for EFL learners’ 

pragmatic development (Kasper & Roever, 2005). While a classroom setting often provides limited 

exposure to rich and real-life input, the introduction of videos offers a valuable source of target 

language pragmatic input (Martínez-Flor, 2008). Video materials present learners with examples of 

how native speakers interact and foster their pragmatic perceptions as well (Sherman, 2003). 

Analysing videos can help learners link the appropriate grammatical forms to the sociopragmatic 

concepts of the features under scrutiny ( van Compernolle et al., 2016). In addition, visual/audio 

materials can act as a bridge between concepts and performance, allowing learners “to apply their 

knowledge ‘offline’ without time pressure, before attempting to incorporate their developing 

conceptual understanding into their own 'online' performance” (Nicholas, 2015, p. 390). Therefore, 

videos articulate nicely with the orientation stage of Gal'perin’s, which makes it a justifiable tool to 

employ in the current study.   

3.5.3.  Contextualized request analysis (CRA). 

As with AJQs, in contextualized request analysis (CRA), participants are given a description of a 

request situation between two interlocutors and a request conversation, and they are asked to rate the 

request made on a scale of five points. However, the main difference between AJQs and CRAs is that 

AJQs are designed to elicit data while CRAs are planned to raise learners’ awareness of different 

variables involved in requesting.  The CRA, which included three situations, was introduced in the 

fifth session of the program.  
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Contrary to the AJQ, the CRA has some guidelines that are designed to direct learners’ attention to 

certain variables such as the social factors, request strategies, the reason(s) behind speakers’ choices, 

and self-presentation. Furthermore, participants were provided with the diagrams of the CBPI cards 

and were encouraged to refer to those diagrams when responding to the CRA. The rationale behind 

this is to develop learners’ conceptual knowledge of those variables and provide them with tools to 

use in analysing the CRA.   

Considering that the participants had never participated in similar activities, which involved such kind 

of questionnaires, it was necessary to provide guidelines on what to look for (see appendix E). This 

follows Gal'perin’s assertion that learners should be provided with all necessary tools and conditions 

for correct orientation in the task in order to have a successful orientation (Arievitch & Stetsenko, 

2000).  Arievitch and Stetsenko (2000) added that many implicit rules and regularities that “an expert 

‘automatically’ takes into account as a basis remain hidden to the beginner” (p. 75). By providing 

learners with the necessary tools, they can smoothly and confidently perform their tasks. Besides that, 

Gal'perin posited that diagrams are essential tools to enhance the materialization of the concepts. 

Thus, integrating guiding questions and diagrams into CRA provides learners with the necessary tools 

for successful performance in the task.   

3.6 Piloting  

3.6.1.  CBPI cards and AJQs. 

To ensure the soundness of information presented in CBPI cards and AJQs, they were examined by 

three native speakers of English, two university professors specialized in linguistics and a BA 

graduate of English. The researcher discussed the ideas and the situations presented in the CBPI and 

the AJQs with the three participants and some modifications were made accordingly.  

3.6.2.  Piloting the intervention.  

Before actually implementing the intervention project, the study was piloted on one second-year 

student of English department, to fine-tune the materials, the CBPI cards, and to measure the time. 
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The researcher asked the participant about his understanding of the cards and the instruments, and 

some modifications were made in the cards, scenarios, and AJQs to make them easier to understand 

for the targeted participants. The modifications included using simpler language in the cards and 

adding more details to scenarios and AJQs to make them more understandable.   

3.7 Concept-Based Pragmatic Instruction (CBPI) Cards  

Following Gal'perin’s systemic-theoretical instruction’s (STI) concepts, Negueruela (2003), and  van 

Compernolle (2012), CBPI cards were designed for the current study. The cards were divided into 

three main sets; 1) using different strategies to express the same thing: general introduction (6 cards); 

2) requests in English: social factors, politeness, and appropriateness (9 cards); and 3) common 

request strategies in English (8 cards). The first set was designed to develop learners’ conceptual 

understanding and to connect the concepts in it to learners’ backgrounds. The second set focused 

mainly on developing a conceptual understanding of request notions. The third set centred on 

connecting the meanings (concepts) to forms by introducing an array of request strategies. Font 

bolding was used to emphasise and raise participants awareness of key terms and concepts in the 

cards. In addition, diagrams were utilized to help learners materialize the concepts at hand. The cards 

were designed, in contrast to traditional methods of teaching pragmatics, to move from a focus on 

meaning to a focus on form. Following the CBPI model, the cards were designed so that concepts are 

the basic units of instruction, concepts are materialized through diagrams, and students verbalize the 

concepts in the cards through explaining them to their partners and answering the questions at the end 

of each card.     

In the first set of cards, several concepts were introduced. The first card includes information about 

how people can express what they want to say in different ways. Connections to the participants’ L1 

and culture were made to make the concepts easier to understand. For example, in Iraqi Arabic, if one 

wants to buy something, he/she can say “ ؟دقشب اذھ ”, “ ؟يمع اذھ شیب ”  or “ ؟دَكشب اذھ ”.  All these utterances 

mean “how much is this?” The main differences among them are variations in pronunciation and 

word order. However, each variation expresses something different about the background of the 
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speaker. As an Iraqi Arabic speaker, I can distinguish between those sentences and what they can tell 

about the person who utters any one of them easily. For example, the utterer of the first sentence, “  اذھ

؟دقشب ”, used Mosulian accent. Mosulian accent was originally spoken by the people of the old part of 

Mosul city, which is the central city of Nainawa governorate. Those people claim themselves to be the 

native people of the city who used to have the highest number of educated people compared to the 

people of the surrounding areas. Therefore, people who speak Mosulian accent are very proud of their 

accent and their origin. The third utterance “ ؟دَكشب اذھ ”, on the other hand, is usually spoken by people 

of the countryside around Mosul, while the second utterance is a Baghdadi accent.  

In each card, students were asked leading questions to encourage them to think critically about the 

concepts in the card and help them in their verbalization. A connection was always made to 

requesting, which is the focus feature of the current study. For example, the same card of the three 

Arabic utterances above included the following explanation: 

“The same applies to making request. There are different ways to say the same thing but each one has 

a different meaning.”  

Similarly, the concepts of “conventions,” “stereotypes,” “playing with conventions and stereotypes,” 

and “creating personal social meaning” were introduced in separate cards. Finally, a diagram that was 

adapted from van Compernolle (2012), was presented in the last card of the first set, which 

summarized all concepts in relation to requesting as shown each expression or phrase (see Figure 3.1). 
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Figure 3. 1.  

Orders of indexicality  

 

The diagram drew on Silverstein (1992, 2003) indexicality order. The diagram suggests three orders 

of indexicality; first-order indexicality: sociolinguistic conventions of requests can vary depending on 

relative power, social distance, size of request, etc.; second-order indexicality: stereotypes are formed 

as judgments that are made about noticeable values and language usages (e.g., Western culture values 

clarity, honesty, and time); third-order indexicality: people can use conventions and stereotypes to 

manipulate the meaning. Indexicality orders influence each other, which is represented in the two 

sides arrows in the diagram.   

The second set of cards talk about requesting related concepts and factors such as social factors, 

politeness, and appropriateness.  

General guidelines were presented in the cards to help learners conceptualize their choices, the factors 

involved, and the underlying meaning of each request strategy. For example, one of the cards states:  

“A key concept in making requests in English is that the hearer should not feel like he/she has to do or 

accept the speaker’s request (unless the speaker wants to create that feeling).  
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The speaker should show respect for the learner’s independence, freedom of choice, and freedom of 

imposition through the language used to make a request.”  

Two diagrams were presented here as follows. The diagram in Figure 3.2 is designed to help learners 

visualize the different ways to present themselves and their requests. The diagrams focused on the 

three main social factors influencing requests; social power, social distance, and size of request. The 

card that preceded this diagram stressed the concept of self-presentation, and this card enhanced 

materializing this concept.  

Figure 3. 2.  

Different ways to present the self and the request 

Look at the diagram below about the different ways you could present yourself and/or your 

request when making requests.  

 

 

 

 

 

The diagram present in Figure 3.3. shows the dynamic relationship between the three social factors, 

on one hand, and their relationship with the self-presentation, on the other hand. The purpose of this 

diagram is to show learners that those factors are not fixed and that they are not in isolation from each 

other, rather, they influence each other.  

What do you 
understand from the 
diagram? 

How polite your 
request should be in 
each situation? 
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Figure 3. 3.  

The influence of the social factors on each other 

Look at the diagram below. What do you understand from it? 

 

Both diagrams are designed to draw learners’ attention to the link between self-presentation and the 

three hegemonic factors in requesting—social status, social distance, and the size of the request. 

Learners were advised to refer to those diagrams when planning their scenarios. Despite the fact that 

only three main social factors were introduced in the diagrams, it was stated that other factors, such as 

age, gender, frequency of the request, etc., may also play influencing roles depending on the situation.  

The learners’ attention was drawn to the cultural differences in viewing these factors, and how certain 

request strategy in a given situation may be appropriate in one culture and inappropriate or less 

appropriate in another culture.  

The third set of cards was mainly about presenting different request strategies to learners. So, unlike 

the first two sets, which focused on the meaning, the focus here was mainly on the form. This doesn’t 

contradict with CBPI, in which the main focus is on concepts (i.e. meanings). Forms and conventional 

meanings of language are an integral part of CBPI design (van Compernolle, 2011). Accordingly, 

shedding light on forms–especially if there were wide varieties of forms as in requesting– assists 

learners in connecting meanings to forms. However, focusing mainly on forms and conventional 

factors affecting requests 
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meanings of language is what may lead to the creation of an incomplete picture of the appropriate use 

of language ( van Compernolle, 2012).  

To help learners visualize the stages of request making, the below diagram (Figure 3.4.) was 

presented in the cards.  

Figure 3. 4.  

Stages of a request 

Look at the diagram below and notice the different stages and the size of each stage. Notice: 
not all stages occur in all requests. This diagram is just a general guideline.  

Figure 3.4. visualizes the main stages of request making, in addition to post-request stage. This 

diagram assisted learners in planning their strategies in making requests especially in performance 

(i.e., scenarios). 

3.8 Procedures /Intervention  

Data were collected through seven sessions over a period of 4-5 weeks. Participants took two sessions 

a week. The design of the sessions and data collection is adapted from van Compernolle (2012), with 

some modifications made in accordance with the setting of the current study and the nature of the 

2 

2 

1 
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feature in focus. The first and the last sessions were devoted to the pre and post interviews, interaction 

scenarios, and AJQs. 

Students in the English department of a university in northern Iraq were informed through the 

administration of the department and through advertising on the department bulletin board about the 

nature of the study and the criteria of the required participants and if anyone would be interested in 

participation. A number of students expressed their willingness to participate in the study, so a time 

was set for weekly meetings. Before starting the treatment sessions, participants were provided with an 

information sheet explaining the nature of the study and the participation. The nature of the 

participation was orally explained to students in Arabic and students were given the chance to ask 

questions to clarify any unclear points. Students were informed that participation in the study is 

voluntary and that withdrawal from the study is possible at any point of the program and were given 

consent forms to participate in the study. Students were divided into two groups: HIL group and EL 

group. Each group had separate sessions.  Below is a table of the design of intervention sessions.  

Table 3. 1.  

Intervention design  

 Sessions Procedures  
Pre-intervention 
data 

1 Background questionnaire, pre-intervention interview, interaction 
scenarios (1 and 2), AJQ  

Intervention 
program 

2 Introduction: 1st set of CBPI cards (6 cards) 
Verbalized reflection  

3 2nd set of CBPI cards (10 cards)  
Video of different request strategies   
Verbalized reflection on CBPI cards and videos 

4 Interaction scenarios 3 and 4 (rehearse and perform)  
Language analysis task using video transcripts  
Verbalized reflection  

5 3rd set of CBPI cards (7 cards) (watch a video) 
Interaction scenarios 5 and 6 (rehearse and perform) 

6 Review cards 
Contextualized request Analysis (3 situations +verbalized reflection) 
Interaction Scenarios 7 and 8 (rehearse, review and perform) 

Post-
intervention 
data 

7 Post- intervention interview 
Interaction scenarios 1 and 2 
AJQ  
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Session 1 

Subjects were interviewed one by one and were given two scenarios to act out and AJQs to complete. 

Because each participant had a separate interview, interviews took rather a long time. So, the first and 

last sessions were longer than other sessions. Each subject was asked at the beginning of the interview 

if he/she preferred the interview to be in English or Arabic. The majority of HIL learners preferred it 

to be in English, while the majority of EL learners preferred it to be in Arabic. Those who chose it to 

be in English were informed that they could switch to Arabic at any time if they felt that they could 

express their opinion better, so some indeed switched to Arabic at certain points of the interview and 

then switched back to English. The HIL group had their sessions separately from the EL group. After 

the interviews, the nature of the scenarios was explained to the subjects orally and a model scenario 

was performed by the researcher and one of the students. Then students were asked to read their 

scenarios and to act them out. Students were divided into pairs. Each pair had to perform the scenarios 

separately. Participants were asked to switch their roles in scenario one and two. For example, if the a 

particular student performs role A in scenario 1 then he/she should perform role B in scenario 2. 

Students were asked to first plan what they want to say and rehearse the scenario before recording it. 

After finishing the scenarios, participants were given the AJQs and a sample situation was responded 

to by the researcher to give them a model of how to fill out the questionnaire. Participants were 

informed that they could choose to write their responses in English or Arabic. Some wrote in Arabic, 

while others wrote in English. The researcher went around the class while participants were filling out 

the questionnaires to make sure that they were doing it right. For example, one participant’s response 

to situation 1 was too short. She wrote, “it is good”. So, the researcher asked her to try to make her 

response more informative and to explain a little bit more about why she considered it to be good.  

Session 2 

Sessions 2 to 6 lasted for 50-60 minutes each. At the beginning of session two, the first set of the 

CBPI cards, entitled “using different strategies to express the same thing,” (6 cards) was introduced, 

and the nature of the cards was explained to the participants. The original plan was to ask students to 
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read the cards and explain them to themselves. But when the instructor noticed that students were not 

engaged in verbalization despite the emphasis on this point, he put them into pairs and asked them to 

explain and discuss the cards to their partners, and he again explained to them the advantages of 

verbalization in the learning process. After reading and discussing the concepts in the cards with their 

partners, the instructor asked students leading questions in a whole-class discussion. Also, subjects 

were given a chance to ask questions if there was anything unclear.  

Session 3 

At the beginning of session 3, the second set of CBPI cards, entitled “requests in English” (10 cards) 

were given to students. As with the first set, students were paired and were asked to read and discuss 

the concepts in the cards with their partners, then a whole-class discussion followed. Also, a video 

clip of different request examples was introduced, and a discussion of participants opinions was 

opened.  

Session 4 

Participants were first asked to act out scenarios 3 and 4. The instructor asked the learners to first 

rehearse and use the diagrams they had in the first and second sets of the cards while rehearsing. The 

instructor noticed that participants’ rehearsal stage was very short, and they didn’t pay enough 

attention to the concepts in the cards and the diagrams. So, he planned leading questions for learners 

to answer at the rehearsal stage for the following scenarios.  

Following the scenarios, subjects watched 2 video clips showing difference requests made. 

Participants were handed the transcriptions of the videos. The instructor asked students to underline 

the request strategies and asked them leading questions in a whole-class discussion. Participants were 

given the chance to ask questions to clarify anything unclear.  

Session 5 
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The third and final sets of the CBPI cards (8 cards) were provided at this session. This set was mainly 

about common request strategies in English. The same procedures of the previous sets were followed. 

They also watched a video related to one of the cards. Following this, subjects were asked to perform 

scenarios 5 and 6, but this time they were provided with two leading questions to answer at the 

rehearsal stage to raise their awareness of the different variables involved. The questions were 1) How 

would you present yourself in this situation, and 2) What language strategies and expressions would 

you use to present yourself? In addition, they were provided with all the diagrams in the sets and were 

asked to refer to those diagrams when planning their requests.  

Session 6 

Participants first reviewed the cards and were asked to pay special attention to the diagrams. Then, 

they were given the contextualized request analysis (CRA) to fill out. After that, they were asked to 

perform scenarios 7 and 8 the same way as scenarios 4 and 5.  

Session 7 

As in session 1, participants were interviewed, performed scenarios 1 and 2 and filled out the AJQ. 

The only difference from session 1 is that some additional questions were asked at the interviews 

about participants’ opinions of the program and what they thought they learned from it. 

3.9 Data Coding and Analysis 

This project explores the development in learners’ conceptual knowledge and performance of requests 

in English during and following a CBPI program. Data analysis focused on three main domains: 1) 

sociopragmatic knowledge as evident in participants’ responses in interviews, their explanations of 

their ratings in AJQs, and their responses to guiding questions at the rehearsal stage of interaction 

scenarios; 2) pragmalinguistic knowledge as evident in participants’ responses in interviews, their 

explanations of their ratings in AJQs, and their responses to guiding questions at the rehearsal stage of 
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interaction scenarios; 3) performance abilities as evident in interaction scenarios. In the following, the 

coding and the analysis of each instrument will be presented separately. 

Interviews recordings were transcribed following van Compernolle (2012) with some modifications. 

Learners were given the free choice to speak in English or Arabic but were encouraged to speak in 

Arabic, as they were told before the interviews that clarity of the ideas is the most important in the 

interviews. While most HIL learners spoke in English, most EL learners spoke in Arabic. Some 

learners spoke in English and when they could not express their opinions they switched to Arabic. 

Each interview lasted between 7 and 10 minutes. Responses in Arabic were translated into English 

and transcribed and were written in italics to distinguish them from responses in English. The 

recordings were transcribed by the researcher, then the audio recordings and the transcriptions were 

given to a fellow lecturer in an Iraqi university to review and correct any mistakes in the 

transcriptions. The transcriptions were then uploaded into MAXQDA Analytics Pro software program 

(version 2018.2) for coding. Interviews were grouped into pre-interviews and post-interviews.  

The analysis developed mainly with deductive coding. To answer research question 1 about the 

sociopragmatic and pragmalinguistic understandings, the researcher searched for sociopragmatic and 

pragmalinguistic themes. Sociopragmatic themes included those related to 1) the awareness of the 

three main social factors influencing requests (i.e., P, D, and S), 2) the awareness of the cultural 

differences (or similarities) between the two cultures in viewing those social factors, 3) the awareness 

of the cultural values underlying request strategies in each culture (see Tables 4.1., 4.6., and 4.7. in 

chapter 4 for the list of codes). Pragmalinguistic themes included those related to the awareness of 

request strategies mainly 1) head acts (HAs) (the main request), 2) internal modifications (IMs) 

(modifying words or expressions within the head act), and external modifications (EMs) (modifying 

words or expressions before or after the head act) (see Tables 4.9., 4.11., and 4.12., for the list of 

codes). The coding of the pragmalinguistic themes followed the taxonomies developed by Trosborg 

(1995), Blum-Kulka et al. (1989a), and Blum-Kulka and Olshtain (1984). The analysis was divided 

into two sections; aggregate analysis, which gave a holistic picture (in numbers) of the change in 
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learners conceptual understanding, and qualitative analysis, which analysed sample responses to the 

relevant questions.   

Regarding AJQs, responses were first written verbatim in a word processor. Then, the responses were 

transferred to MAXQDA software to be coded by the researcher. Each learner responses in pre- and 

post-AJQ were grouped for a comparison. To measure the level of conceptual understanding, a 4-

point rating scale was designed as follows: high conceptual understanding (HH), good conceptual 

understanding (GD), limited conceptual understanding (LD), and no conceptual understanding (NA). 

The scale was based on the level of understanding of both sociopragmatic (e.g., P, D, S, briefness, 

politeness, etc.) and pragmalinguistic (HA, IMs, and EMs) factors involved in each situation (see 

Table 5.1.). The coding of pre- and post-AJQs were analysed and compared to examine changes and 

possible development in learners conceptual understanding of requests. A random sample of 

approximately 10% of the pre- and post-AJQ responses were coded by an additional rater to increase 

the reliability of the coding (see section 3.10.4.).  

As with interviews, two types of analyses were conducted, aggregate and qualitative. In the aggregate 

analysis, learners’ responses in the pre- and post-AJQs were rated and compared to investigate any 

gains in their conceptual understandings. In the qualitative analysis, learners were grouped according 

to their level of conceptual understanding in the post-AJQs into three levels: 1) HU, learners showing 

high conceptual understanding, 2) MU, learners showing medium conceptual understanding, and 3) 

LU, learners showing limited conceptual understanding. Responses of sample learners of each group 

were analysed in detail and compared.  

As for scenarios, following Trosborg (1995) and Blum-Kulka et al. (1989) frameworks, a coding 

taxonomy was designed to code HAs, IMs, and EMs produced in the scenarios (see Appendix F).  

Only the main request described in the situation description was considered for coding. Secondary 

requests, like asking about the directions in S1, were excluded as they have less weight in the 

conversation, thus, they may require different strategies from the main request. As scenarios were 
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performed not only in the pre- and post-sessions, but also throughout the intervention program, the 

analysis was presented in two ways. First, a comparison between pre- and post-scenarios was made. 

Here, the analysis was conducted aggregately; learners’ performances were analysed according to the 

coding taxonomy designed and then the post-scenarios were compared to the pre-scenarios in terms of 

the use of HAs, IMs, and EMs to examine areas of improvements. Second, to examine the 

developmental process while it occurs, a microgenetic analysis was conducted for all scenarios 

including the intervening scenarios (scenarios performed during the intervention program) for all 

learners who had a complete data set and who did not miss any session. For each learner, the 

scenarios produced throughout the sessions were analysed qualitatively and compared to investigate 

any changes in their performance. Only learners who had full set of data of pre- and post-interviews, 

and at least one scenario (performing as a requester) of each of the five pairs of scenarios learners 

were asked to perform, (1) Pre-S1 & Pre-S2, (2) S3 & S4, (3) S5 & S6, (4) S7 & S8, and (5) Post-S1 

& Post-S2. A total of nine learners (five HIL learners and four EL learners) qualified for the analysis. 

The analysis focused on the progress of the use of HA strategies, IMs, and EMs from the early 

scenarios to the late ones considering the sociopragmatics of each scenario. The appropriateness of 

the use of each request strategy were analysed throughout scenarios. Importantly, the analysis 

considered the rehearsal stage of scenarios, which provided critical insights of learners thinking and 

planning of the scenarios.  

Microgenetic analysis is grounded in Vygotsky’s SCT. It is characterized as a “very short-term 

longitudinal study” (Wertsch, 1985, p. 55). Vygotsky (1978) argued that to understand the process of 

development, researchers should examine “the critical time when a reaction appears and when its 

functional links are established and adjusted” (p. 68), rather than just focusing on the final product. 

Lavelli, Pantoja, Hsu, Messinger, and Fogel (2005) suggested that microgenetic analysis is promising 

in two ways. First, a detailed analysis of children’s (and other learners) behaviour in a particular 

context allows us to gain “fine-grained information” about the developmental process (p. 4). Second, 

understanding development at the micro-level in real time is essential to understand development at 

the macro-level. Microgenetic analysis, as its name betrays, taps into the microgenesis (i.e., the 
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origin) of development by observing the moment-to-moment revolutionary change ( van Compernolle 

& Williams, 2012b) within a short period of time (Lavelli et al., 2005). Microgenetic analysis is 

therefore fitting to examine production data as it helps to understand “how the human mind functions 

as a consequence of its formation in cultural activity” (Lantolf & S. L. Thorne, 2006, p. 57). 

Furthermore, microgenetic analysis allows us to observe the individual differences in development 

(Lavelli et al., 2005) and the unique ZPD for each learner. For all the reasons mentioned above, 

microgenetic analysis is found to be suitable to analyse the production data (i.e. scenarios) in the 

current study.  

Microgenetic analysis has been increasingly used in CBLI studies (Gary G. Fogal, 2015; Garcia 

Frazier, 2013;  van Compernolle, 2011;  van Compernolle & Williams, 2012a; Wall, 2015). These 

studies showed that microgenetic analysis can reveal important details in the developmental process 

and revolutionary (non-linear) nature of development. They showed that learners’ performance 

progress at times and regress at other times, which they considered part of the developmental process.  

3.10  Quality Criteria  

To ensure the quality of qualitative research, Lincoln and Guba (1985) stressed the importance of 

trustworthiness. Trustworthiness can be achieved if the research meets four criteria: credibility, 

transferability, dependability, and confirmability (Lincoln & Guba, 1985).  

3.10.1. Credibility. 

Credibility, as its name betrays, means giving a credible version of what has happened “both in terms 

of description and interpretation” (Edge & Richards, 1998, p. 345). For findings to be credible, they 

should give a true representation of the participants’ original views. Credibility can be established 

through prolonged engagement in the field of study, member checks, peer debriefing, and 

triangulation.  
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3.10.1.1. Prolonged engagement.  

Qualitative research data require that the researcher immerses him/herself in the context of study for a 

period of time to enable him/her to make informed interpretations through understanding the culture 

of the participants and the circumstances of the data collected. As a native speaker of Arabic who has 

lived most of his life in Iraq, I have a profound understanding of requesting in Iraqi Arabic. Also, 

having completed my undergraduate degree of English, as well as having taught undergraduate 

students majoring in English in Iraq, I have deepened my understanding of the educational system of 

teaching English in Iraqi universities, the methods of teaching, the learning environment, and the 

levels of students. Completing my MA in TESOL in an American university and writing my MA 

thesis on requesting furthered my understanding of the gap in the teaching methods in Iraq and of the 

differences in request making between English and Arabic. Finally, designing and implementing the 

intervention program by myself afforded me revealing insights into the process and the procedures of 

data collection.   

3.10.1.2. Member checks.  

Member checks are central to increasing the credibility of qualitative research’s findings (Lincoln & 

Guba, 1985). Member checks mean consulting one or more of the participants from whom data were 

solicited to ensure that the interpretations and the analysis of data are authentic representations of the 

participants’ responses (Guba, 1981). For the current study, a few participants were contacted via 

emails during the analysis of the data and the transcriptions (and the translation if the interview was in 

Arabic) of their interviews were sent to them to make sure that it was what they said.  

3.10.1.3. Peer debriefing. 

Peer debriefing refers to sharing and discussing the analysis and the results with professionals who are 

qualified to provide insightful feedback–such as colleagues, academic staff, etc. To strengthen 

credibility, researchers need to detach themselves from their own views and to expose their analysis to 

this “jury” of peers (Guba, 1981) to eschew any bias by the researcher. In the present study, the 
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analysis and the findings of the data were discussed with one fellow Ph.D. candidate in Linguistics at 

the University of Otago at the time of the analysis. Most importantly, I regularly discussed my data 

analysis and findings with my primary and secondary supervisors.  

3.10.1.4. Triangulation. 

Triangulation is defined as using more than one method of data collection to arrive at a 

multidimensional view of the studied object (Casey & Murphy, 2009; Cope, 2014). This study 

deployed multiple instruments to collect data including interviews, questionnaires, and interaction 

scenarios.   

3.10.2. Transferability.  

Transferability is concerned with whether the findings of a qualitative study can be generalized to 

other contexts (Anney, 2015). However, Guba (1981) posited that qualitative researchers should avoid 

“generalizations on the grounds that all social/behavioural phenomena are context-bound” (p. 86). 

Rather, they should provide thick descriptions of the methods of data collection and the context of the 

research to allow the readers to decide whether these findings are transferable to other contexts or not. 

To this end, I made all attempts to provide detailed descriptions of the methods and the context of the 

study. Also, I included in the appendices the relevant documentation and data.  

3.10.3. Dependability.   

Dependability is related to whether the findings of the study can be replicated by another study 

conducted in a similar context and with similar participants (Bitsch, 2005). One way to establish 

dependability is through triangulation (Guba, 1981). Dependability can be judged through the detailed 

and comprehensive documentation of research methods, collected data, analysis, and context 

(Richards, 2003) so that “the researcher’s decisions are open to others” (p. 286). To meet the 

dependability criterion, I detailed my research design, and analysis and documented the collected data 

in the chapters and the appendices. I also used more than one method to triangulate the data collected.   
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3.10.4. Confirmability.  

Confirmability is related to ensuring that interpretations and analysis are truly derived from the data 

and are not the creations of the researcher’s imagination (Tobin & Begley, 2004). As with 

dependability, confirmability can be assessed in terms of triangulation, detailed documentation of 

research design, and thorough analysis–which were conducted in the current study as stated above. 

Another way to establish confirmability is through coding data by external raters or what is called 

inter-rater reliability. To establish inter-rater agreement, one additional rater coded portion of the data. 

The rater was the primary supervisor of the researcher. The researcher first designed a coding scheme 

for coding AJQ responses (see Table 5.1.). The researcher used the scheme to code all AJQ responses 

in the pre- and post-sessions. The additional rater was provided with the coding scheme and a sample 

of approximately 10% of the responses from both the pre- and post-sessions, which were chosen 

randomly. After coding the samples by the additional rater, the researcher and the additional rater 

discussed the differences in coding and came into agreement. The same procedures were followed in 

the coding of the scenarios.  

3.11  Ethical Issues   

The design of the study, the context, and the population from which the participants were to draw 

were explained thoroughly to the ethics committee of the University of Otago. All questions by the 

committee were answered and the approval was granted. During data collection, all the 

recommendations by the ethical committee were followed. Participants were informed (orally and in 

written form) about the nature of the study and participation.    
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Chapter 4: Interview Results and Analysis 

4.1. Introduction  

This chapter seeks to shed light on learners’ sociopragmatic and pragmalinguistic awareness through 

their responses to interviews questions. Learners’ data of pre- and post-interviews were analysed and 

compared to investigate the development of awareness of request making, if any. Results of interview 

data are presented in aggregate and on an individual participant (qualitative) basis. As reporting all 

participants' responses will make this chapter impractically lengthy, only a sample of the most 

representative responses of both HIL and EL groups will be illustrated. Samples of participants’ data 

are attached in the appendix G for reference.  

Sociopragmatic awareness is divided in the present study into 1) awareness of the three social factors 

influencing requests—social power, social distance, and size of the request; 2) awareness of the 

differences between Arabic and American cultures in viewing those social factors; and 3) awareness 

of American cultural values and of the cultural difference. Pragmalinguistic awareness is divided into 

1) awareness of the internal modifications (IM) and 2) awareness of the external modifications (EM).   

4.2. Sociopragmatic Awareness 

4.2.1.  Awareness of the social factors that influence requests. 

To examine learners’ awareness of the social factors influencing requests, analysis centred on three 

dimensions: 1) aggregate data analysis, 2) qualitative data analysis (individual samples from learners’ 

data), and 3) analysis of learners’ responses to the question “How do you make a request in English?” 

4.2.1.1. Aggregate data analysis. 

Data from the pre- and post-interviews of 15 participants (recordings of a pre-interview of 1 HIL 

participant and a post-interview of another HIL participant were lost, so their interviews were 

excluded from the data) were collected and analysed to examine learners awareness of the three main 

social factors influencing requests; social power (P), social distance (D), and size of the request (S). 

Data included pre- and post-interviews of 7 HIL participants and 8 EL participants.  
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Concerning the coding approach to identify the awareness of social factors, explicit mentioning and 

explanation of the following terms were considered signs of awareness. Referring to “social power, 

social distance, and size of request” by participants were considered as a sign of awareness of those 

social factors. Also using acquaintance terms such as “friend”, “I know him”, “stranger”, “if the 

person is close” and the like were considered here as referring to the social distance; hierarchical 

terms such as “professor-student relationship”, “teacher”, “higher position”, and “status” were 

considered here as referring to the social power; and objects names such as “pen”, “money”, and 

“car”, and terms that refer to the value/size of the object/thing to be requested such as “something 

expensive”, “if the request is big or small”, “depending on the request itself”, and “something normal” 

were considered as referring to the size of the request. To ensure that participants' use of the above 

terms was not mere verbalism, the criteria I adopted was based on participants showing a conceptual 

understanding of the terms they referred to by explaining the term, giving examples, or using it 

appropriately.  

Concerning the differentiation between academic terms (i.e., scientific concepts) and everyday terms 

(i.e., everyday concepts) labelling, the terms social power (or social status), social distance, and size 

of the request were considered academic. Terms like “my friend”, “brother”, “a pen”, and the like 

were considered everyday concepts. On the other hand, terms like “status”, “higher position”, “higher 

level”, “close person”, and the like occupy an intermediate position between everyday concepts and 

scientific concepts, thus, they were considered generalized concepts (Vygotsky, 1986). 

As shown in Table 4.1., of the 15 participants 13 showed increased awareness of the three social 

factors—P, D, and S—in the post-interviews. Two participants (EL4 and EL7) were already aware of 

all three social factors in the pre-interview. Only 1 student (EL2) showed an unclear understanding. In 

the pre-interview, he mentioned P and D, while in the post-interview, he mentioned D and S. 
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Table 4. 1.  

Awareness of the social factors P, D, S and the use of EDC, SC, and GC in the pre- and post-
interviews 

  Pre-interviews Post-interviews 

HIL 

HIL1 D  GC P, D, S SC 
HIL2 D GC P, D, S SC 
HIL3 D GC P, D, S SC 
HIL4 D, S EDC, SC P, D, S SC 
HIL5 P, D GC, P, D, S SC, GC, SC 
HIL6 P, D GC P, D, S SC 
HIL7 D GC P, D GC, GC 

EL 

EL1 P, D GC P, D, S SC 
EL2 P, D EDC D, S EDC 
EL3 D EDC P, D, S SC 
EL4 P 

D, S 
SC 
EDC 

P, D, S  
 

SC 

EL5 D, S  GC,  P, D, S SC 
EL6 D, S 

 
SC P, D, S SC, GC, SC 

EL7 P, D, S EDC P, D, S SC 
EL8 D EDC P, D, S  EDC, SC, SC 

Note. P= social power, D= social distance, S= size of request, EDC= everyday concept, SC= 
scientific concept, GC= generalized concept (general term), HIL= high-intermediate level group, 
EL= elementary-level group.  

All participants were aware of the D in the pre- and post-interviews. On the other hand, S was the 

least mentioned factor by learners in the pre-interviews. Only 5 participants mentioned it in the pre-

interviews, while it was mentioned by 14 participants in the post interviews. Interestingly, the 

participant (HIL7) who didn’t mention S in the post-interview, said in the pre-interview that S doesn’t 

make a difference in making requests. P was also not mentioned by many participants in the pre-

interviews, where only 6 participants mentioned it. In contrast, 14 participants mentioned P in the 

post-interviews as an influencing factor.  

It is also worth mentioning that most learners used everyday concepts to talk about the social factors 

in the pre-interviews. Only 2 participants used scientific concepts to refer to the social factors in the 

pre-interviews, while 14 participants used scientific concepts to refer to the social factors in the post-

interviews (see Table 4.2.). 
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It can be concluded that the intervention course raised learners’ awareness of the three social factors 

considerably, which is one important piece of the puzzle.  

Table 4. 2.  

Number of participants who mentioned each of the social factors and who used scientific concepts to 
talk about those factors in the pre- and post-interviews 

 Number of participants  
 Pre-interviews Post-interviews 
Social power (P) 6 14 
Social distance (D) 15 15 
Size of request (S) 5 14 
Scientific concepts (SC) 2 14 

No noticeable difference was found between the HIL group and the EL group in the level of 

development of the awareness of the social factors. Both groups showed considerable development of 

awareness. On the level of using scientific concepts, no major difference was found between the two 

groups in the post-interviews; 17 out of 20 concepts used by HIL participants in the post-interviews 

were scientific, while 17 out of 23 concepts used by EL subjects in the post-interview were scientific 

(see Table 4.3).  

Table 4. 3.  

Number of times scientific concepts are used by HIL and EL groups to refer to the social factors in 
the pre- and post-interviews 

 Number of times scientific concepts used 
 Pre-interviews Post-interviews 
HIL group 1 out of 10 17 out of 20 
EL group 2 out of 16 17 out of 23 

Surprisingly, in the pre-interviews, EL participants, in general, showed higher levels of awareness of 

the three main social variables influencing requests compared to HIL participants, while in the post-

interviews both groups showed similar levels of awareness (see Table 4.4.). Not only did EL 

participants show high levels of awareness of P, D, and S in the pre-interviews, but they also showed 

awareness of other variables as well such as age, level of education, requestee’s attitude and 

personality, the likelihood of compliance, timing, smile, eye-contact, humbleness, facial expressions, 

and ethics of the requestee. 
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Table 4. 4.  

Number of times the three social factors (P, D, and S) mentioned by HIL and EL participants in the 
pre- and post-interviews 

  Number of participants 
  Pre-interviews Post-interviews 
HIL group P 2 out of 7 7 out of 7 

D 7 out of 7 7 out of 7 
S 1 out of 7 6 out of 7 

EL group P 4 out of 8 7 out of 8 
D 8 out of 8 8 out of 8 
S 4 out of 8 8 out of 8 

However, it is worth mentioning that in the pre-interviews some EL participants confused social 

factors with accompanying polite behaviours in requests in Arabic culture. For example, EL3 

mentioned “smiling,” “keeping eye-contact,” and “humbleness” as affecting factors. It can be seen 

from Excerpt 4.1 that EL3 used those three factors (i.e., smiling, keeping eye contact, and showing 

humbleness) as techniques to polish his request and to push the requestee to comply with the request. 

Also, when he was asked about the influencing factors he first replied with a raising tone “Affect 

requesting? +” which may indicate that he didn’t quite understand the question, or that he understood 

it as factors affecting compliance to the request. 

Excerpt 4. 1.  

EL3, pre-interview 

I: You mentioned that you will be more polite with the professor because he is higher than you, 

and that you will also be polite with a stranger because he is distant from you. Is there any 

other factor that will affect how you make a request? That will make your request more polite 

or less polite, other than those two factors that you mentioned.  

S: Affect requesting? + Yeah, just like I said the smile. It is the most important. And also, I 

should keep eye-contact all the time, with a gentle smile. Not a laugh, just a small smile. So, 

he feels, uh he realize, uh+ the person in front of him, he have uh+ humble. He’s a humble 

man. He’s a humble person. Not he’s what is arrogant called? 

I: Arrogant 

S: Arrogant. I read ((came across)) it somewhere but forgot it. 

I: Ok. So, he should feel like you are a humble person, not arrogant? 
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S: When I say, “excuse me, sir can you give me the pen?” of course you feel in my direct, uh in 

my direction, I am a humble. And I am simply. You cannot thinking about me that I am 

arrogant. Person.  

Note. Phrases in bold are the focus of analysis. Words in italics are translated from Arabic. 

HIL participants also identified other variables in the pre-interviews but to a lesser extent. They 

mentioned variables like body language, facial expressions, and age. As with EL participants, some of 

HIL participants’ factors are actually techniques within the request such as body language and facial 

expressions (see Excerpt 4.2). However, in the post-interviews, participants were able to distinguish 

between the influencing factors and the strategies, which is evidence of increased awareness.  

Excerpt 4. 2.  

HIL6, pre-interview 

I: Are there any other factors you can think of? 

S: Yes, body language, face expressions, you have to be, to be nice,++ like when you talk.  

Note. Phrases in bold are the focus of analysis.  

In sum, aggregate data showed that participants showed higher levels of awareness of the three social 

factors in the post-interviews compared to the pre-interviews. All participants demonstrated 

awareness of D in the pre- and post-interviews. While few participants showed awareness of P and S 

(6 and 5 participants respectively) in the pre-interviews, most of them developed an awareness of 

those factors in the post-interviews (14 and 14 respectively). Also, while scientific concepts were 

rarely used to refer to the social factors in the pre-interviews, most learners used them and showed an 

understanding of them in the post-interviews. Despite the EL group showing a higher level of 

awareness of the social factors than the HIL group in the pre-interviews, no major difference was 

found between the two groups in the post-interviews.  

4.2.1.2. Qualitative data analysis. 

Some students showed notable improvements in the post-interviews. For example, HIL2 was one of 

the HIL participants who showed notable improvement in the awareness of the social factors 

influencing requests. Phrases in bold are the focus of analysis. 
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It can be noticed from the pre-interview (Excerpt 4.3) that HIL2 only referred to the D as a factor 

influencing requests. He first said that it “depends on your relationship with” the requestee. Then, he 

explained, “if he (i.e., requestee) was a very close friend, he (i.e., requester) can just (request) without 

any … expressions.” There was no mention of P or S.  

Excerpt 4. 3.  

HIL2, pre-interview  

I: Ok. So, what are some of the things or the factors that affect request making in English? are 

there things you think of, like, when I speak with this person, I should say this or that person I 

should say that. are there things?=  

S: =Of course it differs from person to another. Uh  

I: [Depend] 

S: [Depends] on your relationship with (him).  

I: Ok. 

S: If he was very close friend, he can just without any uh++  

I: Expressions.  

S: Expressions. Just “give me this.” ((laugh)) 

I: Just “give me this.” ((laugh)). So it depends on whether that person is close to you or+ 

S: Or not.  

Note. Phrases in bold are the focus of analysis.  

In the post-interview, on the other hand, he mentioned the three social factors using scientific 

concepts, “social power, social distance…the size of the request” (see Excerpt 4.4). Not only did 

HIL2 mentioned the factors, but also he showed a conceptual understanding of their meanings and 

applications. When talking about the size of the request, he said that “if it was [a] small request”, he 

“would use ‘can you, could you.’” This means that the scientific concept “size of request” was 

influencing his choice of words. Also, when the researcher prompted the subject to talk about the 

differences between American and Arabic cultures concerning the social distance factor, HIL2 

showed an understanding of the factor by saying, “like in English, people even if we were close to 

him. or equal to him, you have to be polite. In our culture no. If we were equal to him++, I don’t think 

you have to be that polite.” This explanation shows considerable development in HIL2’s awareness of 

the influence of the social factors on requests.  
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Excerpt 4. 4.  

HIL2, post-interview  

I: So, what are some of the strategies and expressions you would use to make a request? In 

English. 

S: It depends on the size. Like if it was small request, I would use “can you, could you.” 

I: Ok, bigger? 

S: Bigger of course I would use “would you be willing,” “would it be ok,” “could- “even 

permission, as “could I,” “can I.” that will make me like in a lower position.  

I: Than the hearer? 

S: Than the hearer.  

I: So, you said it depends on the size of the request. Are there any other things that it will depend 

on?  

S: Of course, like the social distance, social power, if you are higher than me.  

… 

I: We already discussed the next question, which is what some of the factors are that affect 

request making. 

S: Yes, social power, social distance and the size of the request.  

I: Ok. Do these factors differ in American from Arabic culture? 

S: Of course, they differ.  

I: For example, the social distance in English is different= 

S: =Like in English people even if we were close to him. or equal to him, you have to be 

polite. In our culture no. If we were equal to him++, I don’t think you have to be that polite.  

I: So, you don’t need to use polite forms in Arabic if it is+ 

S: No. If he was a close friend to you or equal to you. You know him ++for some time like a 

year or more, you don’t have to be so polite with him.  

I: But in English? 

S: Even if you were too close you have to be polite. 

I: So, you say even if he is too close, you need to be polite. How polite? What will you use if 

you want to request something from someone too close?  

Like you make him feel like he is doing you a favor. Like we said “please, would you do me a 

big favor.” “I need a big favor” or something like that. 

Note. Phrases in bold are the focus of analysis. Words in italics are translated from Arabic. 

Another participant (HIL3) who also showed similar progress to HIL2 said in the post-interview that 

he previously was not aware of the social factors as shown below. 
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Excerpt 4. 5.  

HIL3, post-interview  

HIL3: “… Also, the size of request, social distance, and social status, I didn’t know about them. 

It makes a difference or sometimes you should pay attention to them before you make a 

request.” 

Note. Phrases in bold are the focus of analysis.  

EL8 is one of the EL participants who demonstrated notable development in the level of awareness 

towards the three social variables. In the pre-interview, she mentioned only D, in addition to facial 

expressions, and requestee ethics. In the post-interview, in contrast, she mentioned D, P, and S, as 

influencing social factors, which shows an increased level of awareness of the three social factors as 

seen in Table 4.1.  

Excerpt 4.6. shows that EL8 used the everyday concept “best best friend” to refer to a very close 

person (D). In the post-interview, on the other hand, she mentioned the three social factors, P, D, and 

S, using everyday concepts to refer to the first and general concept to refer to the second one, and 

scientific concept to refer to the third one (see Table 4.1.). This shows improvement in the 

participant’s conceptual understanding of those factors.   

Excerpt 4. 6.  

EL8, pre-interview  

I: When you make a request in English or even in Arabic, what are the factors that may affect 

your request? Your word choices?  

S: It depends on the person in front of me.  

I: How? 

S: I will see him first. Certainly, I can tell his facial expressions when I request something from 

him. Uh+ 

I: You mean a smile for example= 

S: =Yes, his facial expressions. If he is upset, of course I will be afraid of requesting anything 

from him. I will know that it is not the appropriate time.  

… 

S: With best best friend of course, I will not request in a polite way.  

I: What would you say in English? 
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S: “give me this” 

I: In English 

S: “Give, + give it to me.” 

I: Ok. This is with best friend? 

S: Best best. Of course, if the requestee is just a friend, I will request politely. 

… 

I: This is about whether the requestee is close or far. What are some other factors that may play 

a role in affecting your request? 

S: The behavior or the ethics of the requestee. 

I: Ethics? 

S: Yes. 

Note. Phrases in bold are the focus of analysis. Words in italics are translated from Arabic. 
 
Excerpt 4. 7.  

EL8, post-interview  

I: For the request itself how would you make the request? 

S: It depends on the size of the request. 

… 

I: Ok, what else? What are some other factors that may affect your request strategy? 

S: Uh, ++Also, considering that you are a professor and I am student. 

… 

I: =The same request. Let’s say you want to request a book or notes from a person. You want to 

request it in English and Arabic. How would it differ?  

S: In Arabic it depends on the closeness. 

Note. Phrases in bold are the focus of analysis. Words in italics are translated from Arabic. 

EL7—and EL4—mentioned all three social factors at both the pre- and post-interviews, which shows 

a high level of awareness from the very beginning.  

In the pre-interview, EL7 referred to the social variables of P, “if, for example, it's a teacher,” D, “if 

it's a very close friend of mine”, and S, “depending on the thing I want and the subject” using 

everyday terms.    
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Excerpt 4. 8.  

EL7, pre-interview  

I: Those are called modal verbs. Ok, when we request English, what are the things that can affect 

the manner of the request? for example, in this situation I’ll use "can" or in this situation, I’ll 

use "could" or in this one I won't use anything. 

S: It depends on the person, if it's a very close friend of mine, I wouldn't use these words, and 

depending on the thing I want and the subject, and, uh and, if, for example, it's a teacher and 

I’ll request something from him, I’ll very politely ask of him and I’ll use for example "Could you 

help me" and things like that, those are what I mostly know.  

Note. Phrases in bold are the focus of analysis. Words in italics are translated from Arabic. 

In the post-interview, not only did she refer to the three social variables, but also used scientific 

concepts to refer to them. She used “social power,” “social distance,” and “the size of the request” to 

refer to P, D, and S, respectively. She gave an example of a socially distant requestee to illustrate her 

point, “For example, … if I go to the head department certainly, I will use the politest words. I see 

that social distance also plays a great role here. It comes after the size of the request.” She applied 

the social distance concept to a person she knows. She also prioritized social factors. She considered 

request size to be the most important factor followed by the social distance concept, which suggests 

that she thought of them abstractly as concepts, not in relation to concrete events. Even when she later 

mentioned P, she explained it, “depending on the status of the requestee.” All these explanations of 

the concepts suggest that she understood the concepts she referred to.  

Excerpt 4. 9.  

EL7, post-interview  

I: Ok. Good. We already talked about the next question, which is “What are the factors that 

affect request making in English?” What are the factors that play a role in our choices of 

words? For example, when should I use “can” when should I use “could”? 

S: I think it depends firstly on the person, the position of the person, my request, how is, how is 

my thinking, how I would present. Uh + all these things uh ++ 

I: Play?= 

S: =play an important role. For example, I don’t know how to express it, but if I go to the head 

department certainly, I will use the politest words. I see that social distance also plays a 

great role here. It comes after the size of the request. 
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I: Ok. So, for you, social distance is important, and the size of the request is more important. 

Anything else? 

S: Uh and social power. Depending on the status of the requestee.  

Note. Phrases in bold are the focus of analysis. Words in italics are translated from Arabic. 

This improvement in the participants’ use of concepts and elaborations suggests that even participants 

who have high levels of awareness of the social variables can benefit from the course in developing 

their conceptualization of those factors. This improvement was clear in the participants’ use of the 

everyday concepts in the pre-interviews and the use and demonstration of understanding of the 

scientific concepts in the post-interviews.  

4.2.1.3. Analysis of responses to the question “How do you make a request in 

English?”  

To further examine participants’ awareness of the three social factors, learners’ responses to the 

following question “How do you make a request in English?” and the follow up questions in the pre- 

and post-interviews were analysed.  

It can be seen from Table 4.5. that in the pre-interviews 6 out of 15 didn’t mention any of the social 

factors in their responses to the question “How do you make a request in English?”, while in the post-

interviews only 2 (HIL3 and EL4) didn’t mention the social factors. Most participants included at 

least one social factor in the post-interviews. However, the improvement was not only in the number 

of factors mentioned. Some participants, such as HIL4, used everyday concepts (e.g., “a student” and 

“a pen”) in the pre-interviews, but used and showed an understanding of scientific concepts (e.g., 

“status difference and “correct distance”) in the post-interviews. The larger number of participants 

who said in the post-interviews that their requests would depend on social factors indicates their 

increased awareness of how social factors influence requests.  
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Table 4. 5.  

The inclusion/non-inclusion of the social factors in the participants’ responses to the question “How 
do you make a request in English?” in the pre- and post-interviews 

 Pre-interviews  Post-interviews 
HIL1  D (everyday)  P, D, & S.  
HIL2 None   S 
HIL3 None  None  
HIL4  D and S (everyday)  P and D.  
HIL5  Relationship, teacher, friend  P, friend and boss 
HIL6  P, D   Friend (P, D), and S.  
HIL7 None   P, and D.  
   
EL1 None   S, and person.  
EL2  D (everyday)  P, D (friend/stranger) 
EL3  Relationship  S 
EL4 None   None  
EL5  S.  S, and P.  
EL6 D, S, and kind of relationship  S, checking of availability 
EL7 S and situation  D and S 
EL8 None    S 
 

Note. P= social power, D= social distance, S= size of request, EDC= everyday concept, SC= scientific 
concept 

To elaborate on the development of participants’ responses, an illustrative example is in order. HIL1 

only mentioned the factor of being a friend or not as an influencing factor at the pre-interview as 

shown in Excerpt 4.10. 

Excerpt 4. 10.  

HIL1, pre-interview  

I: It's ok, there is no right or wrong answer here. So, if you want to make a request in English, 

what would you say? 

S: "Excuse me.” 

I: And then? 

S: Then I will ask. 

I: How would you ask? what words would you use? 

S: "Can I", "would"+ something like [that.] 

I: [Like] for example if you want to borrow a book you'd say? 

S: "Can I borrow your book?" 

I: Ok, what else? 

S: Uh++ "Can I have your book?" "would you please give me your book?" 
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I: Ok, good, anything else? 

S: um+ "Would you mind" 

I: Ok. Anything else? 

S: ++not really. not in my mind now. 

I: Ok, so other than like these ones, are there some other strategies you'd use? like you mentioned 

"I'll start with excuse me" right? this is one of the strategies to say like "excuse me" and "can I 

borrow your book?" for example. Are there some other strategies you would use? 

S: Depends on the situation, if it's my friend, maybe probably I’ll not use or need "excuse me", 

I’ll ask directly. But if it's someone else I should be more polite with him, so I’ll start with 

"excuse me.” But there is no++how can I say++ a specific strategy to always use. 

Note. Phrases in bold are the focus of analysis.  

In the post-interview, in contrast, he referred to the influence of the three social factors when asked 

the same question, which suggests his increased awareness of the social factors affecting requests (see 

Excerpt 4.11.). 

Excerpt 4. 11.  

HIL1, post-interview 

I: If you want to make a request in English, what would you say?  

S: Uh++ I will use+ would you mind, uh+ would you please, and something in the past. 

I: In the past! 

S: (past) 

I:  You like past= 

S: =yeah= 

I: =Why past? 

S: because it more polite to make a request and you mention it.  

I: yea. Er,++what are some of the strategies like, expressions other than these “would you mind, 

would you please, [could you?]”  

S: [it depend] on the, + those three things that we making request is based on, the social 

power, the social distance, and the uh++last one ++ 

I: Size=  

S: =the size of the request +  

I: Ok.  

S: and depending on the person itself. that you are making the request to him.  

Note. Phrases in bold are the focus of analysis.  
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Not only did HIL1 refer to more social factors in the post-interview, but he also used scientific 

concepts instead of everyday concepts in his response to the question. He also showed his conceptual 

understanding of those scientific concepts.  

To summarize, participants showed varying developmental levels concerning the awareness of the 

three social factors. Even though not all participants showed the developmental level of HIL1, all of 

them except two showed awareness of more social factors by mentioning at least one of the social 

factors (see Table 4.5.). Participants also developed a conceptual understanding of the social factors, 

which was apparent in their abstract reference to and explanation of those factors.   

4.2.2.  Awareness of the cultural differences in viewing the social factors. 

4.2.2.1. Aggregate data analysis. 

This section examines participants’ awareness of the differences between Arabic and American 

cultures in viewing various social factors influencing requests, and how those differences would affect 

requests in each culture. Data from the pre- and post-interviews showed varying initial levels of 

awareness and varying levels of development of awareness over the intervention of the cultural 

differences in viewing those three factors. Some participants demonstrated high levels of awareness 

before the intervention and continued to do so or even showed higher levels by the end of the 

intervention. Some subjects showed notable development in their awareness in the post-interviews 

compared to the pre-interviews, while others showed low levels of awareness in both the pre- and 

post-interviews.  

To avoid influencing participants’ answers concerning cultural differences, the researcher only asked 

about this point when he thought that they were going in that direction. For example, HIL1, HIL2, 

HIL4, and EL1 were not asked in the pre-interviews about this point. Also, EL1 and EL2 were not 

asked the question in the post-interviews. So, caution is taken when discussing the development of 

those participants concerning this point. Also, EL5 showed a different view of P. While she showed a 

misunderstanding of student-professor (bottom-up) relationships, she showed awareness of professor-
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student (top-down) relationships in American culture. Thus, she was considered to show 

understanding and misunderstanding of P in the post-interview.  

As Table 4.6. demonstrates, in the pre-interviews, only 4 (2 HIL and 2 EL participants) out of 15 

participants showed awareness of the cultural differences in viewing the social factors when making 

requests. Of the 4 participants, 3 (2 HIL and 1 EL) showed awareness of only one social variable—P, 

D, or S. Only 1 participant (EL6) showed awareness of the cultural differences of two factors, P and 

D. In the post-interviews, on the other hand, 13 (7 HIL and 6 EL) out of 15 participants showed 

awareness of the cultural differences of one or more of the social factors. The cultural differences in 

viewing D were the most misunderstood by participants in the pre-interviews (7 participants) and the 

factor that subjects showed most increased awareness of in the post-interviews (10 participants; 5 HIL 

and 5 EL). On the other hand, P was the factor that learners most misunderstood its cultural difference 

in the post-interviews; 4 participants (1 HIL and 3 EL) misunderstood how this factor differed 

between the two cultures. Differences in viewing S were the least mentioned in the post-interviews, 

only 4 participants (3 HIL and 1 EL) mentioned differences (those participants also mentioned the 

differences in viewing P and/or D). Three HIL learners (HIL1, HIL2, and HIL4) showed awareness of 

the cultural differences of all three factors in the post-interviews. However, those three participants 

were not asked the question about cultural differences in the pre-interviews, so it is not clear whether 

they improved. Also, 2 EL subjects (EL1 and EL2) showed no signs of awareness of cultural 

differences of any of the social factors, and 1 EL subject (EL7) was still not clear about the 

differences between the two cultures in viewing the social factors even in the post-interview.  
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Table 4. 6.  

Awareness of cultural differences in viewing the social factors: P, D, and S 

 Pre-interviews Post-interviews 
 Being aware of Misconceptions  Being aware of  Misconceptions  
HIL1 No mention  PDS   
HIL2 No mention  PDS  
HIL 3 P D D  
HIL 4 No mention  PDS  
HIL5 S D D P 
HIL6  PDS P SD 
HIL7  PDS P DS 
     
EL1 No mention  No mention  
EL2  P No mention   
EL3  DP D P 
EL4  D D  
EL5  D DP P* 
EL6 SD  SD P 
EL7 D P Not clear  
EL8  PDS P   

Note. P= social power, D= social distance, S= size of request; HIL= high intermediate level group, 
EL= elementary-level group 
*EL5 developed some understanding of top-down requests showed misconception of bottom-up 
requests.  

No notable differences were found between HIL and EL groups in the pre-interviews. In the post-

interviews, the two groups generally showed similar levels of awareness (7 HIL and 6 EL 

participants). But as the analysis of participants’ awareness of individual factors indicated, the HIL 

group showed higher levels of awareness than the EL group. Both groups showed similar awareness 

towards the differences in viewing D. However, HIL showed higher levels of awareness in viewing 

the differences in S; 3 HIL learners showed awareness of this type, while only 1 EL learner referred to 

such differences. Three HIL learners showed awareness of the differences in viewing all three social 

variables, while none of the EL learners mentioned the difference in all three factors. Also, 3 EL 

learners showed a misunderstanding of the differences in viewing P, compared to only 1 HIL 

participant. On the other hand, the HIL group showed lower levels of awareness compared to the EL 

group, where 2 HIL participants misunderstood the differences in viewing S and D across the culture, 

while no EL participant demonstrated such misunderstanding in the post-interviews. 
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4.2.2.2. Qualitative data analysis. 

Some participants' responses are detailed and analysed for a thorough understanding of learners’ 

awareness. EL6 demonstrated high levels of awareness in the pre- and post-interviews. In the pre-

interview, he showed a high level of awareness of the cultural differences in general and the D and S 

factors specifically. He explained that in Arabic culture requesting something from a friend doesn’t 

require much politeness or even any politeness. He gave an example of using imperative mood to 

request by saying “give me your book”, which would be, he considered, unacceptable in the American 

culture. EL6 also showed awareness of the cultural differences in viewing the S. He indicated that an 

appropriate request in one culture may be inappropriate or even insulting in the other culture.  

Excerpt 4. 12.  

EL6, pre-interview  

I: Uh+ Do you consider that these factors, these things that you mentioned differ in English from 

Arabic culture? 

S: Of course. Each culture, nation, or country is different. Even education, culture, history. They 

differ. Even the way they speak differs.  

I: Let’s suppose that you want to request a book.+ from a friend in Arabic and Arabic culture and 

from another friend who is a native speaker of English [in English in American culture.] 

S: [is the closeness the same?] 

I: The same book. 

S: No, I mean the same degree of closeness? 

I: Yes, the same degree of closeness. You have the same distance with both of them. Both of them 

are friends. Do you think you will request differently in those cases?  

S: It differs uh in something, for example. For example, we say as Arabs. As Arabs, we say that as 

far as the hearer is my friend, I can ask him without considering much politeness because he 

is my friend and we are together but in countries like Europe people may not accept such 

thing. Even if the hearer is your friend, he doesn’t accept such a thing from you.  

I: How your request should be? 

S: You should be more polite because their culture is different from our culture. It may be 

something normal in our culture. You can say “give me your book” because he is your friend. 

But, if you say such a thing to a native speaker of English, it will be something uh. He is not 

used to such a style of talking. He will say this is not a polite person. That is their culture. We 
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don’t know their culture. We haven’t lived with them but maybe their culture is different from 

ours.   

… 

S: … For example, now, I have been with my friends for a long time. I can make a request even 

without those expressions like ‘if you can’. Because we are close enough. We have been 

together for a long time. He understands that I don’t intentionally want to be like that 

((ordering him)).  

… 

S: … if he is not from your country, your request will differ. For example, some requests are 

normal in our culture, but it may be impolite or insulting request in their culture. Cultures 

and traditions are different.   

Note. Phrases in bold are the focus of analysis. Words in italics are translated from Arabic. 

As in the pre-interview, EL6 showed a high level of awareness of the D and S in the post-interview. 

However, he displayed a misunderstanding of the P view, which he considered to be the same in both 

cultures—"I think they are the same. No difference” (see Excerpt 4.14.). He considered that a 

professor should always have a higher position than a student, especially when the student was 

requesting something from the professor. As mentioned above, differences in viewing P proved to be 

the most misunderstood by participants in the post-interviews.  

Excerpt 4. 13.  

EL6, post-interview  

S: Even if it is something small in their culture. In our culture, if I want to request something 

small like a pen, I would say “give me the pen.” It is like an order. But, for them even if they ask 

for something small their request should be polite. Because they like polite and direct. You 

shouldn’t say I don’t have a pen and I need to write and then ask for a pen. No. You should say that 

you just want his pen to write. In a nice way. Because their culture differs from our culture. 

… 

S: Yea, in our culture if I want to request money from my friend, I will request it in an 

order form. “Give me money.” He is my friend we are together for a long period. But, for them no 

matter what kind of relationship they have with each other they should show respect.  

Note. Phrases in bold are the focus of analysis. Words in italics are translated from Arabic. 
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Excerpt 4. 14.  

EL6, post-interview  

I: Ok, concerning the social status, if you request something from your professor, in Arabic and 

English, would there be a difference. Do you think that the kind of relationship between 

student and professor in Arabic and in American culture is the same or different? 

S: I think they are the same. No difference. Because here or there it is a professor and a 

student. The same. Maybe it will differ in the request because our culture is different from 

their culture. The strategy of requests would differ. But as social status, it won’t differ.  

I: In American culture, do you also need to be very polite with the professor in your request? 

S: Yes. The same, because his social power is higher than my social power. And I am asking him. 

So, respect should be high. 

Note. Phrases in bold are the focus of analysis. Words in italics are translated from Arabic. 

Despite the misunderstanding in viewing P, EL6 still thought that the request itself in English would 

differ from the request in Arabic in making requests of high-power people. “Maybe it will differ in the 

request because our culture is different from their culture. The strategy of request would differ” 

indicates an awareness of the differences in requests from high power people between American and 

Arabic cultures.  

HIL3 showed a misunderstanding of D in the pre-interview (see Excerpt 4.15.). He considered that a 

friend was viewed the same in American and Arabic cultures. In the post-interview, he also said that 

social factors were the same across the two cultures but sometimes there were differences. But, when 

he was given a specific example of close friends, he said that it was different. He added that he would 

use “please” when requesting a pen from a close friend from the American culture, while he would 

not use “please” when requesting from an Arabic close friend. These conflicting statements show that 

even though he may haven’t developed a full understanding of the cultural differences in viewing the 

social factors influencing requests, still he demonstrated his awareness of the cultural differences in 

viewing D.  
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Excerpt 4. 15.  

HIL3, Pre-interview  

I: Ok. Do you think these factors, such as the kind of relationship I have with others would differ 

in Arabic culture and in English?  

S: Yeah. 

I: How is it different. 

S: The words? The words for? 

I: No. Not the words. Like if he is a friend, I will for example sound close. When you make such 

a request do you think it will be different if you make it to someone who is Arabic from 

someone who’s not Arabic? Let’s say, for example, American. If that person you are 

requesting from is a friend.  

S: I think it’s the same in both cultures. If he is your friend you don’t have to be polite. In 

Arabic or in English. 

I: So, it doesn’t matter? 

S: Yeah. 

Note. Phrases in bold are the focus of the analysis.  
 
Excerpt 4. 16.  

HIL3, post-interview  

I: Ok, for these factors, do they differ in English from Arabic culture?  

S: No, they are+ mostly the same. The same idea about ranking, the position, if he is close to 

you or not. But sometimes there is a [difference]  

I: [Like, for] example, if you have a close friend in Arabic culture and you have a close friend in 

American culture. Would you make a request to them the same way or you would say no this 

one would be different from that one because he is from another culture?  

S: For me, I think it would be different. Like for example if I am asking for a pen, I will use 

the word “please” with it if he is a close friend. 

I: In American culture? 

S: Yea, in American. In our culture. No, I will not use it because the difference.  

I: So, you think there is a difference? 

S: Yea 

Note. Phrases in bold are the focus of the analysis.  

Another EL participant, EL5, considered in the pre-interview that D was the same in both English and 

Arabic cultures. In the post-interview, when she was asked if the social factors differ in American 

culture from Arabic culture, she said that they didn't differ, but when she was given specific examples 
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of D and P, she gave different answers. When she was asked about how she viewed the relationship 

between friends in the Arabic culture versus American culture, she said that she would be more polite 

with the American friend. She first justified that by being outsider, but when the researcher asked her 

to disregard who was in which culture, she said that she would still be more polite with the American 

friend because the American culture requires using politer forms when requesting from friends 

compared to Arabic culture. This suggests that EL5 had developed her understanding of the cultural 

differences in viewing the D between American and Arabic cultures.   

When she was given the student-professor example, she said that the relationship between a student 

and a professor was different. She said that “since the student shows respect, the professor should also 

show respect”, which suggests a development toward understanding the American culture in viewing 

the professor-student (top-down) relationship. However, she still had the misconception that a student 

needed to be more polite with the professor (bottom-up relationship) in American culture than in 

Arabic culture.  

Excerpt 4. 17.  

EL5, pre-interview  

I: So, there is no- for example, you don’t consider that close friend in Arabic culture is different 

from a close friend in Americans culture?  

S:   No, they are the same.  

Note. Phrases in bold are the focus of the analysis. Words in italics are translated from Arabic. 
 
Excerpt 4. 18. 

EL5, post-interview  

I: Ok, do those social factors differ in American culture from Arabic culture.  

S: No.  

I: So, will you consider the student-professor relationship in a university here is the same student-

professor relationship in a university in an American university for example?  

S: No, the relationship between students and professors is different. Here it is normal, but 

there it is different. There, a student needs to show more respect to the professor.  

I: So, a student needs to be very polite when requesting from the professor? 

S: Yes.  
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I:  What about the professor, when he requests from a student, in American culture? 

S: There, since the student shows respect, the professor should also show respect.  

I: So, the degree of politeness. 

S: It should be the same degree of politeness as the student. 

I: What about in Arabic culture? 

S: No. Here, there is no such thing.  

I: How? 

S: Here, according to the Arabic culture, the professor only sees himself. He introduces 

himself as he is the only one.  

I: So, this means that there are differences between English and Arabic. 

S: Yes, there are, but if the other person is close then it would not differ. A brother and 

sister are the same here or there.  

I: Other than brothers and sisters. Let’s say you have an Arabic friend at this university and an 

American friend at an American university. You have the same kind of relationship with both. The 

social distance with both of them is the same. When you request something from both of them, do 

you need to be more polite here, or there less, or the same thing.  

S: There, I need to be more polite. 

I: Why? 

S: Because I am there with them, so I need to respect them more.  

I: Other than whether you are there, or they are here, the language that you would use=  

S: =They require you to be more polite. Their language or their society requires that when 

someone requests something, he should be polite.  

… 

S: I would say to my friend here, “name, give me your notebook”, but there I would say 

+++uh+ “would you give me your notes. + please?” 

Note. Phrases in bold are the focus of the analysis. Words in italics are translated from Arabic. 

The misconception of student-professor relationships can be attributed to the over-generalization of 

the concept that American culture is more polite than Arabic, as she stated: “They require you to be 

more polite. Their language or their society requires that when someone requests something, he 

should be polite.” Despite the wrong generalization, EL5 still showed development in her 

understanding of American culture. With some more practice, EL5 may be able to fine-tune her 

understanding of the cultural differences between the two cultures.    
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As aggregate and qualitative data analysis demonstrated above, participants displayed varying 

development in understanding cultural differences in social factors. Taking into consideration that 

they had minimal to no contact with native speakers of English, they based their views of American 

culture on stereotypes, movies (as some indicated), and the like. This may have led them to make 

inaccurate generalizations, as can be seen in the pre-interviews. Most of them showed improvements 

in the post-interviews, especially in the D factor, which was the most misunderstood factor in the pre-

interviews.      

4.2.3.  Awareness of the American cultural values and of the cultural differences.  

4.2.3.1. Aggregate data analysis. 

While in the pre-interviews most participants showed awareness of the cultural differences between 

Iraqi Arabic and American cultures in making requests, many of them didn’t have a firm grasp of the 

differences. Some of them related cultural differences to the linguistic differences between the two 

languages and indicated that literal translations fail to produce appropriate requests in the target 

culture. Others explained that they would opt for using more polite or more formal language than 

what they would use in their L1 when making a request in English. Some justified using more polite 

forms in English by the nature of the American culture, which they considered to be more polite than 

Iraqi Arabic culture, while others justified it by a rule of thumb: to be safe, be polite with strangers, 

especially those who are from other cultures.  

In the post-interviews, on the other hand, most participants showed understanding of more values and 

differences between Iraqi Arabic and American English cultures—only 3 subjects (HIL3, HIL5, and 

EL1) showed low levels of awareness of the cultural differences in requests. Participants referred to 

various cultural differences in requests including politeness level, directness, clarity, briefness, (non)-

compliance to the request, request organization, etc. (see Table 4.7.).  
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Table 4. 7.  

Participants’ views of cultural values/differences between American and Arabic cultures in request 
making in the pre- and post-interviews 

 Pre-interview Post-interview 
 Cultural differences in requests No of 

values 
Cultural differences in requests No of 

values 
HIL1 Linguistic differences 1 Minimizing the size of the 

request, expectations of (non)-
compliance, and freedom of 
choice 

3 

HIL2   Briefness, directness, honesty,  
Politeness, and showing power 

5 

HIL3 Linguistic differences 1 Politeness  1 
HIL4 Appropriateness of the type of 

request 
1 Directness and politeness  2 

HIL5 Directness, politeness 2   
HIL6 Culture plays a role  

 
 Formality, directness, and 

request stages  
3 

HIL7 Culture doesn’t play a role  Politeness, directness, clarity, 
and avoiding non-compliance  

4 

     
EL1 Linguistic differences  

 
1   

EL2   Directness, politeness, briefness, 
expectations of (non)-
compliance, and freedom of 
choice 

5 

EL3 Politeness  1 Request organization, 
justification at the beginning, 
clarity, and directness 

4 

EL4 Politeness   1 Linguistic differences.  1 
EL5 No differences   Linguistic differences and the 

use of please  
2 

EL6 politeness 1 Directness, politeness, briefness, 
justification, clarity, request 
organization, offer or reward, 
shyness, appropriateness of the 
topic 

9 

EL7 Formality  1 Politeness, briefness, honesty, 
justification, reward, the use of 
please, and clarity  

7 

EL8 Culture doesn’t play a role in 
requests 

 Briefness, justification, 
appropriateness of topic, 
expectations of (non)-
compliance.  

4 

HIL group mentioned a higher number of cultural values/differences in the pre-interviews compared 

to the EL group. Surprisingly, in the post-interviews, the EL group did better than the HIL group; the 

number of cultural values/differences identified by EL group tallied to 32, while that of HIL group 
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tallied to 18.  It is worthy to note that 2 EL participants (EL6 and EL7) identified half of the cultural 

values/differences of the EL group. 

4.2.3.2. Qualitative data analysis. 

Participants displayed varying levels of awareness of the cultural differences in requests. Some 

learners like EL6 showed a high level of awareness in the post-interview compared to the pre-

interview, while others—like HIL5, EL1, and EL4—showed a limited level of awareness of the 

cultural differences. On average, in the post-interviews, participants displayed an awareness of 3 to 4 

differences between the two cultures. In the following, varying levels of awareness of students will be 

discussed in detail.  

EL6 is one of the learners who showed a considerable increase in his awareness in the post-interview. 

In the pre-interview, he only showed awareness of cultural differences in politeness (see Excerpt 

4.19.).  

Excerpt 4. 19.  

EL6, pre-interview  

S:  You should be more polite because their culture is different from our culture. It may be 

something normal in our culture. You can say “give me your book” because he is your friend. 

But, if you say such a thing to a native speaker of English, it will be something uh. He is not 

used to such a style of talking. He will say this is not a polite person. 

Note. Phrases in bold are the focus of the analysis. Words in italics are translated from Arabic. 

In the post-interview, on the other hand, he showed a high level of awareness of a wide range of 

cultural differences. Some of the areas of possible differences that he referred to included the level of 

directness, politeness, briefness, justification, clarity, request stages, size of the request, and shyness. 

He mentioned that if he would make a request in American English he would first start with a “short 

introduction” like a greeting, then he would follow it by “the main request.”  He also stated that he 

would start with “a short introduction, …if the request size is medium, not big,” which means that 

“the introduction” would be short in the case of medium-sized requests, and not in the case of big-
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sized requests, implying that he was aware that briefness (and possibly other values) was not an 

absolute rule in American culture and that certain situations may require a violation of that rule. 

Besides, he justified the American culture preference of the main request at the beginning: “Their 

culture requires that you mention the main request at the beginning, so it doesn’t get lost in speech.” 

This shows awareness of the sociopragmatics of American cultural requests and that he developed an 

understanding of not only what is appropriate but also why it is appropriate.  

In another place, EL6 said that American culture, unlike Arabic culture, favoured direct, non-lengthy, 

and clear requests. He demonstrated a comprehensive view of directness. He stated that Arabs 

provided a “long introduction” and “a lot of reasons at the beginning,” while Americans were more 

“direct” and value “clear things.” When the researcher asked him if he meant by “direct” making 

requests like “give me your book,” he responded that such requests were unacceptable in American 

culture and that requests should be direct but polite. He added that he needed to be polite, even when 

requesting something small like a pen in American English. 

Excerpt 4. 20. 

EL6, post-interview 
I: If you want to make a request in English, how would you make it?  

S: First of all, a short introduction including a greeting. For example, I say “how’s going,” asking 

him about his day, asking him something like this. A short introduction. This is if the request 

size is medium, not big. Then you make the main request because this is how they make a 

request in their culture. Their culture requires that you mention the main request at the 

beginning, so it doesn’t get lost in speech.  

… 

S: You make the request. Then you, uh+, for example, + after that, you give a brief reason. Right? 

Why you made the request. 

… 

S: Yes. After the main request, you should give a reason for your request. But the reason should 

not be long, so the hearer wouldn’t be annoyed. The request should be normal, from a person, 

not too close not too far. But this thing differs from person to person. Also, social power. 

… 
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S: For example, here, uh+ first of all, the whole request would differ. We give a long introduction. 

They don’t do that. They are direct. They like direct things. They like clear things.  We are 

not like that. We give uh a lot of reasons at the beginning; they don’t give reasons like us. 

I: You said that they like direct requests. If I want to request a book from my friend or let’s say a 

classmate, not a friend. I will say to him “give me your book,” this is direct. Is this what you 

mean?  

S: No. This is not acceptable. It should be nice in a direct way. In a respectful way. Right? Even 

if it is something small in their culture. In our culture, if I want to request something small like 

a pen, I would say “give me the pen.” It is like an order. But, for them even if they ask for 

something small their request should be polite. Because they like polite and direct. You 

shouldn’t say I don’t have a pen and I need to write and then ask for a pen. No. You should say 

that you just want his pen to write. In a nice way. Because their culture differs from our culture. 

… 
S: In our culture, when we make a request, first we give a complete introduction and long 

explanation and we may say the main request in the middle or not.  

… 

S: Yes, it depends on the hearer luck ((laugh)). But for them. No. Since they are direct. But also, 

the request would differ. If the request is big, you know it is a big request, and you know the 

hearer may refuse, you give him a short introduction and then directly make the main request 

clearly so that the hearer would understand the request. After the request, you may say many 

things. A short explanation of the request, why I made my request, or give something as a reward 

for this request. For them, this is better. In our culture, we don’t have such a thing. But for 

them, you may say give me a ride and I will pay you for the gas, or I do something for you. 

This is for them is ok. They like this thing. But we don’t like such a thing in our culture. It is a 

shame. It lowers the status of the person. It is like the hearer would say “Do I look like I need 

your money.” In our culture, this may be a sensitive issue. But for them, they don’t have 

something like I will feel shy or something like this. They are direct and they like respectfulness. 

Note. Phrases in bold are the focus of the analysis. Words in italics are translated from Arabic.  

In the post-interview, EL6 demonstrated a deep conceptual understanding of many American cultural 

values such as politeness, directness, and briefness. He connected these values to request-making in 

English and reflected on how they affect requests. He was also successful in differentiating between 

some Arabic and American cultural values.   
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Another participant, HIL7, noted in the pre-interview that culture doesn’t play a role in requests, 

whereas in the post-interview she pointed to several cultural differences in requests including 

politeness, directness, clarity, and non-compliance avoidance.  

Excerpt 4. 21.  

HIL7, pre-interview  

I: Do you think culture would affect making a request? 

S: Culture? 

I: Yeah 

S: No, I don't think so. 

Note. Phrases in bold are the focus of the analysis. 

In the post-interview, HIL7 suggested that being “polite, … direct, and clear” would play a role in the 

requestee compliance. She implied that the opposite of that was being rude, which she suggested, 

would lead to non-compliance.  

Excerpt 4. 22.  

HIL7, post-interview 

S:    Certainly, it plays a role in requests, if I would present myself politely, directly and clearly, 

so it will affect. Maybe I am gonna talk in a rude way. That person that uh+ stands in 

front of me, maybe he gonna reject my request.   

I: I:      Mm 

S:   He gonna refuse it. In, uh, if I’m gonna speak in a more soften way, maybe he will, because I 

spoken this way.  He will comply. 

Note. Phrases in bold are the focus of the analysis. Words in italics are translated from Arabic.  

HIL7’s comments show that shed developed a conceptual understanding of the cultural 

differences/values between the two languages in making requests.  

Furthermore, HIL2 demonstrated in the post-interview a refined understanding of the cultural 

differences in requests. When asked about the role of culture in requests in the pre-interview, he stated 

that it plays a role and that most native speakers of English do not favour making requests. This 
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shows that he was aware of the cultural differences between the two cultures, but he had wrong 

generalizations about how they are different exactly.   

Excerpt 4. 23. 

HIL2, pre-interview  

I:  Do you think that culture would play a role when making a request? Any cultural difference 

would affect making a request?  

S:   I think it does. Like I think most of the foreign English people doesn’t like requests that 

much. 

Note. Phrases in bold are the focus of the analysis. 

In the post-interview, on the other hand, HIL2 showed an understanding of the American values of 

briefness, directness, honesty, and politeness. For instance, he became aware that a request, especially 

the pre-request stage, shouldn’t be too long and that he needs to get to the point quickly.  

Excerpt 4. 24.  

HIL2, post-interview  

S:   Of course, as we take, in English, I would not make it my too long, my request. The pre-

request, I wouldn’t make it too long. I would be direct. Uh + and also, the native in English 

the speakers, they like uh honesty and uh++ uh like if you make a request, you don’t sound 

like a powerful. 

I: OK. 

S: Either you sound like an equal or lower to him. They would like to be uh+ how to say it+++ 

I: Speak in Arabic if you want. 

S: I forgot it in Arabic as well. 

I: No problem. So [what are-]  

S:  [Yea polite]. Polite 

Note. Phrases in bold are the focus of the analysis.  

However, HIL2 showed an inaccurate generalization of the concept of power presentation in requests. 

He mentioned that to be polite in American culture the requester should not present themselves as 

having higher power than the requestee. While this may be true in some cases, it is not always true. 

Certain situations may require that the requester show power in the request. For example, some 

request situations from higher power positions to lower power positions (e.g., a boss requesting from 
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an employee) may require showing power to create a sense of urgency, or importance or just simply 

to show power over the hearer. Nonetheless, this generalization is an initial step toward 

conceptualization.     

On the other hand, some participants (HIL5 and EL1) indicated in the post-interviews that there were 

no cultural differences in requests between the two languages. HIL5 mentioned in the pre-interview 

that Arabs were more direct and used less polite forms when requesting compared to Americans (see 

Excerpt 4.25.).  

Excerpt 4. 25. 

HIL5, pre-interview 

S:    We get to the point bluntly. An American would ask politely at the start and give reasons- 

uh explain his situation then requests and then awaits the result, but a middle easterner 

would just say a few words and get bluntly into the request with little to no side talk. It is 

not like Americans who would justify and say, “excuse me” or “please.” Arabs may say the 

same thing as Americans but often it’s not the case. 

Note. Phrases in bold are the focus of the analysis. Words in italics are translated from Arabic.  

In the post-interview, however, he first indicated that Americans show more respect than Arabs do in 

requests. Then, he said that the two cultures do not differ in the length of the request and politeness 

and directness levels. He justified it by saying that “cultural differences come from an individual’s 

upbringing. If his cultivation is not that good, his request would not be good. There they are more 

cultivated.” His justification seems to contradict his claim because he attributed cultural differences to 

individuals’ upbringing and cultivation and then said that Americans were more cultivated than 

Arabs, which implies that there should be cultural differences regarding requests. This contradiction 

may be an indication of uncertainty. It seems that when HIL5 was given enough time to answer the 

question and explain his choice, he started to change his answer by the end, which suggests that 

speaking about it may have helped him reach a deeper understanding of the question.  
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Excerpt 4. 26. 

HIL5, post-interview 

I: Concerning request itself, when I request something in Arabic, is it different from English? 

S: Yes, it is different, over there they show more respect.  

I: How about the nature of the request, such as the length of the request, how polite you should 

be, directness, [is it different?] 

S: [no, they are the same]. It depends on individual upbringing. But it is not that different.  

I: So, there are no cultural differences regarding this issue.  

S: Cultural differences come from an individual’s upbringing. If his cultivation is not that good, 

his request would not be good. There they are more cultivated.   

Note. Phrases in bold are the focus of the analysis. Words in italics are translated from Arabic.  

Also, EL1 indicated in the pre-interview that some requests may be acceptable by an Arab and 

unacceptable by an American, but she attributed this to linguistic differences and said that translating 

requests into English would not be acceptable. This shows that she had some awareness of the 

differences between English and Arabic, but she failed to associate it with culture.  

Excerpt 4. 27.  

EL1, pre-interview 

S: It's possible that a request made to an Arab. No matter what, he is an Arab like me. Maybe the 

American might not find it acceptable. Even when someone requests from a stranger it would 

differ.  

I:    How?  Would the American find it impolite or more polite? 

S: Uh+, if we translate the sentence from Arabic to English, it will be something different. Such a 

request would not be acceptable by an American. 

Note. Phrases in bold are the focus of the analysis. Words in italics are translated from Arabic.  

 In the post-interview, on the other hand, EL1 stated that she didn’t know whether American culture 

was different from Arabic culture concerning requests. She added that there might be differences, but 

she could not recall any differences. Refraining from making any assumptions or generalizations may 

also indicate uncertainty. She preferred to play it safe and say simply that she didn’t know.  
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Excerpt 4. 28. 

EL1, post-interview 

I: For the request in English and Arabic, are there cultural differences attached to it? 

S: Frankly speaking, I haven’t lived in American culture and haven’t been in close contact with 

such culture as you did. So, I don’t know what their cultural norms are. One should practice 

their cultural norms and traditions to be familiar with them. For me, I think it is the same.  

I:  So, for you, there are no differences? 

S: Maybe there are differences, but for me, I cannot recall any differences. 

Note. Phrases in bold are the focus of the analysis. Words in italics are translated from Arabic.  

Finally, HIL3 didn’t show in the post-interview awareness of specific cultural differences between the 

American and Arabic cultures, despite that he implied that the two cultures are different. In the pre-

interview, he hinted to linguistic differences when asked about the cultural differences.  

Excerpt 4. 29. 

HIL3, pre-interview.  

I: Ok. Do you think these factors, such as the kind of relationship I have with others would 

differ in Arabic culture from English?  

S: Yeah. 

I: How is it different. 

S: The words? The words for? 

Note. Phrases in bold are the focus of the analysis 

In the post-interview, he stated that different cultures may use different strategies to convey the 

“hidden meaning” of requests. He also implied that he would be more polite in American culture than 

in Arabic when requesting from a close friend by adding “please” to his request in English. This 

shows sensitivity to cultural differences in requests, but his awareness may haven’t developed enough 

to notice specific cultural differences in requests.  

Excerpt 4. 30.  

HIL3, post-interview.  

S:    Some cultures you need to use different strategies to request with them. 

I: Ok.  
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S: Just like the hidden meaning in the request.  

… 

S: For me, I think it would be different. Like for example if I am asking for a pen, I will use 

the word “please” with it if he is a close friend. 

I: In American culture? 

S: Yea, in American. In our culture. No, I will not use it because the difference.  

I: So, you think there is a difference? 

S: Yea 

Note. Phrases in bold are the focus of the analysis. 

HIL3 developed general understanding of the cultural differences between the two cultures, but he 

hadn’t yet developed a nuanced knowledge of the cultural differences.  

In brief, in the post-interviews, participants demonstrated notable development of awareness of 

American cultural values in relation to requests. Some of them still had some inaccurate 

generalizations, but that is to be expected since they were in the process of developing their 

understanding of the cultural values.  

4.2.3.3. Identified cultural values and cultural differences. 

This section aims to highlight the cultural values and cultural differences in requests and analyse in-

depth the most pointed out cultural value/difference by participants. The values/differences pointed 

out in the post-interviews included directness, politeness, clarity, briefness, justification, 

compliance/non-compliance, request structure, honesty, using please, formality, minimizing the size 

of the request, freedom of choice, and showing power. As Table 4.8. illustrates, in the post-interviews, 

participants showed increased awareness of American cultural values and how these values are 

different from Arabic cultural values. However, some values were more noticeable than others to 

participants. For example, directness and politeness were the values most mentioned by learners, 

while formality and minimizing the size of the request were mentioned only 1 time. This can be 

attributed to the fact that the program focused on the most frequently mentioned values, which were 

even mentioned in the diagrams provided to students, so they were more salient to participants. In 
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addition, HIL and EL groups showed approximately similar levels of awareness of the cultural 

values/differences. 

For a deeper analysis of the identified values/differences, the most pointed out value/difference, 

directness, is discussed in detail in this section.  

Table 4. 8.  

Cultural differences between American and Arabic cultures as indicated by participants in the pre- 
and post-interviews 

 Cultural values/differences Pre-interviews Post-interviews 
 Number of participants 
 HIL EL HIL EL 
Directness  1  4 3 
Politeness  1 3 3 3 
Clarity    3 2 
Briefness    1 4 
Justification     4 
Compliance/non-compliance   2 2 
Arranging the request   1 2 
Honesty   1 1 
Using please 1   2 
Freedom of choice   1 1 
Formality   1 1  
Minimizing the size of the 
request 

  1  

Participants showed varied understandings of directness. Some viewed it negatively, while others 

viewed it positively. HIL2 stated that he would make his request in English short and direct. He 

explicitly pointed to directness, and he connected directness to briefness, “I wouldn’t make it too 

long. I would be direct”, and he considered it to be positive. This shows his understanding of the 

American values of directness, briefness, and avoidance of lengthy introductions (see Excerpt 4.31.).  

Excerpt 4. 31.  

HIL2, post-interview 

S:    Of course, as we take, in English, I would not make it my too long, my request.  

I:    OK.  

S:    The pre-request, I wouldn’t make it too long. I would be direct. 

Note. Phrases in bold are the focus of the analysis. 
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On the other hand, HIL6 had a different understanding of directness, which she considered a negative 

feature of Arabic culture. HIL6 associated directness with not using modifications that soften the 

force of the request such as using pre- and post-request stages. She considered that Arabic culture 

uses fewer modifications and therefore are more direct.  

Excerpt 4. 32.  

HIL6, post-interview  

S:    I think in Arabic culture they are more direct. 

I:    So, if you want to ask something from a friend here in our culture and you want to ask the 

same thing from a friend in American culture. The same distance, same power, the same 

request size. Would your request be different? Say this one is different from that person.   

S:    They will be different but, ++Like ++ In both ways I will try to be respectful. Uh+ 

I:    But how are they different?  

S:    Like++ in English I should not be direct. I have to use like opening, introduction and then 

main request then thank that person that I want to ask for favor or request from him, but I 

think in Arabic like direct. 

…. 

S:    Yes. Uh+ I should be very polite and use good language.  

I:    Like what? 

S:    First, I have to give introduction, opening, like “I was sick, I couldn’t write notes.” 

I:    You give justification. 

S:    Yes. And “we have exam” or something, “so I need your notes.”  

Note. Phrases in bold are the focus of the analysis. 

When she was asked to request in English, she said that she would be “very polite” by using openings 

and justifications, so she not only associated using modifications like openings with directness but 

also with politeness (see Excerpt 4.32). 

Despite the fact that participants had different views concerning directness (e.g., HIL6 and HIL2), 

they all had an appropriate understanding of the concept of directness in American culture. They just 

associated it with different concepts—briefness and clarity vs. politeness. 
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4.2.4.  Sociopragmatic awareness summary.  

The learners showed developments in their sociopragmatic understanding of requests as follows. First, 

the learners showed a notable increase in their awareness of the three social factors (P, D, and S). 

While in the pre-interviews most learners showed understanding of D, only a few of them showed 

understanding of P and S. In the post-interviews, however, almost all learners showed increased 

awareness of the social factors (i.e., P, D, and S) influencing requests. They also developed scientific 

concepts in viewing these factors. Second, the participants developed a conceptual understanding of 

the cultural differences in viewing the social factors. This was most notable in the D factor. While 

many participants indicated in the pre-interviews that requesting from a friend was similar in 

American and Arabic cultures, most participants noted in the post-interviews that it was different 

across the two cultures. However, some learners continued to show misunderstanding of P in the post-

interviews, which can be attributed to L1 influence. Third, participants demonstrated increased 

awareness of cultural values/differences. They not only mention more cultural values/difference but 

also showed higher levels of understanding of those values/differences. Among the frequently 

mentioned cultural values/differences in the post-interviews were directness, politeness, clarity, and 

briefness. Although some learners continued to make some inaccurate generalizations about American 

cultural values and views of the social factors, it is something to be expected considering that they had 

little to no contact with American culture before.  

As for the differences between the HIL and EL groups, they showed varying levels of awareness in 

the post-interviews. While no notable difference was found between the two groups concerning 

awareness of the social factors, HIL learners showed higher levels of awareness of the cultural 

differences in viewing those social factors, compared to EL learners. On the other hand, the total 

number of cultural values/differences identified by EL learners were notably higher than that of HIL 

learners.  
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4.3. Pragmalinguistic Awareness  

This section examines participants’ understanding of requests’ strategies including HA, IMs, and 

EMs. As with sociopragmatic awareness, pragmalinguistic awareness is analysed aggregately and 

qualitatively.  

4.3.1.  Aggregate data analysis.  

Participants’ responses to pre- and post-interviews’ questions were analysed to identify their 

awareness of different request expressions in English. Based on the coding scheme of the Cross-

Cultural Study of Speech Act Realization Patterns (CCSARP) project by Blum-Kulka and Olshtain 

(1984) and Blum-Kulka, House, and Kasper (1989) studies and Trosborg (1995) model, the current 

study classified request strategies. Requests are typically composed of three main elements: the HA 

(the essential part of the request), IMs (modify the head act internally) and EMs (modify the head act 

externally).  

4.3.1.1. Head act. 

The head act (HA) is “the minimal unit which can realize a request” (Blum-Kulka et al., 1989a, p. 

275). Following Blum-Kulka et al. (1989a), HAs in the current data were classified according to the 

level of directness into: direct strategies, which included two strategies, imperative and want 

statement; conventionally indirect strategies, which consisted of preparatory strategies including 

asking about ability, willingness, and possibility; and non-conventionally indirect strategies, which 

consisted of hints. Figure 4.1. illustrates the full classification of the HA following Blum-Kulka et al. 

(1989).  
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Figure 4. 1.  

Types of head act strategies 

 

As can be seen from Table 4.9., the frequencies of most strategies increased, while the frequencies of 

inappropriate mood derivable decreased notably in the post-interviews. In the pre-interviews, most 

learners indicated that they would use mood derivable (e.g., Open the door) with friends in American 

culture. In the post-interviews, however, only one learner maintained such a statement. In contrast, in 

the post-interviews, six learners referred to appropriate usages of mood derivable and indicated that 

even though using mood derivable with an Iraqi friend might be acceptable, it would probably be 

unacceptable with an American friend. This is a clear indication of increased awareness of the use of 

mood derivable in American culture versus Iraqi culture.  

Also, it can be noticed that reference to preparatory willingness and preparatory possibility strategies 

increased notably in the post-interviews compared to the pre-interviews. While only 5 learners 

referred to preparatory willingness in the pre-interviews, 11 learners referred to it in the post-

interviews. Preparatory possibility increased even more notably—from 0 in the pre-interviews to 8 

learners in the post-interviews. This is a clear indication that learners had broadened their repertoire of 
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head act strategies. On the other hand, the frequencies of preparatory permission slightly decreased. 

This might be related to large number of strategies, so it was dropped by learners to mention other 

newly learned strategies or perhaps some learners simply did not remember it. For example, when 

EL1 was asked whether she knew other strategies other than the ones she already mentioned, she said, 

“yes. Uh mm. The problem is that I cannot remember them now.” This suggests that some learners 

may have learned about more strategies than the ones they mentioned but they did not remember them 

at the time of the interview. 

Table 4. 9.  

Frequencies of head act strategies realized by learners (total, out of 15) in the pre- and post-
interviews in raw data and percentage of total 

  Percentage of learners and raw frequencies 
  Pre-interviews Post-interviews 

Level of 
directness 

Strategy type HIL 
learners 

EL 
learners 

Total HIL 
learners 

EL 
learners 

Total 

DS Inappropriate mood 
derivable 

71.4% 
(5) 

75.0% 
(6) 

73.3% 
(11) 

0.0% 
(0) 

12.5% 
(1) 

6.7% 
(1) 

Appropriate mood 
derivable 

0.0% 
(0) 

0.0% 
(0) 

0.0% 
(0) 

28.6% 
(2) 

50.0% 
(4) 

40.0% 
(6) 

Want statement 14.3% 
(1) 

12.5% 
(1) 

13.3% 
(2) 

14.3% 
(1) 

25.0% 
(2) 

20.0% 
(3) 

CIS Preparatory ability 57.1% 
(4) 

50.0% 
(4) 

53.3% 
(8) 

57.1% 
(4) 

75.0% 
(6) 

66.7% 
(10) 

Preparatory permission 57.1% 
(4) 

50.0% 
(4) 

53.3% 
(8) 

42.9% 
(3) 

37.5% 
(3) 

40.0% 
(6) 

Preparatory willingness 57.1% 
(4) 

12.5% 
(1) 

33.3% 
(5) 

100.0% 
(7) 

50.0% 
(4) 

73.3% 
(11) 

Preparatory possibility 0.0% 
(0) 

0.0% 
(0) 

0.0% 
(0) 

71.4% 
(5) 

50.0% 
(4) 

60.0% 
(9) 

NCIS Strong hints 14.3% 
(1) 

0.0% 
(0) 

6.7% 
(1) 

0.0% 
(0) 

0.0% 
(0) 

0.0% 
(0) 

Mild hints 14.3% 
(1) 

0.0% 
(0) 

6.7% 
(1) 

0.0% 
(0) 

12.5% 
(1) 

6.7% 
(1) 

Number of learners 100% 
(7) 

100% 
(8) 

100% 
(15) 

100% 
(7) 

100% 
(8) 

100% 
(15) 

Total number of HA strategies (20) (16) (36) (22) (25) (47) 
Note. DS = direct, CIS= conventionally indirect, and NCIS = non-conventionally indirect; numbers 
between brackets represent the raw frequency of the strategy.  

On the level of directness, it can be noticed that in the pre-interviews the direct strategy inappropriate 

mood derivable was referred to more often than others, followed by the conventionally indirect 

strategies preparatory ability and permission. In the post-interviews, however, conventionally indirect 
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strategies like preparatory willingness, ability, and possibility had the highest frequencies. It is 

noteworthy that the highest increase in the frequencies in the post-interviews (as noted above) was 

mainly in the preparatory willingness and possibility. Hints were mentioned only twice in the pre-

interviews and once in the post-interviews (see Table 4.9.).  

Finally, while no notable difference was found between the two groups in the direct and non-

conventionally indirect strategies, they had some differences in the non-conventionally direct 

strategies. In both the pre- and post-interviews, HIL learners referred more often to the conventionally 

indirect strategies preparatory willingness than EL learners did. Also, in the post-interviews, HIL 

learners referred more often to willingness and possibility than ability and permission, while EL 

learners (apart from ability which was the highest) referred to all of them almost equally. This 

suggests that more HIL learners may have gained awareness of and preferred more complex structures 

(e.g., Would it be possible to …) over simpler structures (e.g., Could I…), while more EL learners 

may have not yet developed awareness of complex structures.  

4.3.1.2. Internal modifications. 

Internal modifications (IMs) are those modifications that occur within the HA or are linked to it. 

Trosborg’s (1995) classification of IMs was adopted in the current study because it better represents 

my participants’ data. For example, my data include embedding clauses which were classified by 

Trosborg as a type of IMs, while they were not listed in CCSARP classification of IMs. IMs are 

divided into syntactic and lexical/phrasal2 (see Table 4.10).  

 
 
 
 
 

 
2 Internal modifications are also divided into downgraders and upgraders. However, unlike other speech acts 
such as apologies and complaints, requests typically involve downgraders. Thus, in the present study, internal 
modifications refer only to downgraders.  
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Table 4. 10.  

Trosborg’s (1995) classification of internal modifications 

Types Tokens  
Syntactic modifications 
Question Can you open the door? vs. you can open the door. 
Past tense/negation Could you open the door?  

Couldn’t you open the door? 
Tag questions Answer the phone, will you? 
Conditional clause I would like to copy your notes if you don’t mind. 
Embedding: 

a. Tentative  
b. Appreciative  
c. Subjective  

 
I wonder if you could lend me your notes. 
I would appreciate it if you could lend me your notes.  
I thought you would not mind lending me your notes. 

Ing-form I am wondering if you could lend me your notes. 
Modals I thought that you might let me have one of your lovely 

decorations.  
Lexical modifications 
Politeness marker Open the door, please.  
Consultative device Do you think you could lend me your book? 
Downtoner Could you just give me a ring 
Understatement  Would you wait just a second? 
Hedge  Could you kind of put it off for a while? 
Hesitator I er- I wonder if … 
Interpersonal marker Could you come tomorrow, okay? 

As Table 4.11. shows, the frequencies of most IMs increased notably in the post-interviews compared 

to the pre-interviews, especially for past tense and consultative devices. Consultative devices not only 

increased in numbers but in variety. Whereas in the pre-interviews consultative devices encompassed 

only “would you mind”, in the post-interviews it also included “do you think.” Also, in the post-

interviews, learners adopted new types of IMs such as embedded tentative.  
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Table 4. 11.  

Frequencies and number of IMs in the pre- and post-interviews  

 Percentage of learners and raw frequencies 
 Pre-interviews Post-interviews 

IM HIL 
learners 

EL 
learners 

Total HIL 
learners 

EL 
learners 

Total 

Question 100% (7) 75.0% (6) 86.7% 
(13) 

100% 7 100% (8) 100% (15) 

Ing-form 0.0% (0) 0.0% (0) 0.0% (0) 14.3% (1) 12.5% (1) 13.3% (2) 
Past 14.3% (1) 12.5% (1) 13.3% (2) 42.9% (3) 75.0% (6) 60.0% (9) 
Conditional clause 0.0% (0) 37.5% (3) 20.0% (3) 28.6% (2) 37.5% (3) 33.3% (5) 
Embedded 
tentative 

0.0% (0) 0.0% (0) 0.0% (0) 14.3% (1) 25.0% (2) 20.0% (3) 

Politeness marker  85.7% (6) 87.5% (7) 86.7% 
(13) 

71.4% (5) 62.5% (5) 66.7% 
(10) 

Downtoner  0.0% (0) 12.5% (1) 6.7% (1) 0.0% (0) 12.5% (1) 6.7% (1) 
Consultative 
device 

42.9% (3) 0.0% (0) 20.0% (3) 85.7% (6) 75.% (6) 80.0% 
(12) 

Number of 
learners 

100% (7) 100% (8) 100% (15) 100% (7) 100% (8) 100% (15) 

Total number of 
IMs 

(17) (18) (35) (25) (32) (57) 

Note. IMs = internal modifications; numbers between brackets represent the raw frequency of the IM. 

No notable differences (except the mention of consultative devices and past tense) were found among 

the HIL and EL groups. In the pre-interviews, HIL group referred to consultative devices while no 

one of EL group did. In the post-interviews, on the other hand, most learners of both groups referred 

to the consultative devices. Also, in the post-interviews, EL participants referred to using past more 

often than HIL participants did.  

4.3.1.3. External modifications.   

External modifications (EMs) come before or after the HA. Following CCSARP project, the EMs 

mentioned or referred to by participants in the current study were classified into 1) preparator, 2) 

grounder, 3) small talk, 4) imposition minimiser, and 5) apology. When using a preparator, the 

requester informs the hearer that a request is in order by checking the availability of the hearer (e.g., 

Are you free?) or by asking for the hearer permission to make the request (e.g., Can I ask you 

something?). A grounder is a reason or a justification for making the request (e.g., I was sick last 

lecture. Could I copy your notes?). Small talk is used in an attempt to engage the hearer in a short 
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conversation before making the request (e.g., Hi, how are you today?). Imposition minimiser is used 

to increase the likelihood of compliance by the hearer. The speaker tries to minimise the imposition of 

the request by offering a reward (e.g., I will buy you dinner) or by pointing to factors that will 

minimise any possible costs (e.g., Could I borrow your book? I will return it tomorrow). Finally, the 

speaker may use apology to apologise to the hearer before making the request (e.g., sorry).    

As Table 4.12. shows, in the pre-interviews only four EMs were mentioned by HIL learners. None of 

EL learners referred to any EMs in the pre-interviews. In the post-interviews, in contrast, notably 

more learners of both groups pointed out EMs, and surprisingly, EL learners referred more often to 

EMs, compared to HIL learners. Also, a new EM emerged, imposition minimiser. In the post-

interviews, the most referred to EMs were grounder, preparator, and imposition minimiser.  

 

Table 4. 12.   

Frequencies and numbers of external modifications 

 Percentage of learners and raw frequencies 
 Pre-interviews Pre-interviews 
 EM HIL 

learners 
EL 

learners 
Total HIL 

learners 
EL 

learners 
Total 

Pre- and post-request 
stages 

0.0% (0) 0.0% (0) 0.0% (0) 37.5% (3) 42.9% (3) 40.0% (6) 

Imposition minimiser  0.0% (0) 0.0% (0) 0.0% (0) 25.0% (2) 14.3% (1) 20.0% (3) 
Apology 14.3% (1) 0.0% (0) 6.7% (1) 0.0% (0) 14.3% (1) 6.7% (1) 
Grounder 14.3% (1) 0.0% (0) 6.7% (1) 37.5% (3) 71.4% (5) 53.3% (8) 
Small talk 14.3% (1) 0.0% (0) 6.7% (1) 0.0% (0) 14.3% (1) 6.7% (1) 
Preparator 14.3% (1) 0.0% (0) 6.7% (1) 25.0% (2) 42.9% (3) 33.3% (5) 
Number of learners 100% (7) 100% (8) 100% 

(15) 
100% (8) 100% (7) 100% 

(15) 
Total number of EMs (4) (0) (4) (10) (14) (24) 

Note. Numbers between brackets represent the raw frequency of the modification.  

While no one mentioned pre- and post-request stages in the pre-interviews, four learners indicated in 

the post-interviews that they would use pre- and/or post-request stages to modify their requests. No 

major difference was found between the two groups in mentioning the EMs in the post-interviews.  
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Overall, participants’ reference to and use of HA, IMs, and EMs increased, which can be an indication 

of participants’ increased awareness of request modifications in English. To examine whether this 

increase was an indication of development of conceptual understanding and awareness of request 

strategies, a further analysis below delves into detail about participants’ views of those strategies.  

4.3.2.  Qualitative data analysis. 

This section details participants’ conceptual understandings of the meanings and uses of HA strategy 

types, IMs and EMs. Data from a sample of participants from both HIL and EL groups is analysed 

here. All participants displayed an increased awareness of a broader range of request strategies in the 

post-interviews. However, they demonstrated varied conceptual understanding of the 

pragmalinguistics of those strategies. Some participants illustrated their understanding of the 

strategies and/or modifications in the post-interviews, while others just mentioned them without 

explanations of their understanding of them. In the following, four participants (two from each 

group), whose responses are considered representative of others, will be examined closely. Following 

that, some overgeneralisations or misunderstandings in the post-interviews will be discussed.  

4.3.2.1. HIL1. 

HIL1 showed a high conceptual understanding of HA strategy types. Despite the fact that he used 

several types of strategies in his requests in the pre-interview, HIL1 didn’t demonstrate his 

understanding of those strategies and the differences among them (see Excerpt 4.33).  

Excerpt 4. 33.  

HIL1, pre-interview 

S:   Depends on the situation, if it's my friend, maybe probably I’ll not use or need "excuse 

me", I’ll ask directly. But if it's someone else I should be more polite with him so I’ll start 

with "excuse me.” But there is no++how can I say++ a specific strategy to always use. 

Note. Phrases in bold are the focus of the analysis. 

In the post-interview, in contrast, HIL1 not only referred to more strategies and modifications but also 

demonstrated a conceptual understanding of them. When he was asked about what he learned from 
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the course, he replied that he learned to use the past tense because it was considered to be “more 

polite” than the present “to make a request.” When he was asked about some other strategies he might 

use, he mentioned some concepts such as “opinion, … possibility, … willingness, ability, [and] 

permission.” He said that choosing any of these concepts depends “on the request itself.” He added 

that if he wanted to request using the ability concept, he would use “can you and could you.” More 

importantly, he said that he preferred using possibility requests such as “would it be ok,” and “would 

it be possible.” He indicated that by asking about the possibility, the speaker actually asks the hearer 

“if he can do [the action] or not”; and the speaker gives the hearer “a choice” which he considered 

“would be more polite.” This suggests that he understood what these concepts indicated. HIL1’s 

explanations of possibility concept to request (as well as other concepts such as past and ability) 

shows a conceptual understanding of the underlying meanings of such types of HA strategies (see 

Excerpt 4.34.).   

Excerpt 4. 34.  

HIL1, post-interview  

I:   =Why past? 

S:   Because it more polite to make a request and you mention it. 

… 

I:   So, what are some of the expressions that you learned?  

S:   It was the past tenses are better to use with request. [I really like that.] 

I:   [uh ok. I know that.] What else?  

S:   Would it be ok, would it be possible, that’s++ depending on the request you are making either 

if you want an opinion, to ask an opinion or possibility, or willingness, ability,+ 

permission. That depending on the request itself, that you are making. So,+ if I’m +going+ to 

ask about ability I will use could you, can you, something like  

I:   Yea, do you think there are differences between them? Are some more polite than others?  

S:   Of course. 

I:   Like, can you give example, [this one is more polite than-] 

S:   [if I’m, if I’m] uh+ going to choose something or making a request I will+ use like always 

+possibility.  

I:   Possibility= 

S:   =I will prefer possibility  
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I:   Like is it ok- 

S:   -yea and would it be ok, would it be possible. 

I:   Why do you like possibility? 

S:   Because ++ you like uh++ (what I am going to say) you’re asking the possibility if he can do 

it or not.   You are giving him a choice in the same time. So, even+ it would be more 

polite to be giving him a choice to ++ or showing his possibility to+ to++ in the end to 

+have your request answered. 

Note. Phrases in bold are the focus of the analysis. 
 

4.3.2.2. EL6. 

As with the HIL group, some EL participants showed increased awareness of IMs and/or EMs, 

whereas others showed no signs of increased awareness or showed incomplete development of the 

awareness of the modifications. EL6 is one of the EL learners who demonstrated high conceptual 

understanding of both IMs and EMs in the post-interview. In the pre-interview, he only mentioned 

model verbs as HA strategies and “please,” and “if you can” as IMs (see Excerpt 4.37).  

Excerpt 4. 35.  

EL6, pre-interview 

I:   If you want to make a request in English how would you make it? 

S:   (some words) are nicer than others. But each word is different. Modal verbs are different from 

each other, like “can, may, if you want.” 

… 

I:    =Is there something else you would use to make a request, or is it just model verbs? To make 

my request more polite or less polite for example.   

S:   [yes]. Things like ‘please, excuse me, if you want’. These are usually used.  

I:   Is there something else?  

S:   Um++ as+ as written words ((he means verbally)) no. But also face expressions, for example, 

and gestures. They, I mean they affect the hearer psychologically.   

Note. Phrases in bold are the focus of the analysis. Words in italics are translated from Arabic. 

In the post-interview, conversely, he showed a much more sophisticated understanding of request 

strategies and modifications. When he was asked how he would request in English, he said that he 

would start with a short introduction, which may include greeting by saying “how’s going,” “hi, how 

are you?” and the like. He added that he would ask questions like “are you free now?” and “do you 
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have any work?” to check whether the hearer was “busy or not,” which shows a conceptual 

understanding of the underlying meanings of such expressions. He also said that if the size of the 

request was big, he would justify and explain the reason behind his request before making the actual 

request such as saying: “I need to go now, I just want you to do this thing for me. Or I have a class 

now. He also noted that he may mention the reason or even offer a reward after the head act.  

If the request is big, you know it is a big request, and you know the hearer may refuse, 

you give him a short introduction and then directly make the main request in a clear way 

so that the hearer would understand the request. After the request you may say many 

things. A short explanation of the request, why I made my request, or give something as a 

reward for this request.      

The decision of when and where to mention a grounder and a reward (i.e., an imposition minimiser) 

and tying them to social factors shows a conceptual understanding of such factors and strategies by 

EL6. He also indicated that the length of the introduction depended on the size of the request, “a short 

introduction. This is if the request size is medium, not big.” He also justified not delaying the main 

request (head act) so that “it doesn’t get lost in speech.” This shows that EL6 had an understanding of 

how to start and when to mention the head act. He also connected not having a long introduction or 

pre-request stage to American cultural values like directness and clarity by saying that Arabic culture 

favours “a long introduction,” while American culture “like[s] direct things… [and] clear things.” 

EL6 clearly demonstrated a conceptual understanding of EMs’ usages and meanings. He showed 

understanding of EMs concepts such as small talk, preparator (checking availability), grounder, and 

offer of reward. He also connected the EMs concepts to American cultural values such as directness, 

clarity and briefness (see Excerpt 4.38.).   

Excerpt 4. 36.  

EL6, post-interview 

I:   If you want to make a request in English, how would you make it?  
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S:   First of all, a short introduction including a greeting. For example, I say “how’s going,” 

asking him about his day, asking him something like this. A short introduction. This is if the 

request size is medium, not big. Then you make the main request because this is how they 

make a request in their culture. Their culture requires that you mention the main request at 

the beginning, so it doesn’t get lost in speech. 

… 

S:   It doesn’t get lost in speech. You make the request. Then you, uh+, for example, + after that 

you give a brief reason. Right? Why you made the request. 

I:   After the main request? 

S:    Yes. After the main request you should give a reason for your request. But the reason should 

not be long, so the hearer wouldn’t be annoyed. The request should be normal, from a 

person, not too close not too far. But, this thing differs from person to person. Also, the 

social power. 

… 
S:    First of all, when I want to request something from someone I will say “hi, how are you” I 

will greet him. Or if I want some of his time, I will say “are you free now,” “do you have 

any work.” So, I know if he is busy or not. Before starting my request. After this short 

introduction, if my request is not that big, I will make the main request. But, if my request is 

big, I should give a short introduction for example, I need to go now, I just want you to do this 

thing for me. Or I have a class now. After that I will say my main request. This is if my request 

is big. But if my request is small it is ok.  

…  
S:    … If the request is big, you know it is a big request, and you know the hearer may refuse, 

you give him a short introduction and then directly make the main request in a clear way so 

that the hearer would understand the request. After the request you may say many things. A 

short explanation of the request, why I made my request, or give something as a reward for 

this request.      

… 

S: When you want to request something, past verbs are nicer than present. Also, there are many 

expressions that have different meanings. 

… 

S: When you want to request something, you ask about the ability. “Do you can?”  

I:   You mean “can you?” 

S: Yes, this is for asking about the ability. When I want to request from you. If I want to request 

in a way to ask if he gives me the permission to do something I will use “can I?”  

I:   What else? 
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S: Also, “do you uh + do you mind,” you want to ask if he minds or not. Or uh+ “do you 

think?” “if you want.” This is also nicer because you are giving the person in front of you 

the choice to refuse or to think about it. You give him a space. This is nicer than “can” or 

“could.” uh+ It is nicer, and it shows more respect.  

Note. Phrases in bold are the focus of the analysis. Words in italics are translated from Arabic. 

In addition, EL6 showed understanding of HA strategies. He showed understanding of concepts such 

as past tense, ability, permission, and opinion. He mentioned that “past verbs are nicer than present” 

verbs to make a request. He also mentioned that requests can be made by asking about ability “do you 

can?” or asking for permission using “can I?” However, he made a mistake in the form of ability 

requests by using “do you can?” instead of “can you?” This may be because he confused “can you?” 

with other forms of requests such as “do you think” or “do you mind.” Making grammatical mistakes 

is expected from EL group giving their low proficiency level. He also mentioned that he would use 

“do you mind?” to ask for the hearer’s opinion, and “do you think?” which he considered to be “nicer 

than can or could” because it gave the hearer a “space” and “the choice to refuse or think about it.” 

Such explanation shows EL6’s conceptual understanding of each of those strategies. As illustrated 

above, EL6 demonstrated notable awareness development of the HA strategies and EMs meanings 

and usages, despite making some mistakes in the forms. 

4.3.2.3. HIL4. 

HIL4 demonstrated an incomplete understanding of some EMs in the pre-interview. In the post-

interview, in contrast, he showed a conceptual understanding of some EMs. In the pre-interview, 

when he was asked a follow up question about what strategies he would use to request, HIL4 

indicated that if he wanted to request a pencil, he would phrase his request by saying “do you have an 

extra pencil?” or simply “extra pencil?” This suggests that HIL4 had some understanding of requests 

(see Excerpt 4.35.).  

Excerpt 4. 37.  

HIL4, pre-interview  

I:   Usually what would you say? Imagine you want to make a request.  
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S:   For example, if I would like to ask a student for an extra pencil, I’ll tell him "do you have an 

extra pencil?" 

I:   What else? 

S:   Usually I... In short term I’ll tell them simple words such as "extra pencil?" 

I:   So "extra pencil?" just like that? 

S:   Usually it's enough to get the student's attention on what the problem is. 

Note. Phrases in bold are the focus of the analysis. 

In the post-interview, on the other hand, he stated that he learned how to use “techniques,” 

“strategies,” and “expressions” depending on how he wanted to make the request. This suggests that 

he became more aware of request modifications and their usages. He indicated that he would use 

expressions like “do you have a moment, please?” to get the hearer’s attention before making the 

request. Although “do you have a moment?” is not actually an “attention getter” (but rather a 

“preparator”), HIL4 used it as an attention getter, which can be considered as a practical application 

of what he said earlier about using such expressions “depending …on what request you wanna make 

and how you wanna make it.” To confirm this, he mentioned in a later stage that before making a 

request he would start by getting the hearer’s attention using “please” or the hearer’s name if known, 

followed by expressions like “do you have time?”, then giving a reason. This mention of an attention 

getter concept by the participant and the employment of different expressions to get the hearer’s 

attention show a conceptual understanding. They show that he was intentionally using request 

strategies to convey the meaning he wanted to convey. He also mentioned that the post-request stage 

was longer in Arabic than American culture by including “promises… and other comforting or 

reassuring” expressions. However, he also mentioned that the pre-request stage was similar between 

the two cultures, which shows that he hadn’t yet developed a nuanced understanding of the 

differences between the two cultures concerning the pre-request stage. (see Excerpt 4.36).  

Excerpt 4. 38.  

HIL4, post-interview 

S: I think, uh++first thing that I actually understood from this. Is that considering the +devices 

used and the techniques used, strategies, expressions depending on what,++on what 

request you wanna make and how you wanna make it. Uh+ I was usually just +more 
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simple- more simple in my questions trying to just like introduce my idea and that is it.  And 

not even pay attention to the size, nor++ but I do barely pay attention to social status. Maybe 

now I think I pay more attention to request size, and social status, but at least I can be more 

appropriate in using the terms. 

… 
I:     [how would you phrase it?] How would you start? = 

S: =firstly, I would just the usual have my “could” or “would” but then when I notice he has 

higher- lower social status than me, I will still use it. I am not that kind of person that 

would use orders directly. Uh++I would rather use the equal terms. However, if someone 

has equal terms to me I will use equal if we are close. Or+ I would use less if I don’t 

know the person or if I am barely acquainted to the person.    

I: So, if you barely know the person, what would you use? 

S: “Do you mind if I take something”, or “would you mind”, or “could it be possible if I could?” 

I: Would you start the request with these expressions “do you mind if I borrow [your book?]  

S: [yes] if he has his attention fixed on me by the time I start (doing it). If he doesn’t, I 

would say, “do you have a moment please” or such +terms to get his attention first. 

… 

S: You can make a request in Arabic. But, the tone that you give in Arabic make you sound more 

polite or less polite. But, in English even if you try to sound polite if your choice of words 

isn’t that good, you still gonna be considered rude. 

… 

I:   Now if you want to make a request in Arabic, how would you start it, how would you phrase it?  

S:   Usually I will try to get the attention using “please” or If I know his name, I will call his 

name. “do you have time?” “can you listen to me for a moment.” I will give him the 

reason. If he is close, the request will be short, but if I don’t know him at least I should give 

him a reason for the request. For example, today we have a homework, but I forgot my book. 

Could you at least show me your homework, so I get an idea of how to do it?  

I:   Let’s suppose you want to make a big request from someone, do you think that in English 

would differ from Arabic? 

S: In Arabic I think we have a little bit more post-request stage, promises and such and 

other comforting or reassuring. 

I: How about pre-request? 

S: A pre-request too. However, in the same way I think pre-request in English and Arabic are 

close enough just depending on certain standards by certain people. 

Note. Phrases in bold are the focus of the analysis.  
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Despite the fact that HIL4 still had a wrong or incomplete generalization of one aspect of EMs, he 

demonstrated a deep conceptual understanding of other aspects of EMs’ usages and meanings.   

4.3.2.4. EL8. 

Another EL participant, EL8, showed increased awareness of EMs in the post-interview. While in the 

pre-interview she didn’t mention anything about EMs, she developed an understanding of them in the 

post-interview. She said that depending on the request size she would give justifications and that if the 

size of the request was small, there would be no need for justification, and she would make requests 

using expression such as “can I, could you, can you [and] please.” When she was asked what she 

would say if the request size was big, she said that she would justify before and after the head act. 

This shows an awareness that there should be a pre- and post-request stages, but it also shows that she 

hadn’t fully developed awareness of what to include in the pre- and post-stages. She just called it pre- 

and post-justification. This suggests that she may have not yet developed awareness of other EMs 

such as small talk, preparator, etc. (see Excerpt 4.39.).      

Excerpt 4. 39.  

EL8, post-interview 

I:   When you want to request something in English how would you request it?  

S:    According to our culture or to their culture? 

I:   Their culture. 

S:   I will just say it.  

I:   How?  

S:   They don’t have, in contrary to us, many things differ. They don’t have introductions, 

justifications and such stuff. But if the request is big, I will give justification. It needs 

justification, just like the clip you showed us. But if the request is not worthy, I will make the 

request using words like “can I, could you, can you. Uh please,” this is necessary in all 

sentences.  

I:   What else? 

S:   Also, “would it be ok, would you mind.”  

I:   Ok, so you use such expressions. So, if the size of the request is not that big you don’t++ 

S:   I don’t need to explain at the beginning.  
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I:   What if the size of the request is big?  

S:   It is necessary to justify. Before and after the main request. 

Note. Phrases in bold are the focus of the analysis. Words in italics are translated from Arabic. 
 
 

4.3.2.5. Some misunderstandings.  

On the other hand, some learners from both groups showed some misunderstandings or made 

inaccurate generalizations of the meanings and usages of HA strategies, IMs, EMs. This section 

focuses on some examples of misunderstandings or inaccurate generalizations made by some learners 

to have a clearer picture of both appropriate and inappropriate generalizations.  

For example, HIL2 showed awareness that in an American context the speaker needed to request 

politely (more politely than Arabic requests in the same context) from someone who had equal status 

or who was close to the speaker. When he was asked about how polite he would be with a close 

person, he said he would make the hearer feel like he was doing him a favour, which is a good 

technique (preparator) in request making. But, when he gave an example, he mentioned that he would 

say something like “please, would you do me a big favour,” or “I need a big favour.” This request 

would be ok if he was indeed requesting a “big” favour, but it would confuse the hearer, if the size of 

the request was not big because that would make the hearer expect an imposing request while it was 

not (see Excerpt 4.40.).  

Excerpt 4. 40.  

HIL2, post-interview  

S:   =Like in English, people even if we were close to him. or equal to him, you have to be 

polite. In our culture no. If we were equal to him++, I don’t think you have to be that 

polite.  

I:   So, you don’t need to use polite forms in Arabic if it is+ 

S:   No. If he was a close friend to you or equal to you. You know him ++for some time like a year 

or more, you don’t have to be so polite with him.  

I:   But in English? 

S:   Even if you were too close you have to be polite. 
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I:   So, you say even if he is too close, you need to be polite. How polite? What will you use if you 

want to request something from someone who is too close?  

S:   Like you make him feel like he is doing you a favour. Like we said “please, would you do 

me a big favour.” “I need a big favour” or something like that. 

Note. Phrases in bold are the focus of the analysis. Words in italics are translated from Arabic. 

Also, HIL6 took the meanings of HAs concepts very literally, which led her to making inaccurate 

judgements sometimes. When she was asked how she would request lecture notes from a friend, she 

said she would ask about the possibility or the hearer’s opinion, and she rejected asking about the 

ability. When the researcher asked her about the reason, she said, “the ability is nothing … because it 

is physically easy. Just to give me the notes and I will copy them.” While literal meaning can be 

helpful sometimes to understand the meaning of some concepts, it can also be misleading. For 

example, the literal meaning of phrases like “would you be willing to” or “is it possible to” can be 

helpful to understand the meaning of the phrase. But it can be misleading in phrases like “can you 

lend me your notes to copy them?” Despite that it is asking about the ability, usually, it is not actually 

asking about whether the hearer is physically able or not. “Can you” may carry many meanings 

depending on the context. In the example above, one of the meanings “can you” may convey is 

checking the possibility of attaining the request taking into consideration all the contextual factors 

involved (see Excerpt 4.41.). 

Excerpt 4. 41.  

HIL6, post-interview  

I:   Ok so let’s say you want to borrow your friend’s notes. Ok? for the exam. It happens a lot. Not 

in our culture. In their culture you want to borrow the notes. How would you phrase your 

request? What would you use?  

S:   If he’s, if he’s my friend, uh+ but I think taking someone notes is something big [not very 

small.] 

I:   It’s big for you? 

S:   Yes. Uh+ I should be very polite and use good language.  

I:   Like what? 

S:   First, I have to give introduction, opening, like “I was sick, I couldn’t write notes.” 

I:   You give justification.  
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S:   Yes. And “we have exam” or something, “so I need your notes.”  

I:   So, what expressions you would say? Just “I need your notes?”  

S:   No. “Would it be possible?” or “would you mind?” 

I:   Ok. What else? 

S:   And I won’t ask about the ability because++ 

I:   it is big for you? 

S:   No. like the ability is nothing. ++I will ask for his opinion.  

I:   Why you don’t want to ask about ability? 

S:   Because it is uh+ physically easy. Just to give me the notes and I will copy them. But 

opinion maybe he doesn’t want to give, give. Maybe he has exam he want to study.  

I:   Ok 

Note. Phrases in bold are the focus of the analysis. 

Taking the meaning of phrases very literally shows over-generalization and lack of awareness of other 

possible meanings that can be attached to phrases other than the literal meaning.  

Of the EL group, EL2 made inappropriate uses of some head act strategies and IMs in the post-

interview. When he was asked when to use “do you think” versus “could you,” he said that if he 

wanted to request something big from his friend or brother, he would use “would you willing” or 

“could you,” but if his request size was small, he would probably use “do you think.” It is not clear 

why he considered “could you” to be more appropriate for big requests than “do you think….” This 

suggests that he may have become familiar with new expressions like “do you think,” which he didn’t 

mention in the pre-interview, but he hadn’t yet understood its meaning and appropriate usage (see 

Excerpt 4.42.).   

Excerpt 4. 42.  

EL2, post-interview 

I:   sometimes we use “could you” sometimes we use “do you think” when should I use “could 

you” when should I use “do you think”? What are the factors that affect that? 

S:   In my-+ If I want something, from my friend, or from my brother uh+ and if it was something 

like huge or big favor. I would use “would you willing” or “could you” and if it was 

something like small, yea I would probably “do you think.” 

Note. Phrases in bold are the focus of the analysis. Words in italics are translated from Arabic. 
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EL3 made some inaccurate over-generalizations of EMs. When he was talking about the cultural 

differences in requests, he stated that Americans first request then “explain the reason” while Arabs 

“first explain the reason then finally… make the request.” While this might be true sometimes, it is 

not always the case. It depends on a variety of factors in both cultures. This statement can be 

elucidated in light of the over-generalization of briefness and directness values that favour delivering 

the head act at the beginning of the request and not delaying it to the end (see Excerpt 4.43.).  

Excerpt 4. 43.  

EL3, post-interview 

S:    … Also, in their culture, first, they make the request then they explain the reason, but here 

we first explain the reason then finally we make the request. This may cause the hearer to be 

confused and may not understand what our request is. This is one of the cultural differences. 

… 

S:   … If the request is small in size a lot-, small, we don’t need to use such expressions like “are 

you busy”  but if the size of the request is big, certainly we will start by asking such 

questions like “are you free?” or “are you busy?” This is different. 

Note. Phrases in bold are the focus of the analysis. Words in italics are translated from Arabic. 

EL3 also noted that if the size of the request was small, there would be no need to use expressions like 

“are you busy?” Checking availability (preparator) phrases like “are you busy?” are more of showing 

courtesy to the hearer to make sure that the speaker is not interrupting something important and that 

the time is appropriate to make such a request. They can also be related to the size of the request but 

to a lesser extent. EL3’s statement may be due to confusing checking availability with other EMs such 

as grounder (giving reason), which is more related to the size of the request. 

4.3.3.  Pragmalinguistic awareness summary. 

To conclude, as aggregate data analysis shows, in the post-interviews, participants from both groups 

became familiar with more HA strategies, IMs, and EMs. However, while all participants showed an 

increased awareness of meanings and/or uses of at least one strategy/modification or more, some 

participants showed inaccurate generalizations or incomplete development of their awareness of some 

strategies/modifications. Learners showed various levels of awareness development. Some of them 
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showed high levels of conceptual understanding and developed scientific concepts, like HIL1 and 

EL6, whereas others showed development but didn’t show the development of scientific concepts. 

Although there were certain differences between the HIL group and EL group, in many ways the two 

groups showed similar development.  

4.4. Summary and Conclusions 

This chapter focused on analysing learners’ sociopragmatic and pragmalinguistic knowledge of 

request making. Sociopragmatic analysis focused on three dimensions: 1) awareness of the influence 

of the social factors (P, D, and S) on requests, 2) awareness of the differences between American and 

Arabic cultures in viewing the social factors when requesting, and 3) awareness of the American 

cultural values influencing requests and how they are different from Arabic. The comparison between 

the pre- and post-interviews revealed several important findings. Concerning the awareness of the 

social factors, all learners, in the pre-interviews, showed awareness of D. They showed awareness of 

P to a less extent. S was the least factor mentioned in the pre-interviews. The learners mostly used 

everyday and general terms to refer to the social factors in the pre-interviews. Yet, in the post-

interviews, they mostly used and demonstrated their understanding of scientific terms to refer to 

social factors, which suggests that they developed an abstract understanding of the scientific concepts. 

No major difference was found between HIL and EL groups’ awareness of the three social factors in 

the post-interviews.  

As for the awareness of the differences between American and Arabic cultures in viewing the three 

social factors, the analysis showed that most participants had little to no awareness of this point in the 

pre-interviews. Interestingly, in the pre-interviews, the factor that learners were most aware of when 

analysing the awareness of the social factors (in the first dimension), social distance (D), was the most 

misunderstood factor concerning how each culture view it. In other words, despite all learners being 

aware of the D factor, most of them considered it to be the same across the two cultures in the pre-

interviews. In the post-interviews, by contrast, learners’ perception changed dramatically, where most 

of them showed an appropriate understanding of the differences in viewing D—only 2 learners 
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continued to think that it was the same in both cultures. The cultural differences in viewing the social 

power (P) and the size of the request (S), which were mentioned less often, were also misunderstood 

in the pre-interviews. In the post-interviews, despite the fact that learners showed increased awareness 

of the cultural differences in viewing P, several participants still showed some misunderstandings of 

it. The learners also showed increased awareness of the differences in viewing S, but it was the least 

mentioned factor in the post-interviews.   

These findings suggest that the intervention program was successful in helping the learners to reorient 

their understanding of the differences between the two cultures in viewing the social factors when 

making requests. Despite some learners showing misunderstanding of some points in the post-

interviews, most of them developed clearer understanding of the cultural differences in viewing those 

social factors. The misunderstanding shown by some learners is to be expected given that some 

learners demonstrated little to no awareness of the cultural differences in the pre-interviews.   

With regard to the third dimension of the analysis (awareness of the American cultural values 

influencing requests), despite learners showing awareness of the cultural differences between 

American and Iraqi Arabic culture in the pre-interviews, most of them were not clear about American 

cultural values. In the post-interviews, on the other hand, participants identified several American 

cultural values influencing requests, such as directness, politeness, clarity, and briefness. Not only did 

they identify those values but, most importantly, they were able to connect those values to request 

realizations and were able to distinguish how requests are made in American culture compared to 

Iraqi Arabic culture. This finding suggests that learners developed a conceptual understanding of 

American cultural values and their differences from Arabic.   

Finally, concerning learners’ pragmalinguistic awareness, aggregate data analysis of pre- and post-

interviews revealed that learners referred to more HA strategies, IMs and EMs in the post-interviews. 

Qualitative data analysis showed that for some learners, this improvement accompanied conceptual 

understanding of the meanings and usages of those strategies/modifications, while for other learners, 
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who simply referred to those modifications without explanation of their understanding, it was not 

clear whether they developed a conceptual understanding or not. Also, some learners showed some 

inaccurate generalizations for some aspects of modifications. But that still shows a sign of 

development towards American culture. Generally speaking, those learners who showed a certain 

degree of pragmalinguistic awareness in the pre-interviews showed high levels of understanding in 

the post-interviews.  

It can be concluded that the intervention program raised learners’ sociopragmatic and 

pragmalinguistic awareness of requests in English. Despite the fact that some learners made certain 

inaccurate generalizations in some aspects, they still showed development in other aspects. Overall, 

learners demonstrated developmental patterns in the post-interviews.  
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Chapter 5: Appropriateness Judgement Questionnaire Results and Analysis 

 
5.1. Introduction 

This chapter aims to examine learners’ sociopragmatic and pragmalinguistic knowledge through the 

use (or the lack of use) of concepts by the learners to judge the appropriateness of the requests made. 

Thus, the learners’ responses to the situations of appropriateness judgement questionnaires (AJQs) in 

the pre- and post-session were analysed and compared to investigate the development in learners’ 

conceptual understanding. Using both rating scales and responses provide a more complete picture of 

each participant’s development. The rating scales push the participants to holistically evaluate the 

requests made in the scenarios, while the responses show how well the participants understand the 

concepts and strategies illustrated by the scenario requests.  

With the rating scale, the researcher has a means of determining if participants can recognize the 

appropriateness of a request, regardless of whether they can articulate their understanding of it. For 

example, participants may rely on experiential knowledge of Arabic requests or may have pre-

scientific or even some scientific knowledge of requests. With the responses, the researcher has a 

means of determining if participants can demonstrate their conceptual understanding. They can show 

whether they can link pragmalinguistic choices to sociopragmatic concepts, and whether they can 

articulate the concepts underlying their choices. Taken together, the researcher can determine if 

participants understand that appropriateness is related to the choices and concepts illustrated in the 

request scenarios.  

The results are presented in aggregate and on an individual learner basis. The chapter starts by 

explaining the AJQ’s situations and detailing the scale used to code the conceptual understanding of 

learners’ responses and some of the challenges faced in coding. Next, aggregate data are presented to 

provide a snapshot of learners’ overall performance. Finally, qualitative data of individual learners 

were analysed and presented according to the learners’ conceptual development. Thus, the individual 
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learners’ data were presented in three categories: high understanding (HU) learners, medium 

understanding learners (MU), and low understanding learners (LU). 

As indicated in chapter 3, the AJQ included six request situations; each situation included a 

description of a request situation; then the description was followed by a request, a rating scale of 5 

points, and a comment section (see Appendix D). Participants were asked to read the description and 

the request made for each situation and to rate the request made on the 5-points scale, from 1 (very 

inappropriate) to 5 (very appropriate), and to explain their ratings.  

Situation 1 (SI1) was about a professor requesting a student to help him carry some books to his office 

on the first day of the semester; The request made was very appropriate. Situation 2 (SI2) was about a 

person requesting $100 from her best friend; the request made was very appropriate. Situation 3 (SI3) 

was about a student requesting his professor to postpone his exam to attend his friend’s wedding. The 

request made lacked some clarity at the beginning and was not direct enough. Situation 4 (SI4) was 

about an employee requesting permission from his boss to leave early the next day to pick up his 

sister from the airport; the request made was very appropriate. Situation 5 (SI5) was about a teacher 

requesting her fellow teacher to photocopy some papers for her; Given the limited word relationship 

and the short length of acquaintance, the request was inappropriate as it was too direct and included 

very little modifications. Situation 6 (SI6) was about a student requesting her professor to lend her an 

article he talked about in the class to copy it; the request made was a little bit lengthy and included 

some unnecessary information. Situations varied in the level of difficulty (i.e., the complexity of the 

situation). SI1, SI2, SI4, and SI5 were clear and straightforward. SI3 and SI6, on the other hand, were 

complex. SI3 was about a reluctant student who did not make himself clear at the beginning of the 

conversation. The request was unclear because he stated that he needed a favour and provided a 

justification for his request, but he did not make the request, which made the requestee confused and 

prompted him to ask about what the favour was. SI6 was complex because although the HA and the 

IM, it included several EMs, which made it rather lengthy considering the social factors of the 

request. Also, although the requester used polite forms, she also called the professor “doc,” which is 
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usually used if there is a close social distance. As for the social factors, situations varied in their P, D, 

and S. The request made in the situations included different strategies—HA strategies, EMs, and IMs. 

Also, the requests made in the situations varied in the level of appropriateness. SI1, SI2, and SI4 were 

more appropriate, while SI3, SI5, and SI6 were less appropriate. To evaluate learners’ conceptual 

understanding of the AJQ, a four-point scale was designed for coding (see Table 5.1). 

Table 5. 1.  

Conceptual understanding scale of AJQs 

High conceptual 
understanding 
(HH) 

• The response shows conceptual understanding of the major sociopragmatic 
factors (social factors, dynamic relationship of social factors, cultural 
values like briefness and directness) as well as the pragmalinguistic factors 
(e.g., would you mind is to ask for opinion) involved in the request 
situation.  
(e.g., saying “It is a very good strategy because he is presenting himself as 
a lower social and also close to him. He asked him for his opinion ‘do you 
mind’ and also ‘if’ which leaves his boss the freedom of choice. Also he 
explained the situation”) 

Good conceptual 
understanding 
(GD) 

• The response shows a conceptual understanding of some sociopragmatic 
factors, but it does not include other sociopragmatic factors or 
pragmalinguistic factors that are also important in the request situation or 
include a minor misunderstanding.  
(e.g., saying “Paul is being very polite. Three years is a long-time 
relationship,” but not talking about the social power which is important 
when requesting from boss (this situation) or why he considered the 
request to be polite).  

• The response shows understanding of one sociopragmatic factor and one 
pragmalinguistic factor (e.g., “his request was very polite and respectful. 
He showed high value to his boss by using the words ‘do you mind’”) 

Limited 
conceptual 
understanding 
(LD) 

• The response shows a limited conceptual understanding of the 
sociopragmatic dimension (mentioning one factor and ignoring other 
factors that are of great importance) and may include inappropriate 
understanding of pragmalinguistic dimension of the request and the 
situation. (e.g., saying “she is very polite. She had requested for something 
that is her right”) 

• The response shows an understanding of the pragmalinguistic dimension 
but no understanding of the sociopragmatic dimension (e.g., saying “it is 
appropriate because the requester uses ‘do you mind,’ which shows 
politeness”) 

• The response shows an inappropriate conceptual understanding of the 
sociopragmatic dimension. (e.g., saying “it is an appropriate request 
because the interlocutors are close” while they are not close; or saying “the 
request is not appropriate because the requester is not presenting himself 
lower than the requestee” while the situation does not require doing such 
thing) 

No conceptual 
understanding 
(NA) 

• The response shows no signs of conceptual understanding of the 
sociopragmatic or the pragmalinguistic dimension. (e.g., just saying “it is a 
good request”) 
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Coding some responses was challenging as the meaning was not clear in some cases. For example, 

HIL4’s response in Post-SI1 was challenging to code. He said that the professor (i.e., the requester) 

should mind that the student (i.e., the requestee) may have something to do.  

Rating: 4  

The request is ok, but I think the professor should mind that the student may have 

something to attend to.  

HIL4, Post-SI1 

This statement shows good conceptual thinking by considering the availability of the requestee factor, 

which may affect the appropriateness of the request. However, it does not show what HIL4 meant 

exactly by that or what he thought of what should be done to make the request more appropriate. The 

response, also, does not show an understanding of the three social factors (i.e., P, D, and S). So, it was 

coded as limited conceptual understanding (LD) code of the sociopragmatic dimension. 

Also, EL1’s response in Post-SI2 was challenging to code. She showed awareness of the S and the D 

between the interlocutors. She even proposed a HA to be used to make the request more appropriate.  

Rating: 2  

I chose 3 because he spoke normally and if his words are compared to the size of the 

request it would be inappropriate and not that polite because the request size is big. 

Even though she is his close friend, he should request using more serious words like 

“would you mind” “could you” which are more appropriate for the size of the request.   

EL1, Post-SI2 

Her response shows that she had good sociopragmatic knowledge and some pragmalinguistic 

knowledge, which qualifies it for a GD coding. However, it also shows that she had limited 
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understanding of the pragmalinguistics of the request made. Despite the fact that the requester made 

an effective request by providing a grounder, a permission HA, and a promise of return, EL1 

considered the request to be unsuccessful and suggested using “more serious words,” which suggests 

that she did not understand the sociopragmatics of the pragmalinguistics used. Thus, I decided to code 

it as an LD.   

5.2. Aggregate Data Analysis  

As Table 5.2. illustrates, learners’ post-responses showed an increased conceptual understanding, 

compared to the pre-responses. Overall, responses showing a high conceptual understanding (HH) and 

a good conceptual understanding (GD) increase in the Post-AJQs. Although limited conceptual 

understanding (LD) responses increased in the post-responses, it was due to the great decrease in the 

number of responses showing no conceptual understanding (NA). These changes indicate a clear 

increase of conceptual understanding in the Post-AJQs.  

Table 5. 2.   

Learners conceptual understanding in Pre- and Post-AJQs 

  HH GD LD NA Total no. of 
responses  

HIL group 
Pre-AJQ 1 15 27 5 48 
Post-AJQ 9 16 23 0 48 
  EL group 
Pre-AJQ 0 2 14 32 48 
Post-AJQ 2 14 29 3 48  

Overall 
Pre-AJQ 1 17 41 37 96 
Post-AJQ 11 30 52 3 96 

Note. HH = no. of responses that demonstrated high conceptual understanding; GD = no. of responses 
that demonstrated good conceptual understanding; LD = no. of responses that demonstrated limited 
conceptual understanding, and NA= no. of responses that demonstrated no conceptual understanding.  
 

Also, HIL group showed a higher conceptual understanding than EL group in both Pre- and Post-

AJQs. For instance, in the pre-responses, 16 (out of 48) of HIL learners’ responses showed GD, while 

one 2 (out of 48) of EL learners’ responses showed GD. Also, in the post-responses, HH and GD 
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responses constituted more than half of HIL learners’ response, while they constituted only one-third 

of EL learners’ responses. This suggests that proficiency level played a role in developing learners’ 

conceptual understanding.   

5.2.1.  Situations. 

Analyzing learners’ responses according to each situation shows that the learners’ responses varied 

from one situation to another in the Post-AJQs. In Post-AJQs, while learners showed the highest 

number of conceptual understanding to SI5, no one showed a high conceptual understanding of SI3. 

This reflects the straightforwardness of SI5 and the complexity of SI3.  

Table 5. 3.  

Learners’ responses in the Pre- and Post-AJQs in each situation 

    No. of HH 
responses 

No. of GD 
responses 

No. of LD 
responses 

No. of NA 
responses 

SI1 Pre-AJQs 0 2 8 6 
Post-AJQs 2 8 6 0 

SI2 Pre-AJQs 0 5 3 8 
Post-AJQs 2 4 10 0 

SI3 Pre-AJQs 0 3 6 7 
Post-AJQs 0 5 10 1 

SI4 Pre-AJQs 0 3 6 7 
Post-AJQs 2 5 7 2 

SI5 Pre-AJQs 1 3 7 4 
Post-AJQs 4 4 8 0 

SI6 Pre-AJQs 0 1 10 5 
Post-AJQs 1 4 11 0 

Note. HH = high conceptual understanding; GD = good conceptual understanding; LD = limited 
conceptual understanding, and NA = no conceptual understanding.  

Overall, learners’ responses showed increased high and conceptual understanding and decreased 

limited and no conceptual understanding in the Post-AJQs, compared to the Pre-AJQs. To better 

understand individuals’ responses, qualitative data analysis is in order. 
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5.3.  Qualitative Data Analysis   

 A more detailed analysis of learners’ responses revealed that learners showed various improvements 

in the Post-AJQs compared to the Pre-AJQs. According to the conceptual understanding of learners’ 

responses in the Post-AJQs, learners were divided into three categories: 1) high-understanding (HU) 

learners (learners who showed HH or GD in most of their responses), 2) medium-understanding (MU) 

learners (learners who showed GD or LD in most of their responses), 3) limited-understanding (LU) 

learners (learners who showed LD in most of their responses), as shown in Table 5.4.   

Table 5. 4.  

Learners categorization according to their conceptual understanding in the Post-AJQs 

 Categories  HIL learners EL learners Total no. of each 
category 

HU learners 
HIL2   
HIL7   

Number of HU learners 2 0 2 

MU learners 

HIL1 EL5  
HIL3 EL6  
HIL4 EL7  
HIL5   

Number of MU learners 4 3 7 

LU learners 

HIL6 EL1  
HIL8 EL2  

 EL3  
 EL4  
 EL8  

Number of LU learners  2 5 7 
Total no. of learners  8 8 16 

Note. HU = high-understanding learners, MU = medium-understanding learners, and LU = low-
understanding learners.  

As Table 5.4. illustrates, HU learners were one quarter of the learners, while the remaining learners 

were equally divided into MU and LU. Most HU learners were from the HIL group, while most of LU 

learners were from the EL group. This indicates that the high proficiency level helped learners in 

gaining a higher level of conceptual understanding.  
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In the following sections, a representative sample of each category will be presented and analyzed. 

Two participants, one HIL and one EL learner, have been chosen to be analyzed for MU and LU 

categories. Since HU learners where from HIL group only, two HIL learners were chosen.   

5.3.1.  HU learners. 

As can be seen from Table 5.4., only 2 participants were HU—both of them were HIL learners (out of 

8). HU learners showed sociopragmatic and pragmalinguistic conceptual understanding in most 

responses in the Post-AJQs compared to the Pre-AJQs. They showed, though, varying conceptual 

understanding (mostly HH or GD) in different situations. Below, the two participants’ responses in 

the Pre- and Post-AJQs will be analyzed to examine the gains in their conceptual understanding.  

5.3.1.1. HIL2. 

HIL2 showed good and low conceptual understanding in the pre-responses. In the post-responses, he 

showed notable gains in his conceptual understanding of the sociopragmatic and pragmalinguistic 

factors of the request situations. A sample of various gains is presented and analyzed below. 

Table 5. 5.  

HIL2’s conceptual understanding in the Pre- and Post-AJQs 

Situations Pre-AJQ Post-AJQ 
SI1 LD HH 
SI2 GD HH 
SI3 LD LD 
SI4 GD HH 
SI5 HH HH 
SI6 LD HH 

Note. HH = high conceptual understanding; GD = good conceptual understanding; LD = limited 
conceptual understanding, and NA = no conceptual understanding.  
 

In Pre-SI1, HIL2 made the following judgement: 

Rating: 3 
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The professor is being very polite, but it still the first time he met the student.  

HIL2, Pre-SI1(LD) 

He considered the request to be not that appropriate despite using very polite language because the 

interlocutors did not know each other before. This suggests that even though he was aware of the D 

factor, he did not have the sociopragmatic and pragmalinguistic knowledge to appropriately judge the 

request situation and the request made.   

In Post-SI1, on the other hand, he rated the request as very appropriate (5) (which was appropriate), 

and his response reflected the improvement in the rating.  

Rating: 5 

He made his request look very appropriate because he asked him for his name which 

makes them close to each other. He also said, “would you mind” and “please” which 

makes it very polite. 

HIL2, Post-SI1(HH)  

His response indicates that he developed a conceptual understanding of the D factor and its dynamic 

nature. It shows an understanding that the requester can intentionally increase or decrease the distance 

between him/her and the requestee depending on the language used. He also showed an understanding 

of the politeness values of the HA “would you mind” and the IM “please.” While HIL2 showed an 

understanding of the D factor in Pre-SI1, he did not have the conceptual understanding to analyze the 

linguistic choices in the request. In Post-SI1, however, he showed a sociopragmatic understanding (D) 

as well as pragmalinguistic understanding (decreasing D).  

Moreover, HIL2 showed notable gains in his conceptual understanding of SI4. In Pre-SI4, he only 

showed an awareness of the D factor using a general concept (long relationship).  

Rating: 5 

Paul has being very polite when he asked a request from his boss. And also three years is 

a long time relationship. 
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HIL2, Pre-SI4 (GD) 

In Post-SI4, on the one hand, HIL2 did not change his rating. On the other hand, he not only showed 

awareness of D and P but also of their dynamic nature. He used a general concept (close to him) to 

refer to D and a scientific concept to refer to P (lower social). He indicated that a requester can 

present himself in varying social status and distance depending on the language used. He also 

suggested that taking the requestee opinion (i.e., consultative devices) and using “if” (i.e., conditional 

clauses) give the requestee the freedom of choice.  

Rating: 5 

It is a very good strategy because he is presenting himself as a lower social and also 

close to him. He asked him for his opinion “do you mind” and also “if” which leaves his 

boss the freedom of choice. Also he explained the situation.   

HIL2, Post-SI4 (HH) 

HIL2’s comments in the post-response show a high conceptual understanding of the sociopragmatic 

dimension (P and D) that influence the language to be used and the pragmalinguistic dimension 

(underlying meanings of request strategies) that reestablishes the social factors (P and D) between the 

interlocutors in that particular situation. He even used a scientific concept to refer to P in the pos-

response. This understanding clearly shows that HIL2’s judgement of the appropriateness of the 

request made was controlled by his conceptual understanding of the variables involved.  

Similarly, his response to Post-SI6 improved considerably, compared to the Pre-SI6. In Pre-SI6, he 

rated it very appropriate (5) and indicated that the request was very polite and legitimate. However, he 

did not mention why he considered it to be polite or appropriate.  

Rating: 5 

She is very polite. And she had requested for something that is her right. 

HIL2, Pre-SI6 (LD) 
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In Post-SI6, however, he rated the request 4 and showed a more nuanced understanding of the 

situation. He showed conceptual understanding of American cultural values of directness and 

briefness, which is why he considered the request to be a bit long. His response indicates that he 

approved the used HA and IM, but he preferred the EMs to be shorter considering the directness and 

briefness cultural values. Considering the request to be long also shows implicitly that he considered 

the request size to be not big enough to warrant this lengthy request. He also showed a conceptual 

understanding of the difference in the P of the interlocutors. He suggested that the requester can 

present him/herself lower, equal, or higher than the requestee depending on the request strategies 

(HA, IM, and EMs) used. This suggests that he developed an understanding of EMs, HA, and IMs 

strategies to present the self in the request considering the social status difference. 

Rating: 4 

It is almost a perfect way to make a request in this situation. Only it is too long, because 

the English culture likes direct and brief request. Other than that it is very good, because 

she is presenting herself in a lower class, using pre request and reward strategy, also she 

used the permission technique and the word “please”.  

HIL2, Post-SI6 (HH) 

HIL2 used scientific concepts like “lower class” to refer to P, “pre-request” to refer to EMs, and 

“permission” to refer to the HA strategy, which indicates a shift in his conceptual understanding from 

using merely everyday concepts to using scientific concepts increasingly. HIL2’s post-responses 

reveal that he developed a sociopragmatic (P) and pragmalinguistic (briefness, directness, HA, IM, 

and EMs) conceptual understanding, which controlled his rating.  

To sum up, HIL2 showed a high conceptual understanding in most of his post-responses. In the pre-

responses, he showed a simple understanding of some factors (like P and D) using everyday concepts, 

while in the post-responses, he showed a higher sociopragmatic understanding of more factors (e.g., 
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P, D, S, briefness, self-presentation, etc.) as well as a higher pragmalinguistic understanding (e.g., 

permission, opinion, pre-request, etc.) using scientific concepts mostly.  

5.3.1.2. HIL7. 

HIL7 is one of the learners who showed high conceptual understanding in the post-responses. While 

most of her pre-response showed limited conceptual understanding, her post-responses showed either 

high or good conceptual understanding.  

Table 5. 6.  

HIL7’s conceptual understanding in the Pre- and Post-AJQs 

Situations Pre-AJQ Post-AJQ 
SI1 LD GD 
SI2 LD HH 
SI3 LD GD 
SI4 LD HH 
SI5 GD HH 
SI6 NA GD 

Note. HH = high conceptual understanding; GD = good conceptual understanding; LD = limited 
conceptual understanding, and NA = no conceptual understanding.  
 

In SI2, HIL7 showed a notable conceptual development. In the pre-response, she only focused on the 

EM, a promise of return (paying back), which she considered an indication of honesty. 

Rating: 4  

Joan request in a good way, it’s good that she says that she will pay it back! that looks 

that Joan is an honest person. So, she request in an accepted way.  

HIL7, Pre-SI2 (LD) 

Although HLI7 did not change her rating of S12 between the pre-test and post-test, on the other hand, 

she showed a higher conceptual understanding of the situation and the request made. She first showed 

an understanding of the clarity and directness of the request and considered it to be appropriate. She 

also showed a conceptual understanding of the D and S factors using everyday and general concepts, 

respectively. She indicated that even though the size of the request was big, it was appropriate to be 
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brief given the close distance between the interlocutors. This shows that she weighted the close 

distance over the size of the request in this request, which reflects conceptual thinking.  

Rating: 4  

In this situation, Joan talked/asked Kate in a clear and direct way. She doesn’t have to 

excuse or to give a lot of reasons cause Kate is her close friend. But in another way her 

request is not a small one, but it doesn’t matter cause she is her close friend and 

classmate.  

HIL7, Post-SI2 (HH) 

While in Pre-SI2 she only focused on one EM to judge the appropriateness of the request, in Post-SI2 

she based her judgement on the D and S factors (sociopragmatic knowledge) and the directness, 

clarity, and briefness of the request (pragmalinguistic knowledge).  

In SI6, again HIL7 did not change her rating but showed some gains (although to a lesser extent than 

in other scenarios) in her conceptual development. In the pre-response, she showed no conceptual 

understanding. She just stated that the request was very nice and polite.  

Rating: 5  

Maria request was excellent, she speaks with the professor in a very nice and polite way. 

HIL7, Pre-SI6 (NA) 

In the post-response, in contrast, she showed a limited conceptual understanding. She noted that the 

request was polite and that the requester presented herself politely and clearly. She also pointed to the 

use of the EMs before and after the HA using scientific concepts (pre-request and post-request).  

Rating: 5  

In this situation, Maria present herself in a very soft and clear way. She shows respect 

and talked in a polite way. She used pre-request and post-request. And she mentioned 

what she want clearly.  

HIL7, Post-SI6 (LD) 
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Her post-response indicates that she had an understanding that the requester can present her/himself in 

the request in various ways. However, she did not mention why she considered the request to be clear 

and polite, other than pointing to the use of pre- and post-request stages. Also, her use of the word 

“soft” was inappropriate. In Arabic, a soft person means easy going and friendly while in English it 

usually means that the person is easy to manipulate or avoids difficult or negative ideas or situations.   

In SI1, she also retained her rating but showed gains in her conceptual understanding. In the pre-

response, she only indicated that the request was very appropriate, and she pointed out to the use of 

the politeness marker “please,” which she considered an indication of being respectful.  

Rating: 5  

The request of the professor is very appropriate, cause he asks in a very behave and 

gentle way, also it’s good that he uses the words (please)! which says that the man is a 

gentleman and respect others.  

HIL7, Pre-SI1 (LD) 

In the post-response, on the other hand, she showed a conceptual understanding of the P (using a 

scientific concept) and its dynamic nature, which suggest that she developed an understanding that the 

requester can reestablish the social factors (like P) with the requestee in a particular situation 

depending on the language used.  

Rating: 5  

Here is this situation the professor asks the student in a polite way. He uses social equal 

with the student, he didn’t make the student feel like he is lower of the professor. He 

shows respect to the student.  

HIL7, Post-SI1 (GD) 

In sum, while HIL7 showed limited conceptual understanding in most of her pre-responses, she 

showed high/good conceptual understanding in all her post-responses. In the pre-responses, her focus 

was mainly on the language used and what that tells about the requester. In the post-responses, 
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however, she showed a conceptual understanding of the social factors involved (like P, D, and S) and 

which social factor is more important in a particular context. She also indicated that a requester can 

present himself/herself differently from the typical social views of P. While she did not mention any 

concepts in the pre-response to judge the appropriateness of the requests, she started to use everyday 

and scientific concepts in the post-responses. She also showed an understanding of the clarity, 

directness, and briefness of the request strategies used. Such understanding shows a developed 

sociopragmatic and pragmalinguistic knowledge of requests.  

 
5.3.2.  MU learners. 

MU learners are those whose responses showed good and limited conceptual understanding in most 

post-responses. They showed a good conceptual understanding of some situations and limited 

understanding in other situations. They showed both sociopragmatic and pragmalinguistic knowledge. 

Out of a total of 16, 7 participants showed MU level—4 HIL learners (out of 8) and 3 EL learners (out 

of 8). The responses of one HIL learner and one EL learner, whose responses are representative of the 

other participants’ responses in the category, are presented and analyzed below.  

5.3.2.1. HIL1. 

HIL1 is one of the learners who showed MU in the post-responses. He showed good conceptual 

understanding in half of the situations and limited conceptual understanding in the other half of the 

post-responses. In some situations (like SI1) he showed a notable conceptual gain while in other 

situations (like SI3) he showed only a marginal conceptual gain. (see Table 5.7). A representative 

sample of his responses is presented and analyzed below.  
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Table 5. 7.  

HIL1’s conceptual understanding in the Pre- and Post-AJQs 

Situations Pre-AJQ Post-AJQ 
SI1 NA GD 
SI2 NA LD 
SI3 LD LD 
SI4 GD GD 
SI5 LD GD 
SI6 LD LD 

Note. HH = high conceptual understanding; GD = good conceptual understanding; LD = limited 
conceptual understanding, and NA = no conceptual understanding.  

In SI1, he showed a notable conceptual gain. In the pre-situation, he did not show any conceptual 

understanding. He only considered the request to be appropriate for using “excuse me.” 

Rate: 5  

It’s very appropriate because he use “excuse me”, so it’s the best way to make a request 

HIL1, Pre-SI1 (NA) 

In the post-situation, on the other hand, he not only showed a conceptual understanding of the P factor 

but also of its dynamic nature. His comment indicates that a requester, by using various levels of 

politeness, can present the self differently from the typical social views of power between the 

interlocutors. That is to say, a professor, who usually has higher P than a student, can present 

him/herself equally to the student when making a request using the appropriate language.  

Rating: 5  

He is very polite in his request and he put himself equal to the student, so he is equal in 

social power.  

HIL1, Post-SI1 (GD) 

Even though HIL1’s rating of the situation did not change between the two situations, the justification 

of his ratings changed completely. In the pre-situation he based his rating on a single expression, 
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“excuse me”—similarly, he judged the appropriateness of Pre-SI3 and Pre-SI4 on the presence or 

absence of “excuse me.” In the post-situation, in contrast, he based his rating on the concept of P and 

self-presentation (i.e., sociopragmatics), which are influenced by the language used (i.e., 

pragmalinguistics). He also used a scientific concept (social power) to refer to the P in the post-

response.  

In Pre-SI5, he showed some conceptual understanding of the S and the D factors. He used everyday 

concepts to refer to S and D. But he showed a misunderstanding of the pragmalinguistic of the 

request. He considered the request appropriate given the S and D, while it was not, considering the 

short period of acquaintance and the limited relationship between the interlocutors (see appendix D 

for the description of the situation and the request made).  

Rating: 4  

Its an appropriate way to make a request since the request is about the work and they 

know each other for a good time to ask something to do each other a favor.  

HIL1, Pre-SI5 (LD) 

In Post-SI5, he corrected his misunderstanding about the level of appropriateness. This time, he 

considered it to be inappropriate given that the relationship was “not close enough” between the 

interlocutors to request that way. This time he used a general concept to refer to the D.    

Rating: 2  

It’s not a very polite request because their relationship is not close enough to do his 

request this way.   

HIL1, Post-SI5 (GD) 

HIL1’s response in the post-situation indicates that he first developed an understanding of the D 

factor in the American culture, and second developed conceptual thinking of the D factor. While he 
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used an everyday concept to refer to the D, “they know each other for a good time,” in the pre-

response, he used an academic concept, “relationship is not close enough,” to refer to it in the post-

response.  

However, HIL1’s responses did not always show notable conceptual improvements. In SI4, he already 

showed good conceptual understanding in the pre-situation. He used an everyday concept to refer to 

the P (boss), and a general concept to refer to the D (know each other for a long time, so the 

relationship between them is more flexible). However, saying that there was no need to use “excuse 

me” implies that he did not consider the request to carry that politeness—even though he considered it 

to be appropriate—which suggests that he did not have a good understanding of the pragmalinguistics 

of the request strategies used. 

Rate: 4  

Its an appropriate way to ask or making a request from your boss since they know each 

other for a long time, so the relationship between them is more flexable to ask something 

direct without using any phrases like “excuse me”.  

HIL1, Pre-SI4 (GD) 

In the post-situation, on the other hand, he showed a conceptual understanding of S and its dynamic 

nature using a scientific concept. He stated that the request was very polite and suggested that the 

requester can reduce the S by using certain expressions.  

Rating: 5  

It’s a very polite and good way to make a request by using some words to decrease the 

size of the request or make it smaller.  

HIL1, Post-SI4 (GD) 
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Despite the fact that HIL1’s Pre-SI4 and Post-SI4 were both coded GD, the post-response 

demonstrated a new conceptual understanding that the pre-response did not demonstrate—the 

conceptual understanding of S and the influence of the request strategies used on it.   

In SI6, he gained only marginal development. In the pre-response, he stated that the request was not 

appropriate for the use of “doc” by the student to address the professor. He also showed a static view 

of the relationship between a professor and a student and he used everyday concept to refer to the P 

between the interlocutors.  

Rating: 2  

Its not an appropriate way to make a request from your professor because she use the 

word “doc” she must use “professor or Doctor” and they are not friend to call him “doc” 

HIL1, Pre-SI6 (LD) 

In the post-response, even though he still considered the use of “doc” to be inappropriate, he rated the 

request as an appropriate and considered it to be polite for providing a grounder for the request. 

Unlike the pre-response, his post-response evaluation was not based on the use of a single word but 

rather on the use of a grounder to justify the request.  

Rating: 4  

It’s a polite request because she gives a reason to make this request, but it will be better 

to use professor instead of doc.   

HIL1, Post-SI6 (LD) 

Although focusing only on the grounder shows a limited conceptual understanding of the situation 

and the request, it still shows that the learner gained a marginal conceptual understanding. 

To summarize, HIL1 showed various conceptual gains in the post-responses. Although his pre-

responses showed some conceptual understanding, they were mostly everyday concepts and included 
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misunderstandings. He also showed a very limited pragmalinguistic understanding of the request 

strategies used. He often based his judgement on a single thing (e.g., the presence or lack of “excuse 

me”). His post-responses, on the other hand, showed a more developed conceptual understanding. He 

started to adopt scientific concepts to refer to the sociopragmatics of the request situation and he often 

made appropriate judgements about them. On the other hand, he only showed marginal 

pragmalinguistic development in the post-responses.  

5.3.2.2. EL5. 

EL5 is one of the EL learners who showed MU in the post-responses. Her pre-responses showed 

limited to no conceptual understanding. Her post-responses, on the other hand, showed varied 

conceptual understandings, from high to limited (see Table 5.8). Below, a representative sample of 

EL5’s responses is presented and analysed.  

Table 5. 8.  

EL5’s conceptual understanding in the Pre- and Post-AJQs 

Situations Pre-AJQ Post-AJQ 
SI1 NA LD 
SI2 NA GD 
SI3 NA NA 
SI4 NA LD 
SI5 LD HH 
SI6 LD GD 

Note. HH = high conceptual understanding; GD = good conceptual understanding; LD = limited 
conceptual understanding, and NA = no conceptual understanding.  
 

EL5 showed a notable conceptual development in her responses to SI5. In the pre-response, she rated 

the request very appropriate and stated that the request showed respect to the hearer even though he 

was her friend. This statement indicates that first her pragmalinguistic knowledge was limited—she 

judged the request to be respectful from one word—and second, her sociopragmatic knowledge was 

also limited—she considered the interlocutors to be friends even though the description mentioned 

that they had a limited work relationship. It is noteworthy that she (like other participants) was 
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provided with an Arabic translation of the descriptions of the situations to eliminate any 

misunderstanding of the situations due to the low proficiency level. 

Rating: 5  

I chose 5 because she asked directly and used the word “please”, which shows respect to 

the other person even though the other person is her friend.  

EL5, Pre-SI5 (LD) 

In Post-SI5, in contrast, she showed a high conceptual understanding of the situation. Unlike the pre-

response, she indicated that the response was impolite because the interlocutors’ relationship was 

limited to work and the length of acquaintance was just a few months. This shows that she developed 

a conceptual understanding of the D factor. She also showed a conceptual understanding of the 

request strategies made by indicating that only using “please” to modify the request was not enough. 

She even suggested modifying it externally using a grounder like “I have a class in a minute” and 

internally using “if you can” or “can you.” However, she suggested incorrect IM “if you mind” and 

could not refer to the modifications or mitigations appropriately; she just said that the requester “want 

to say another word” meaning that the requester needed to use more modifications, other than 

“please.” 

Rating: 2  

wow wow it’s not a polite request because their relationship is limited to work only and 

they know each other for a few months.  

She should request more politely. she could say “I have a class in a minute (if you can, if 

you mind, can you) photocopy this page please.” not please only, she want to say another 

word.  

EL5, Post-SI5 (HH) 
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In the post-response, EL5 showed a high conceptual understanding of the D (i.e., sociopragmatic 

knowledge) and the request strategies (pragmalinguistic knowledge)—while she considered that 

“please” was enough to make the request appropriate in the pre-response, in the post-response she 

considered that “please” was not enough to make it appropriate. 

In SI1, EL5 also showed a conceptual development. She stated in the Pre-SI1 that she rated the 

request very appropriate (5) because it was a true request. She explained that using a question mark 

(?) and “please” make the request true. However, she did not explain what she meant by a true 

request, which makes her comment ambiguous.  

Rating: 5  

I choice 5 because I think it’s a true request.  

If we use (?) and the word (please) it’s will be a true speaking. 

EL5, Pre-SI1 (NA) 

In post-SI1, on the other hand, she showed a conceptual understanding of the P and its dynamic 

nature. She also showed an understanding of the D by referring to the inquiry about the name of the 

requestee before making the request given that it was the first time they met.  

Rating: 5  

I choice 5 because I think it’s equal request and the professor is the first day in this 

semester and he don’t know anythink here and he ask the boy first “what is your name?” 

before the request. 

EL5, Post-SI1 (LD) 

While EL5 showed no conceptual understanding in the pre-response, she showed a conceptual 

understanding of the sociopragmatic resources in the post-response.  
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EL5’s responses in SI3 showed no observable conceptual gain. In Pre-SI3, she rated it appropriately 

and suggested opting out of making a request, without further explanation, which shows no 

conceptual understanding.   

Rating: 4  

It was ok, but I think if he did not request it would be better.  

EL5, Pre-SI3 (NA) 

In Post-SI3, she considered the request to be impolite (even though she rated it 3) because the 

requester did not apologize and did not use opinion, possibility, willingness, ability, and permission. It 

is not clear why she stated the need for an apology. Her reference to requests concepts indicates that 

she developed some understanding of request strategies, but it also indicates that her understanding 

was very limited to only those ones.   

Rating: 3  

He didn’t request politely and didn’t use any words to apologize for his request and did 

not use any requesting words. He did not use any words from (opinion, possibility, 

willingness, ability, and permission). This request is not polite. 

EL5, Post-SI3 (NA) 

Like Pre-SI3, EL5’s response in Post-SI3, shows no conceptual development.   

In sum, EL5's post-responses showed a developed conceptual understanding of the sociopragmatic 

resources, and to a lesser extent, of the pragmalinguistic resources. Also, while she rarely used any 

concepts to explain her opinion in the pre-responses, she started to adopt concepts (everyday and 

general and to a lesser extent, scientific) in the post-responses.   
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5.3.3.  LU learners. 

LU learners are those learners who showed limited conceptual understanding (LD) in most of their 

post-responses. As Table 5.4. displays, most of LU learners were from EL group—5 EL learners (out 

of 8) and 2 HIL learners (out of 8). This suggests that proficiency level played a role in the 

development of conceptual understanding. Responses of representative learners from each group are 

presented and analysed below.  

5.3.3.1. HIL6. 

HIL6 is one of the two HIL learners who showed a limited conceptual understanding in most of their 

post-responses (see Table 5.9). Interestingly, in some situations, she showed higher conceptual 

understanding in the pre-situation, compared to the post-situation. A few illustrative examples are 

presented and analysed below to examine her conceptual understanding.  

Table 5. 9.  

HIL6’s conceptual understanding in the Pre- and Post-AJQs 

Situations Pre-AJQ Post-AJQ 
SI1 LD LD 
SI2 GD LD 
SI3 LD LD 
SI4 LD LD 
SI5 LD LD 
SI6 LD LD 

Note. HH = high conceptual understanding; GD = good conceptual understanding; LD = limited 
conceptual understanding, and NA = no conceptual understanding.  

In SI2, even though she showed a good conceptual understanding in the pre-situation, she showed 

limited conceptual understanding in the post-situation. In the pre-situation, she rated the request very 

appropriate and her response showed an understanding of the social distance factor. She also showed 

an understanding of the EMs used in the request.   

Rating: 5  
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The request is very appropriate because Kate is her close friend and they are very close 

to each other. She is telling her friend about the reason and why she needs money and 

also she is saying that she will pay her back when the problem is solved.  

HIL6, Pre-SI2 (GD) 

In her post-response, in contrast, she rated the request as not that appropriate (3) and considered the 

request made to be inappropriate given the big size of the request. This shows an understanding of the 

size of the request, but it also shows a limited understanding of the request strategies used.  

Rating: 3  

Joan didn’t use the appropriate way to ask for the request although it’s a big request not 

small.  

HIL6, Post-SI2 (LD) 

While in the pre-situation, HIL6 showed a conceptual understanding of the D (using the everyday 

concept close friends) and an understanding of the EMs used, she only attuned to the size of the 

request in the post-situation—thus she considered the request to be not appropriate enough. It is not 

clear why HIL6 considered the request to be not appropriate enough (i.e., how the request would be 

more appropriate), but her reference to the size of the request (which she considered big) may imply 

that she considered the request not lengthy enough. Her other post-responses support this view. In her 

Post-SI1 response, she also considered the request to be not polite enough for not using an 

introduction (i.e., pre-request EMs). In her response to Post-SI4, she stated that the request needed 

more words to be more acceptable. Also, in her response to the Post-SI6, she indicated that it was 

appropriate (despite the lengthy pre-request stage). All these post-responses indicate that HIL6 

developed an understanding or a rule of thumb that a pre-request stage is necessary to make the 

request appropriate/polite and that the bigger the size of the request, the lengthier the request should 

be.  
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In SI5, she showed no observable change between her pre- and post-response, in which she showed a 

limited conceptual understanding. In the pre-response, she indicated that the request was not polite 

enough given that it was made to a workmate (everyday concept), which suggests that she had an 

understanding of the D. Also, indicating that the request was not polite enough and suggesting some 

modifications indicate that she had some understanding of the level of politeness of the request 

strategies used.    

Rating: 3  

Lisa should be more polite with her workmate and she should use could you please or 

would you mind etc.  

HIL6, Pre-SI5 (LD) 

In the post-response, HIL6 stated that the request was very direct and not polite enough.  

Rating: 2  

Lisa was very direct while asking for the request and she didn’t use a good language to 

be more polite.  

HIL6, Post-SI5 (LD) 

This indicates that she developed an understanding of the level of directness and the need for a less 

direct request for this situation. 

HIL6 showed similar responses to other situations. For example, in SI6, she also showed a limited 

understanding in both responses. In the pre-response, she noted that the request was polite because it 

included a grounder and a promise of return, which shows an awareness of EMs. She also implicitly 

referred to the P by referring to showing respect to the everyday concept “professor.” 

Rating: 5  

Maria is polite and she shows respect for her professor. The way she is asking for the 

book is very appropriate, because she is telling the professor the reason she needs his 

book and she will return it soon.  
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HIL6, Pre-SI6 (LD) 

 

In the post-response, she also stated that the request was polite. But she considered that the requester 

did not present herself in a lower status when requesting, using a scientific concept, which indicates 

that she had some understanding of the P, but she misjudged its influence on the request in the 

situation.  

Rating: 4  

Maria was polite while asking for the request. She asked for the book but she didn’t 

show herself lower in level (power).  

HIL6, Post-SI6 (LD) 

 
She showed a similar understanding in Post-SI3 (which is also about a student requesting a professor 

to postpone an exam), in which she considered the student to be rude and very direct for not 

presenting himself in a lower social status.  

The analysis of HIL6’ responses showed that the intervention program led to only incremental 

changes in her conceptual understanding of the AJQs’ situations. She often used everyday concepts to 

refer to the concepts involved. Her post-responses showed that she developed a rule of thumb that for 

a request to be polite or appropriate it needs to have pre-request EMs (e.g., a grounder and a 

preparator), which led her to misjudge the appropriateness of most of the scenarios. This can be 

explained in light of over-generalization. HIL6 (and HIL8) may have developed a rule of thumb based 

on inaccurate generalization of the use of EMs (Karpov & Bransford, 1995; Yanez-Prieto, 2008). This 

point will be further detailed in the discussion chapter. HIL8 also showed a similar pattern of 

responses to HIL6. HIL8 also stated more than once that a request was appropriate/inappropriate for 

the use/lack of EMs. For example, in Post-SI4, she stated, “the request is appropriate because Paul use 

the pre request and give the reason why he want leave early.” It is noteworthy that HIL8 and HIL6 

were close friends, and they paired up in the CBPI cards orientation and did all scenarios together. 
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Thus, it is possible that they influenced each other opinions. They are the only learners who showed 

very limited conceptual development in their post-responses.  

5.3.3.2. EL1. 

EL1 is one of the EL learners who showed a limited conceptual understanding in most of the post-

responses (see Table 5.10.). Despite showing limited conceptual understanding, post-responses still 

showed a conceptual development compared to the pre-responses, which mostly did not show any 

conceptual understanding. Below, a few samples are presented and analysed to better understand 

EL1’s conceptual understanding of the situations and the requests made. 

Table 5. 10.  

EL1’s conceptual understanding in the Pre- and Post-AJQs 

Situations Pre-AJQ Post-AJQ 
SI1 NA LD 
SI2 NA LD 
SI3 NA LD 
SI4 NA GD 
SI5 LD GD 
SI6 NA LD 

Note. HH = high conceptual understanding; GD = good conceptual understanding; LD = limited 
conceptual understanding, and NA = no conceptual understanding.  
 

In SI1, EL6’s post-response showed a limited conceptual development compared to the pre-response. 

In the pre-response, she just mentioned that the request was appropriate and respectful.  

Rating: 5  

I rated it 5 because the request was appropriate and respectful and the response of the 

student was also very beautiful, polite, and appropriate.  

EL1, Pre-SI1 (NA) 
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In the post-response, she showed some understanding of the HA. She noted that the HA, “do you 

mind,” was very polite, which suggests that she developed some limited understanding of the 

politeness of this HA.  

Rating: 5  

I chose 5 because the way he spoke was very polite and respectful and because he used 

very polite words. the very appropriate words were “would you mind.”  

EL1, Post-SI1 (LD) 

In S2, she showed a limited conceptual development of the sociopragmatics of the situation in her 

post-response. In the pre-response, she stated that the response was very inappropriate because the 

requester answer to the requestee greeting was inappropriate, which shows no understanding of the 

situation and the request made.  

Rating: 3  

Very inappropriate because when Joan answered Kate the answer was inappropriate. 

 

EL1, Pre-SI2 (NA) 

In the post-response, on the other hand, she showed some conceptual understanding of the D and S. 

but she showed a limited understanding of the request strategies. She considered the request made was 

inappropriate because the requester did not use “more serious words” like “would you mind” or 

“could you.” This suggests that she developed an understanding of the politeness level of some 

expressions like the ones she mentioned, but she did not develop an understanding of the request 

strategies used in this request (e.g., EMs and “can I”).  

Rating: 2  

I chose 3 because he spoke normally and if his words are compared to the size of the 

request it would be inappropriate and not that polite because the request size is big. 
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Even though she is his close friend, he should request using more serious words like 

“would you mind” “could you” which are more appropriate for the size of the request.  

EL1, Post-SI2 (LD) 

EL1’s post-response showed that she developed a conceptual understanding of the influence of D and 

S on the request to be made (sociopragmatic understanding), but she had a limited pragmalinguistic 

understanding, which made her misjudge the appropriateness of the strategies used. Also, in the post-

response, she used a scientific concept to refer to “the size of the request” and everyday concepts to 

refer to the social distance and the formality or the level of politeness of the request strategies.   

SI5 was the only situation she showed some understanding of in the pre-response. In the pre-response, 

she showed an understanding of the level of directness of the request. Thus, she considered it like an 

order.  

Rating: 2  

Lisa’s request was inappropriate and impolite. It was like an order rather than a 

request.  

EL1, Pre-SI5 (LD) 

In the post-response, she showed even a higher conceptual understanding. She showed a conceptual 

understanding of the D between the interlocutors. She also stated that the request lacked any 

respectful words and that such a request is appropriate for close friends rather than a fellow teacher. 

So, also suggested using more polite words like “would/do you mind.”  

Rating: 1  

I chose 1 because her request from John was inappropriate. Her request lacked any 

respectful words. She requested like John is her close friend, while he is just a fellow 

teacher. She should use more polite and respectful words like “would you mind” or “do 

you mind.” 
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EL1, Post-SI5 (GD) 

The post-response indicates that she developed a sociopragmatic conceptual understanding. She also 

showed an awareness of the directness level of the request made. But she used everyday concepts to 

refer to the concepts of politeness and the D. 

EL1’s responses in the post-situations show that she developed a sociopragmatic knowledge of the 

request situations (e.g., D and S), but her pragmalinguistic understanding was limited to a few 

strategies like “would you mind” and “could you.” While she did not use any concepts in most of the 

pre-responses, she used everyday concepts to refer to the social factors involved (e.g., close friend, 

fellow teacher) in the post-responses. Other LU learners of EL group showed similar understandings 

to EL1 in their post-responses.  

5.4. Summary  

Both aggregate and qualitative data analysis showed that most learners displayed gains in their 

conceptual understanding of the request situations and the requests made in the AJQs. Aggregate data 

analysis showed that the number of GD and HH responses doubled in the Post-AJQs (from 19 out of 

96 in the Pre-AJQs to 43 out 96 in the Post-AJQs), which indicates notable gains in learners’ 

conceptual understanding of requests in American English. However, the learners showed varied 

conceptual development. Learners were divided into three categories according to their conceptual 

understanding level in the post-responses: high understanding (HU), medium understanding (MU), 

and low understanding (LU). Qualitative data analysis was conducted to examine each category’s 

conceptual understanding development.  

HU category included only 2 HIL learners and no EL learners, which indicates that proficiency level 

played an important role in developing learners’ understanding—this point will be discussed in detail 

in the discussion chapter. While HU learners used only everyday concepts to express their 

understanding in the pre-situations, they started to adopt scientific concepts to explain the 
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sociopragmatic and pragmalinguistic resources and showed an understanding of most of the 

sociopragmatic and pragmalinguistic resources, in the post-responses. 

MU category included 6 learners (3 HIL learners and 3 EL learners). MU learners showed a varied 

conceptual understanding of the sociopragmatic and pragmalinguistic, but generally, they showed a 

higher conceptual understanding of the sociopragmatic resources than the pragmalinguistic resources. 

While in the pre-responses the HIL learners showed some conceptual understanding (using everyday 

concepts), EL learners showed no such understanding. In the post-responses, both started to adopt 

scientific concepts and general concepts but continued to use everyday concepts.   

LU category included 7 learners (2 HIL learners and 5 EL learners). While the HIL learners showed 

very limited conceptual development, the EL learners showed some development in their 

sociopragmatic knowledge. They both used everyday concepts to refer to some factors in the post-

responses. 

To conclude, qualitative data analysis showed that all learners (except the two LU HIL learners) 

showed various development of the conceptual understanding of the sociopragmatic resources. The 

development in the pragmalinguistic resources was to a lesser extent. Also, learners (especially HU 

learners) started to adopt scientific concepts to explain their understandings of the situations.   
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Chapter 6: Scenario Results and Analysis 

 
6.1. Introduction 

This chapter details the analysis of scenarios acted out by learners. It is divided into two main 

sections: pre- and post-scenarios analysis and individuals’ (qualitative) data analysis. Pre- and post-

scenarios analysis compares participants’ performances in the pre- and post-scenarios. Participants’ 

performance is analysed according to three dimensions: head acts (HA), internal modifications (IM), 

and external modifications (EM). Also, data of HIL and EL groups are compared to investigate any 

differences between the two groups. The second section details data of all scenarios (10 scenarios)—

two scenarios in the pre-intervention session, six scenarios within the intervention sessions, and two 

scenarios in the post-intervention session—for each individual (only participants with a complete set 

of data were included in the analysis). In addition, participants’ performances in those scenarios are 

compared to their responses in the interviews to examine any discrepancies between what they 

claimed in the interviews and their actual performance.  

6.2. Pre- and Post-Scenarios 

This section compares learners’ data from scenarios in the pre- and post-intervention sessions. In the 

pre-intervention session, learners were asked to act out two scenarios. Scenario 1 (S1) is about a 

student association president requesting a freshman to postpone an appointment because of a prior 

commitment. Scenario 2 (S2) is about a student requesting from his professor to lend him a book that 

he needs for one of his assignments. Participants were asked to act out the same two scenarios in the 

post-intervention session. The analysis focuses on three dimensions: head act, internal modifications, 

and external modifications.  

Request data were analysed using the cross-cultural speech act realisation project (CCSARP) request 

coding scheme developed by Blum-Kulka et al. (1989a). The CCSARP coding scheme has been 

widely used by cross-cultural and interlanguage request studies. Trosborg’s (1995) coding scheme 
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was consulted, mainly concerning the classification of internal and external modifications, to better 

reflect learners’ request realisation in the current study.  

To identify the head act, the researcher looked for “the minimal unit” of a request following the 

CCSARP classification of head acts according to the level of directness. According to CCSARP, head 

acts are classified into three levels:1) direct strategies which include mood derivable, explicit 

performatives, hedged performatives, obligation statements (locution derivable), and want statements; 

2) conventionally indirect strategies which include suggestory formulae and query preparatory; and 

non-conventionally indirect strategies which include strong hints and mild hints. Head acts were 

formulated at the sentence level. To identify the request sequence components the researcher adapted 

the following steps from Cunningham (2014). First, the researcher read each transcript several times 

to identify the request sequence (of the main request). Then, external modifications were identified 

and marked. Next, the remaining utterance(s) was/were examined to identify and mark internal 

modifications. After the internal and external modifications were excluded, the remaining utterance 

was identified as a head act (HA), which was classified according to the level of directness. The 

whole process was repeated several times to increase reliability.    

6.2.1. Head act 

For the purpose of analysing the head act (HA), only the main HA request that the scenario 

description asked learners to make was considered for the analysis. Other follow up requests’ HAs 

like requesting to set another appointment, asking about directions (S1), or requesting the student to 

take care of the book (S2) were not considered in the analysis here because they carry less weight than 

the main HA request in the conversation, and therefore they are not modified the same way as the HA 

of the main request. Also, some learners produced more than one HA for the main request. In such 

cases, it was considered a multiple-headed request. On the hand, some learners repeated the HA and 

the modifications when the requestee requested for clarification or the like, in which case the repeated 

HA and modifications were not included in the coding because they were considered related to a 

secondary request.  
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Following the CCSARP coding scheme, the HA of main request used by learners was classified 

according to the level of directness into direct, conventionally indirect, and non-conventionally 

indirect. Direct strategies used by participants were divided into mood derivable, hedged 

performative, locution derivable, and want statement. Conventionally indirect strategies included 

query preparatory—which was further divided into ability, permission, possibility, and willingness. 

Non-conventionally indirect strategies used by learners included only one strong hint (see Table 6.1.). 

As Table 6.1. shows, in the pre-scenarios, out of a total 18 strategies, learners produced 61.1% (11)3 

direct strategies compared to only 33.3% (6) conventionally indirect strategies and 5.5% (1) non-

conventionally indirect strategies. It is worth noting that the actual number of HAs in the pre-

scenarios is 17 (not 18) but one HIL4 participant used permission and possibility strategies in one 

request, which he phrased as “if it would be possible if I could borrow some of them from you.” In the 

post-scenarios, in contrast, learners’ realisation of direct strategies decreased to 6 (30%) and that of 

conventionally indirect increased to 14 (70%) out of total 20 request strategies (see Table 6.1.). This 

suggests that learners broadened their repertoire of request strategies, as it is detailed below. While 

the frequencies of mood derivable, hedged performative and locution derivable decreased notably in 

the post-scenarios, no major difference was found in the frequency of want statement strategies 

between the pre- and post-scenarios. The use of want statement in the post-scenarios may be related to 

several factors. First, it may indicate that those learners haven’t yet fully internalized other forms, so 

they resorted to translating and transferring from their L1. Second, it may be due to the fact that they 

misjudged the weight of the social factors involved, especially the social power factor—taking into 

consideration that all these strategies but one were used in scenario 1, which involves requesting from 

someone who has lower social status than the speaker. Third, it may indicate that some learners 

haven’t yet become fully aware of the meaning of this strategy in American English.  

 
3 Numbers in brackets represents the actual number of the strategy realized by learners  
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Table 6. 1.  

Head act strategies according to the level of directness for scenario 1 and scenario 2 (pre and post) 

Level of 
directness Strategy type 

Pre-Scenarios Post-Scenarios 
HIL EL Total HIL EL Total 

Direct 

Mood derivable 9.09% 
(1) 

14.29% 
(1) 

11.11% 
(2) 0 0 0 

Hedged 
performative 

9.09% 
(1) 0 5.56% 

(1) 0 0 0 

Locution 
derivable 

9.09% 
(1) 

14.29% 
(1) 

11.11% 
(2) 

9.09% 
(1) 0 5.00% 

(1) 
Want statement 18.18% 

(2) 
57.14% 

(4) 
33.33% 

(6) 
9.09% 

(1) 
44.44% 

(4) 
25.00% 

(5) 
Total of direct strategies 45.45% 

(5) 
85.71% 

(6) 
61.11% 

(11) 
18.18
% (2) 

44.44% 
(4) 

30% 
(6) 

Conventionally 
indirect (query 
preparatory) 

Ability 27.27% 
(3) 

14.29% 
(1) 

22.22% 
(4) 0 44.44% 

(4) 
20.00% 

(4) 
Permission 9.09% 

(1) 0 5.56% 
(1) 0 11.11% 

(1) 
5.00% 

(1) 
Possibility 9.09% 

(1) 0 5.56% 
(1) 

45.4% 
(5) 0 25.00% 

(5) 
Willingness 0 0 0 36.3% 

(4) 0 20.00% 
(4) 

Total of conventionally indirect 
strategies  

45.45% 
(5) 

14.29% 
(1) 

33.3% 
(6) 

81.8% 
(9) 

55.56% 
(5) 

70.0% 
(14) 

Non-
conventionally 
indirect 

Strong hint 9.09% 
(1) 0 5.56% 

(1) 0 0 0 

Total of all strategies 100% 
(11) 

100% 
(7) 

100% 
(18) 

100% 
(11) 

100% 
(9) 

100% 
(20) 

EL3 and EL8 data lend support to the first claim. HIL3 indicated when answering a question about 

what strategies he would use in post-S1, he stated that he would use “kindly ability or permission to 

delay the appointment.” But when he performed the scenario, he said, “I want to delay our 

appointment.” Also, EL8 indicated in her post-interview that she would use strategies like “can I, 

could you, can you,” and “please” even with small requests. Despite saying that, she requested by 

saying “I want to change the time of appointment” when she performed S1. This may suggest that 

even though HIL3 and EL8 were aware of other strategies, their developmental level had not yet 

enabled them to use those strategies and that they depended on L1 transfer of “want statement.” This 

claim is in line with Al-Momani’s (2009) study, which compared Jordanian Arabic and American 

English requests. Al-Momani’s findings showed that direct strategies (e.g., mood derivable and want 
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statement) of native speakers of Arabic and Arab EFL participants constituted 43.2% and 32.2% of 

their requests, respectively, while direct strategies of native speakers of American English (AE) 

constituted only 11.3% of their request strategies. He attributed the significant difference between 

EFL group and AE group to the influence of the first language on EFL learners.  

Also, HIL7 indicated before S1 that she would present herself as equal to the hearer, but she stated 

that she had the right to change the appointment because she was the president of the student 

association.  

HIL7: Here in this situation I'm gonna present myself to Jane by using the social equal, 

and also, I’m gonna cancel my appointment with Jane because I have an 

appointment with the dental, and I can do that because I am the leader of the 

student association.… I’m gonna just say the name directly of "Jane" and then "I’ll 

change the appointment with you" etc. because I’m the leader of the student 

association. 

HIL7, Post-S1, rehearsal stage 

This may indicate that even though she thought she would present herself as equal, by thinking that 

she had the right to change the appointment just because she was the president of the association, she 

was viewing the relationship with the hearer through the lenses of her first language culture, in which 

social status differences of a context are often viewed as more important than that of the American 

culture of the same context.   

Concerning conventionally indirect strategies, in the pre-scenarios, learners used ability mainly, and 

to a lesser extent, permission and possibility. No one used willingness strategy in the pre-scenarios. In 

the post-scenarios, the frequencies of possibility, and willingness increased notably. As for the non-

conventionally indirect, strong hint was used only one time in the pre-scenarios and none in the post-

scenarios.   
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Additionally, some learners made mistakes in their word choices of the main verb of the head act. To 

illustrate, in S2 some learners used “bring” or “give” instead of “borrow” or “lend”, which affected 

the intended meaning of the head act.  

6.2.1.1. HIL versus EL performance  

HIL and EL participants varied in their use of head acts. Although no major difference was found in 

the use of direct strategies as a whole between the two groups across the pre- and post-scenarios, HILs 

used “want statements” less often than ELs did in both pre- and post-scenarios.  

Overall, HILs performed better than ELs in the realisation of conventionally indirect strategies in the 

post-scenarios. In the pre-scenarios, the frequency of ability requests of HILs was higher than that of 

ELs. Also, HILs used permission and possibility with 9.09% (1) frequency each in the pre-scenarios, 

while ELs used none. In the post-scenarios, on the other hand, HILs used no ability or permission 

requests and increased the use of possibility and willingness requests. However, ELs' frequencies of 

ability and permission strategies increased with no use possibility or willingness strategies in the post-

scenarios. The pattern of the realisation of conventionally indirect strategies by HILs in the pre- and 

post-scenarios suggests that HILs were already aware of the use of ability and permission (e.g., can 

you, could you, can I, and could I) in the pre-scenarios. Thus, in the post-scenarios, they moved 

toward using newly learned complex strategies or strategies they knew but didn’t use before—

possibility (e.g., would it be possible to) and willingness strategies (e.g., would you mind) were the 

most obvious ones. On the other hand, the use of only one conventionally indirect strategy (ability) by 

ELs in the pre-scenarios and the increased use of ability and permission with no use of possibility or 

willingness in the post-scenarios may indicate that while ELs were able to incorporate simple 

grammatical structures like “could I,” and “can you” in their main requests’ HAs in the post-

scenarios, they were not ready yet, due to their low proficiency level, to utilize more complex 

structures like “would it be ok to” and “would you mind” into their main requests.   
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To conclude, both HIL and EL groups showed development in performance of head acts in the post-

scenarios compared to the pre-scenarios. Both groups decreased their use of direct strategies and 

increased their use of conventionally indirect strategies in the post-scenarios. However, the two 

groups differed in their choices of conventionally indirect strategies, with the HIL favouring 

possibility and willingness strategies, while EL produced ability and permission strategies. This can 

be ascribed to the proficiency levels of the groups. HIL may have favoured more complex willingness 

and possibility strategies because their proficiency level allowed them to use these structures. On the 

other hand, not using preparatory and willingness strategies by EL learners in the post-interviews may 

indicate that their proficiency level did not yet allow them to use those complex structures.  

6.2.2. Internal modifications 

Internal modification is achieved using mitigating devices within the HA. Internal modifications are 

divided into downgraders (i.e., devices that tone down or mitigate the impact an utterance is likely to 

have on the hearer) and upgraders (i.e., devices that intensify the impact an utterance is likely to have 

on the hearer). Since in requests the former are particularly relevant (Trosborg, 1995), they will be the 

focus of the current study. The two widely adopted coding schemes of request analysis, Blum-Kulka 

et al (1989) and Trosborg (1995), distinguished between two types of internal modifications: syntactic 

and lexical/phrasal modifications. The current study adopts Trosborg’s coding scheme for internal 

modifications because it includes more detailed coding that better represented my data, such as 

embedded clauses. According to Trosborg (1995), syntactic modifications include using different 

grammatical structures like questions (e.g., can you open the door?) versus statements (e.g., you can 

open the door), tag questions (lend me your book, will you?) conditional clauses (e.g., I want your 

book, if you don’t mind), past tense (e.g., I wanted to borrow your book; could you give me the salt?), 

aspect or ing-form (e.g., I was wondering if you…; I was thinking that you…), modals (e.g., I thought 

you might give me a ride) and embedding clauses. She further divided embedding clauses into 

tentative (e.g., I wonder if you…), appreciative (e.g., I would appreciate it if you help me with this), 

and subjective (presenting the speaker personal belief) (e.g., I thought that you would not mind 

lending me your book; I’m afraid you have to clean the room). Lexical/phrasal modifications include 
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words or expressions like politeness markers (e.g., please, kindly), consultative devices (e.g., do you 

think you could …?), downtoners (devices that downtone the imposition of the request) (e.g., just, 

simply, perhaps, possibly, etc.), understatements (devices that minimize some aspects of the request) 

(e.g., a second, a minute, a little bit, etc.), hedges (devices that avoid a precise prepositional 

specification) (e.g., kind of, sort of,  somehow, etc.), and interpersonal markers (devices that maintain 

a good and amiable interpersonal relationship) (e.g., you know, I mean, right? okay?).  

Coding some expressions was challenging due to wrong or inappropriate language use by learners. 

Learners made different grammatical mistakes, especially in the pre-scenarios. For example, HIL1 

used “please” in the form of a conditional clause as follows: “I need uh+ a book that you have if you 

please.” Since this clause has the form of a conditional clause but has the function of an idiomatic 

politeness marker, it was coded as a politeness. Also, coding the following request was challenging: 

“if we can, reschedule the appointment for another time?” It is not very clear whether “if we can” is a 

conditional clause (i.e., internal modification) or an essential part of the HA. Since the learner had a 

short pause after the conditional clause (which was represented by a “comma”), it was decided that it 

is an internal modification and not an essential part of the HA. Also, in one case, a learner separated a 

conditional clause “if you don’t mind” from the HA by a grounder and an imposition minimiser. So, it 

was excluded for the coding of internal modifications, and since it was only one instance, it was not 

included in the coding of the external modifications as well. Finally, in the post-scenarios, two 

learners used the politeness marker “please” externally by separating it from the HA with grounders 

and an imposition minimiser, thus they were excluded from the IM politeness marker.  

Table 6.2. displays the overall frequency of IMs per HA, which increased in the post-scenarios (from 

1.29 to 1.65 per HA). In the post-scenarios, learners adopted new types of IMs such as embedded 

tentative, ing-form, consultative device, and downtoner. They also increased the use of past tense, and 

question. On the other hand, learners decreased the use of conditional clauses notably, which were the 

most used IM in the pre-scenarios. In addition, learners used more syntactic modifications than lexical 

modifications in both the pre- and post-scenarios. Finally, learners’ use of politeness marker “please” 
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decreased in the post-scenarios. Each of the points above are discussed in detail in the following 

sections.  

Table 6. 2.  

Internal modifications realization according to the frequencies per head act in the pre- and post-
scenarios 

  Internal modification Pre-scenarios Post-scenarios 
Syntactic Embedded tentative -  (2) 0.10 

Ing form (aspect) -  (2) 0.10 
Past tense (4) 0.235   (14) 0.70 
Embedded appreciative (1) 0.058  - 
Question (6) 0.353   (11) 0.55 
Conditional clause (7) 0.412   (1) 0.05 

Lexical Consultative device -  (1) 0.05 
Politeness marker (4) 0.235  (1) 0.05  
Downtoner - (1) 0.05  

  SUM (22) 1.294  (25) 1.65  
Note. Numbers between brackets represent the actual number of the internal modification 
 

6.2.2.1. The emergence of new IMs 

New IMs emerged in the post-scenarios including embedded tentative, ing-form, consultative device, 

and downtoner. The embedded tentative and ing-form were use in the “I was wondering if…” 

formulaic expression and the consultative devices were in the form of “do you think …” and “would 

you mind….” The emergence of new IMs in the post-scenarios suggests that learners broadened their 

repertoire of IMs in the post-scenarios.  

6.2.2.2. Increased use of some IMs 

Learners also increased the frequencies of questions and past tense. The increase of questions 

represented in the increase of indirect request strategies, especially query preparatory strategies such 

as “would you be willing to…,” “is there any chance…,” and “would it be possible…” Past tense 

frequency increase was observed in the use of “could you/I…,” “I was wondering…,” “I wanted…,” 

and “would you….” These increases of frequencies are expected since learners started to adopt new 

request strategies in the form of questions and past tense.  
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6.2.2.3. Decreased use of some IMs 

On the other hand, learners largely decreased the use of conditional clauses in the post-scenarios (see 

Table 6.2.). Conditional clauses included expressions such as “if we can,” “if you don’t mind”, and “if 

you have a book.” This decrease may show there was an increased understanding of the appropriate 

IM to employ. Al-Momani found that conditional clauses were the second most frequent IM (where 

the politeness marker “please” was the most frequent IM) used by both Jordanian Arab native 

speakers and Jordanian Arab EFL learners. Along similar lines, Ghaleb (2003) indicated that Arab 

learners use conditional clauses to soften their requests similarly to “please” and he attributed this use 

to the L1 influence. These two studies provide evidence that learners in in the present study were 

influenced by their Arabic L1 norms in the pre-scenarios—through the extensive use of conditional 

clauses in the pre-scenarios—and that they may have become aware of this fact in the post-scenarios 

as evidenced in the notable decrease of this modification.    

6.2.2.4. Syntactic versus lexical modifications 

As Figure 6.1. shows, syntactic modifications were the most frequent in both pre- and post-scenarios. 

In the pre-scenarios, the syntactic modifications constituted 81.8% (18 of 22) of the IMs, while in the 

post-scenarios they increased to 90.9% (30 of 33). The increase was not only in the number but also in 

the adoption of new types such as embedded tentative and ing-form. Despite the decrease of lexical 

modification in the post-scenarios, learners adopted new types such as consultative devices and 

downtoners.  
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Figure 6. 1.  

IMs use in the pre- and post-scenarios 

 
 

The high frequency of syntactic IMs in the pre-scenarios were of three types: conditional clauses, 

questions, and past tense. The use of conditional clauses, as explained above, were due to the 

pragmatic interference from L1. The use of questions and past tense were mainly due to the use of 

conventionally indirect requests such as “could you,” “can you,” “would you,” etc. In the post-

scenarios, learners decreased the use of conditional clauses but increased the use of conventionally 

indirect questions (partly due to learning new forms such as “would you be willing to”) and adopted 

new grammatical structures such as embedded tentative structures and ing-form. Also, not using new 

lexical IMs in the post-scenarios can be partly attributed to the fact that grammatical structures were 

the focus in the intervention program (because the researcher believe that they were more complex 

and need more attention), which may have led learners to pay less attention to the lexical 

modifications. Trosborg’s (1995) results showed that the syntactic modifications of the Danish 

learners of English were between 75.5% to 82.3% of IM. Similarly, she attributed that partly to the 
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frequent use of questions and past tense by learners. She pointed out that when learners adopt a 

routinized formula (e.g., I wonder if), they may overuse it and exclude other forms.   

6.2.2.5. Politeness marker 

The frequency of the politeness marker “please” was 0.235/HA (4) in the pre-scenarios. This number 

decreased to only 0.05/HA (1) in the post-scenarios. This result may appear a little surprising 

considering the inclusion of the politeness marker “please” in the literature and the focus on it in 

teaching practices and curriculums. However, this finding is not unprecedented. Trosborg (1995) and 

Economidou-Kogetsidis (2008) had similar results. Trosborg’s (1995) findings showed a lack of 

“please” in English learners’ data. She ascribed that result to several possible factors. First, she 

indicated that there are restrictions on the co-occurrence of “please.” Hedging markers may not co-

occur easily with “please” in requests. Consider the following request: “I thought that maybe you 

wouldn’t mind giving me a hand (*please)” (p. 258). The addition of “please” to this request seems 

(slightly) odd. Similarly, structures like “I was wondering if…” that learners used in the post-

scenarios may be (slightly) odd if used with “please.” Trosborg suggested that the “the difficulty 

seems to lie in hedging the illocutionary force of the request (by means of the embedding clause), 

while at the same time adding please, which does not blur the requestive intent of the utterance.” 

The low frequency of “please” occurrence can also be explained in the light of the type of request 

situation since all “please” occurrences in the present study were in S2 (a student requests a book 

from his professor) only. No one used “please” in the main head act of S1 (a president of student 

association requesting from a freshman to reschedule an appointment). This can be due to several 

reasons. First, the type of request (i.e. rescheduling an appointment)—which one of the learners 

referred to as an embarrassing request—from someone of (slightly) lower social status than the 

speaker may not seem appropriate to use “please” with, as it may sound like pleading. Alazzawie 

(2014) suggested that one of the meanings of the common spoken Iraqi Arabic word “yamawwad” 

“ دوعمی ” when used as a pleading can be translated into “please” in English, which may mean that 

learners in the current study didn’t use “please” in S1 to avoid sound like pleading. Second, learners 
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may consider that this type of situation requires complex structures. This can be illustrated in EL3’s 

response when he was asked what strategies he would use for S1’s request. He said that he would use 

“do you think,” which he explained by saying “let’s say depending on my status. It is a high 

politeness form. I would normally use less polite form. But here because I am changing the thing. I 

am in a somewhat embarrassing situation. Therefore, I'll have to be a little more polite and humble.” 

EL3 considered this situation to be somewhat embarrassing and needing a more polite request form 

than what he would normally use, which suggests that he avoided using “please” because he knew it 

was typically used to request for small requests (Trosborg, 1995).    

6.2.2.6. HIL versus EL performance  

As can be seen from Figure 6.2., no major difference was detected between the two groups’ 

performance regarding the use of IM except the utilization of past tense. Although HIL learners used 

past tense more often than EL learners did in the pre-scenarios, EL learners made use of past tense 

more often than the HIL learners did in the post-scenarios. This could be related to the adoption of 

more “could you/I” forms by EL learners, compared to HIL learners who preferred more complex 

structures like “Is there any chance” and “would you be willing to” in the post-scenarios. Also, HIL 

learners adopted new IM like embedded tentative and ing-form (i.e., I was wondering), while no such 

modifications were observed in EL learners.  
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Figure 6. 2.  

The use of internal modifications by HIL and EL groups in the pre- and post-scenarios 

 

 
 

To sum up, in the post-scenarios, learners’ performance improved regarding IMs realization in three 

dimensions: first, new IMs emerged (e.g., embedded tentative and ing-from); second, conditional 

clauses decreased notably; and third, questions and past tense increased notably. However, these 

changes were mainly in the syntactic modifications. The learners demonstrated limited change in the 

lexical modifications in the post-scenarios, which can be attributed to learners’ inclination to adopt 

newly learned formulaic expressions and to the fact that lexical modifications received less attention 

than syntactic modifications in the intervention program.  
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6.2.3.  External modifications 

Whereas internal modifications are achieved by mitigating devices occurring within the HA, external 

modifications occur before and/or after the head. The analysis of the external modifications (EM) of 

the present study used the CCSARP coding scheme by Blum-Kulka et al. (1989a) and included 

elements from Trosborg’s (1995) model (sweeteners) and Al-Momani’s (2009) study (apology, self-

introduction, and small talk) to better represent the data. Only EMs that were directly related to the 

main request HA were included in the coding. Other supportive moves (i.e., EM) that were related to 

secondary requests (e.g., inquiring about the location of the office in Pre-S1) were excluded from the 

coding. It is worth noting that because some participants couldn’t attend the pre or post-sessions with 

the rest of the participants, they had to pair with the researcher (where the researcher always played 

the role of the requestee). Thus, the number of scenarios recorded (hence, the number of HAs) in the 

pre- and post-scenarios is not the same—17 pre-scenarios and 20 post-scenarios. 

As can be seen from Table 6.3., there were no major differences in the realization of EM between the 

pre- and post-scenarios except the use of imposition minimiser. In the pre-scenarios, the total 

frequency of EM was 2.882 per HA, while in the post-scenarios, it slightly decreased to 2.65 per HA. 

The most used EM was the “grounder”, whose frequencies were 0.941 and 1.05 in the pre- and post-

scenarios, respectively. “Preparator” was the second most frequent EM with 0.588 and 0.55 

frequencies in the pre- and post-scenarios, respectively. As regards “imposition minimiser,” its 

frequencies were 0.059 (1) and 0.2 (4) in the pre-scenarios and post-scenarios, respectively, which 

were all in S2.  
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Table 6. 3.  

External modifications realization according to the frequencies per head act in pre- and post-
scenarios 

 Frequencies per head act 
 Pre-scenarios Post-scenarios 

External 
modification type 

pre-head-
act 

post-head-
act Sum pre-head-

act 
post-head-

act Sum 

Grounder 0.529 (9)  0.412 (7)  0.941 (16)  0.550 (11)  0.500 (10)  1.050 (21)  
Preparator 0.706 (12)  - 0.706 (12)  0.600 (12)  - 0.600 (12) 
Apology 0.471 (8)  0.118 (2)  0.588 (10)  0.300 (6)  0.050 (1)  0.350 (7)  
Small talk 0.412 (7)  - 0.412 (7)  0.300 (6)  - 0.300 (6)  
Disarmer 0.059 (1)  - 0.059 (1)  0.050 (1)  - 0.050 (1)  
Self-introduction 0.059 (1)  - 0.059 (1)  0.100 (2)  - 0.100 (2)  
Sweetener 0.059 (1)  - 0.059 (1)  - - - 
Imposition 
minimiser - 0.059 (1)  0.059 (1)  - 0.200 (4)  0.200 (4)  

Total frequency 
of EMs per HA 2.294 0.588 2.882 1.850 0.750 2.650 

Total no. of EM (39) (10) (49) (38) (15) (53) 
Note. EM = external modification(s), HA= head act, no. of head acts in the pre-scenarios = 17, no. of 
head acts in the post-scenarios = 20. Numbers in brackets are the actual number of external 
modification(s) 

The nature of EM makes it difficult to understand the data without delving into some details. Thus, 

the three most frequent EM (grounder, preparator, and apology) will be analysed, in addition to 

imposition minimiser, which showed a notable increase compared to other EMs.  

6.2.3.1. Grounders 

Grounders were found to be the most frequently observed EM in both the pre- and post-scenarios. 

This corroborates previous studies that found that grounders were the most frequent EM used by both 

L1 speakers and L2 learners (Economidou-Kogetsidis, 2008, 2009; House & Kasper, 1987; Reiter, 

2000; Trosborg, 1995). Grounders can be considered as a cooperative strategy since by providing the 

reason for the request, the requester is showing consideration to the requestee who is in turn expected 

to be more understanding and willing to cooperate (Reiter, 2000). However, the effectiveness of 
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grounders cannot be seen through just the number of grounders provided per HA. The quality and the 

relevance of what is being said (i.e., the Gricean maxims of quality and relevance) are of vital 

importance. If the reason given includes insufficient information or if it includes unnecessary 

information, it may not achieve the expected effect. The same applies to providing irrelevant 

information. In this respect, consider the example below:  

EL3:   Yeah. Right, I'm sorry but I want to tell you I'm too busy now. ((grounder)) If you 

don't wonder uh ++ won-  

I:     Mind? 

EL3:   If you don’t mind, we want to change our appointment ((HA)) because I have 

special issues with a dental, because my teeth it ache me. ((grounder)) 

EL3, Pre-S1 

In this example, EL3 had two problems with his grounders. First, he provided a grounder before the 

HA without any information “but I want to tell you I’m too busy now.” Then, his post-head-act 

grounder included unnecessary personal information “because my teeth it ache me.”   

EL3’s grounder got better in the post-scenario, however. Here, he only mentioned that he had “a very 

important appointment with a dentist.”   

EL3:   Of course I remember that but I don't know what I say you, but do you think we 

can change our appointment to the next week? ((HA)) because I have a very 

important appointment with a dentist. ((grounder)) 

EL3, Post-S1 

EL6 provided verbose grounders before and after the HA in the post-S1. His grounders included 

repetitive and unnecessary information.  

EL6:   Yea, John I am so sorry because I’m don’t remember +uh + this day+ I have 

appointment with a dental ((grounder)) and I want to change his appointment with 
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you ((HA)) because I have too many work with you and I am so busy. Yes, I know 

this day appointment with you but I’m don’t remember because I have appointment 

with dental and I am so busy. ((grounder)) If you can. If you want ++ change his 

appointment to another day, I will be so happy. 

EL6, Post-S1 

It is obvious that EL6’s proficiency level was affecting his request. The lengthy grounders may be 

explained in light of the “playing it safe” strategy by learners (House & Kasper, 1987). House and 

Kasper indicated that learners who produce verbose requests may think that “the more that is said, the 

likelier it is that some of it will be effective (39). For example, by repeating himself (e.g., “I’m don’t 

remember … I have appointment with a dental … but I’m don’t remember because I have 

appointment with a dental”) and by providing unnecessary and even irrelevant information (“I have 

too many work with you and I am so busy”), EL6 maybe was trying to make sure that he was 

understood.   

Although the frequency of grounder did not change much in the post-scenarios, some learners showed 

signs of improvements in the quality of grounders they used. Other learners continued to produce 

verbose, insufficient, or irrelevant grounders, despite the fact that some of them showed increased 

awareness of grounder quality in the post-scenarios.   

6.2.3.2. Preparators  

Preparators are the second most frequent EM produced by learners, again, in both the pre- and post-

scenarios. They are used by the requester to prepare the requestee for the coming request. This can be 

done by checking availability (e.g., are you free?), or informing the requestee that a request is 

following (e.g., I have a request to make). However, the requester doesn’t tell the requestee the 

content of the request at this stage. Contrary to grounders, preparators’ use decreased slightly in the 

post-scenarios comparing to the pre-scenarios.  
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In the post-scenarios, learners generally used brief preparators like HIL7, as shown below.  

HIL9:   Oh Mr. Smith, I have an appointment with you. 

HIL7:   Oh, look Jane, about that, I was coming to you already, ((preparator)) I will change 

my appointment with you to another day ((HA)) because I have an appointment 

with a dental. 

HIL7, post-S1 

The preparator in this scenario flowed naturally and prepared the hearer for the following HA.   

On the other hand, some learners like EL3 produced verbose preparators and included unnecessary or 

irrelevant information. He made two lengthy preparators and inappropriate word choice. He said, 

“you demand an appointment with me,” which gives an indication that he is upset by the hearer, while 

the rest of his speech doesn’t show that. He also repeated ideas such as “I remember we have an 

appointment” and “of course I remember that.” It is obvious that his language proficiency is getting in 

the way. As with EL6’s grounder, EL3 may have produced a lengthy preparator to make sure that he 

said what he wanted to say.   

EL3:   I remember we have an appointment, next week. Uh last week you come me and 

you request or you demand an appointment with me. ((preparator)) 

I:        Ok.  

EL3:   Of course I remember that but I don't know what I say you, ((preparator)) but do 

you think we can change our appointment to the next week? ((HA)) because I have 

a very important appointment with a dentist. 

EL3, post-S1 

Also, HIL2 made an inappropriate word that affected the meaning of the preparator (in the post-

scenario). He said, “I have a big favour to ask from you,” to request a book in S2. Using “big” in a 

preparator gives a false indication to the hearer that the request size is big, while it is not, in the 

context of S2. Other than the word “big” the rest of the preparator was totally fine. This suggests that 
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either HIL2 misjudged the size of the request or the social power and/or social distance between him 

and the professor.  

While some learners produced brief and appropriate preparators, others preparators continued to be 

lengthy, repetitive and included inappropriate word choices. This may suggest that the low 

proficiency level, especially for EL learners, led them to produce repetitive and lengthy preparators. 

The inappropriate word choice can be due to the proficiency level or to the misjudgment of the weight 

of the social factors.  

6.2.3.3. Apologies 

Apologies are the third most frequent EM used by learners (see Table 6.3.). Brown and Levinson 

(1987) indicated that by apologizing for doing a face-threatening act, like a request, "the speaker can 

indicate his reluctance to impinge on [hearer's] negative face and thereby partially redress that 

impingement" (p187). In the current study, learners apologized for interruption or rescheduling an 

appointment. It is noteworthy that all apologies except two (in S2) were offered in the rescheduling 

appointment scenario (S1). The apologies in S2 were offered at the beginning of the conversation for 

interrupting the hearer (both by ELs)— “I am sorry for interrupting you” (Pre-S2), and “I’m sorry 

maybe I am taking your time” (Post-S2). All other apologies in S1 were related to postponing or 

rescheduling the appointment. This may indicate that the nature of the request is what triggered 

learners to employ the apology strategy in S2. Learners may have considered that because the S1 

request was about changing commitments, which may not be convenient to the requestee, they had to 

apologize. In the post-scenarios, in contrast, learners decreased the frequency of apology compared to 

the pre-scenarios, which may suggest that they became more aware of the small size of the request.   

6.2.3.4. Imposition minimisers  

Imposition minimisers are strategies that are employed by speakers to reduce the cost to the hearer, 

thus, to increase the likelihood of the hearer’s compliance. This can be done by promising a reward or 

by reducing the size of the request. For example, in S2 some learners promised to return the book in a 
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short period, which reduced the imposition. Table 6.3. shows that in the post-scenarios, learners 

increasingly used imposition minimisers 0.200 /HA (4), compared to the pre-scenarios 0.059 /HA (1). 

This suggests increased awareness of this strategy in the post-scenarios. All the imposition minimisers 

were mentioned in S2, which again suggests that the nature of the request influenced the type of 

strategy used by learners, meaning that learners were not only aware of this strategy, but also 

developed an understanding of what context it should be used in. 

6.2.3.5. HIL versus EL performance 

As Table 6. 4. displays, in the post-scenarios, EL group decreased the use of EMs per HA, compared 

to the pre-scenarios. HIL group, on the other hand, slightly increased the realization of EM per HA in 

the post-scenarios, compared to the pre-scenarios.  

Table 6.4.  

Realization of External modifications by HIL and EL groups in the pre- and post-scenarios according 
to the frequency pre head act 

 Frequencies per head act 
  Pre-Scenarios Post-Scenarios 
External modification type HIL (10) EL (7) HIL (11) EL (9) 
Grounder 0.800 1.143 1.000 1.111 
Preparator 0.500 0.714 0.636 0.444 
Apology 0.600 0.571 0.364 0.333 
Small talk 0.300 0.571 0.273 0.333 
Getting a pre-commitment 0.100 0.143 0.091 - 
Self-introduction - 0.143 - 0.222 
Sweetener - 0.143 - - 
Imposition minimiser 0.100 - 0.273 0.111 
Disarmer - 0.143 - 0.111 
Total frequency of EMs per HA 2.400 3.571 2.636 2.667 
Total no. of EM 24 25 29 24 

Note. EM = external modification, HA= head act, no. of head acts used by HILs in the pre-scenarios = 
10, no. of head acts used by HILs in the post-scenarios = 11, no. of head acts used by ELs in the pre-
scenarios = 7, no. of head acts used by ELs in the post-scenarios = 9.  
 

To conclude section 6.2.3., numbers did not show notable differences in learners’ performance 

between the pre- and post-scenarios regarding EMs except in the use of imposition minimiser. 
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Analyses of the three most frequent EMs (the grounder, the preparator, and the apology) and the 

imposition minimiser revealed the following findings. First, while some learners showed 

improvements, others continued to make verbose, irrelevant or insufficient grounders and/or 

preparators. Second, apologies were made mostly in S1 (rescheduling an appointment) which 

indicates that learners viewed this situation as requiring an apology. However, in the post-scenarios, 

the frequency of apology decreased, implying that the learners changed their understanding of the 

social factors and thus the need to apologize. Third, learners produced more imposition minimisers in 

the post-scenarios than in the pre-scenarios, which were all made in S2 suggesting that they developed 

an understanding of this strategy including when to use it, after the intervention program.  

6.2.4. Summary 

To sum up section 6.2, participants’ performances were analysed in three dimensions—HA, IMs, and 

EMs—and compared in the pre- and post-scenarios. In the post-scenarios, learners decreased the 

frequencies of direct strategies (e.g. I have to…), increased the frequencies of conventionally indirect 

strategies (e.g., could you…), and adopted new conventionally indirect strategies (e.g., would it be 

possible…). On the other hand, some learners (mainly EL learners) continued to use direct strategies, 

and some learners made inappropriate word choices in the main verb of the HA (e.g., could you bring 

me your book please?) in the post-scenarios.  

Similarly, in the post-scenarios, the use of IMs changed in three ways: first, the emergence of new 

IMs (embedded tentative and ing-form); second, the decrease of the frequency of conditional clauses; 

and third, the increase of the frequency of past and questions. However, the changes were mainly in 

the syntactic modifications; the development of lexical modifications was limited. 

Unlike HAs and IMs, limited changes in the use of EMs were observed. An analysis of the three most 

frequent EMs (i.e., grounder, preparator, and apology) in the post-scenarios showed that while some 

learners demonstrated improvements in their grounders/preparators, others continued to make 

verbose, insufficient and/or irrelevant ones. The frequency of apologies decreased indicating an 
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improvement in the post-scenarios. Also, in the post-scenarios, the frequency of imposition 

minimisers increased notably indicating adoption of this strategy by learners.  

The changes in the use of HA, IMs, and to a lesser extent of EMs may indicate that learners improved 

their understanding of those strategies and started to internalize them. However, a fine-tuned, 

contextualized qualitative analysis is needed to evaluate learners’ performances more robustly.    

Finally, HIL and EL showed varied performance across the three dimensions of analysis. In the post-

scenarios, HIL learners adopted more complex head act structures (e.g., “would you be willing to,” 

and “would it be ok”) and reduced the use of “want statements” notably. EL learners, on the other 

hand, used less complex structures (e.g., “could you” and “can I”) and continued to use “want 

statements.” As regards the use of IMs in the post-scenarios, HIL utilized new forms such as 

embedding and ing-form, while EL used more past tense. Last, EL learners (who produced a notably 

higher frequency of EMs than HIL learners did in the pre-scenarios) decreased their EMs to a similar 

level of HIL learners’ (whose EMs did not change much from the pre-scenarios). 

6.3. Qualitative Data Analysis 

 As numbers do not provide a complete picture of what is happening, it is pertinent to conduct a 

qualitative analysis of individual learner’s performance. In this section, learners’ data in the scenarios 

will be presented and analyzed qualitatively. First, summarized performance data for each learner will 

be presented in the form of a table, to examine the overall performance of the learner. Following that, 

specific requests from pre-session, intervening sessions, and post-session scenarios will be presented 

and analysed in context using the microgenetic approach described in chapter three.  

Due to the fact that some learners missed some sessions, some data of those learners were missing. 

Therefore, only learners who had full set of data of pre- and post-interviews, and at least one scenario 

(performing as a requester) of each of the five pairs of scenarios learners were asked to perform, (1) 

Pre-S1 & Pre-S2, (2) S3 & S4, (3) S5 & S6, (4) S7 & S8, and (5) Post-S1 & Post-S2. A total of nine 

learners (five HIL learners and four EL learners) qualified for the analysis. For each learner, the pre-
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scenarios, the intervening scenarios, and the post-scenarios are analysed and compared.  For scenarios 

showing similar performance, only one of them will be analysed.  

6.3.1.  HIL1. 

HIL1 is a male HIL learner. As is evident from Table 6.5., HIL1 use of head act strategies went 

through notable changes. In the pre-scenarios, he used direct strategies including mood derivable and 

hedged performative. In the following scenarios, he produced indirect strategies including possibility 

(which was the most used strategy), ability, and willingness. It is clear that HIL1 developed 

preference in the query preparatory possibility strategy as a HA strategy. He modified his HAs 

internally mainly using past tense form, and the routinized formula “I was wondering if” (syntactic 

IM) and the politeness marker “please” (lexical IM). HIL1 modified his HA externally using 

grounders extensively, and to a lesser extent, preparators. Examining specific scenarios will help to 

better understand HIL1’s requesting behavior.  

Table 6. 5.  

Overview of HIL1's request behaviour 

 Strategy type: Pre-
S1 

Pre-
S2 

S3 S5 S6 S7 S8 Post-
S1 

Post-
S2 

 Head acts:          
Direct Mood derivable 1                 

Hedged performative   1               
Conventionally 
indirect 

QP\Ability     1              
QP\Willingness       1           
QP\Possibility         1 1 1 1 1 

 Internal 
modifications: 

                  

Syntactic  Embedded tentative     1       1   1 
Ing form (aspect)     1       1   1 
Past tense   1  1 1  1  1  1  1 1 
Question 1             1   
Conditional clause 1                 
Politeness marker   1 1       1     

 External 
modifications: 

                  

 Grounder 1   1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
 Preparator       1 1     1   
 Apology 1       1         
 Small talk   1              1 
 Imposition minimiser                 1 
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In Pre-S1 (a student association president requests a freshman to change an appointment), HIL1 

started with an apology, followed by a grounder as EM, then he requested using a mood derivable 

strategy, which was modified internally by a conditional clause.  

HIL1:   Ok, I’m really sorry ((apology)), I have a dental appointment today and I forgot to 

tell you about it ((grounder)), so if we can ((conditional clause)), reschedule the 

appointment for another time? ((question)) ((HA, mood derivable)) 

HIL1, Pre-S1 

Even though he used the conditional clause “if we can,” it was not enough to reduce the force of the 

HA, which was too direct. He also provided unnecessary information in the grounder (and I forgot to 

tell you about it).  

In the intervening scenarios, HIL1 demonstrated varying levels of performance. In S3 (a professor 

requests his student to fill out a survey), he showed control over the use of EMs, IMs, and HA.  

HIL1:   Hello John. 

HIL5:   Hello professor. 

HIL1:   mm+ I'm doing a research study about student writing level. And+ I'm collecting 

some data through a survey that will take 10 to 15 minutes ((grounder)), so I was 

wondering if ((embedded tentative, past, and ing form)) you can help me with that 

survey ((HA, query preparatory ability)). Please ((politeness marker)). 

HIL1, S3 

Here, he first provided an informative grounder including all the necessary information such as the 

nature and length of the commitment. Then he followed it with a HA formulated as a preparatory 

ability embedded in a tentative clause “I was wondering if.”  He ended his request with a politeness 

marker “please.” The HA along with the IM and EM seem to be used appropriately considering the 

social factors P, D, and S in this situation. The use of “please,” however, may seem slightly odd when 
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used with the embedded tentative “I was wondering.” This may explain why HIL1 used it as if it was 

an EM separating it from the HA with a full stop.  

In S5 (requesting a flatmate to buy a coke), HIL1’s performance slightly faltered. The use of EM and 

HA strategy were slightly incongruent with the small size of the request and the relatively close 

relationship between the interlocutors. He started the preparator with “I was wondering,” then he 

paused shortly and followed it by a question about the availability, which may suggest uncertainty of 

the use of “I was wondering.” The grounder included unnecessary information, “I'm really uh 

hungry.” Asking about the willingness using “would you be willing to” may be too polite for such a 

small request.  

HIL1:   Hey Dan. 

HIL5:    Hey Ali. 

HIL1:   I was wondering, are you going to the supermarket? ((preparator)) 

HIL5:    Yes, I'm going. 

HIL1:   Ok, would you be willing to buy me some coke and drinks? ((question)) ((HA, 

query preparatory willingness)) because I'm really uh hungry and thirsty 

((grounder)).  

HIL1, S5 

Yet, the request in general was natural and conveyed the intended request clearly and briefly.  

In S6, S7 and S8, HIL1 continued to formulate appropriate requests with minimal grammatical and 

pragmatical mistakes. In S6 (requesting a flatmate to give him a ride to the airport), for instance, he 

started with an apology for interrupting the dinner, then he provided a grounder followed by a 

preparator. The HA came last, which was in the form of query preparatory possibility.  

HIL1:   Hey Luca. 

HIL5:   Hey James. 
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HIL1:   Sorry for interrupting your dinner ((apology)). 

HIL5:    No, it's ok. 

HIL1:   I have a flight tomorrow ((grounder)) and I need a ride to the airport ((preparator)), 

so would it be possible to give me a ride to the airport? ((question)) ((HA, query 

preparatory possibility)) 

HIL1, S6 

The use of the EM and the HA were congruent with the size of the request (a ride to the airport) and 

the kind of relationship between the interlocutors.  

In the Post-S1, in contrast to Pre-S1, HIL1 gained control over his use of the HA and modifications 

use.  

HIL1:   Nice to meet you too Jane. Ok, about our appointment ((preparator)), would it be 

ok to reschedule our appointment? ((question)) ((HA, query preparatory 

possibility)) Because I have a dental appointment ((grounder)). 

HIL1, Post-S1 

He started with a preparator to prepare the content, then he made the request using the possibility 

strategy, which was an appropriate choice for the context. He then followed it with a brief grounder to 

justify his request.  

It is clear that HIL1 developed control over his use of request strategies. He developed his HA from 

using simple and direct mood derivable and hedged performative strategies in the pre-scenarios to 

indirect and more complex structures such as query preparatory willingness, ability, and possibility, 

which were mostly appropriately used. HIL1 developed preference for query preparatory possibility 

in particular (which he used in 5 out of 7 scenarios during and after the intervention), which he 

showed a conceptual understanding of in the post-interview—He indicated that by asking about the 

possibility, the speaker actually asks the hearer “if he can do [the action] or not”; and the speaker 
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gives the hearer “a choice” which he considered “would be more polite.” HIL1 showed similar 

development in IMs and EMs. While he used the conditional clause “if we can” in the pre-scenario as 

an IM, he successfully employed the more complex formulae “I was wondering” with query 

preparatory HA. His use of the grounder (EM) also developed from including unnecessary 

information (in the Pre-S1) to more informative (S3) and brief (in Post-S1, S6) depending on the 

social factors of the request situation. Also, his use of other EMs like a preparator and an apology 

were in agreement with the request situation. His requests were not without mistakes, however. For 

instance, his use of the politeness marker “please” was slightly odd in some scenarios. But his 

performance in general indicates that he became increasingly able to control the use of the HAs, IMs, 

and EMs according to the social factors involved. 

6.3.2.  HIL2. 
HIL2 is a male HIL learner. As can be seen from Table 6.6., HIL2 used a variety of indirect HA 

strategies in his requests, including query preparatory ability and permission in the first four 

scenarios, then me used query preparatory possibility and willingness in the last five scenarios.  

Table 6. 6.  

Overview of HIL2's request behaviour 

 Strategy type: Pre-
S2 

S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 S8 Post-
S1 

Post-
S2 

 Head acts:          
Conventionally 
indirect 

QP\Ability 1   1           
QP\Permission   1  1              
QP\Willingness         1   1   1 
QP\Possibility           1   1   

 Internal 
modifications: 

                  

Syntactic  Embedded tentative   1               
Ing form (aspect)   1               
Past tense 1 1 1             
Question 1             1 1 

Lexical  Consultative device             1   1  
Politeness marker 1                 

 External 
modifications: 

                  

 Grounder 1   1 1 1 1 2 1 1 
Preparator 1      1 1 1 1  1 2 
Small talk 1  1 1     1 1     
Imposition minimiser           1     1 
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In Pre-S2 (a student requests a book from his professor), HIL2 started with small talk followed by a 

grounder and a preparator. Then he made his HA using query preparatory ability, which featured three 

IMs, a past tense form, a politeness marker, and a question form.  

HIL2:   Good morning professor, how are you? 

HIL3:   Hey, good morning Trevor, I'm good what about you? 

HIL2:   I'm fine thanks. ((small talk)) xxx Professor, just I'm working on an assignment, 

((grounder)) and I'm looking for a book that you have. ((preparator)) So, could 

((past)) you please ((politeness marker)) lend it to me? ((question)) ((HA, query 

preparatory ability)) 

HIL2, Pre-S2 

Overall, the use of the HA (could you), the IMs, and the EMs was appropriate considering the S, D, 

and P of the situation. However, the problem with his grounder/preparator was that they were not 

informative enough. He didn’t mention, for example, why he could not borrow it from the library or 

what was the name of the book, which were mentioned in the description of the scenario.  

In S3 (a professor requests his student to fill out a survey), after small talk he abruptly made his 

request without any grounder or preparator. While, grounders and/or preparators are not essential 

parts of the request, they are necessary in some request situations to provide the hearer with sufficient 

information to decide. S3 was a situation where there were lots of details about the nature of the 

commitment to be made. So, a grounder and a preparator are necessary in such situation to deliver an 

informative request.  

HIL2:   Hi John, how are you? 

I:   I'm good, professor, how are you? 

HIL2:   I'm fine thanks. ((small talk)) I was wondering if ((embedded tentative, past, and 

ing form)) I could ((past)) take 15 minutes out of your time to participate in my 

survey. ((HA, query preparatory permission)).  
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HIL2, S3 

Although HIL2 mentioned some details within the HA like the length of the commitment, but he 

didn’t mention anything about the nature of the survey.  

In S4 (a graduate assistant student requests a recommendation letter from his supervisor), a grounder 

was provided, but a preparator like “I am required to provide a recommendation letter” would be 

preferable to prepare the hearer for the request to follow and to make the request smoother.  

HIL2:   Hi Sam, how are you? 

I:   I'm good, Ahmad, how are you? 

HIL2:   I'm fine thanks. ((small talk)) I'm applying for teaching in a high school. 

((grounder)) 

I:   That’s very good news. 

HIL2:   So uh+ Could ((past)) you do me a recommendation? ((question)) ((HA, query 

preparatory ability)) 

HIL2, S4 

However, S3 and S4 were the first scenarios acted out during the intervention, and HIL2 did not make 

an abrupt request in all the following scenarios as shown below, which suggests an improvement with 

this regard.    

As mentioned above, HIL2 used a variety of strategies in his requests. His use of these strategies, 

however, was not random. For example, in the rehearsal stage of S5  (requesting a flatmate to buy a 

coke), he indicated that he would make the request by first using a preparator by saying "are you 

going to the market?" and that if the answer was “yes,” he would precede to make the request by 

asking about the ability “can you?”  

HIL2:   Hey Dan, are you going- what are you doing now? ((preparator)) 
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I:   I'm going to the market to buy some fruits.  

HIL2:   Can you bring me a coke with you? ((question)) ((HA, query preparatory ability)) 

[Bec]  

I:  [Yeah,] sure.  

HIL2: Because I feel very thirsty. ((grounder)) 

HIL2, S5 

When he was asked why he chose ability using “can you,” he said, “the request I am requesting is 

easy because he is already going to the market.” So, he intentionally chose “can you” because he 

considered it to be appropriate for the small size of the request. When he acted out S5, his request was 

largely similar to what he planned, as shown above. 

In S6, HIL2 considered the size of the request (a ride to the airport) to be big and the interlocutor to be 

close since they were flatmates for a year, as he indicated, so he decided to use willingness strategy 

(would you be willing to), which he considered to be appropriate for big size requests, “I’ll say 

‘would you be willing to’ just like because the favour is big. So, would she mind or not. She would 

help me or not. Willingness.” He started with small talk and a preparator. Then he provided a 

grounder and requested using “would you be willing to.” The use of the EMs, small talk, preparator, 

and grounder reflects the big size of the request, as he considered it.  

HIL2:   Hi Luca, how are you? 

I:   I'm good James, how about you? 

HIL2:   Good. Good, not bad. ((small talk)) I need a big favour to ask you. ((preparator)) 

I:   Uh ok, what kind of favour. 

HIL2:   I have a flight tomorrow ((grounder)) and I was wondering uh I (would/wanted to) 

ask you. Would you be willing to give me a ride to the air- airport? ((question)) 

((HA, query preparatory willingness)) 

I:   Ok, what time is your flight? 
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HIL2:   I will just make it up. At the evening at 7pm. 

HIL2, S6 

Despite the fact that he did not provide specific information in the grounder like the exact time of the 

flight or when he needed the left, when he was asked by the interlocutor about the time of the flight, 

he said “I will just make it up. At the evening, at 7pm.” This indicates that he did not provide the 

specific date because it was not provided in the description of the scenario and that he might have 

provided it if the time was mentioned in the description.  

In Post-S1, HIL2 considered the size of the request to be small, “the main- + size of request I’ll make 

it small, because it's not that important, like it's not something that require a huge or a big request.” 

He indicated that he would use the possibility strategy to make his request. He also said, “I’ll make 

the request like would say something along the pre-request stage, like I’ll explain the situation and it 

doesn't require a reward, so it's just request and pre-request.” This indicates that he intentionally used 

his strategies and modifications and avoided others depending on the P, D, and S of the situation. He 

started his request with a preparator, then a short grounder and a HA.  

HIL2:   Our appointment is on next Wednesday? ((preparator)) 

I:   Yeah on next Wednesday.  

HIL2:   Well actually I have an appointment, a doctor appointment, ((grounder)) so would 

it be ok if we postponed it? ((question)) ((HA, query preparatory possibility)) 

HIL2, Post-S1 

The use of the modifications and the HA was appropriate for the size of the request and the kind of 

the relationship between the interlocutors. The grounder was informative and brief.  

When he reproduced S2 in the post-session (Post-S2), he made notable improvements. His grounder 

and preparator became more informative. This time he indicated that he needed a book and that all the 

copies of the book has been checked out from the library. He used an appropriate HA strategy (would 
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you mind) for the situation. He also used an imposition minimizer at the end of his request (promise 

of return).  

HIL2:   I have a big favour to ask from you. ((preparator)) 

I:   Yeah sure, what kind of favour? 

HIL2:   I need a book that you have a copy of ((preparator)) because all of the other copies 

have been checked out from the library ((grounder)), so would you mind 

((consultative device)) giving me your book? ((question)) ((HA, query preparatory 

willingness)) And I’ll be bring it back soon to you. ((imposition minimiser))  

HIL2, Post-S2 

On the other hand, he used inappropriate verb “giving me” in the head act, in which “lending” would 

be more appropriate in this context. Also, his use of “big favour” in the preparator may not be 

appropriate to request a book in such situation. But he mentioned in the rehearsal stage that he would 

“make the size of the request like a big request because it is something important, like asking for a 

book.” Being a lecturer in the same department of HIL2 for around three years and having taught 

HIL2 previously, I am familiar with the educational system and the curriculum of the English 

department and the university. Students strictly follow a textbook and they are rarely asked or 

encouraged to refer to external books. HIL2’s university library was very small and there were very 

limited books available. So, students are not familiar with borrowing a book from a library or from a 

lecturer, which may explain why HIL2 considered the size of the request to be big. Yet, HIL2’s use of 

a different head act strategy, more detailed grounder/preparator, and imposition minimiser indicates 

an improvement in his performance.  

To conclude, the intervening and post-scenarios show that HIL2 evidences a great deal of variation in 

his performance. He used a variety of conventionally indirect HAs strategies as well as a range of 

IMs, which were mostly appropriate. Despite some flaws, his use of EMs was increasingly consistent 

with the social factors of the situation. As the rehearsal stages showed, his use of the strategies was 
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not random. He understood the social factors of the situations and he understood the meanings of the 

request strategies he used. The rehearsal stages also showed that he used concepts to orient himself 

and make the appropriate request. Although his performance faltered in some scenarios, especially the 

first few scenarios, it notably developed throughout the scenarios, which can be attributed to the 

influence of the intervention program.    

6.3.3.  HIL4. 
HIL4 is a male HIL learner. As can be seen from Table 6.7., HIL4 used a variety of HA strategies, 

which were mostly indirect request strategies. Query preparatory ability was the most used HA 

strategy. He also employed IM extensively. He modified his HA internally using appreciative clauses 

(e.g., I would be grateful if …), consultative devices (e.g., do you think…), and past tense form, 

among others. As for the EMs, preparators and grounders were the most used ones; Apology, 

imposition minimiser, and small talk were used to a lesser extent.  

Table 6. 7.  

Overview of HIL4's request behaviour 

 Strategy type: Pre- 
S1 

Pre-
S2 

S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 S8  Post-
S1 

Post-
S2 

 Head acts:           
Direct  Locution derivable 1                   

Want statement     1               
Conventionally 
indirect 

QP\Ability       1 1 1 1  1     
QP\Permission   1                 
QP\Willingness                1 1 
QP\Possibility   1                 

 Internal modifications:                     
Syntactic Past tense   2   1 1   1  1     

Embedded appreciative       1     1 1     
Question   1     1 1     1 1 
Conditional clause   1 1               

Lexical  Consultative device         1 1       1 
Politeness marker           1         
Downtoner               1   1 
Understatement          1 

 External modifications:                     
 Grounder 1 1 1 1     1 1 1 1 

Preparator 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 
Apology 1             2     
Small talk   1 1               
Imposition minimiser    1   1           
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HIL4’s performance showed development in his request strategies over the scenarios, even though it 

was not linear. In Pre-S2 (a student requests a book from his professor), he started with the EMs, 

small talk, a preparator, a grounder, and another preparator. Then he followed them with the HA. He 

somehow awkwardly embedded an “if-clause” with possibility in another “if-clause” with permission, 

“if it would be possible if I could borrow some of them from you?”  

HIL4:   Good morning, sir. 

I:   Good morning. 

HIL4:   How are you today? 

I:   I'm good thank you. How are you? 

HIL4:   I'm good thank you very much. ((small talk)) Sir, I would like to ask you a favour. 

((preparator)) 

I:   What kind of favour? 

HIL4:   I'm working on a project for one of my classes and the deadline is near and I’m 

and I went to the library but apparently all the books I need have been checked 

out. ((grounder)) 

I: Ok. 

HIL4:   I remember you had some of the books I need. ((preparator)) So, if it would 

((past)) be possible if I could ((past)) borrow some of them from you? ((question)) 

((HA, query preparatory possibility and permission)) 

HIL4, Pre-S2 

HIL4’s performance varied over the following scenarios, but it generally exhibited an increased 

control over his request strategies. In S3, for example, his performance faltered in some areas. He 

preceded his HA with small talk, a preparator and a grounder. The transition between the grounder 

and the HA was abrupt, however. In the grounder, he mentioned that he was doing a research on 

students’ writing level, then he suddenly asked the hearer to fill out a survey using want statement. 

Stating that he was looking for participants for his study would have made the HA come more 
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naturally. Also, using a “want statement” to make the HA implied that the hearer had no choice. He 

tried, however, to mitigate the force of the HA using the IM, conditional clause (if you can).  

HIL4:   Good morning, John. 

EL2:   Good morning, Mike. 

HIL4:   How are you today? 

EL2:   Fine, how are you? 

HIL4:   I'm good thank you. ((small talk)) Uh John I have a request of you. ((preparator)) 

EL2:   Yes. 

HIL4:   I'm doing a research study on- about student writing level. ((grounder)) I have a 

survey I would like you to fill out if you can. ((conditional clause)) ((first HA, 

want statement)) It'll take 10 to 15 minutes. ((imposition minimiser)) [Would you 

be willing to?] ((Second HA, query preparatory willingness, elliptical)) 

HIL4, S3 

HIL4 also produced another HA using willingness strategy but in elliptical form after the imposition 

minimiser. This might be an attempt from him to soften the request and to make it more polite or a 

sign of uncertainty of the delivery of the illocutionary meaning (see comments on S7 in page 41).  

In S5 (requesting a flatmate to buy a coke), on the other hand, HIL4 demonstrated a developed 

performance. He started with a preparator by asking about the availability. After getting a positive 

response from the hearer, he made his HA directly using query preparatory ability in the past and 

modified by an elliptical form of the consultative device (do you think). Then, he followed it by an 

imposition minimiser stating that he will pay for the coke.   

HIL4:   You going out now? ((preparator)) 

I:   Yeah. 
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HIL4:   Think you ((consultative device)) could ((past)) buy me a coke on the way? 

((question)) ((HA, query preparatory ability)) I'll pay you back. ((imposition 

minimiser)) 

HIL4, S5 

HIL4 performance in this scenario was carefully planned. He stated in the rehearsal stage the 

requestee was “very close” and that the request was “a simple can of coke”. So, he considered that 

delivering “a simple short request” would be appropriate.  

In S6 (requesting a flatmate to give him a ride to the airport), HIL4 started with a preparator to check 

the availability of the hearer. After a positive response, he made his request directly using a query 

preparatory ability as a HA strategy modified by a consultative device and a politeness marker.  

HIL4:   Hello Luca, do you have a moment please? ((preparator)) 

I:   Yes, James. 

HIL4:   Uh I was wondering, do you think ((consultative device)) you can drive me to my 

flight at the airport tomorrow, please? ((politeness marker)) ((question)) ((HA, 

query preparatory ability)) 

HIL4, S6 

The HA seems to be abrupt with not enough EM to modify it. A grounder was not included as well. 

HIL4 also did not specify a time for when he needed a lift. However, HIL4 mentioned in the rehearsal 

stage that since the hearer was busy eating, he would make his request “short and simple.” This 

indicates that he intentionally did not provide additional information because he prioritised being brief 

to being informative. This might not be the ideal strategy in this situation, nevertheless, it indicates 

that HIL4 developed control over his request strategies and that he started to develop a conceptual 

understanding of when to use which strategy and for what reason.     
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In S7, HIL4 started with two kinds of preparators, one checking the availability of the requestee and 

the second stating that he had a request to ask. Then he provided a grounder explaining his situation 

followed by the HA in the form of query preparatory ability in the past embedded an appreciation 

clause. HIL4 prepared the hearer for the request and explained his situation before making the HA, 

which made the request sound natural. However, given the nature of the situation and following 

Grices’ maxim of quantity, providing more information in this situation like saying that he needed 

someone to cover his shift would make the request more appropriate. On the other hand, HIL4 stated 

in the rehearsal stage that he would intentionally make his request “short and simple” because the 

hearer was busy eating.  

HIL4:   Uh do you have a moment? ((preparator)) I have a big favour to ask of you. 

((preparator)) 

I:   Sure, what kind of favour? 

HIL4:   I have a doctor's appointment, uh tomorrow during my shift, ((grounder)) I'd be 

very grateful ((embedded appreciation)) if you could ((past)) take my shift, ((HA, 

query preparatory ability)) can you do it? ((question)) ((HA, query preparatory 

ability)) 

HIL4, S7 

As with S3, HIL4 produced two HAs. The fist HA was in the conditional format “if you could take 

my shift,” followed by the second HA, “can you do it?” This can be explained in light of the “waffle 

phenomenon” as named by Edmondson and House (1991). Edmonson and House suggested that when 

learners are unsure whether their illocutionary meaning is delivered, they resort to verbosity. In this 

case, the verbosity was in the form of multiple HAs.   

In the Post-S2 (a student requests a book from his professor), he improved his request, compared to 

Pre-S2. His use of EMs didn’t differ much from the Pre-S2, except that he didn’t he didn’t engage in 

small talk this time. The HA was in the form of a query preparatory willingness (which unlike Pre-S2, 
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was more appropriate considering the social factors involved), and featured four internal 

modifications, a consultative device, past tense form, a question form, and an understatement.  

HIL4: … Sir, I have a request to make of you. ((preparator)) 

I:   yeah, sure.    

HIL4:   Considering my assignment I’m working on, I’ve searched the library for some 

books but it's missing some books and last time I remember you had this book. 

((grounder)) Do you still have that grammar book? ((preparator)) 

I:   Yeah, I have it. 

HIL4:   Would ((past)) you mind ((consultative device)) lend- lending it to me for a few 

days ((understatement)) until I finish my assignment? ((question)) ((HA, query 

preparatory willingness)) 

HIL4, Post-S2 

HIL4 use of the strategies was not random. He indicated in the rehearsal stage of Post-S2 that he 

would present himself in a polite way, as shown below. 

HIL4:   Presenting yourself would be rather polite because he does have higher social 

status than you and you don't know him well enough to use more familiar terms 

with him. So, a little bit of politeness and rather be more professional about it. 

This indicates that he carefully planned his request depending on the weight of the social factors 

involved. The comparison between Pre-S2 and Post-S2 shows that HIL4’s performance improved in 

the use of HA (using possibility and permission vs. using query preparatory willingness), IMs (using 

two conditional clauses vs four different IMs), and even in the use of EMs (being brief by not 

engaging in small talk).   

In sum, HIL4’s performance shows that he started to gain control over his request strategies and 

developed a conceptual understanding of the American cultural values influencing requests. He was 
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intentionally brief in some situations (e.g., S5) and more polite in other situations (e.g., Post-S2). He 

also started to adopt new modifications and strategies like using consultative devices and query 

preparatory willingness. His requests were indirect except in two occasions in the early scenarios. His 

use of IMs was mainly syntactic, especially using past tense, and questions. Generally, his use of the 

strategies was congruent with the social factors, P, D, and S. On the other hand, HIL4’s production 

exhibited a lack of pre-request EMs in some scenarios (e.g., lack of grounder), which made his 

requests sound a bit abrupt.  

6.3.4.  HIL6. 

HIL6 is a female HIL learner. As Table 6.8. displays, HIL6’s performance showed adoption of varied 

request strategies and modifications throughout the scenarios. While she used the direct strategy 

hedged performative, to make her request in Pre-S2, she employed indirect strategies in her 

intervening and post-scenarios including query preparatory ability, possibility, and willingness. 

Similarly, HIL6 did not use any IMs in the Pre-S2 despite using a direct HA. In the intervening and 

post-scenarios, however, she used a variety of IMs including a tentative form, a past tense form, 

questions, and politeness markers. As for the EMs, grounder and preparator were the most used ones.  

Table 6. 8.  

Overview of HIL6's request behaviour 

 Strategy type: Pre-S1 S3 S5 S7 Post-S1 
 Head acts:      
Direct  Hedged performative 1          
Conventionally 
indirect 

QP\Ability   1 1 1    
QP\Possibility         1 

 Internal modifications:           
Syntactic  Embedded tentative       1   

Ing form (aspect)       1   
Past tense   1 1 2   
Question   1 1   1 
Politeness marker   1 1     

 External modifications:           
 Grounder 1 1 1 1 1 

Preparator   1 1 2   
Apology 1       1 
Small talk        1   
Disarmer     1     
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In Pre-S1 (a student association president requests changing an appointment with a freshman), HIL6 

started with an apology and a grounder before making the HA.  

HIL6:   I’m so sorry, ((apology)) but uh ++ I have an appointment, a dental appointment 

uh but I forgot about it, ((grounder)) so I have to tell you that we should postpone 

it and have your appointment in another day. ((HA, hedged performative)) 

HIL6, Pre-S1 

She used the direct strategy with a hedged performative to make her request. Even though she used 

EMs, her HA was too direct.  

In S3, she started with a grounder and a preparator (to get a precommitment). The HA was formulated 

in a polite way and included appropriate IMs—past, a politeness marker, and a question.  

HIL6:   I uh I'm doing a research study ((grounder)) and I was wondering if you could help 

me. ((preparator)) 

HIL8:   Yes professor, sure. 

HIL6:   So, could ((past)) you please ((politeness marker)) fill out the survey for me? 

((question)) ((HA, query preparatory ability)) 

HIL6, S3 

This scenario shows that HIL6 had control over his use of the strategies. 

In S5 (requesting a flatmate to buy a coke), she started with a preparator to check the availability of 

the hearer. Then she provided a lengthy grounder, followed by a disarmer. Finally, she made her 

request using a query preparatory ability HA modified by past tense, politeness marker, and a 

question form as IMs.  

HIL6: (Hey) Dan, what are you up to? ((preparator)) 
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HIL8:  Nothing just home, but I'm going to the supermarket in 10 minutes. What about 

you? 

HIL6:  Oh I'm so busy tonight, I'm working on some papers and I am very thirsty, I even 

don't have time to go to the supermarket and get some coke, ((grounder)) + and I 

don't want to bother you ((disarmer)) ++ but could you get me some coke+ could 

((past)) you please ((politeness marker)) get me some coke on you way to the 

supermarket? ((question)) ((HA, query preparatory ability)) 

HIL6, S5 

Even though the grounder was lengthy it may have been because it was actually an answer to the 

hearer’s question “What about you?”, in which case it would be justifiable. The HA was appropriately 

made and congruent with the request situation.   

In S7 (a student requests from another student to cover his shift), HIL6 started with some small talk 

followed by a preparator stating that she needed a favour. After getting a response from the hearer, 

she provided a brief but informative grounder followed by the HA. The HA was formulated as a query 

preparatory ability modified by the formulaic expression “I was wondering.”  

HIL6:   Hello Sarah, how are you? 

HIL8:   I'm fine, what about you? 

HIL6:   I'm pretty good thank you. ((small talk)) Uh Sarah, I wanted to ask for a favour. 

((preparator)) 

HIL8:   What is it? 

HIL6:   + I have a doctor's appointment ((grounder)) and I need someone to cover my 

shift. ((preparator)) I was wondering ((embedded tentative, past tense, ing-form)) 

if you + could ((past)) cover my shift for 3 hours.  ((HA, query preparatory 

ability)) 

HIL6, S7 
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The request as a whole was very natural and appropriate for the request situation. HIL6’s performance 

in S5 and S7 suggests that she started to gain control over her request strategies.   

In Post-S1, her use of the apology and grounder didn’t differ that much from Pre-S1, but her use of 

the HA changed. This time she used the indirect strategy, query preparatory possibility. This indicates 

that she started to adopt more indirect strategies for her HAs.   

HIL8:   Hello Smith, I'm Jane, and I have an appointment with you next Wednesday. 

HIL6:   Yeah, that's true but I'm really sorry ((apology)) I have an appointment, but I 

forgot about it and it's very important. ((grounder)) 

HIL8:   Ok. 

HIL8:   Would it be possible if we postpone the appointment? ((question)) ((HA, query 

preparatory possibility)) 

HIL6, Post-S1 

In sum, HIL6 showed an increased control over her use of request strategies and modifications. She 

used a direct strategy in her HA in the first scenario, then she adopted indirect strategies (query 

preparatory ability and willingness) for the remaining of the scenarios. Her use of the HA was mostly 

appropriate for the request situation. Her IMs appropriately modified the HA and included a variety of 

IMs such as embedded tentative, question form, past tense form, politeness markers, etc. As for the 

EMs, she demonstrated an increased control over her use of EMs.   

6.3.5.  HIL7. 

 HIL7 is a female HIL learner. As can be seen from Table 6.9., HIL7 moved from using direct 

strategy (i.e., want statement) in the Pre-S2, to using indirect strategies in the following scenarios. 

However, most of her HAs were formulated as either query preparatory ability (i.e., Can you…) or a 

possibility or tentative clause embedded in a preparatory ability clause (e.g., Is there any chance that 

you can…). Her IMs were mainly question forms and politeness markers. She did not use any EMs in 
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the first four intervening scenarios, but she started to adopt some EMs (e.g., grounders and 

preparators) in the last four scenarios.  

Table 6. 9.  

Overview of HIL7's request behaviour 

 Strategy type: Pre
-S2 

S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 S8  Post-
S1 

Post-
S2 

 Head acts:          
Direct Mood derivable        1  

Want statement 1         
Conventionally 
indirect 

QP\Ability  1 1 1 1 1 1  1 
QP\Possibility     1 1   1 

 Internal 
modifications: 

         

Syntactic  Embedded 
tentative 

  1       

Ing form (aspect)   1       
Past tense   1  1     
Question  1  1 1 1 1  1 
Conditional 
clause 

1         

Lexical Politeness marker     1 1 1  1 
 External 

modifications: 
         

 Grounder      1 1 1 1 
Preparator 2       1  
Small talk      1    

In Pre-S2 (a student requests a book from his professor), HIL7 started with a preparator to check the 

availability of the hearer. After getting a positive response from the hearer, she provided another 

preparator to prepare the content, followed by the HA in the form of a “want statement” modified 

internally by a conditional clause.  

HIL7:   Hello Mr. Johns, do you have a time? ((preparator)) 

HIL9:   Hello Trevor, of course, come in. 

HIL7:   I just wanna ask you about something. ((preparator)) That I need your book for my 

assignment if you don’t mind. ((conditional clause)) ((HA, want statement)) 

HIL7, Pre-S2 
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Although she did not provide a grounder to provide the hear with enough information about the 

request, she stated briefly within the HA why she needed the book (for my assignment). Her choice of 

the direct strategy “want statement” (I need…) seems too direct with not enough IMs (except the 

conditional clause) or even EMs (e.g., a grounder) to reduce the force of the “want statement.” 

In S3, she used query preparatory ability as a HA to make her request without any EMs or IM. Not 

providing a grounder or a preparator before such a request (fill out a survey) would make the request 

sound abrupt and unexpected.  

HIL7:   Oh John, come here. 

HIL9:   Yes, professor Mike?  

HIL7:   Can you fill out this survey for me now? ((question)) ((query preparatory ability)) 

HIL7, S3 

The brief request can be partly explained in light of L1 influence. Since the requester was a professor 

and the requestee was his student, HIL7 (influenced by her L1 culture) might have thought that using 

a query preparatory ability without modifications (except a question form) would be enough to make 

her request given that the requestee was in a lower social position than her. In Post-S1 (a student 

association president requests a freshman to change an appointment), in which the requestee had less 

social power than the requester, HIL7 said in the rehearsal stage, “I’m gonna cancel my appointment 

with Jane because I have an appointment with the dental, and I can do that because I am the leader of 

the student association.” This indicates that HIL7 was still influenced by her L1 culture in which the 

gap between people of different social power (e.g., a professor and a student) is bigger than that of 

American culture.  

In S4 (a graduate assistant student requests a recommendation letter from his supervisor), HIL7 also 

didn’t use EMs, but she used a more polite form of the HA. As with S3, she used the query 

preparatory ability request, but she modified it with the formulaic expression (I was wondering), 

which includes three types of IMs, embedded tentative, past tense, and ing-form.  
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HIL7:   Hi professor Silvers. 

HIL9:   Hi Ahmad. How are you? 

HIL7:   I'm pretty good, thank you. I was just wondering ((embedded tentative, past, ing-

form)) if you can give me a recommendation letter for my job. ((HA, query 

preparatory ability)) 

HIL7, S4 

HIL7’s performance in S4 also supports the influence of L1 culture. Compared with S3 (requesting 

from a lower social status requestee), HIL7 used a more polite form of the HA in S4 (requesting from 

a higher social status requestee). It is worth noting that S3 and S4 were performed in session 4 and 

third set of cards, which includes the discussion of the sociolinguistics of requests, was not introduced 

yet.  

HIL7 started to use EMs from S7 and on. For example, in S7 (a student requests from another student 

to cover his shift), she prefaced her request with small talk then she formulated her HA as a query 

preparatory possibility, followed by a grounder.  

HIL7:   Hello Sarah, how are you? 

HIL9:   Oh, hi Mohammad, I'm fine, what about you? 

HIL7:   I'm ok, thanks a lot. ((small talk)) Uh is there is there any chance that you can 

cover my shift on Monday? ((question)) ((HA, query preparatory possibility)) 

cause I have a doctor appointment, ((grounder)) so what did you say, please?    

HIL7, S7 

However, despite using small talk before the HA, it would be more appropriate if she provided a 

preparator before the HA so that the hearer would be prepared for the HA.  

In Post-S1 (a student association president requests a freshman to change an appointment), she 

showed control of her use of EMs like using a preparator before the HA and a grounder after the HA.  
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HIL7:   Oh, look Jane, about that, I was coming to you already, ((preparator)) I will change 

my appointment with you to another day ((mood derivable)) because I have an 

appointment with a dental. ((grounder)) 

HIL7, Post-S1 

 However, her HA was not appropriate for the situation. She used the most direct strategy, mood 

derivable. But her choice was not random. As stated above in S3 analysis, she stated in the rehearsal 

stage of Post-S1, “I can do that because I am the leader of the student association.” This indicates that 

she knowingly chose to make her HA in the mood derivable form (influenced by her L1 culture) 

because she had higher social power than the hearer. While this may indicate that she had not yet 

developed an appropriate understanding of P in requests in American culture, it may also indicate that 

she developed a sociolinguistic understanding of the request strategies and their underlying meaning.   

Finally, in Post-S2 (a student requests a book from his professor), she started her request with the HA, 

followed by a grounder and a politeness marker. The HA was formulated as a query preparatory 

possibility.  

HIL7:   Hello professor Jones. 

HIL9:   Yes Trevor, what I can do for you? 

HIL7:   Sir is there any chance that I can borrow your book? ((question)) ((HA, query 

preparatory possibility)) because I need it so badly for my assignment ((grounder)) 

please? ((politeness marker)) 

HIL7, Post-S2 

In the rehearsal stage she said, “the size of the request is small.” She also said, “I'm gonna present 

myself to the professor Jim Jones in a very clear and direct way and I’m gonna make my request very 

clear and speak in a polite way, cause I know him well and he taught me for one semester.” This 

suggests that she carefully planned her request and that she was aware of the clarity, brevity, and 
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politeness values of the American culture when she made her request. The awareness of politeness 

value in this scenario is clear, compared to Pre-S2 where she used “want statement” to make her HA.  

To sum up, HIL7’s performance demonstrates an interesting pattern of development. In S3, S4, S5 

and S6, she didn’t use EMs to modify her requests despite that these scenarios varied in P, D, and S. 

In S7 and on, she started using EMs. While she didn’t record her rehearsal stage in S3 and S4, she 

mentioned in the rehearsal stage of S5 (and similarly in Post-S2) that she would not use “pre-request 

or post-request” stages because the requestee “is a close flatmate” and the size of the request “is a 

small one.” This indicates that, at least from S5 and on, using (or not using) EMs was dependent on 

social factors like D and S. Despite the fact that her use of the EMs was not that appropriate in some 

scenarios (e.g., S7), she used them successfully in other scenarios (e.g., Post-S2). It is also noteworthy 

that she favoured certain types of HAs to make her requests. For example, she used more direct and/or 

less modified HA for requests that she considered to be small (S8) or that in which she had higher 

power than the hearer (Post-S1 and S3). On the other hand, the more distant the hearer and/or the 

higher power the hearer had and the bigger the size of the request, the more indirect and the more 

modified her HA was (S4, S7 and Post-S2). Also, HIL7 stressed being direct, clear, and polite more 

than once, which suggests that she started to adopt these values in her requests. This is evidenced in 

some of her short but polite requests like Post-S2. Lastly, HIL7’s performance continued to falter in 

some areas. For instance, she continued to use her L1 culture to evaluate the P factor in situations in 

which the hearer had lower social power than the speaker, which affected her choices of HA strategies 

and modifications. This led her to be more direct and use fewer modifications in such situations. 

Finally, despite the fact that her performance faltered in some scenarios, in most cases, she understood 

the meanings of her request strategies and the influence they had on the social factors of the scenario, 

meaning that she developed a conceptual understanding of her choices.  

6.3.6.  EL3. 

EL3 is a male EL learner. As Table 6.10. shows, his performance varied across scenarios. In the pre-

scenarios, his HAs were formulated as a “want statement” and “mood derivable.” In the intervening 
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and post-scenarios, he mostly used indirect HA strategies such as query preparatory ability, 

possibility, willingness, and permission. He used conditional clauses and question forms extensively 

and to a lesser extent past tense form as IMs. Other IMs were used sparingly. He modified his HA 

externally mostly using preparators, grounders, small talks, and to a lesser extent imposition 

minimisers and apologies.  

Table 6. 10.  

Overview of EL3's request behaviour 

 Strategy type: Pr
e- 
S1 

Pr
e-
S2 

S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 S8 Po
st-
S1 

Po
st-
S2 

 Head acts:                     
Direct Mood derivable   1                 

Want statement 1       1           
Conventionally 
indirect 

QP\Ability     1       1   1   
QP\Permission                   1 
QP\Willingness           1   1     
QP\Possibility       1             

 Internal 
modifications: 

                    

Syntactic Past tense   1       1 1 1   1 
Embedded 
appreciative 

  1                 

Question     1 1   1 1 1 1 1 
Conditional 
clause 

1 2     1   1 1     

Lexical  Consultative 
device 

                1   

 External 
modifications: 

                    

 Grounder 2 1 1   1 1 1   1 1 
 Preparator   2 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 
 Apology 1 1                 
 Small talk   1 1   1  1 1 1  1   
 Disarmer   1                 
 Self-introduction   1                 
 Sweetener   1                 
 Imposition 

minimiser 
    1     1       1 

In Pre-S2 (a student requests a book from his professor), EL3 produced a very lengthy request. He 

started with small talk, then followed it with a disarmer, a preparator, a self-introduction, a sweetener, 

a grounder, another preparator, and lastly the HA. The HA was formulated as a mood derivable 
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modified by three conditional clauses. Also, the grounder included unnecessary information like 

“after some months I have a graduation.” His request also contained grammatical mistakes (e.g., “if 

you don’t have any mind,” and repetitions (e.g., “actually, in fact”), and inappropriate word choices 

(e.g., after a few months I have a graduation). 

EL3:   How are you doctor? 

I:   Hi, I’m fine. How are you? 

EL3:   I'm fine thank you.  ((small talk)) Uh+ I'm sorry for + interrupt? ((disarmer)) 

I: Interrupting. 

EL3:     interrupting. I am sorry for interrupting you but, + uh I want to ask you about 

something if you don’t have any mind. ((preparator)) 

I:   Yeah sure. 

EL3:   Actually, in fact I’m a student in the English department—((self-introduction)) 

I:   Yeah, I know. you are, I think your name is Trevor, right? 

EL3:   Yes, your memory is very poo, very poor- is very strong. ((sweetener)) 

I: Ok. Thank you. 

 EL3:   uh+ uh+ after some months I have a graduation in my university, and I want some 

books to present my presentation, and those books who I need it, we don't have in 

the university, ((grounder))  

I:    yeah.  

EL3:   any them. and I will ask you ((preparator)) if you if you have some of book I, 

wanted, ((conditional clause)) and if you borrow it for me, ((conditional clause)) 

I'll be thankful, if you don't have any mind.((conditional clause)) ((HA, mood 

derivable)) 

EL3, Pre-S2 

This very lengthy request may be due to the fact that he thought that he needed to be more polite 

because the request was made by a student to his professor and because the request was made in a 

foreign culture. He mentioned during the pre-interview, “the professor place is very high than the 
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student. Of course, there is no argument about that. No doubt.” He also mentioned during the pre-

interview, “certainly when you request from a foreigner you should request more politely from him.” 

Thus, he may have employed extensive EMs (which are often associated with politeness in Arabic 

culture) to make his request more polite. This is in agreement with the findings of other studies (Al-

Momani, 2009; Eslamirasekh, 1993; M.-C. Huang, 1996; Mir-Fernandez, 1995), which showed that 

the overuse of EMs could be a sign of politeness. Al-Momani indicated that whereas native speakers 

of English use indirectness and speaker-oriented to convey politeness, native speakers of Arabic may 

use EMs to convey politeness.   

On the other hand, in the following scenarios, EL3 produced shorter requests with more appropriate 

use of EMs. For example, in S3 (a professor requests his student to fill out a survey), he started with 

small talk and a preparator. After that he made his HA, which was formulated as query preparatory 

ability, then he followed it by an imposition minimiser and a grounder.  

EL3:   Excuse me John. 

I:   Yes professor? 

EL3:   How are you? How's your day? 

I:   I'm good, I'm good. How about you? 

EL3:   I'm fine thank you. ((small talk)) I have a favour to ask of you, ((preparator)) can 

you fill out this survey? ((question)) ((HA, query preparatory ability)) you can 

return it whenever you want. ((imposition minimiser)) I'm making a research 

study. ((grounder)) 

EL3, S3 

Although he provided a grounder, it was not informative enough. He didn’t mention, for instance, 

what the research was about or the time it took to fill out the survey. This might be related to the 

nature of the request situation (i.e., participating in research by filling out a survey), which learners 

may not be familiar with.  
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In S5 (requesting a flatmate to buy a coke), he demonstrated an interesting performance. In the 

rehearsal stage, he mentioned that he would use “can you” to make his request. When performed the 

scenario, he first formulated his HA as a “want statement” then after corrective feedback from the 

instructor about a conditional clause, he reformulated the conditional clause and the HA as well. This 

time he used “could you.” This suggests that he started to develop understanding of the uses of some 

HA strategies, but he had not yet fully internalised them. So, during the rehearsal, when he had 

enough time to think about his choices, he decided to use “can you” but under the pressure of the 

scenario he used “want statement,” a strategy he used to use before the course as evidenced in Pre-S1. 

But when he had some time to think of his options during the interruption from the instructor, he 

reformulated his HA using “ability” (could you), as shown below.      

EL3:   Hello Dan 

I:   Hi Ali, how are you?  

EL3:   I am fine and you? 

I:   I’m good thank you. ((small talk)) 

EL3:   Uh + if you + are you going to the market? ((preparator)) 

I:   Yea, I am going to the supermarket to buy some fruit. Do you need something?  

EL3:   Good. Uh + uh + in the fact I want you buy me some fruit. If you don’t have any 

mind. ((conditional clause)) ((HA, want statement)) 

I:   If you don’t mind 

EL3:   If you don’t mind, could you buy me some frui- uh some fruit and coke because I 

am very tired and I don’t have time because I write my term paper and also I am 

very tired, I don’t have (xxx) time. ((grounder)) 

EL3, S5 

In addition, his choice of the ability strategy (can you) wasn’t random. In the rehearsal, he said: 

 since he is my friend, I would not use polite words that show that he is higher than me, or 

I am higher than him. I will use same status. Especially that he is my friend and close. 
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There is no pleading or something like that. Or please. Just words said to someone of 

equal status. … For example, I would say “Can you buy me a coke?” 

This suggests that he understood the situation and the influencing factors appropriately and that he 

understood the politeness level delivered by the ability strategy “can you.”  

EL3 further demonstrated his understanding of the query preparatory ability in S7 (student worker 

requests from a fellow student worker to cover his shift). While rehearsing S7 he indicated that he 

would use “could you” because it is in the past so it is “better” than “can you” and that by using 

“could you” the requester can check “whether [the requestee] can do it or not” and “whether he is free 

or not,” as shown below. This shows a conceptual understanding of this strategy.  

EL3: “Could you” because first of all this is in the past form. This is considered better. We 

see his situation, whether he can do it or not. Whether he is free or not. He is in 

the mood to do it or not. This is why we use “could” as a question. 

EL3, S7, rehearsal stage 

On the other hand, EL3 uses of the grounder in S5 was incongruent with the social factors P, D, and 

S. While the degree of imposition was low in this situation, he used a lengthy and unnecessary 

grounder for such a small size of request.  

In S8 (a tenant requests a landlord to mow the lawn), he used the query preparatory willingness as a 

HA. He modified the HA internally using a conditional clause, past tense form, and a question form 

and externally using small talk and a preparator. His request seems a little odd. First, he didn’t provide 

a grounder at this stage, which would be helpful for the requestee to make his/her mind about the 

request. Second, his request contained inappropriate word choice that affected the meaning, “same big 

favour,” and some grammatical mistakes “how is about you?”  

I:   Hi John, how are you today? 
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EL3:    I'm fine, hi sir, how are you? 

I:   I'm good thank you. Is everything ok with you? 

EL3:    yeah of course, and how is about you? 

I:   I'm good. 

EL3:    Good, good. ((small talk)) ++ Sir, I have a big favour, same big favour, can I ask 

you. ((preparator)) 

I:   Sure, what kind of favour do you need? 

EL3:    If you don't mind, ((conditional clause)) and would ((past)) you be willing to cut 

the garden grass instead of me next week in the weekend? ((question)) ((HA, 

query preparatory willingness)) 

EL3, S8 

His use of the strategies was not random, however. He indicated in the rehearsing: 

“I'll use the most polite words … For example, I would say "would you be willing." 

“would you be willing” is polite. It is more polite than for example “could you” or “can 

you.” 

EL3, S8, rehearsal stage 

This means that he intentionally chose “would you be willing” because he considered it to carry more 

politeness than expressions asking about ability. However, it is not clear whether he understood why 

this willingness strategy carries more politeness compared to others or not.   

Finally, in Post-S2 (a student requests a book from his professor), he used an appropriate HA strategy 

“query preparatory permission” and he modified it externally using a preparator before the HA and a 

grounder, and imposition minimiser after it.  

EL3:   Doctor, I have a favour for you, with your permission. ((preparator)) 

I:   Ok, what kind of favour do you need? 
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EL3:   Could I, can-, could ((past)) I borrow the grammar book from you? ((HA, query 

preparatory permission)) because in our university I don't find it, ((grounder)) and 

I return it for you after a few days ((imposition minimiser)) if you don't mind 

((conditional clause)) please ((politeness marker)). 

EL3, Post-S2 

However, he used the conditional clause “if you don’t mind” and the politeness marker “please” as 

EMs, which are usually used as IMs. Also, the preparator “I have a favour for you, with your 

permission” and the grounder “because in our university I don't find it” were both awkwardly 

phrased, which reflected his low proficiency level. 

To sum up, EL3’s performance improved in some areas and faltered in others. He showed 

improvements in the use of the HAs across the scenarios, which were mostly appropriate for the 

situations. For example, he used query preparatory ability and permission for low imposing requests 

like S5 and Post-S2, and he demonstrated his understanding of those forms in the rehearsal stages, 

which suggests that he developed control over the use of those strategies. On the other hand, despite 

the fact that he continued to falter in the use of EMs, especially the use of the grounder, he showed 

some improvements. For example, the grounder in Pre-S2 included irrelevant details, in S3 didn’t 

include enough details, and in S5 included unnecessary information. He seemed to be trying different 

kinds of grounder strategies, which, despite being unsuccessful, are signs of awareness that each 

situation requires different strategies. Yet, in the late scenarios (e.g., S8 and Post-S2), he showed 

improvements use of EMs, but his low proficiency level resulted in grammatical mistakes and 

inappropriate word choices.  

As for the IMs, he showed understanding of and used the past tense in more than one scenario. 

However, he didn’t use IMs very often, apart from the conditional clause “if you don’t mind,” which 

he used extensively and sometimes inappropriately. Also, his low proficiency level made his 

modifications often unclear, ungrammatical, awkwardly phrased and/or lengthy. 
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6.3.7.  EL4. 

EL4 is a female EL learner. As Table 6.11. displays, EL4 adopted only query preparatory strategies as 

HAs throughout her scenarios. In Pre-S2, she adopted the “ability” strategy modified by a “politeness 

marker.” In the following scenarios, she used either the past form of the “ability” strategy, or 

“possibility” strategy. Her use of IMs was in the form of questions, past, politeness marker and 

embedded tentative. She sparingly used EMs to modify her requests. Interestingly, she used three 

EMs in the Pre-S2 and only one EM in each of the following scenarios. This may be due to her style 

of being brief as shown in her requests.  

Table 6. 11.  

Overview of EL4's request behaviour 

 Strategy type: Pre-S2 S4 S5 S8 Post-S2 
 Head acts:           
Conventionally 
indirect 

QP\Ability 1   1   1 
QP\Possibility   1   1   

 Internal modifications:           
Syntactic  Embedded tentative         1 

Ing form (aspect)         1 
Past tense     1 1  2 
Embedded appreciative           
Question 1 1 1 1   

Lexical Politeness marker 1 1       
 External modifications:           
 Grounder 1     1   
 Preparator 1   1     
 Small talk 1 1       
 Self-introduction         1 

In Pre-S2 (a student requests a book from his professor), her request was brief and direct. She started 

with small talk followed by a preparator, a grounder and finally a HA. However, her HA dropped the 

request item (i.e., the grammar book) and included inappropriate word choice “give,” which indicates 

that the requester didn’t intend to return the book.   

EL4:   Hello professor. How are you? 

EL8:   Hello Trevor.  How are you? 
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EL4:   I'm fine. ((small talk)) I need a grammar book for my presentation, ((preparator)) 

because I didn't find the book in the library, ((grounder)) so can you give me 

please? ((question)) ((HA, query preparatory ability)) 

EL4, Pre-S2 

In all the following scenarios, EL4 requests were brief and modified by one EM only, which made her 

HAs sound abrupt and lack enough modifications. For example, in S4 (a graduate assistant student 

requests a recommendation letter from his supervisor), after small talk she made her HA. She did not 

provide any preparator to prepare the hearer for the request or grounder to give the hearer an idea why 

she needed the recommendation letter.   

EL4:   Hello professor. 

EL8:   Hello. 

EL4:   How are you? 

EL8:   I'm fine, how are you? 

EL4:   I'm fine thank you. ((small talk)) Is it ok if you write a recommendation letter for 

me please? ((politeness marker)) ((HA, query preparatory possibility)) 

EL4, S4 

In S5 (requesting a flatmate to buy a coke), even though the degree of imposition was low, and the 

size of the request was small, EL4 use of EM was inappropriate. She started with an inappropriate 

preparator, which was a private question. Considering that the relationship between the interlocutors 

was not close, asking such a question would be considered rude in such context. However, her HA 

was appropriate for the situation.  

EL4:   Hi Dan. 

EL8:   Hi Ali. 

EL4:   Where are you going? ((preparator)) 

EL8:   I'm going to supermarket. Do you want something? 
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EL4:   Could ((past)) you bring me a bottle of water? ((question)) ((HA, query preparatory 

ability)) 

EL4, S5 

During the rehearsing, she stated, “since we are equal social, I will use ‘can you?’ or ‘could you?’” 

which indicates that her use of “could” or “can” was not random but based on her view of the social 

power of the hearer.  

In S8 (a tenant requests a landlord to mow the lawn), she did better by providing a grounder, which 

helped the hearer to know the reason behind the request. Her HA was in the form of the query 

preparatory possibility. 

EL4:   Hi Sam. 

EL8:    Hi John. 

EL4:  This Friday I’ll go out of uh + town for something important, ((grounder)) would it 

be ok to + mowing the lawn? ((question)) ((HA, query preparatory possibility)) 

EL4, S8 

Finally, in Post-S2 (a student requests a book from his professor), she started with a self-introduction 

and then made her HA what was formulated as query preparatory ability modified internally by past, 

ing-form, and a tentative form. It is not clear why she introduced herself at the beginning, but 

introducing the self indicates that the speaker supposes that the hearer may not know him. Based on 

that, making her HA without a preparator or a grounder would make the request sound abrupt and 

sudden.  

EL4:   Hello. 

EL8:   Hello. 
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EL4:   I'm a student in English department, ((self-introduction)) I was wondering 

((tentative, past, and ing-form)) if you could ((past)) give me grammar book. 

((HA, query preparatory ability)) 

EL4, Post-S2 

Surprisingly, EL4’s use of EMs in the Pre-S2 (in which she prefaced her HA with small talk, a 

preparator, and a grounder) was more appropriate than the Post-S2. This may be explained in light of 

the focus on the HA and giving less attention to EMs, as she adopted a variety of HA strategies 

throughout the scenarios, with few EMs. This is evidenced in her post-interview as well. When she 

was asked about how she would make a request in English, she indicated that she would use 

expressions like “would it be ok, … could you, … [and] do you think.” When she was asked if she 

would use other strategies other than those expressions, she said, “Yes. Also, “excuse me” before we 

start… First, we should start in a nice introduction then we request.” Also, during the post-interview, 

when she was asked what she learned from the intervention program she said, “I learned many things. 

First of all, I learned that there is a variety of words and expressions that can be used to make 

requests. I used to think that only ‘can you’ is used to make requests. But now I learned new ones like 

‘can you, could you, is it ok, do you think,’ uh+ opinion, possibility, ability. Each one of them is 

different.” This may suggest that her understanding of a polite request was limited mainly to the HA 

and that her understanding of EMs was limited to a simple pre-request stage like using “excuse me” to 

make her request “nice.” She didn’t mention any other EM during the interview.  

In sum, even though EL4 used a variety of HA strategies in her requests, it is not clear (in most cases) 

why she selected each strategy and whether she knew the underlying meaning of the selected 

strategies. On the other hand, she used EMs sparingly and didn’t demonstrate any development in 

using them, which may be attributed to her focus on the HA and the IMs. Also, her use of IMs was 

mostly limited to questions, past tense, and politeness markers.   
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6.3.8.  EL6. 

EL6 is a male EL learner. As Table 6.12. illustrates, EL6’s HA strategies varied between two types, 

want statement and query preparatory ability. As for the IMs, they mostly consisted of conditional 

clauses, and to a lesser extent, politeness markers, and questions. He used EMs extensively, 

particularly grounders and preparators, and to a lesser extent, small talk. As it is clear from Table 

6.12, EL6’s performance included a limited variety of strategies—want statements and query 

preparatory ability for the HA, conditional clauses for the IMs, and grounders and preparators for the 

EMs—which may suggest that his development was limited and that he didn’t broadened his 

repertoire of request strategies. This will be further investigated in analysing his scenarios below. 

Table 6. 12.  

Overview of EL6's request behaviour 

 Strategy type: Pre-
S2 

S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 S8  Post-
S1 

Post-
S2 

 Head acts:          
Direct Want statement 1   1   1 1   1 1 
Conventionally 
indirect 

QP\Ability   1   1     1     

 Internal 
modifications: 

                  

Syntactic Past tense             1     
Question   1         1     
Conditional clause 1   1 1 2 1 1   1 

Lexical  Consultative device                   
Politeness marker   1 1             

 External 
modifications: 

                  

 Grounder 2     2 1 1 1 2 1 
 Preparator 1 1 1 1 1 2 2   1 
 Apology               1   
 Small talk 1         1 1     
 Imposition 

minimiser 
        1         

In Pre-S2 (a student requests a book from his professor), EL6 produced a verbose and lengthy request. 

He started with small talk, followed by a preparator, a grounder, a HA, and another grounder. Using 

“want statement” for the HA made his request sound too direct.   

EL6:   Hello professor. 
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EL1:    Hello. 

EL6:   uh what’s up?  

EL1:  uh++ 

EL6: How are you? How are you? 

EL1:    I'm fine, and you? 

EL6:   I'm fine. ((small talk)) I want to ask you about book, about book ((preparator)) 

EL1:  [Yes] 

EL6: [because] um I doesn't see in the university and I need it this book. ((grounder)) if 

you have a book I want a borrow this book. ((HA, want statement)) Uh this book.  

EL1:    Which book? 

EL6:   Uh a grammar book, because uh+ I have uh++ I have a homework+ I have a 

homework for a grammar and deadlink ((deadline)) two week uh two week from 

now, and I want borrow this book because um++ because it doesn't have in any 

place. ((grounder)) 

EL6, Pre-S2 

As can be seen from the scenario below, EL6’s low proficiency level affected his performance. His 

performance exhibited a number of grammatical mistakes (e.g., I doesn’t), inappropriate word choices 

(e.g., what’s up), and repetitions (e.g., I doesn't see in the university… it doesn't have in any place).  

In S3 (a professor requests his student to fill out a survey), his request became notably shorter than 

Pre-S2. He started with a preparator to check the availability of the hearer then he made his HA, 

which was formulated as a query preparator ability and featured two internal modifications, a question 

form and the politeness marker “please.”  

EL6:   … Are you busy now? ((preparator)) 

EL1:   No professor, I don't have anything. 
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EL6:   Can you fill out this survey for me please? ((politeness marker)) ((question)) ((HA, 

query preparatory ability)) 

EL6, S3 

However, he didn’t provide enough information about the nature of the study or the type of 

commitment required to help the hearer decide on the request, which made his request abrupt. 

In S5 (requesting a flatmate to buy a coke), EL6 again made a lengthy request for such a low 

imposing situation. He started with a preparator, followed by another preparator, a grounder, a HA, 

and another grounder. The HA was formulated as a preparator ability in the statement form, modified 

by the conditional clause “if you don’t mind.” Like Pre-S2, his performance exhibited grammatical 

infelicities (do you busy), inappropriate words choices (you can give), and repetitions (I am so 

(thirsty)… I am so (thirsty)).  

EL6:   Yeah Dan, do you busy now? ((preparator)) 

EL1:   Yeah, I'm now going to the supermarket. + Why? 

EL6:   Aha, you're going to the supermarket ((preparator))+ I’m tell you this because I am 

so (thirsty). ((grounder)) If you don’t mind, ((conditional clause)) you can give m- 

uh giv- give with you some coke ((HA, query preparatory ability)) because I am so 

(thirsty). ((grounder)) 

EL6, S5 

Interestingly, in the rehearsal stage EL6 stated: 

It is not something big. He is going to the market and will bring it on his way. It will not be 

of big trouble to him. Therefore, I will choose simple words and also because he is my 

friend I will present myself as the same social status. 

EL6, S5, rehearsal stage 
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This means that despite the fact that he decided to make a simple request (because of the small size of 

the request and the kind of relationship), he still made a lengthy one, which can be explained in light 

of his low proficiency level as it is evidenced in his performance.   

In S6 (requesting a flatmate to give him a ride to the airport), he had similar mistakes to S5, but he 

provided an imposition minimiser as an EM, which he used for the first time.  

EL6:   Hi Luca. 

EL1:   Hello. 

EL6:   What do you do? ((small talk)) 

EL1:   I'm eating.  

EL6:   Yeah, uh + I want to request for you but I wish to ++ refu- don’t refuse my request. 

((preparator)) I’m want, if you don’t busy tomorrow, ((conditional clause)) I want 

to take me for airport ((first HA, want statement)) because I have plane tomorrow. 

((grounder)) If you don’t busy. ((conditional clause)) Can take me? ((question)) 

((Second HA, query preparatory ability))  

EL1:   Yeah, no problem,  

EL6:   And I can give you some money or fuelled your ca- oil. ((imposition minimiser)) 

EL6, S6 

In the rehearsal stage, he stated:  

In this scenario, I'll use equal social power since we're roommates, but I’ll have to be a 

little more polite since it's big request and I need to ask her if she will be free or not 

tomorrow. And I should offer a reward or something in return because giving me a ride 

will cost her gas. So, I should offer her something in return. I will offer her and will see if 

she will accept it or not.  
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As his explanation clarifies, EL3 had a clear plan, which seemed appropriate for the request situation. 

Yet, his performance was not as planned. This indicates that his performance faltered, at least partly, 

because of his low proficiency level. 

As for Post-S2 (a student requests a book from his professor), he started with a preparator (unlike the 

Pre-S2, in which he started with small talk), and the grounder was a bit shorter, compared to Pre-S2. 

However, his performance still displayed grammatical infelicities, inappropriate word choices, 

repetitions. He also used “want statement” for the HA.  

EL6:    Hi professor. 

EL1:   Hello. 

EL6:   Yea, professor, I am asking about a book. If you have++ 

EL1:   Yes, what + uh which book?  

EL6:   Yea, which book. It’s a grammar book. If you have a liber, in you liberty ((library)) 

((preparator)) 

EL1:   Yes, I have in the libxxx 

EL6:   Uh, professor, I want to + uh I want this book because I have a dead- deadlink 

((deadline)) in to++ in two week from, now. ((grounder)) And, and I want borrow 

this book, if you want. ((conditional clause)) ((HA, want statement)) 

EL6, Post-S2 

In sum, while EL6’s explanations in the rehearsal stage indicated gains in his sociolinguistic 

knowledge, his performance continued to falter throughout the scenarios. Overall, his performance 

featured three main characteristics: grammatical infelicities, inappropriate word choices, and 

repetitions. However, his use of EMs in S6 shows that he started to expand his repertoire of EMs. It 

must therefore be concluded that there were only incremental changes in EL6’ requesting behaviour.  

6.3.9.  EL8. 
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EL8 is a female EL learner. As Table 6.13. displays, EL8 used a variety of HA strategies including 

direct and indirect strategies. She used IMs sparingly, mainly in the form of questions. As for EMs, 

she used grounders extensively, and to a lesser extent, preparators and apologies.  

Table 6. 13.  

Overview of EL8's request behaviour 

 Strategy type: Pre-S1 S3 S6 S7  Post-S1 
 Head acts:      
Direct Want statement 1    1 
Conventionally 
indirect 

QP\Ability    1  
QP\Possibility  1 1   

 Internal modifications:      
Syntactic  Question  1 1 1  
Lexical  Politeness marker   1   

 External modifications:      
 Grounder 1 1 1 1 1 
 Preparator   1 1  
 Apology 1    1 
 Small talk 1     

Note. QP= query preparatory 

In Pre-S1(a student association president requests changing an appointment with a freshman), EL8 

formulated her request as a “want statement” and didn’t include any IM. She started her request with 

small talk, which seemed slightly odd considering that they greeted each other at the beginning. Next, 

she apologized and made her HA, and finally provided a grounder. Not providing a preparator before 

the HA made her request seem abrupt.  

EL4:   Hi. 

EL8:   Hi. 

EL4:   I'm look for Smith's office 

EL8:   I'm Smith, who are you? 

EL4:   I'm Jane. 

EL8:   Oh really? Jane how are you? 

EL4:   Fine thank you. How are you? 
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EL8:   I'm fine. ((small talk)) I'm so sorry ((apology)) but I want to change the time of 

appointment, ((HA, want statement)) because I have a dental appointment at the 

same time. ((grounder)) 

EL8, Pre-S1 

In the intervening scenarios, however, EL8 adopted new strategies of head acts such as possibility and 

ability. In S3 and S6, she adopted the possibility strategies. In S3, she started with a grounder and then 

followed it with a possibility head act. She didn’t provide a preparator before the HA, which made the 

HA come unexpectedly.  

EL8:   Hi John. 

EL4:   Hi professor. 

EL8:  I'm doing a research study about students writing level, ((grounder)) and would it 

be ok, to+ fill out the survey for me? ((HA, query preparatory possibility)) 

EL8, S3 

Her use of the possibility strategy “would it be ok to” in this context may not be that appropriate 

given that it was made from a professor to his student. However, it still shows that the learner started 

to internalize this strategy. This is evident in her repeated use of the strategy in the following scenario, 

S6. In S6, she slightly improved in the use of the possibility strategy as shown:  

EL8:   Hi Luca. 

EL4:   Hi James. 

EL8:   I have a flight tomorrow ((grounder)) and I need someone to arrive me to the 

airport, ((preparator)) so would it be ok to give me a ride please? ((HA, query 

preparatory possibility)) 

EL8, S6 
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This time she used “would it be ok” to request a flatmate to give her a ride to the airport. The context 

in which it was used was more appropriate than the first one. She also used the politeness marker 

“please” as an IM.  Even her grounder got better here, compared to S3. In S3 her grounder, “I'm doing 

a research study about students writing level,” did not provide enough grounding for the request while 

in S6 the grounder, “I have a flight tomorrow and I need someone to arrive me to the airport,” gave 

enough information for the request before it was made. On the other hand, she made inappropriate 

word choice “arrive me” instead of “give me a ride,” which can be attributed to her low proficiency 

level.  

In S7 (a student requests from another student to cover his shift), she started with a grounder followed 

by a preparator and a HA. However, the HA form was elliptical. 

EL8:   Uhm + I have a doctor appointment next Monday ((grounder)) and I need 

someone to cover my shift, ((preparator)) can you? ((HA, query preparatory 

ability)) 

EL8, S7 

In the rehearsal stage she stated, “because request size is big, I’ll use ‘please’ and ‘could you’". This 

indicates that her use of EMs may be spontaneous and not planned.  

Post-S1 was similar to Pre-S1 except that in Post-S1 didn’t start with small talk and the HA was an 

elliptical form of the query preparatory possibility strategy.    

EL8:   Oh really, Jane! Ok. I'm so sorry Jane ((apology)) but I want to say, uh I want to 

change uh++ appointment ((preparator)) because I have a dental appointment at 

the same time, ((grounder)) is it fine? ((HA, query preparatory possibility)) 

EL8, Post-S1 
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In sum, EL8 requests can be characterized as brief and direct. Her performance varied across the 

scenarios. Despite the fact that she used indirect strategies like query preparatory ability and 

possibility, she didn’t use them appropriately in some cases, which suggests that she was at the early 

stages of internalizing them and had not yet fully internalized them. Also, while she provided the 

appropriate EMs in some scenarios, she did not provide enough EMs to modify the HA appropriately 

in other scenarios, which made her HA sound abrupt.  

6.3.10. Summary of qualitative data analysis. 
 

6.3.10.1. HIL group. 

The qualitative analysis of HIL learners’ scenarios showed notable development in their 

performances, particularly in the use of the HA. Learners started to adopt a variety of HA strategies in 

their requests, which were in most cases appropriate considering the social factors of the request 

situation. Also, during the rehearsal stages, learners demonstrated conceptual understandings of the 

HAs they used. HIL learners employed a variety of IMs, which were mostly congruent with the HAs. 

As for the EMs, learners showed development in their use but to a lesser extent than the HA and IMs. 

While some learners developed increasing control over their use of EMs, others showed variability in 

their use. The main problem in the use of EMs was that some learners’ requests lacked some EMs, 

which made their requests sound abrupt, but even those learners showed increasing improvements—

however, their improvements were not linear. This should not be surprising as the nature of 

development in CBLI is revolutionary rather than linear  (Negueruela, 2003). 

6.3.10.2. EL group. 

The analysis of EL learners’ performance showed that they demonstrated limited development 

compared to HIL learners. Whereas some showed increased control over the use of the HA, others 

displayed limited change or high variability in its use. The use of IMs was limited to some 

modifications, mainly conditional clauses, question forms, and past tense form. As was the case with 

HIL learners, EMs were the least improved feature for EL learners. However, EL learners’ struggles 

with EMs was different from HIL learners’. Their use of EMs featured one or a mix of the following 
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problems: a lack of some EMs (e.g., a grounder or a preparator), which is similar to HIL learners; an 

insufficient information or extra information; a verbose, lengthy and/or repetitive EMs; inappropriate 

word choices and/or grammatical mistakes that sometimes affected the meaning of the request. Yet, 

EL learners decreased these mistakes towards the end of the program, which signals development of 

their performance abilities.  
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Chapter 7: Discussion and Conclusion 
 
  

7.1. Introduction 

The purpose of the present study is to investigate the influence of CBPI on Iraqi Arab EFL learners' 

understanding and production of request speech acts in American English in terms of the 

sociopragmatic and pragmalinguistic variations. It specifically aims to answer the following 

questions: 

1. Does CBPI influence the development of learners’ sociopragmatic and pragmalinguistic 

conceptual understanding of request speech acts in American English? 

2. Does CBPI influence the development of learners' performance of request speech acts in 

American English? 

3. Do HIL learners respond to CBPI differently from EL learners? 

As data analysis in chapters 4, 5, and 6 revealed, learners generally showed improved understanding 

and production of request strategies in American English. The following three sections will discuss 

these findings according to each research question. Then, a general discussion will follow to 

synthesize and conclude the discussion. Finally, implications, study limitations and future directions, 

and a conclusion will follow.  

7.2. Research Question 1:  

Does CBPI influence the development of learners' sociopragmatic and pragmalinguistic conceptual 

understanding of request speech acts in American English? 

The overarching goal of the present study is to develop sociopragmatic and pragmalinguistic 

knowledge through the internalization of concepts and to use these concepts as mediating tools to 

solve problems. Thus, concepts are central to the present study’s approach (CBPI). The present study 

examines Vygotsky’s everyday and scientific concepts in developing learners’ understanding. It 
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focuses on the sociopragmatic concepts of the social power (P), social distance (D), size of the request 

(S), and the dynamic nature of these factors; and the directness, briefness, clarity, and politeness of 

request strategies. Also, it focuses on the pragmalinguistic concepts of the head act (HA), internal 

modifications (IMs), and external modifications (EMs). The goal of the present study is to help 

learners to internalize these concepts to use them to judge the appropriateness of requests and to make 

requests appropriately.  

7.2.1.  Evidence from interviews.  

Both aggregate and qualitative data analysis of the interviews showed that learners gained more 

sociopragmatic and pragmalinguistic knowledge in the post-interviews compared to the pre-

interviews. In the pre-interviews, most learners showed limited awareness of the three main social 

factors (P, D, and S) and the differences in viewing them by American and Iraqi culture. Although in 

the pre-interviews most learners pointed to the influence of D on the request, they mostly 

misunderstood the difference between American and Iraqi culture in viewing this factor. Similarly, in 

the pre-interviews, most learners showed a limited understanding (and in many cases a 

misunderstanding) of the cultural differences/values influencing requests.  

In the post-interviews, on the other hand, most learners not only showed gains in their understandings 

of the influence of the social factors on requests but also of the cultural differences in viewing these 

factors. This was particularly salient in their explanation of the question about how to make a request 

in English. While in the pre-interviews many learners did not incorporate any social factors in their 

response, in the post-interviews almost all learners indicated that the type of request to be made 

depends on at least one of the social factors like P, D, and S; they also mostly indicated that these 

factors are viewed differently across the two cultures. This suggests that these factors (i.e., concepts) 

played a crucial role in their judgements of the appropriateness of requests, which in turn indicates 

that the learners developed a conceptual understanding or in other words used these concepts as 

mediational tools to orient their understanding.  
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This finding corroborates the results reported by van Compernolle et al. (2016) and  van Compernolle 

and Henery (2014) in language awareness surveys/questionnaires (LASs/LAQs). Both van 

Compernolle et al. (2016) and  van Compernolle and Henery (2014) adopted CBPI in teaching 

pragmatics (Spanish second-person pronoun system and French second-person pronoun system, 

respectively) to L2 learners. Although learners’ responses to LASs/LAQs in those studies were in 

written form—unlike the responses in the present study’s interviews which were oral—the assessment 

tools were similar in that they all elicited declarative knowledge by asking the learners questions 

about their knowledge of the features in focus. Like the present study, the results of van Compernolle 

et al.’s (2016) study showed that while most learners showed limited awareness of concepts like self-

presentation, social distance, and social power during the preenrichment, they mostly showed 

increased awareness of those concepts and incorporated them into their response during the 

postenrichment.  

Only a few studies have investigated the sociopragmatic development of the speech act of request 

using CBLI. Two studies by Nicholas (2016, 2015) are relevant. The participants in both studies were 

Japanese EFL learners at the university level. Like the present study, Nicholas (2015) used interviews 

to examine learners’ development. His findings showed that some learners reported that they learned 

new information like the role of social factors. Although the study did not provide detailed 

information about nature of development the learners made, it still shows similar findings to the 

present study in that learners can benefit from CBLI to develop their understandings of the social 

factors influencing requests. In Nicholas (2016), the research design was dynamically instrumented 

with scenarios as the main instrument. Like Nicholas (2015), the findings suggested a positive effect 

for CBLI on the development of the learners’ knowledge and performances.  

In the present study, learners also improved their understandings of the cultural values/differences 

influencing requests, but to a lesser extent in comparison to the social factors. Among the most noted 

cultural values/differences in the post-interviews were politeness, briefness, directness, clarity, and 

compliance/non-compliance. Most learners not only became aware of more cultural 
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values/differences but also developed high conceptual understandings of them, as the qualitative data 

analysis displayed. Like this study, Ishihara (2009) used sociocultural theory and a range of 

instruments to assess pragmatic development in Japanese learners of English. One instrument that 

differed from those used in this study was self-reflection on authentic data to teach speech acts 

(especially requests). It included students comparing the role of social factors in Japanese and English 

request strategies. Students were surprised that English request strategies were similar to those in 

Japanese for dealing with social factors. Ishihara provides an example of a particularly thoughtful 

analysis of social factors, showing the successful understanding of cultural similarities. However, 

many of Ishihara’s learners, like this study’s learners, found cultural values/differences challenging. 

There is an explanation why not all learners in the present study showed an understanding of those 

values. This can be attributed to the fact that awareness of these values requires a higher level of 

conceptual understanding. Van Compernolle (2012) indicated that second-order indexicality is usually 

available only to insiders. Cultural values (e.g., directness, briefness, politeness, etc.) are considered 

to be part of second-order indexicality and thus require a higher conceptual understanding than social 

factors (i.e., first-order indexicality), which can be explained in light of the less salient nature of those 

values compared to the social factors. Given Ishihara’s (2009) results, it may be that differences are 

more challenging for learners to understand than similarities.  

As regards the pragmalinguistic knowledge, aggregate data analysis revealed that most participants 

showed limited understanding of request strategies in the pre-interviews, especially for EMs. In the 

post-interviews, in contrast, all participants demonstrated an increased awareness of the varieties of 

request strategies. They showed a marked increase in their awareness of query preparatory willingness 

and possibility HA strategies as well as the appropriate understanding of mood derivable (which was 

the most misunderstood strategy in the pre-interviews). As regards IMs, they especially increased 

their awareness of past tense and consultative devices. They also showed a marked increase in their 

EMs (especially grounders, preparators, and imposition minimisers). These findings align with 

Ishihara’s (2009) findings. Although Ishihara (2009) did not include interviews in her study, she used 
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reflective writings, which are comparable to interviews as both tools elicited learners’ opinions about 

requests. Her findings showed that most learners who submitted their reflections mentioned that they 

learned a variety of request expressions in English. However, unlike the present study, Ishihara did 

not report a detailed analysis of request strategies, which may be due to the focus of her study.  

The qualitative data analysis of the current study indicated that the learners showed varied conceptual 

understanding of request strategies. Those who showed a high conceptual understanding of 

pragmalinguistic resources in the post-interviews showed their understanding of scientific concepts 

(e.g., “opinion” or “possibility” to refer to HA strategies and “pre-request” or “giving a reward” to 

refer to EMs) when using them to discuss request strategies. They also used these concepts to judge 

the appropriateness of request strategies. This suggests that they developed a conceptual 

understanding and thus were able to use these concepts as mediational tools to orient themselves to 

make their judgements. MU learners showed an appropriate understanding of the uses of request 

strategies (e.g., “would you mind” carries higher politeness than “can you”), but they seldom were 

able to explain on what premises they based their understanding. LU learners, although they showed 

awareness of a broader range of strategies, either did not display an understanding of the appropriate 

use or meaning of those strategies or showed an inappropriate understanding.  

The variations in development among the participants might be explained in light of the individual 

differences among learners. The learners probably started development at different places and had 

different experiences of L2 learning, different learning styles, different interests, and different motives 

(Negueruela, 2003). Other studies have also shown these differences. Ishihara’s (2009) results, like 

those of this study, showed that learners generally demonstrated noticeable development both in 

pragmalinguistic and the sociopragmatic knowledge. On the other hand, some learners did not show 

as much improvement. Ishihara explained the limited development of those learners in light of their 

motives and lack of interest in the value of the course. Thus, they did not engage in classroom 

activities as others did and did not benefit from the mediation of the instructor. Ishihara’s findings, 

along with other studies (Negueruela, 2003; Negueruela & Lantolf, 2006; Nicholas, 2016; G. A. 
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Schauer, 2006), suggest that individual differences can play a critical role in learners' development, 

which help explain some of the differences in the learners’ development in the present study. This 

suggestion needs to be supported by additional types of data. By including the proficiency level of 

participants, the current study revealed its role in their development, as most learners who showed 

high conceptual understanding in the post-interviews were from the HIL group, which will be 

discussed in section 7.4 since it pertains to research question 3.   

7.2.2.  Evidence from AJQs. 

Aggregate data suggested that learners’ responses to AJQs showed gains in their sociopragmatic and 

pragmalinguistic conceptual understanding in the Post-AJQs, compared to the Pre-AJQs. In the Pre-

AJQs, most learners’ responses showed limited to no conceptual understanding. The Post-AJQs, 

however, showed a notable increase in the number of responses showing high and good conceptual 

understandings. Although the development of the conceptual understanding varied from one learner to 

another, they all showed conceptual development, except two HIL learners (HIL6 and HIL8) who 

showed very limited conceptual development. As noted in chapter 5, those two learners developed a 

narrow understanding of how an appropriate request should be formed. They used the rule of thumb 

that for a request to be polite, it should include EMs. This can be attributed to inaccurate 

generalizations, since rules of thumb result from generalizations based on superficial features, instead 

of on the essential properties as with conceptual thinking (Karpov & Bransford, 1995; Yanez-Prieto, 

2008). However, such a generalization can be a step toward conceptual thinking, as it indicates that 

the learner started to use concepts, although not correctly in the beginning.  

The gains in the sociopragmatic knowledge were mainly in the conceptual understanding of the social 

factors (i.e., mainly P, D, and S) and politeness level, and to a lesser extent, of the dynamic nature of 

the social factors and the cultural values of directness, briefness, and clarity. This finding confirms the 

interview findings as well as the appropriate judgement task (AJT) findings of van Compernolle et al. 

(2016) and van Compernolle and Henery (2014).  Van Compernolle et al. showed that irrespective of 

the change in their pronoun choices, the learners employed their conceptual knowledge in their post-
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AJTs’ responses, unlike the pre-AJTs’ responses, which mainly relied on rules of thumb. This finding, 

like the current study finding, shows that learners gained sociopragmatic knowledge, and more 

importantly, this gain was not merely in the memorization of the concepts (i.e., symbolic tools) but 

that the learners internalized them as inner psychological tools (Kozulin, 2018); thus, they were able 

to use these concepts as inner tools to orient themselves and justify their choices/opinions. 

The learners of the current study also showed gains in the pragmalinguistic knowledge, which was in 

the conceptual understanding of the HAs, IMs, and EMs. This finding corroborates the interviews 

finding of pragmalinguistics development as well as Nicholas’ (2016) findings. As in this study, 

Nicholas (2016) employed CBLI to teach requests. Although he did not use AJQs to assess his 

learners’ pragmalinguistic development, he used learner verbalisations to reflect on scenarios, which 

are comparable to AJQ, as in both instruments learners express their opinion about requests made. 

Like the present study, Nicholas’ verbalisation results showed that learners were generally more able 

to explain their linguistic choices and connect their choices to the social factors, indicating an 

increased awareness of the pragmalinguistic as well as sociopragmatic resources.  

Furthermore, as the qualitative data analysis showed, some learners started to increasingly use 

scientific concepts to explain their ratings in the post-responses. This finding lends support to the 

findings of van Compernolle’s (2011) case study. He adopted a CBPI approach to developing the 

sociopragmatic awareness of the second-person address form in French in a foreign-language setting. 

Although his study focused mainly on the development of sociopragmatic knowledge—unlike the 

present study, which focuses on both sociopragmatic and pragmalinguistic knowledge—he found, like 

the present study, that the internalization of the scientific concepts informed the learner’s choices in 

the AJQ and reshaped the previous knowledge in terms of the new concepts. In the present study, all 

those who used scientific concepts in their post-responses had used everyday concepts or general 

concepts to express their opinions in their pre-responses, which suggests that everyday concepts may 

have played a role in the formation of the scientific concepts. However, further investigation is 

needed before making any conclusions regarding this claim. The learners, in general, reinterpreted the 
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appropriateness of the requests of AJQs in the post-session using their sociopragmatic and 

pragmalinguistic concepts.  

To sum up, findings of both interviews and AJQs revealed that the learners, in general, started to 

develop a conceptual understanding of request strategies. In line with other studies (Ishihara, 2009; 

Nicholas, 2015; van Compernolle et al., 2016;  van Compernolle & Henery, 2014), interview findings 

showed that the learners developed their conceptual understanding of the targeted feature (i.e., 

requests). AJQ findings, lending support to other studies (Nicholas, 2016;  van Compernolle, 2011; 

van Compernolle et al., 2016;  van Compernolle & Henery, 2014), further showed that most learners 

started to use concepts as mediational tools to judge the appropriateness of the requests made. 

However, due to individual differences, learners varied in their conceptual development. While some 

showed high to good conceptual gains, others showed limited conceptual development.   

7.3. Research Question 2: 

Does CBPI influence the development of learners' performances of request speech acts in American 

English? 

Following the dynamic assessment approach (Lantolf & Poehner, 2004; Matthew Edward Poehner, 

2005), the current research used scenarios both to investigate learners’ conceptual understanding 

through performance and to develop their conceptual understanding of requests simultaneously. 

Performance data permits the examination of concepts as cognitive tools in orienting the executive 

plane (Negueruela, 2003). While learners’ explanations of concepts in the interviews and AJQs can 

give an indication of their conceptual understanding, they do not provide enough evidence of the 

learners’ actual conceptual development, especially since some learners may develop an 

understanding of the concept but their performance abilities may still lag behind. Also, developing 

high conceptual understanding cannot be achieved by acquiring conceptual knowledge without 

applying it in practical activities ( van Compernolle, 2014b). The relationship between knowledge and 

use is dialectic; thus, they dynamically affect each other. Therefore, giving learners the opportunity to 
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put their conceptual understanding into practice in a near-natural activity like scenarios is essential to 

fully develop their conceptual understanding ( van Compernolle, 2014b). Similarly, the rehearsal 

stage was dynamically administered. It was an opportunity for the learners to use concepts to plan 

their scenarios by answering questions about the social factors of the situation and the strategies they 

would use. Importantly, it also best suited the goal of the current study by eliciting how they viewed 

the situation and whether their choices of request strategies were based on conceptual thinking or not.  

The comparison of pre- and post-scenarios showed that learners’ use of request strategies (i.e., HA, 

IMs, and EMs) shifted in the post-scenarios. The results showed that while most HAs used were direct 

in the pre-scenarios, they were mostly conventionally indirect in the post-scenarios, which indicates 

that the learners became less influenced by their L1—which favours more direct strategies compared 

to American English (Al-Momani, 2009) (more details about this point are provided in chapter 6)—

and more aware of the differences between the target culture and the L1 culture in the level of 

directness. Some learners even pointed out in the post-interviews that the target culture favours 

indirect HAs. Also, in the post-scenarios, the learners employed a wider range of HA (especially 

query preparatory possibility and willingness) and IM strategies (although to a lesser extent), which 

suggests that they broadened their repertoires of the HA and IM strategies. These findings are 

consistent with the findings of the previous non-SCT studies (El Shazly, 2017; Halenko & Jones, 

2011, 2017; Jordà, 2004; Liu, 2007; Nicholas, 2016; Tan & Farashaiyan, 2012), which found that 

instruction was successful in developing learners’ production of request strategies. It is also consistent 

with Nicholas (2016), which is one of the very few studies that investigated the influence of CBLI on 

teaching requests (like the current study), but to Japanese EFL learners. However, unlike the present 

study, Nicholas focused on the development of the interactional competence, so he integrated 

conversation analysis approach in his instruction, unlike the present study, which adopted commonly 

used typologies (Blum-Kulka et al., 1989a; Trosborg, 1995) for the analysis of requests strategies into 

HAs, IMs, and EMs. Thus, the intervention design of Nicholas’ study focused on three main stages of 

requests— openings, requests, and closings—and on concepts like turn-taking, adjacency pairs, 

organization of talk, and role of context. Yet, like the present study, his results suggested that learners 
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developed their performance abilities towards the end of the program. Learners were also more 

frequently able to verbally explain their language choices in terms of social factors, which is similar 

to the rehearsal stage data of the current study. However, some of his learners showed less 

improvement than others, which he attributed to individual trajectories and the unique ZPD for each 

participant. This explanation is supported in the current study as learners within the same proficiency 

level (both HIL and EL groups) showed varied development in performance. Also, El Shazly (2017), 

like this study, investigated the effect of instruction on the development of request performance in 

Arab EFL learners—although she framed her study within the noticing hypothesis and her learners 

were Egyptian Arabs, while my study was framed within the SCT and my learners were Iraqi Arabs—

both studies are still partially comparable. Like the present study, she found that learners used a 

variety of strategies, reduced the use of direct strategies, and increased the use of conventionally 

indirect strategies towards the end of the intervention.  

On the other hand, the present study learners’ use of EMs showed limited improvements in 

comparison to the HAs and IMs. This finding is in line with a number of studies (Achiba, 2003; Ellis, 

1992; G. A. Schauer, 2006), which showed that EMs develop at a later stage than other modifications. 

The studies by Achieba and Ellis are less comparable to the current study because they involve 

children, while Schauer is more comparable since it, like the present study, examined undergraduate 

students learning English. However, unlike this study, Schauer’s study is longitudinal and the setting 

of learning is ESL. G. A. Schauer (2006) explained the delayed development of EMs in light of the 

higher cognitive complexity required to produce EMs compared to IMs and HAs. Another possible 

explanation related to the current study is that the intervention program gave more attention to HA, 

which may have led the learners to give less attention to EMs. 

The qualitative analysis of scenarios produced throughout the intervention program revealed 

interesting findings. First, while HIL learners generally demonstrated a consistent development, EL 

learners’ performance showed high variability (this will be discussed in detail in research question 3). 

Second, the learners, in general, showed an increasing control over their uses of the HAs and IMs 
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request strategies. Third, as was evident in the rehearsal stage, the learners’ choices of strategies were 

often based on conceptual understanding of the meanings of those strategies and on the social factors 

involved in those strategies, which suggests that they used concepts as cognitive tools to orient 

themselves before making the requests. Similarly, the planning stage of scenarios of  van 

Compernolle and Henery (2014) showed that learners made informed choices and developed a 

conceptual understanding of the feature in focus. The rehearsal stage also revealed that some learners 

(e.g., HIL1, HIL2, and HIL7) were aware that social factors influenced and were influenced by their 

request strategies. The rehearsal stage further revealed that some learners (e.g., EL6) had good 

sociopragmatic and pragmalinguistic knowledge even though their performance faltered, meaning that 

they developed conceptual knowledge, but they had not yet fully internalized the concepts. This 

finding corroborates the findings of a number of studies (Negueruela, 2003, 2008a;  van Compernolle, 

2014a; van Compernolle et al., 2016;  van Compernolle & Henery, 2014), which showed that 

although some learners developed conceptual sociopragmatic knowledge, their performance lagged 

behind.  

Van Compernolle et al.’s (2016) study examined the effect of CBPI (like the present study) on the 

development of Spanish second-person pronoun Spanish EFL learners. The findings revealed that 

despite the development of performance ability, the morphosyntactic accuracy in performance lagged 

behind the learners’ knowledge. They explained this finding in light of the diversity of verbs and 

tenses participants were learning in class in addition to the feature of focus. This is similar to the 

current study in that the learners were also required to learn a variety of expressions and strategies and 

their sociopragmatic meanings, which made it a challenging task. This finding is similar to the 

development of some learners (especially for EL learners) in the present study, which was justified in 

light of the relatively short course being insufficient to develop the performance abilities for some 

learners who may benefit from more prolonged CBPI programs. Also, Kuepper (2018) replicated van 

Compernolle et al. (2016) on the development of German singular pronouns in native speakers of 

New Zealand English learning German in an FL context. Like the current study, she examined two 

proficiency levels in her study, beginners and intermediates. Her results revealed that while 
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intermediate learners’ performance developed consistently, the beginners’ performance was more 

variable, a finding that is generally in agreement with the present study findings. She explained this 

finding in light of proficiency levels and the relatively short course—her finding will be discussed in 

detail below when discussing the literature examining proficiency levels in research question 3.   

The difference between the development of conceptual knowledge and performance abilities is 

especially salient in the EMs across the assessment instruments. While AJQ and interview data 

showed no marked differences in the development of the three features of focus (i.e., HAs, IMs, and 

EMs), scenario data showed that EMs were more challenging for learners in comparison to the other 

two features. This finding suggests that the learners were able to develop a conceptual understanding 

of EMs, but they had not yet fully internalized them to be able to use them successfully in 

performance tasks. The limited internalization may be attributed to the nature of EMs, where planning 

and choosing the appropriate EM requires high cognitive complexities since learners need to decide 

which EM to use, where to place it (before or after the HA), which other EMs should also be used, 

and for what purpose.  

The difference between conceptual knowledge and performance should not be surprising given that 

that conceptual knowledge usually develops ahead of performance ability (Gal'perin, 1989b; 

Negueruela, 2003; Negueruela & Lantolf, 2006). However, this doesn’t mean that the relationship 

between conceptual knowledge and performance ability is unidirectional; rather, the relationship is 

dialectical ( van Compernolle, 2014b). Despite the fact that conceptual knowledge develops earlier 

than the performance ability, they dynamically influence each other. Indeed, learners do not fully 

develop their conceptual knowledge unless they use it in its context. Negueruela and Lantolf (2006) 

posited that for “conceptualization to achieve functionality” (i.e., to be used appropriately) learners 

need to “attain automatic control over the feature in question” (p. 98). Automaticity cannot be 

achieved unless learners are given enough opportunities to engage in meaningful practical activities. 

Similarly, learners’ performance abilities do not develop appropriately unless they acquire sufficient 

conceptual knowledge to use it as a cognitive tool to orient themselves in practical activities. As 
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explained above, learners used concepts in the rehearsal stage as mediational tools to plan their 

requests. Since my understanding of how to study concepts developed at the same time I was 

collecting data, I did not collect rehearsal data during the first scenarios. Thus, there is no way to 

compare the learners’ understanding of the early scenarios with the remaining scenarios. It is difficult 

therefore to tell why some learners’ performance improved notably, while others only showed limited 

improvement. However, as most high performing learners were from the HIL group, the 

improvements can be ascribed, at least partly, to the influence of proficiency level.   

To sum up, in line with previous research, scenario data revealed a number of findings. First, the 

learners consistently decreased their direct HAs and increased their conventionally indirect HAs (Al-

Momani, 2009; El Shazly, 2017). Second, the learners broadened their repertoire of HAs and IMs (El 

Shazly, 2017). Third, the rehearsal stage showed that learners developed a conceptual understanding 

of their choices (Nicholas, 2016; van Compernolle & Henery, 2014). Finally, some learners 

developed conceptual knowledge, while their performance lagged behind (Negueruela, 2003, 2008a;  

van Compernolle, 2014a; van Compernolle et al., 2016;  van Compernolle & Henery, 2014). 

7.4. Research Question 3: 

Do HIL learners respond to CBPI differently from EL learners? 

The majority of SCT studies have investigated whether beginners would benefit from an intervention 

or not. The present study considered whether elementary learners would respond differently to the 

intervention from intermediate learners, and if so, what the differences would be.  

Interview data showed that generally HIL and EL learners showed similar development of awareness 

with some minor but important differences. First, concerning the development of sociopragmatic 

awareness, interviews showed that in first-order indexicality concepts (e.g., awareness of the 

influence of P, D, and S on requests) there was no observable difference between the two groups, 

while in second-order indexicality concepts (e.g., awareness of cultural differences in viewing the 
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social factors influencing requests), HIL learners showed more nuanced awareness in the post-

interviews. Second, concerning the development of pragmalinguistic awareness, HILs showed 

preferences for more complex structures of HAs like query preparatory willingness and possibility 

than ELs did, who preferred the simpler structures of query preparatory ability and permission 

strategies. For the IMs, EL learners referred more often to past tense forms than HIL learners did. As 

for the EMs, while in the pre-interviews only a few HIL learners referred to some EMs, with no EL 

learners referring to any EM, in the post-interviews both groups increased their awareness of the EMs, 

especially the EL learners.  

AJQ data showed marked differences between the two groups in the Post-AJQs—as the 

categorization of learners’ responses to HU, MU, and LU showed. While in the Post-AJQs several 

HIL learners showed overall high conceptual understandings (HU), no EL learner showed such 

overall understanding. Also, most learners who showed overall limited understanding were EL 

learners (5 EL learners and 2 HIL learners). These findings indicate that HIL learners generally 

developed higher conceptual understandings in comparison to EL learners. The findings of the present 

study are in line with Kuepper (2018) who examined the development of German address forms in 

New Zealand English learners of German using CBPIs. Like the present study, Kuepper compared 

two levels, intermediates and beginners. She found that intermediates scored higher than beginners in 

both language awareness questionnaires and appropriateness judgement tasks, findings that are similar 

to those of the current study. She suggested that “through previous exposure to knowledge of the 

target language the intermediates were better able to form a holistic, abstract, and decontextualizable 

conceptual understanding of the German address system” (p. 164).  

Similarly, scenario data showed that HIL learners outperformed EL learners. Generally, HIL learners 

showed notable improvements in their use of HA and IMs. They not only utilized a wider range of 

HAs but also increased the appropriateness of their uses consistently. They also showed 

improvements in their EM use but to a lesser extent. At times a few learners’ requests lacked some 

EMs, which made their requests sound abrupt. EL learners, on the other hand, showed limited 
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improvements compared to HIL learners. Some learners used appropriate HAs and adopted new 

strategies, while others were less successful in using the appropriate HA regarding the social factors 

of the situation. The use of IMs was limited to some modifications, mainly conditional clauses, 

question forms, and past tense form. Their use of EMs featured verbose, lengthy and/or repetitive 

EMs at times, and lack of sufficient information at other times. Also, some EL learners’ requests 

included inappropriate word choices and/or grammatical mistakes that affected the meaning of their 

requests. Additionally, the learners’ rehearsal stages showed that most HIL learners chose their 

strategies carefully in congruence with the social factors of the situation, while EL learners did not 

demonstrate such understanding in many cases.  

The findings of the scenarios are similar to those of McGuthrie (2015). Like this study, McGuthrie 

examined the effectiveness of instruction on the development of request performance ability in two 

proficiency levels. Unlike the present study, the setting of the study was ESL, the two proficiency 

levels were beginners and advanced learners (while my learners were beginners and high 

intermediates), the assessment tool was DCT, and more importantly, she adopted a non-SCT 

framework in her teaching approach. McGurthrie, similar to the current study, found that both 

proficiency levels benefited from the instruction and showed improved performance in the post-test. 

However, like the present study, the higher proficiency level learners were able to produce more 

complex requests, which she attributed to the lengthier exposure of advanced learners to the L2 

compared to the beginners. Also, Xu, Case, and Wang (2009) studied the influence of the length of 

the residence in the L2 community and the general L2 proficiency on L2 pragmatic competence 

development. Although their study is not interventional, the findings of the scenario shows that L2 

proficiency level influenced pragmatic competence development significantly.   

Finally, all three types of data showed varying differences between the two groups. While no major 

differences were found between them in the interview data, AJQ and scenario data showed a clear 

advantage of HIL learners over EL learners. A possible explanation of these findings is the influence 

of proficiency level and the efficiency of automatization, which non-SCT researchers use to refer to a 
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process that functions similarly to internalization, and which like internalization is closely related to 

the development of attention (Gal’perin, 1989). Gal’perin argued that attention develops for specific 

activities and in effect is simply an improvement in doing that activity. Similarly, Slobin (1996) 

argued that native speakers of different languages automatize their attention to different language 

elements and experiences during childhood. He added that adult L2 learners find “automatizing 

attention” especially challenging. Segalowitz and Frenkiel-Fishman (2005) suggested that in 

proficient language speakers’ language processes associated with grammatical features are often 

automatized, leading to effortless, fast, and mainly unconscious language processing. Similarly, 

Roever (2009) suggested that as L2 learners’ proficiency level increases, their automatization of the 

language increases, which permits them to process language with less effort.  

These studies suggest that less proficient L2 learners need to allocate more attention to process the 

language, making it slower and more conscious, which requires more effort. This is especially true in 

speaking (and listening), which usually requires immediate processing of information, unlike reading 

and writing. Therefore, the more proficient group of the present study (HIL learners) may have 

outperformed the less proficient group (EL learners) because they needed relatively less attention to 

process grammaticized categories and thus had more free attention to use for sociopragmatic and 

pragmalinguistic resources. This may have been especially true in the scenarios, which required the 

learners to produce language in real time in response to their partner. In relation to this argument, Xu 

et al. (2009) suggested that less proficient L2 learners are less able to pay to attention to grammar and 

pragmatics at the same time. Kasper (2001) posited that learners’ lack of grammar may hinder them 

from delivering the intended pragmatic meaning. This was salient in some EL learners like EL3 and 

EL6, whose grammatical errors and lack of vocabulary affected the clarity of the meanings of their 

requests at times in scenarios. To conclude, data analysis showed that EL learners benefited from the 

program and were able to develop their conceptual knowledge as was evidenced in the interview data. 

However, they lagged behind HIL learners in performance (i.e., scenarios) due to their low 

proficiency level.  
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As for the reason behind the minor differences between the two groups in interviews and the marked 

difference between them in AJQs, it can be ascribed to the level of conceptual understanding and 

proficiency level. These outcomes may indicate that although some EL learners developed conceptual 

knowledge, they had not yet internalized the concepts to be able to use them as inner psychological 

tools (Kozulin, 2018) to judge the appropriateness of request situations. They were still at their early 

stages of conceptual development. This is evident in EL8, for example, who demonstrated high 

improvements in her understanding of sociopragmatic factors in the post-interview, but she hardly 

referred to any sociopragmatic factor in Post-AJQs. Another possible reason is that HIL learners, 

through their lengthier exposure to and wider experience in learning English, were better able to form 

abstract conceptual understanding (Kuepper, 2018) of sociopragmatic and pragmalinguistic resources. 

Interest in the development of pragmatic competence in relation to L2 proficiency level (Blum-Kulka 

& Olshtain, 1986; T. Takahashi & Beebe, 1987; Trosborg, 1987) and the influence of instruction on 

L2 pragmatic development (Ishihara, 2009; J. Kim, 2013; Martínez-Flor, 2008; Soler, 2002; Soler & 

Pitarch, 2010;  van Compernolle, 2008; van Compernolle et al., 2016; van Compernolle & Henery, 

2014;  van Compernolle & Williams, 2012c;  van Compernolle et al., 2013; van Compernolle & 

Zhang, 2014) has led to some considerable research. However, only limited research (Kuepper, 2018; 

McGuthrie, 2015) has combined these two areas and investigated the influence of instruction on L2 

pragmatic development on different proficiency levels (S. Takahashi, 2010).  

Results of the current study, along with previous studies findings, showed that proficiency level plays 

a role in developing learners’ pragmatic capacities. It does not mean that all learners develop alike, 

but that internalization and the development of attention to a new activity is a challenging process for 

learners, especially if there actually multiple interacting components to an activity that must be 

simultaneously managed. Higher proficiency learners seem to be in a better place to develop their 

pragmatic capacities, especially in the performance tasks, because they literally have less to do, 

having better internalized and developed attention to the pronunciation, vocabulary, and grammar that 

must be used in conjunction with pragmatic concepts.  
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7.5. General Discussion  

As the analyses in chapters 4, 5, and 6 and the discussion at the beginning of this chapter show, 

almost all learners showed development—although in varying degrees. Almost all learners showed 

improvements in their sociopragmatic and pragmalinguistic knowledge of requests in English. The 

discussion of research question 1 showed that most learners showed improvements in their conceptual 

understanding of the sociopragmatic and pragmalinguistic resources of American English requests. 

Research question 2 showed that while some showed notable improvements in their performance 

abilities, others showed improvements to a lesser degree, with some showing very incremental 

improvements. Research question 3 showed that, generally, HIL learners benefited more from the 

intervention program, albeit EL learners also benefited from the program but to a lesser degree.   

To reiterate, some learners showed marked improvements in their sociopragmatic and 

pragmalinguistic knowledge and used this knowledge successfully (i.e., improvements in performance 

abilities) in AJQs and scenarios, which indicates that they internalized these concepts and were able to 

use them successfully as tools to orient themselves. However, as AJQs and scenarios showed, most 

learners (including those who showed high gains) did not develop complete conceptual understanding 

of sociopragmatic and pragmalinguistic resources of requests in American English and how they are 

different from Iraqi Arabic even after the intervention, especially in some vague situations (SI3 and 

SI6 in AJQs and S1 in scenarios). Some widened their repertoire of request strategies but did not 

show an appropriate understanding of their sociopragmatic meaning in the target language, while 

others overgeneralized some concepts or overused them (e.g., American culture “requires” brief 

requests, or for a request to be polite it “must” includes EMs). Some learners (e.g., EL1) showed very 

limited improvements in their conceptual understanding.  

The results of the present study are generally in line with other interventional pragmatics studies 

working within CBPI framework especially in the development of the performance abilities (Kuepper, 

2018; Nicholas, 2016;  van Compernolle, 2012; van Compernolle et al., 2016;  van Compernolle & 

Henery, 2014). However, as noted above, some learners in the present study had difficulty developing 
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their sociopragmatic and pragmalinguistic knowledge. This can be attributed to several factors. First, 

English and Arabic are linguistically and culturally distant (Chakhachiro, 2011), which made it more 

difficult for learners to develop their conceptual knowledge of the target language. Second, the 

learners’ interaction with native speakers of English was very limited, as all learners indicated in the 

background questionnaire that they had never travelled abroad and had only experienced very limited 

interaction with native speakers of English. So, all the learners’ previous understanding of target 

language was taken mostly from school, TV, and internet. Third, the learners were not familiar with 

such kind of instruction (i.e., CBPI), where they engage actively in learning. Teaching in the Iraqi 

educational system is mostly teacher-centred and students are passive receptors rather than active 

participants (Rezaee, Farahani, & Mubarak, 2018). Fourth, requests, unlike the studied features in 

other CBPI studies (except Nicholas, 2015, 2016), entail complex pragmalinguistic resources, with 

many varieties of HAs, IMs, and EMs. All these factors together made it more challenging for the 

learners in the present study to develop their conceptual knowledge compared to the learners of the 

previous studies.  

7.6. Implications 

Working within the SCT framework, this study adopts CBPI in teaching L2 pragmatics, specifically 

the speech act of request in English. This study makes several contributions to the field of CBPI 

research and teaching requests. A major contribution of this study lies in its utilization of CBPI in 

teaching L2 requests. To the best of my knowledge, this study is one of the very few studies that 

examine CBPI in teaching L2 requests (in addition to Nicholas, 2016, 2015), and the first study to 

employ CBPI in teaching English requests to Arab learners of English. 

7.6.1. Implications for CBPI research 

The present study makes two main contributions to CBPI research. First, teaching learners who are 

used to form-based and teacher-centered instruction, as was the case in the current study participants, 

is more challenging. The learners would benefit from more intensive orientation stage to familiarize 
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them with concept-based and student-centered instruction. Second, the more distant learners’ L1 

linguistically and culturally from L2 (as was the case in the current study) the more challenging it 

would be for them to develop their knowledge. One way to address these two issues is to do a more 

intensive orienting stage to familiarize the learners with the differences in teaching approaches and 

cultural and linguistic differences. Third, learners of lower proficiency level seem to lag behind those 

of higher proficiency level in performing tasks. This is expected given the nature of the scenario task, 

which was oral. Low-proficiency learners in such tasks need to think of the appropriate vocabulary, 

grammar, structure of the sentence, etc., in addition of the appropriate pragmalinguistics and 

sociopragmatics to frame their requests. Low-proficiency learners would perform better if they are 

given more time and opportunity to make their requests. One way to do that is by making the 

performing task a written one using computer-mediated medium, rather than an oral one. In written 

tasks, learners will have more time to think of their choices, and they will not be under the pressure of 

immediate response, as was the case in the oral scenarios.  

7.6.2.  Implications for L2 research. 

This study makes several contributions to the body of research on CBPI in L2 in general and in L2 

pragmatics in particular. The findings of this study corroborate and expand upon the previous research 

(e.g., Kuepper, 2018; Negueruela, 2003; van Compernolle, 2012) in the effectiveness of CBPI in 

teaching a wide range of language features, including requests. The findings of this study also confirm 

the applicability of CBPI to L2 learners of a distant L1, particularly Arab learners of English.   

A major contribution of this study is that its design—following van Compernolle (2012)—in contrast 

to traditional instructions in requests, starts with concepts (i.e., meanings) and then maps them to 

forms. In other words, learners base their pragmalinguistic knowledge on sociopragmatic knowledge 

rather than the other way around (as is the case in the traditional instructions). This is instrumental 

because learners will first develop their sociopragmatic knowledge that is not bound to particular 

forms (van Compernolle, 2012), which will allow them to see the big picture of cultural and language. 

Then, they will map the concepts to the relevant forms. This way they will be able to play an agentive 
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role and think for themselves of the meaning to be delivered and the appropriate forms to deliver this 

meaning in a particular context, rather than simply memorizing forms and their static meanings. The 

findings of this study showed that learners not only developed understandings of the concepts 

governing requests (e.g., P, D, and S) in English, but also the underlying cultural values (e.g., 

politeness, directness, briefness, etc.), although to a lesser extent. The findings of the present study 

corroborate previous CBPI studies (Kuepper, 2018; Negueruela, 2003; van Compernolle, 2012; van 

Compernolle & Henery, 2014; van Compernolle et al., 2013) in that learners were able to use 

scientific concepts to orient themselves successfully. The meaning-to-form approach adopted in this 

study, therefore, provides an alternative approach to the traditional form-to-meaning approach 

adopted in mainstream research in investigating the effectiveness of instruction on the development of 

L2 requests.  

This study also contributes to the methods of data collection and data analysis. Concerning the data 

collection methods, it employed strategic interaction scenarios (SISs), which afford learners the 

opportunity to engage in near-natural situations to produce requests. SISs provide more authentic data 

for analysis than role-plays and DCT data, which are overwhelmingly used in request studies, in two 

ways. First, although learners knew that the scenarios were about requests, they did not know what 

the other person was going to say (unlike role-plays), which made it more similar to natural 

interactions. Second, the requests were produced as part of a conversation over multiple turns (unlike 

DCT), which also made it more similar to natural interactions. In addition, learners (the requesters) 

were asked to record a rehearsal stage responding to specific questions about their plans. Both the 

SISs and the rehearsal stages provided important insights about learners’ performances in near-natural 

production situations and more importantly about the reasons behind their choices. As regards data 

analysis, the use of microgenetic analysis in analysing scenarios produced throughout the program—

rather than simply examining the pre- and post-scenarios—enabled a close examination of the 

processes of development, both the progressions and the regressions, regarding the internalisation of 

requests. 
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The findings of the current study also suggest that the distance between L1 and L2 language and 

culture can have an impact on the development of conceptual knowledge. Unlike the majority of 

CBLI studies in L2, which were conducted on more closely related languages (e.g., French and 

English, Spanish and English, and German and English), in the current study, Arabic is culturally and 

linguistically distant from English. Moreover, the learners reported that they had very limited contact 

with native speakers of English. Thus, some learners, especially from EL group, seemed to struggle to 

develop high conceptual understandings even by the end of the program. However, more studies 

testing CBPI on Arab learners or other learners of English whose L1 is distant from English are 

needed to examine whether such learners would face similar challenges.   

Another central issue to this study is the relationship between the development of knowledge and 

performance. Following van Compernolle (2012), the design of the present study afforded learners the 

opportunity to develop their explicit knowledge and then use it recursively. As the microgenetic 

analysis showed, both conceptual knowledge and performance abilities revolutionarily developed 

towards the end of the program, which suggests the effectiveness of the design. While knowledge 

develops ahead of performance abilities, the relationship between them is not causal but rather genetic 

(Negueruela & Lantolf, 2006). They continuously influence and develop each other. Thus, 

establishing the connection between the conceptual knowledge and “its functionality in performance” 

(Negueruela & Lantolf, 2006, p. 98) is essential to fully master the feature of focus. In other words, 

learners need to develop conceptual knowledge to be able to use it as a tool to orient themselves in 

performance activities. On the other hand, learners need to use this explicit knowledge effectively to 

fully internalize it and achieve automaticity.  

Also, findings of the current study showed that, within the CBPI model, proficiency level can have an 

impact on learners’ development, suggesting that low proficiency learners may benefit from more 

prolonged intervention programs. Finally, the findings of this study confirm previous CBPI research 

(e.g., Nicholas, 2016) in that each learner has his/her own trajectories and unique ZPD.   
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7.6.3.  Implications for L2 pedagogy.  

This study has several implications for L2 classroom pedagogy. First, the meaning-to-form approach 

adopted in this study provides an alternative approach to teaching requests to the form-to-meaning 

approach adopted in traditional L2 classrooms in teaching requests. Rather than the rules of thumbs in 

traditional textbooks, which are often erratic, inaccurate, or incomplete, in the meaning-to-form CBPI, 

learners utilise scientific concepts, which are abstract, systematic, and not bound to a particular 

context. Once internalized, learners can use scientific concepts freely and systematically to orient 

themselves in different contexts. Second, both knowledge and practice are essential to developing a 

complete understanding of the feature in question, which is request in this case. L2 classrooms should 

afford learners the opportunities to develop their knowledge and to use that knowledge in activities 

approximating natural interactions. Rehearsal stage data analysis provided important insights into how 

learners planned their requests and how their performances were not always as planned in many cases 

due to low proficiency levels, suggesting that knowledge develops ahead of performance abilities and 

that some learners may benefit from more practice.    

Third, in line with the recommendations of Kasper (2006) that speech acts should not be taught as 

isolated adjacency pairs, the design of this study presents requests as a conversation and not simply as 

adjacency pairs or isolated sentences. This perspective helps learners integrate their requests within a 

bigger conversation and decide whether to deliver their requests over multiple turns. The findings of 

this study showed that this perspective was successful in developing the learners understanding of 

requests as a conversation entailing several stages including, but not limited to, pre-request stage, 

request stage, and post-request stage.  

Finally, introducing CBPI to Iraqi EFL learners might be challenging for being unfamiliar methods of 

teaching, which is student-centred and involve conceptual thinking rather than memorisations of rules 

of thumb that they are used to. Thus, it would be more effective to introduce this approach of teaching 

to learners at the beginning of the course, so learners become more familiar with and aware of the 

advantages of this model of instruction.  
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7.7. Limitations of the Study and Future Directions   

There are several limitations in this study that need to be acknowledged and addressed and that may 

also be considered as directions for future research. The first limitation relates to the small number of 

participants. The total number of participants were 17 (9 HIL and 8 EL participants). Also, some 

participants missed a session, thus did not complete all the data to be collected from them (e.g., some 

skipped some scenarios); so, the total number of participants in the analysis of data of each of the 

three main instruments (i.e., interviews, AJQs, and scenarios) was less than 17. Therefore, the number 

of participants is too limited to make broad generalisations. On the other hand, the small number of 

participants allowed for in-depth qualitative analysis, especially the microgenetic analysis of 

scenarios, which revealed important insights about the developmental process. Also, the findings of 

this study are similar to those of several CBPI studies (e.g., Kuepper, 2018; Nicholas, 2016; van 

Compernolle, 2012; van Compernolle & Henery, 2014) regarding the process of development, the 

gains in conceptual knowledge, and the improvements in performance abilities. Future studies are 

needed to replicate the findings on a larger number of participants and possibly in different settings 

(EFL vs. ESL).  

The second limitation has to do with the length of the intervention, which was implemented in seven 

sessions (two pre- and post-sessions and five instructional sessions) over four weeks. As indicated by 

previous CBPI studies (e.g., Kuepper, 2018), this period is not enough to fully develop and to 

completely internalise the concepts. Learners would benefit from a prolonged intervention to have 

enough time to develop. It would be interesting to extend this research design to a whole semester to 

investigate learners’ development over a longer period of time.  

The third limitation concerns the verbalisation data. Although verbalisation is one of the central 

elements in the design of this study, due to the fact that the intervention was implemented with a 

whole class and that learners simultaneously verbalised, the recordings of verbalisations were not 

clear because there was only one recording device. Thus, the verbalisation recordings could not be 

transcribed. It would be more effective if there were a recording device for each learner to have clear 
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recordings. Also, because my understanding of the research design developed while I implemented 

the program, I did not ask learners to record their rehearsal stage of the scenarios nor provided them 

with questions to respond to during the first four scenarios. Thus, there are no rehearsal data available 

of the early scenarios to compare with the remaining ones.  

Also relevant to the recording issue, the recording was voice-only. It would be more effective to use 

video recording to collect data to reveal the non-verbal communication like facial expressions, 

gestures, and the like, which would provide richer data.  

In addition to the suggestions to address the limitations noted above, future research can expand this 

study in several ways. Incorporating other data analysis like conversation analysis in the data analysis 

will certainly strengthen the robustness of the analysis. Another potentially productive venue for 

future research is to use the scenarios produced by learners in the early sessions for analysis in the 

later sessions to raise their awareness of their own mistakes and to work on possible ways to improve 

their performance and knowledge. Finally, it would be interesting to replicate this study on English 

learners of Arabic to see how they would respond to CBPI in learning requests in Arabic and whether 

they would face the corresponding challenges that Arab learners of English faced.  

7.8. Conclusion   

The major focus of this study is investigating the applicability of CBPI in teaching requests to Arab 

EFL learners. While the findings showed that CBPI led to development in the learners’ conceptual 

knowledge and performance abilities, which generally confirms other CBPI studies (e.g., Kuepper, 

2018; Nicholas, 2016; van Compernolle, 2012; van Compernolle & Henery, 2014), the learners 

demonstrated various development trajectories, with some showing notable development while others 

showed limited development. The limited development of some learners can be attributed to several 

factors like the distance between L1 and L2, limited to no first hand experience of interacting with 

native speakers of the target language and the target culture, and the proficiency level. Further 
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research exploring these factors would reveal more insights into their influence on learners’ 

development.    
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Appendices 
 

Appendix A: Background Questionnaire 

Please answer the following questions. All personal identification information will be kept 
confidential.  

1. Name: 
2. Age:        
3. Gender:    
� Male   
� Female   

4. Are you a native speaker of Arabic?     
� Yes   
� No   

5. Do you speak any other language beside Arabic and English?   
� Yes   
� No   

6. If yes, state the language(s):   
7. How long have you been studying English in your country after high school?   

� Less than 1 year  
� 2 years   
� 3 years  
� 4 years  
� 5 years or longer  

8. Have you studied English in any English-speaking country? 
� Yes 
� No 

If yes, how long? 
� Less than one month  
� Less than two months  
� Less than three months  
� Less than 6 months  
� Less than 1 year  
� Less than 1.5 year  
� Less than 2 years  
� Less than 3 years   
� Longer than 3 years  

9. Have you lived in any English-speaking country?  
� Yes 
� No 

If yes, how long? 
� Less than two months  
� Less than three months  
� Less than 6 months  
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� Less than 1 year  
� Less than 1.5 year  
� Less than 2 years  
� Less than 3 years   
� Longer than 3 years 

 
 

10. Do you communicate with native speakers of English through social media (e.g., 
Facebook, Skype, WhatsApp, or any other way of communication)? 
many hours/minutes do you spend talking with them on an average day? 
� Yes 
� No 

If yes, how often 
� 0-30 min. a day  
� 30 min to one hour a week  
� 30 min to one hour a month 
� Other:  

11. On average, how many hours/minutes do you watch TV or YouTube in English 
each day? 
� I don’t watch TV in English   
� 0-30 min.  
� 30 min to one hour  

� One hour to two hours  
� Two hours to two hours and 30-min. 
� Longer than two hours and 30min. 

12. Please indicate your current level of study. 
� Language school/institute 
� 1st year undergraduate 
� 2nd year undergraduate 
� 3rd year undergraduate 
� 4th year undergraduate 
� 5th year undergraduate 
� 6th year undergraduate 
� Postgraduate 
� Other (please specify): 
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Appendix B: Interview Questions 

Pre-interview questions 

1. How do you make a request in English? What are some of the strategies and/or expressions to 

make requests in English? 

2. What are some of the things (factors) that affect request making in English? Do these factors 

differ in Arabic? 

3. How is requesting in English different from requesting in Arabic? If there are differences.  

4. Do you think that culture would play role in making request? if yes, how?  

 

Post-interview questions 

1. In general, what did you learn from this course? 

2. How do you make a request in English? What are some of the strategies and/or expressions to 

make requests in English? 

3. What are some of the things (factors) that affect request making in English? Do these factors 

differ in Arabic? 

4. How is requesting in English different from requesting in Arabic? If there are differences.  

5. Do you think that culture would play role in making request? if yes, how?  
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Appendix C: Strategic Interaction Scenarios 

Read the scenarios below and in pairs role-play the scenarios. One student will be the 
requester (A) and the other one will be the requestee (B). Do not share your role or what you 
plan to say with each other.  
 
Scenario 1  
A: You are a graduate student and leader of the student association. Jane is a freshman who is 
interested in joining the student association. You made an appointment with Jane for a 
meeting next Wednesday. This is a first time that you will meet Jane. However, after you 
made this appointment, you remember that you have a dental appointment at the same time, 
so you want to change the appointment with Jane. On your way to your office, you run into 
someone in the hallway who asks where your office is, and it turns out to be Jane. What 
would you say to Jane? 
 
Scenario 1 B: You are a freshman (first year student) and you are interested in joining the 
students’ association. You made an appointment with Smith, the association president, for a 
meeting next Wednesday. This will be the first time you will meet the association president. 
You happen to be in Smith’s building and decide to find out where his office is, and you ask 
someone you meet in the hallway and ask where his office is. It turns out to be Smith, and he 
wants to ask you for something. What would you say to Smith? 
 
Scenario 2  
A: You (Trevor) are a student in English Department. You will graduate in a few months, and 
you are now working on an assignment for one of your classes. The deadline is two weeks 
from now. However, all the books on the topic you are working on are checked out in the 
library. On the way back from the library, you happen to walk past Professor Jim Jones and 
you know that he has one of the books that you need. He has taught you for one semester 
before, so you know him to some extent. You decide to ask to borrow a book from him. What 
would you say to him? 
Scenario 2 B: You (Jim Jones) are a professor in English Department. Trevor, a student that 
you taught for one semester, walk past you and approaches you to ask you for something.   
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Scenario 3  
A: You are a professor (Mike Malloy) in English Department. You are doing a research study 
about students’ writing level. You are collecting data through surveys. The survey takes 
around 10-15 minutes to fill out. You are looking for a number of students to fill out the 
survey for you. John is a student in English Department. You have taught John for one 
semester. So, you know him to some extent. You see John in the hallway. You decide to ask 
him to fill out the survey for you.  
 
Scenario 3 B: You (John) are an undergraduate student in English Department. Professor 
Mike Malloy has taught you one class before. So, you know him to some extent. You meet 
him in the hallway and he wants to ask you for something. How would you respond to his 
request?  
 
 
 
 
 
Scenario 4  
A: You are a master’s student writing a master’s thesis at a small college. You have a 
wonderful working relationship with your advisor, Professor Sam Silvers. You have been 
Professor Sam Silvers’ graduate assistant for the past two years, so you know him very well. 
Now, you are applying for a teaching job at a nearby high school and need a recommendation 
letter. You decided to ask him for a recommendation. Now that you are in his office, what 
would you say? 
 
Scenario 4 B: You are a professor (Sam Silvers) at a small college. You have a wonderful 
working relationship with your graduate assistant (Ahmed) for the past two years who is also 
a master’s student, so you know him very well. Now Ahmed is in your office, and he asks 
you for something. What would you say to him?   
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Scenario 5  
A: You (Ali) are a graduate student and now writing a term paper late at night in your 
dormitory room. You haven't had anything to drink in a long time and are slowly getting 
thirsty.  You want to get some coke, but don't think you have the time and strength to go out 
to buy coke. Meanwhile, you know that your very close flatmate, Dan, is going to the 
supermarket down the street to buy some fruit in 10 minutes. You decided to ask Dan to buy 
coke for you at supermarket when goes to the supermarket. What would you say to Dan? 
 
Scenario 5 B: Your name is Dan. Your very close flatmate Ali is studying late at night in his 
dormitory room for his term paper. You are going to the supermarket to buy some fruit in 10 
minutes. Ali wants to ask you for something. What would you say to Ali? 
 
 
 
 
Scenario 6  
A: Your name is James. You have a flight tomorrow and you need a ride for the airport. You 
have a good relationship with your flatmate Luka. You have been sharing the flat for almost 
one year, but you are not close friends. You want to ask her to give you a ride to the airport. 
Now she is having dinner in the kitchen and you approach her. What would you say to her? 
 
Scenario 6 B: Your name is Luka and you have a car. You have been sharing the flat with 
two other flatmates for almost one year. You have a good relationship with both, but you are 
not close friends.  Now you are having dinner in the kitchen. One of your flatmates, James, 
has a flight tomorrow and he approached you to ask you for something. How would you 
respond to his request?  
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Scenario 7  
A: You and Sarah work in the information desk in the school library, but work different 
shifts, you and Sarah are graduate students from a different school. You are from Graduate 
School of Education and Sarah is from Nursing School. You know Sarah to some extent 
because you and Sarah have worked in the same shift several times. You have a doctor 
appointment next Monday and needs someone to cover your shift. Now you decided to ask 
from Sarah to work your shift for 3 hours, you happen to meet Sarah at the entrance of the 
library. What would you say to Sarah? 
 
Scenario 7 B: You and Mohammed work in the information desk in the school library, but 
work different shifts, you and Mohammed are graduate students from a different school. You 
are from Nursing School and Mohammed is from Graduate School of Education. You know 
Mohammed to some extent because you and Mohammed have worked in the same shift 
several times. You happen to meet Mohammed at the entrance of the library. He approached 
you and want to request something from you.  
 
 
 
Scenario 8  
A: You (John) rent a room in a large house. You are a student at a nearby university. The 
landlord (owner of the house) lives in the house as well. His name is Sam. You just moved in, 
so you don’t know the landlord well. You are responsible for mowing the lawn (cutting the 
garden grass) every two weeks, a job that takes you about one hour to do. You want the 
landlord to mow the lawn for you this week because you are going out of town. You are in 
the living room when the landlord walks in.  
 
Scenario 8 B: You (Sam) are the landlord (owner) of a house and you live in it. You leased 
one of the rooms for a student, his name is John. You agreed that it is John’s responsibility to 
mow the lawn (cut the garden grass) every two weeks. It takes one hour to do the mowing. 
When it is the time to mow the lawn, John approached you to request something from you. 
How would you respond to his request?  
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Appendix D: Appropriateness Judgment Questionnaire (AJQ) 

 
Below are requests made in different situations. Read the situations and the requests made 
and then rate the requests on a scale of (1 to 5) of appropriateness, where 1 is very 
inappropriate and 5 is very appropriate.  
 
Situation 1 
Jim a university professor. This is the first day in the semester and he is teaching a course for 
first year students. He comes to today’s class carrying many books and papers to share with 
students. The class finishes, and he wants a student to help him carry the books to his office. 
He looks at a student standing close to him who met for the first time today and says... 
 
Request: 
Professor: Excuse me. 
Student: Yes, professor. 
Professor: What is your name? 
Student: Ali, sir. 
Professor: Ali, would you mind carrying these books for me to my office, please. 
 
Rating: 
On a scale 1 to 5, rate the request made above, where 1 is very inappropriate and 5 is very 
appropriate.  
 
 

Appropriateness of the request  Not appropriate 
at all 1 2 3 4 5 Very 

appropriate 
 
Briefly explain your choice of the degree of appropriateness. 
 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………….…………... 
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Situation 2:  
Joan needs 100 dollars to pay her bills. Her bank account is frozen for unknown reason and 
she cannot withdraw money until a week later. She wants to ask her close friend and 
classmate, Kate. She knows that Kate has the money and can afford to give her some. They 
meet in the school hall.  
 
Request: 
Joan: Hi Kate. 
Kate: Hi Joan, how’s it going? 
Joan: Not bad, hey, something strange is happening in my bank account and now it’s frozen. 
Can I borrow 100 dollars to pay my bills this week? I’ll pay you when my account gets fixed.  
 
 
Rating: 
On a scale 1 to 5, rate the request made above, where 1 is very inappropriate and 5 is very 
appropriate.  
 
 

Appropriateness of the request  Not appropriate 
at all 1 2 3 4 5 Very 

appropriate 
 
Briefly explain your choice of the degree of appropriateness. 
 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………….... 
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Situation 3  
Tom is an undergraduate student at the university. He has an exam on the coming Thursday, 
but his friend will get married on Thursday also. He wants to ask Professor Robert Reed to 
allow him to take the exam on another date, so he can attend his friend’s wedding. This is the 
first time he has made such a request. Tom has taken several classes with the professor, so he 
knows him well. He said the following to his professor: 
 
Request: 
Tom: Ah, so I'm here to, ah, can you do me a favor? Because I heard there is gonna be a test 

next Thursday, but I need to go to my friend's wedding. 
 
Professor: OK, ah, yeah, ah …… what kind of favor do you want me to do? 
 
Tom: Ah, I hope you can, you can let me take the test another day. 
 
 
Rating: 
On a scale 1 to 5, rate the request made above, where 1 is very inappropriate and 5 is very 
appropriate.  
 
 

Appropriateness of the request  Not appropriate 
at all 1 2 3 4 5 Very 

appropriate 
 
Briefly explain your choice of the degree of appropriateness. 
 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………….…...  
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Situation 4 
Paul is an employee in a private company. He has been working in the company for three 
years now and Mr. Clark has been his boss since Paul’s first day at the company. Paul needs 
to take his sister to the airport the next day so he needs to leave work early. Therefore, he 
wants to ask permission from his boss, Mr. Clark, to leave early the next day.  
 
Request: 
Paul:  Mr. Clark. 
Mr. Clark:  Hi Paul, is everything OK?’ 
Paul:  Yes thanks. It’s just, do you mind if I leave early tomorrow? I need to take my sister to 
the airport. 
 
 
Rating: 
On a scale 1 to 5, rate the request made above, where 1 is very inappropriate and 5 is very 
appropriate.  
 
 

Appropriateness of the request  Not appropriate 
at all 1 2 3 4 5 Very 

appropriate 
 
Briefly explain your choice of the degree of appropriateness. 
 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………….... 
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Situation 5: 
Lisa is a teacher at high school and she has a class in one minute. She needs to copy a few 
pages for the class but she is afraid she may be late for the class. John, her fellow teacher, is 
free this hour. John and Lisa know each other for a few months. Their relationship is limited 
to work. Lisa wants to ask John to do the copying for her.  
 
Request: 
Lisa : Hi John 
John: Good day Lisa. How's it going? 
Lisa: Oh not bad 
John: What's new? 
Lisa: Look I have class in a minute… 
John: Aha.   
Lisa: And I want you to photocopy this page and this page, please. 10 copies each. 
 
 
Rating: 
On a scale 1 to 5, rate the request made above, where 1 is very inappropriate and 5 is very 
appropriate.  
 
 

Appropriateness of the request  Not appropriate 
at all 1 2 3 4 5 Very 

appropriate 
 
Briefly explain your choice of the degree of appropriateness. 
 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………….……... 
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Situation 6 
Maria is taking a course in sociology. In today’s class, the professor mentioned a new article 
“Religion & Culture”. Maria is interested in the topic so she went to the library to read the 
article. Unfortunately, the library does not have the article, and she decided to borrow it from 
the professor. This is her first course with this professor and Maria has not spoken to him 
outside the class before. She knocked on the door and said the following:  
 
Request 
Maria: Good morning doc, I am taking a class with you this semester and you mentioned 
during the class an article about “Religion and Culture.” I am really interested in reading this 
article. Actually, I am interested in anything related to culture. I went to the library but I 
didn’t find it there. Can I take it and copy it, please, and I will return it soon.  
 
 
Rating: 
On a scale 1 to 5, rate the request made above, where 1 is very inappropriate and 5 is very 
appropriate.  
 
 

Appropriateness of the request  Not appropriate 
at all 1 2 3 4 5 Very 

appropriate 
 
Briefly explain your choice of the degree of appropriateness. 
 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………. 
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Appendix E: Contextualized Request Analysis (CRA) 

 
Analyze the following conversations, identifying the social factors influencing speakers use 
of language, the request strategies made, stages, and reasons behind speakers’ choices of 
strategies. You can use the diagrams and the instructions in the cards.  
 
Situation 1  
Jason is an undergraduate student at the university. He has an exam the coming Friday, but 
his friend will get married on Friday also. He wants to ask professor Robert to allow him to 
take the exam on another date, so he can attend his friend wedding. This is the first time he 
makes such a request. This is the second semester Jason takes a class with professor Robert, 
so he knows him to some extent. He said the following to his professor: 
  
Request: 
Jason:  I, look, I have a big favor to ask you.  I know our exam is this week on Friday, but my 

close friend is getting married that day.  Is there any chance, like, maybe I can take it 
earlier or later or some other time?  

Professor: uh, mm, Ok, no problem. I will postpone yours to the next Monday.  
Jason: Ok. Thank you so much.  
Professor: You are welcome.  

 
 

Analysis: 
How did the requester present himself? ………………………………………………………………………………. 
 
On a scale 1 to 5, rate the request made above, where 1 is very inappropriate and 5 is very 
appropriate.  
 

Appropriateness of the request  Not appropriate 
at all 1 2 3 4 5 Very 

appropriate 
 
Briefly explain your choice of the degree of appropriateness. 
….................................................................................................................................................. 
….................................................................................................................................................. 
…................................................................................................................................................. 
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Contextualized Request Analysis 
 
Situation 2 
Donny and Marica are friends. They have known each other for a few years. Donny’s car 
broke down and he needs to get to the bank, so he needs someone to give him a ride to the 
bank. He calls his friend Marcia to ask her to give him a ride to the bank.   
 
Request: 
Donny: Guess what.  
Marcia: What? 
Donny: My car is stalled. And I’m up here in the Glen? 
Marcia: Oh 
Donny: And. uh. I don’t know if it’s possible, but uhh see I have to open up the bank. uh. 
At. In Brentwood?  
Marcia: Yea. And I know you want, and I would, but except I’ve gotta leave in about five 
minutes.  
Donny: Okay then I gotta call somebody else. Right away.  
 
 
 
Analysis: 
How did the requester present himself? ………………………………………………………………………………. 
 
On a scale 1 to 5, rate the request made above, where 1 is very inappropriate and 5 is very 
appropriate.  
 

Appropriateness of the request  Not appropriate 
at all 1 2 3 4 5 Very 

appropriate 
 
Briefly explain your choice of the degree of appropriateness. 
….................................................................................................................................................. 
….................................................................................................................................................. 
…................................................................................................................................................. 
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Contextualized Request Analysis 
Situation 3 
Adam is a university professor. He has a department meeting and he has to cancel one of 
today’s classes. One of the course students passes by his office. This is the student’s first 
semester with professor Adam and he doesn’t know him that well. Professor Adam wants 
the student to post an announcement about cancelling today’s class at the classroom door. 
Professor Adam said the following to the student: 
 
Professor: Excuse me. 
Student: Yes professor. 
Professor: What is your name? 
Student: Mohammed  
Professor: You are in my class, right? 
Student: Yes, I am.   
Professor: Could you do me a favour? Are you free now? 
Student: yes, sure. 
Professor: Could you please post this announcement about cancelling today’s class at the 
classroom door. I have a meeting. I cannot make it today. 
Student: Ok. 
Professor: Thanks    
 
 
Analysis: 
How did the requester present himself? ………………………………………………………………………………. 
 
On a scale 1 to 5, rate the request made above, where 1 is very inappropriate and 5 is very 
appropriate.  
 

Appropriateness of the request  Not appropriate 
at all 1 2 3 4 5 Very 

appropriate 
 
Briefly explain your choice of the degree of appropriateness. 
….................................................................................................................................................. 
….................................................................................................................................................. 
…................................................................................................................................................. 
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Appendix F: Coding Taxonomy for Scenarios 

Head act strategies 
Strategy type: Definition/Criteria Examples 
Direct:   

Mood 
derivable 

The requester states a direct, imperative 
request to the hearer. In its unmodified form, it 
is very authoritative. If the speaker has power 
over the hearer, the latter is obliged to carry out 
the order, e.g., orders from parent to child, from 
teacher to pupil, from officer to soldier, from 
employer to employee, etc.  

“Please, play football 
away from my window” 
“Post this on the 
classroom” 

Explicit 
performative 

The illocutionary intent is explicitly named by 
the speaker by using a relevant illocutionary 
verb. 
Performative statements with requestive intent 
are very direct and usually authoritative. In their 
unmodified form, they would normally be 
impolite outside a formal context where the 
authoritative element is in place.  

“I ask/request/order/ 
command you to leave” 

Hedged 
performative 

The illocutionary verb denoting the requestive 
intent is modified by modal verbs or verbs 
expressing intention.   

“I’d like to/must ask you 
to leave” 

Locution 
derivable 

The illocutionary intent is directly derivable from 
the semantic meaning of the locution.  
When employing a statement of obligation or 
necessity, the speaker exerts either his/her own 
authority, or he/she refers to some authority 
outside the speaker (institution, brute fact, etc.) 

 “You should leave now”  
“I have to cancel our 
class” 
 

Want 
statement 

The utterance expresses the speaker’s desire 
that the event denoted in the preposition is 
realized. 
By placing the speaker’s interests above the 
hearer’s, the request becomes more direct in its 
demand. The speaker’s statement of his/her 
intent may be expressed politely as a wish (I 
would like) or more bluntly as a demand (I want) 
or need (I need). 
Statements of demand (I want) are normally 
impolite in their unmodified form. If they are 
softened by please, or some other mitigating 
device, they may take one the character of 
pleading.   

“I need to use your 
computer.” 
“I want to borrow your 
management book.” 
“I would like to have 
some more coffee.” 

Conventionally 
indirect: 
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Suggestory 
formula 

The illocutionary intent is phrased as a 
suggestion by means of a framing routine 
formula. 
 

“How about 
Wednesday?” 
“Let’s reschedule for 
Wednesday.” 

QP\Ability The utterance contains reference to a 
preparatory condition for the feasibility of the 
request, typically one of ability, permission, 
willingness, or possibility, as conventionalized 
in the given language. Very often, but not 
necessarily so, the speaker questions rather 
than states the presence of the chosen 
preparatory condition (query preparatory). 
 
Reference to the hearer’s ability and willingness 
to comply with the requester’s wishes and 
desires constitute central strategies in 
formulating requests. Maybe the hearer is 
willing to comply with the requester’s wishes, 
but he/she cannot. Conversely, a desired act 
may well be within the hearer’s capacity, but 
he/she is not willing to perform it.  
By requesting one of the pre-conditions, the 
requester politely conveys that he/she does not 
take compliance for granted and simultaneously 
lowers the risk of losing face him/herself. For 
these reasons the hearer-based conditions 
ability and willingness appear as heavily 
routinized request forms.   
Making a request for permission is another way 
of asking about the hearer’s willingness to do 
something. This involves a shift of focus alluding 
explicitly to the requester as the beneficiary or 
recipient of an activity instead of mentioning the 
requestee as the agent of the action 
Reference to the possibility of the action being 
performed is another way to make a request. 

“Can/Could you give me 
an extension?” 

QP\Permission “Can/Could I use your 
laptop?” 

QP\Willingness “Would you mind 
writing me a letter of 
recommendation?” 
“Would you lend me a 
copy of your book?” 

QP\Possibility “Is there any way you 
can give me an 
override?” 
“Is it possible/Would it 
be possible to write me 
a letter of 
recommendation?” 

Non-
conventionally 
indirect: 

Using hints, the requester can imply to his/her 
listener what he/she want done. Utterances can 
be opaque as regards propositional content as 
well as the illocutionary force of the intended 
requests. The utterance is intentionally vague.  

 

Strong hint The illocutionary intent is not immediately 
derivable from the locution; however, the 
locution refers to relevant elements of the 
intended illocutionary and/or proposition. Such 
elements often relate to preconditions for the 
feasibility of the request. Unlike the preparatory 

 (intent: cleaning the 
car) 
“Has the car been 
cleaned?” 
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stage, hints are not conventionalized and thus 
require more inferencing activity on the part of 
the hearer.  

(intent: getting the 
hearer to lend a 
computer) 
“Are you using your 
computer?” 

Mild hint The locution contains no elements which are of 
immediate relevance to the intended illocution 
or proposition, thus getting increased demand 
for context analysis and knowledge activation on 
the interlocutor.  

(intent: getting a left to 
the airport) 
“I’m to be at the airport 
in half an hour.” 
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Internal modifications 
Internal 
modifications: Definition/Criteria Examples 

Syntactic   
Embedded/ 
tentative  

The requester can pre-face his/her request 
with a clause in which the request is 
embedded conveying his/her attitude to 
the request, e.g. by expressing 
tentativeness, or with expressions of hope, 
delight, thanks, etc., thereby adding an 
element of enthusiasm to the request. The 
embedding often occurs in connection with 
a conditional clause. 

“I wonder if you would be 
able to give me a hand.” 

Embedded/ 
appreciative 

“I hope you’ll be able to 
give me a hand.” 
“I would really appreciate it 
if you’ be able to give me a 
hand.” 

Embedded/ 
Subjective  

“I thought that maybe you 
wouldn’t mind giving me 
hand.” 

Ing form 
(aspect) 

By selecting the continuous aspect, instead 
of the simple present/past tense, the 
requester emphasizes the meaning 
expressed by the embedding clause 

“I was wondering if you 
would give me a hand.” 
“I was thinking that you 
maybe wouldn’t mind 
giving me a hand.” 

Past tense The inclusion of past tense and/or negation 
further downtones the expectations to the 
fulfilment of the request.  

“Could you hand me the 
paper, please?” 
“Can’t you hand me the 
paper?” 

Question A question is often more polite than a 
statement. To ask someone to do 
something is to presuppose that they can 
and are willing to do it and have not 
already done it. To question these 
assumptions is to avoid commitment to 
them and questioning becomes a 
fundamental disarming device. In contrast 
statements of willingness and ability 
present the request in a non-negotiable 
way as a future act 

“Can you do the cooking 
tonight?” 

Conditional 
clause 

The requester can distance his/her request 
from reality by adding a conditional clause. 

“I would like to borrow 
some of your records if you 
don’t mind lending me 
them.” 

Tag questions The requester can appeal to the hearer’s 
consent by adding a tag question to a 
(fairly) direct request, thereby softening 
the impact considerably 

“Hand me the paper, will 
you?” 
“You could carry this for 
me, couldn’t you?” 

Modals  S modal verb can be used to convey 
tentativeness 

“I thought you might let me 
have one of your lovely 
decorations.” 

Lexical   
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Consultative 
device 

Consulting the hearer is a way of asking for 
the hearer’s consent using some ritualized 
formulae  

“Would you mind” 
“Do you think you could 
have the manuscript ready 
tomorrow?” 
“Do you object” 

Politeness 
marker 

In order to signal politeness, the requester 
can add elements of deference to the 
request and pleads for cooperative 
behaviour. 
 

Please 
Kindly 
 

Downtoner A number of modal sentence adverbials 
and modal particles can be used to 
downtone the impositive force of the 
request 

Just, simply, perhaps, 
possibly, rather, maybe 
“perhaps you can close the 
door” 

Understatement A way of decreasing the imposition forced 
on the hearer is to understate or in some 
way minimize some aspects of the desired 
act. If the requester asks for very little or 
for something that is unlikely to be of great 
cost to the interlocutor, the degree of 
imposition is decreased and the impact of 
the request on the requestee has been 
played down 

A second, a minute. 
e.g., “Could you spare me a 
minute?” 
e.g., “Could I have just a 
spot of tea, please?” 

Hedge  By hedging the propositional content, the 
requester can be intentionally vague about 
certain aspects of the act to be carried out, 
thereby giving the requestee the option of 
specifying it him/herself. A hedge is a 
particle, word or phrase that modifies the 
degree of membership of a predicate of a 
noun phrase in a set.  

Kind of, sort of, somehow, 
so on, more or less. 
e.g., “Could you kind of put 
it off for a while?  

Interpersonal 
marker 

Some expressions have as their sole 
function the role of establishing and 
maintaining a good and amiable 
interpersonal relationship. They include 
cajolers that help to attract the hearer’s 
attention, interest, understanding, etc., and 
appealers, which the requester can use to 
appeal to the hearer’s consent. 

 
Cajolers: You know, you 
see, I mean, etc.  
e.g., “You wouldn’t mind 
help me, I mean, would 
you?” 
Appealers: right?, okay? 
etc. 
e.g., “Could you do that for 
me, okay?” 
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External modifications  
Strategy  Definition/ (criteria) Examples  

Grounder The speaker gives reasons, justifications or 
explanations for his/her request or positive 
consequences should the requestee comply.  
The grounder may either precede or follow 
the head act. 
 
It is important that the requester gives 
his/her specific reason(s) for making the 
request. If he/she presents an explanation, a 
justification, etc., the hearer may be more 
willing to comply with the request. It would 
also often be useful to add additional 
information, to point to positive 
consequences, results, etc. which are likely to 
follow, should the hearer comply with the 
requester’s wish. This would help the 
requestee understand why the requester is 
asking. 

“I wasn’t in class the 
other day because I was 
sick, so I was 
wondering if I could 
borrow your notes.” 
“Would you mind doing my 
shopping today? I’ve got so many 
other things to do.” 
“Could you take in the washing 
please? It looks as if it’s about to 
rain.” 
 

Preparator The speaker prefaces the request by 
announcing that he/she will make a request 
by asking about the hearer’s availability, 
asking for the hearer's permission to make 
the request, stating that the speaker has a 
problem, stating that the speaker needs the 
hearer’s help, preparing the content, or 
getting a pre-commitment.   
 
It is important in the first place that thee 
requester prepares his/her request carefully. 
Only in cases of minor favours where it is 
obvious that the request will be satisfied, or 
to friends whom the requester knows will 
meet his/her demands, can the request be 
presented right away. 

“Are you busy?”  
“I wonder if you could help me a 
second.” 
“May I disturb you for a 
moment?” 
“I have a request. I need a 
favour.” 
“You had this management class, 
right?” 
“Can you do me a favour?” 

Apology The speaker apologizes to the hearer  
 
This code was not found in Blum-kulka and 
Trosborg models. I added it following a study 
on Arabic learners. 

“I’m sorry I can’t give you the 
lesson on Monday.” 

Small talk The speaker establishes a social bond with 
the hearer to pave a smooth path for issuing 
the incoming request.  
 
Only real questions about the requestee 
being like “how are you? Or “how was your 

“Hi sir, how are you today?” 
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day” that required an answer by the 
requestee were coded as small talk. 

Disarmer In order to soften the requestee’s attitude 
and make him/her favourably disposed 
towards the requester, the latter can make 
use of disarming statements  

“I hate bothering you but”  
“I hope I’m not disturbing you 
but” 
I know this is short notice, but” 

Self-
introducti
on 

The speaker introduces him/herself to the 
hearer before he/she makes a request 
 
 

“Hello, my name is … I wonder if.” 

Sweetener The speaker tries to increase the likelihood of 
the hearer’s compliance by complimenting 
the hearer or expressing exaggerated 
appreciation of the hearer’s ability to comply 
with the request.  

“Today’s class was 
great. Would I be able 
to borrow the article 
you got the information 
from?” 

Imposition 
minimiser 

In order to persuade the requestee to 
comply, the requester can point to factors 
that will minimize any possible costs to the 
requestee. 
The requester can offer the requestee a 
reward in order to make the request more 
attractive to him/her and thus increase the 
possibility of compliance. The reward can be 
specified, or the requester can be vague 
about his/her promise. 

“Could I borrow your car tonight? 
I'll have it back in time for you to 
drive to work tomorrow.” 
“Would you mind driving me to 
the airport? I'll pay for the 
petrol/You can take my car.” 
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Appendix G: Sample Interview Transcription  

Post-interview 
HIL1    
 

I: Ok Haiman, uh ++ Arabic or English 
S: As you like. English 
I:  If you want to make a request in English, what would you say?  

S: Uh++ I will use+ would you mind, uh+ would you please, and something in the past. 
I: In the past! 

S: (past) 
I:  You like past= 

S: =yeah= 
I: =Why past? 

S: Because it more polite to make a request and you mention it.  
I: Yea. Er,++what are some of the strategies like, expressions other than these would you 

mind, would you please, [could you?]  
S: [it depend] on the,+ those three things that we making request is based on, the social 

power, the social distance, and the uh++last one ++ 
I: Size=  

S: =the size of the request +  
I: Ok.  

S: And depending on the person itself. That you are making the request to him.  
I: Ok.  

S: Uhm 
I: Good. So, depending on these uh +factors, my request would differ, right?  

S: Yea 
I: So, what are some of the expressions that you learned?  

S: It was the past tenses are better to use with request. [I really like that.] 
I: [uh ok. I know that.] What else?  

S: Would it be ok, would it be possible, that’s++ depending on the request you are making 
either if you want an opinion, to ask an opinion or possibility, or willingness, ability,+ 
permission. That depending on the request itself, that you are making. So,+ if I’m +going+ to 
ask about ability I will use could you, can you, something like  

I: Yea, do you think there are differences between them, if there are some more polite than 
others?  

S: Of course. 
I: Like, can you give example, [this one is more polite than-] 

S: [if I’m, if I’m] uh+ going to choose something or making a request I will+ use like always 
+possibility.  

I: Possibility= 
S: =I will prefer possibility  
I: Like is it ok- 

S: -yea and would it be ok, would it be possible. 
I: Why do you like possibility? 

S: Because ++ you like uh++ (what I am going to say) you’re asking the possibility if he can do it 
or not.   You are giving him a choice in the same time. So, even+ it would be more polite to 
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be giving him a choice to ++ or showing his possibility to+ to++ in the end to +have your 
request answered. 

I: Ok. Good. You mentioned three factors. Those three factors. Do you think that these factors 
like social power, social distance, and size of request, would differ in English from Arabic?  

S: Yes 
I: How? How? Can you [give me an example?] 

S: [because it] depends on the culture itself. Ahem. We are here in our culture, uh +when we 
make a request, the other side, uhm+ he’s not really allowed to refuse.  

I: Aha  
S: Yeah. Because it would be something shame.  
I: Ok, you get, like, upset 

S: Yes. The other side is not really allowed to make, uh+ to say no. Even if you are not really 
polite.  

I: Uhm. Ok. 
S: Maybe in the western uh +culture, it is different. From us. In this+ way of making request. 

Ahem.  
I: So, considering, the,+ like for example, the social power, do you think that social power in 

English is similar to Arabic. Do you think that, for example, the relationship between a 
student and a professor is similar in English and Arabic? 

S: No. It is not the same.   
I: How? How is it different? Is it closer in western [culture or more distant?] 

S: [in western] culture it is closer but in our culture is not. Because he, +if we talked like about 
a professor or someone higher in social power, he always, ordering, he’s not really uh 
considering making himself equal to you. Ahem. 

I: So, there is bigger gap [in our culture?] 
S: [yeah, of] course. 
I: How about, like, friends? Is it similar here and there in making a request?  

S: Friends, in making request, here it is easier. It’s not.+ the request itself is not really a big 
deal. Because the other side will respond to you uh +probably +and he will say yes.+ if he is 
a close friend, even if he’s not really. Close. But he will not refuse usually. Yes. But in 
western maybe it is different. 

I: So,++ uh er how would you differ in making a request to a friend in English from Arabic? In 
Arabic what would you say? Like for example, if you want to borrow notes. Notes. From 
your friend who is not very close here and there.  

S: Here, people will not even use a polite word, or, something to refer to that. We’ll just say 
give me your notebook.  

I: Give me your-  
S: -without saying anything. Without saying please or can you or giving an option to say yes or 

no. But in western it is not [the same thing.]  
I: [what would] you say? 

S: In Western? 
I: Yea 

S: Would you mind if you gave me your note? 
I: To a friend? 

S: Of course. 
I: You cannot say give me your notebook? 

S: No.+ it is very rude.  
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((interruption from another student for a few seconds)) 
I: Also, for the request itself, do you think when I make a request in English and Arabic, is it 

similar or different? Do you think when I make a request in English and Arabic, is it similar or 
different? 

S: There are some rules for that, but. We are not using them, for making a request, because 
our culture is not like that. It’s like using those rules to make a request. And we have the 
biggest issue is that we, uh+ the person you are asking, if he said no, it would be something 
shameful.  

I: I know that. You will get angry at that person? 
S: Yea, maybe he will not talk to you anymore. Yea this thing, yea 
I: But, let’s imagine you will ask something like in the video, asking someone to let your sister 

to sleep overnight. Is this different making this to someone in Western culture from 
someone here? How she started it, how she phrased it.  

S: It is all about the culture. ++ if someone close.  ++if anyone, he’s coming here to knock on 
your door, you cannot say no. +even if he is not close. The culture is controlling this+ 
situation. All of this.  

I: Ok. 
S: If I am (let’s say) uh++in a foreign langua- a foreign country, I will see the culture and to 

know how to make a request first, so always it’s everything +related to culture.  
I: Ok. Through the cards the you read, is there a difference between Western and Arabic how 

we make a request? 
S: There is a difference 
I: Is there a clear difference? 

S: Yes. There is a huge difference.  
I: What is the difference?  

S:  When we make a request in our culture. We don’t tend to make it big or give an 
introduction, or justification to=  

I: =even if you are asking for a big thing, like asking a someone, for example, to give you a ride 
home. [not a close friend].  

S: [if my. In my point] of view= 
I: =a classmate= 

S: In my point of view. It is nothing. It is not even a big thing. It’s uh a very small request, but it 
is something maybe big uh in maybe western culture as far as it is related to money. When 
you are giving someone a ride you are costing yourself money ((laugh)). We are more 
generous in this area ((laugh)).  

I: Ok for self-presentation, do you think when you present yourself, does it differ from 
situation to another,  

S: Of course 
I: Even with the same person 

S: No, with the same person no.   
I: Like for example, I am asking from you and you are my classmate for your notes. You are not 

my close friend. You are just my classmate. How would I present myself, would I present 
myself equal, less, or= 

S: =usually, usually we present ourselves equal  
I: Regardless whether I am asking for something big or small? 

S: Yea. 
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Appendix H: Sample Interview Coding (pragmalinguistic knowledge) 
 
MAXCODA program 
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Appendix I: Sample Scenarios Coding  

MAXCODA program 
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Appendix J: Sample AJQ coding 

MAXQDA program 
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